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ABSTRACT
This yearbook is a collection of 14 articles covering

a wide range of topics. The first argues that arithmetic is "a
general mode of thinking," not a "tool subject." The need and use of
mathematics for the average citizen is the basis for the second
chapter, and the following chapter continues in this vein by
attempting to show various ways in which mathematics is valuable.
Chapter 4 suggests the merits of studying mathematical processes,
while the next article points out the advantages of using the
unifying approach of functional thinking. Following a chapter on the
mathematics of symmetry in art, there are two articles dealing with
calculus in the high school. Chapter 9 advocates the establishment of
school savings banks to encourage thrift. The next three articles all
deal with measurement and measuring instruments. After a discussion
of problem solving in arithmetic, the yearbook concludes with an
article suggesting ways in creating a mathematical atmosphere in the
classroom. (LS)
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THE FALLACY OF TREATING SCHOOL
SUBJECTS AS "TOOL SUBJECTS"*

BY CHARLES H. JUDD
School of Eduanion, tinkering of Chicago

The Significance of Words. The psych&ogist who has studied
the evolution of language is perhaps more impressed than are others
by the fact that words embody and transmit. profound beliefs. It
has been said that the phrases "struggle for existence" and "sur-

of the fittest" have done more to direct modern thinking than
whole volumes of statutes passed by parliament or congress, Vje
all know the limits to which industrial and commercial concerns
will go in order to secure selling names for their wares. It is a
common observation that parents in conferring on their offspring
the designations which are to mark them throughout life seek names
which express the hope that greatness of one form or another will
crown the in lividual's career.

I do not I now who first called arithmetic and reading "tool sub-
jects." Whoever he was, he stigmatized these subjects and classi-
fied them as in some sense inferior to history and science and
literature, Suppose that we could have been present at the first
use of the term "tool subjects" and could have persuaded the com-
pany not to use that term but to call reading and arithmetic the
"right and left hands of learning," what would have been the effect
on subsequent educational thinking of the t.doption of our more
complimentary terms?

I am not suggesting an idle speculation about t} history of
words, My psychology tells me that words are the embodiments
of discriminations and the epitomes of theory. My psychology
teaches nie that when the zotilogist points to an animal and says:
"That is a vertebrate," he has condensed into a single word the
study of generations of scientists and has pointed out the charac-
teristic of the animal which long study has shown to be the essen-
tial fact on which attention is to be concentrated if we are to
understand the place of that animal in the organic world.

Paper presented to the National Council of Education at Dallas, February, 1927.
1
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Arithmetic as a "Tool Subject," When a writer on education
says arithmetic is a "tool subject," what does he mean? We have
only to appeal to present-day educational literature to secure a
clear answer. Arithmetic. is thought of as a subject which is a kind
of necessary evil, If one wants to pry loose interest from capital,
one will have to do a little calculating. If one wants to purchase
bricks and lumber for the highly important business of building a
house, one will have to delay in the truly constructive work long
enough to add up a column of figures. If one is to engage in the
interesting occupation of compounding a reeipc, one will have to
stop and measure and count the ingredients. The ends of life ar
,iosscssions, and buildings, and food; these are the matters with
which many educators declare themselves to he concerned; these,
they tell us, are the substantial sources of valuable mental experi-
ence; these are the concrete facts of life. Number is to the rinds
of many of our contemporaries a forum! abstract something which
has crept into the schools and crowded out property, and build-
ings, told food. Ardent critics of mathematics would have us be-
lieve that number is a tool which one uses perhaps twice a day,
possibly three times, but never without apologies and never without
a feeling of aversion at the delay which number thinklng entails.
The poplar plea today is a plea for reduction all alorg the line.
Let us ',end out how frequently the people of Iowa and Boston
reall use arithmetic in their daily lives, let us be rid of antique
puzzles about ditch digging and the rest, let us laugh algebra and
geometry out of the high school.

Pment Emphasis on the Concrete. / ,J I rend the modern
textbook in arithmetic I find that the tables are few and short.
There is concreteness on every hand. There are pictures of people
buying and selling, there are reproductions of checks and bills of
lading, there arc problems from geography and baseball, but the
fact that the number series has a character and regularity of its
own is pushed as far into the background as the pages will permit.
The new textbooks might have on their covers a picture of a tool
as symbolic cf their content. They seem to announce in the loudest
tones the belief that all the good things in modern civilization are
real, tangible objects; number is merely something to be used now
and then as a vague and unsatisfactory substitute for things that
are concrete and substantial and truly important. In other words,
they seem to think that it is a necessary evil,
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should not be evadt (I by casting the mathematical sciences out of
the curriculum. nmthematietl sciences have demonstrated
their place in the intellectual world. If we do not teach them sue-
evssfully, let us ask ourselves what- are the reasons for our failure
and la us ask ourselves whether we have been intelligent in defining
the true content of these sciences.

Attitude toward the Mathematical Sciences. Thus far my
tirgument has been direeted against the acceptance of the view that
number is a remote and external addition to mental life. I turn
now to a reinforcement of my contentions by expounding briefly,
what I think should be the attitude of teachers toward the inutile-
matietil sciences.

Pervading n11 of one's thinking about the world should be the
general attitude that the objects which come into experience can
be arranged and classified. Order achieved by human effort as a
substitute for the world's natural disorder is the end and aim of
human intelligent reaction on the world. We are to put things
in series, where like objects are together and unlike are distin-
guished. Order, arrangement, classification arc products of the
mind's reaction on the world. Whatever else the school does, it
should help individuals to systematize their experiences.

Orderly arrangement is by no means easy to produce. One
must. discriminate and assemble and reassemble. One must put
together in the mind what has not been together before. Dr. Os ler
once made the sage remark that medicine will become a science
when physicians learn to count. lie meant exactly what 1 have
1,een saying in less epigrammatic ftlit. When physicians learn to
distinguish diseases and count consequences aln1 enumerate methods
of treatment and measure results, medivine will be a science.

Little children come into the school at a period of life when they
have attained very little in the way of orderly arrangement of
experience. They have no notion of regularities and system. It
is the business of the school to transmit to the pupils the intel-
lectual methods of arrangement by which the comple.:ities of the
world may be unraveled and a new pattern made of experience.
The most comprehensive and flexible patterns fur the rearrange-
ment of experiences are those supplied by the mathematical
sciences.

Let me offer an illustration of what I mean by referring to an
analysis which I recently made of a number of standard arithme-
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ties. I toted that there is great variety exhibited in the situations
described the problems. ror example, some of the problems
discuss the finding of things: John had five marbles and found
three, ( lier examples tell about earning money; John earned
ten cents doing this and fifteen doing that. Other examples tell
about journey in which a man walked two miles and then four.
You can readily supply other similar types of examples. The
interesting point in regard to all these eases, whether they be of
finding or earning or journeying, is that. they belong together
under the inclusive notion of addition. I found that the plus sign
taken as the symbol of the general idea of addition has in four
standard aritlanctics somewhat more than four hundred synonyms.
There are as many synonyms of the minus sign. Thus John
lost three marbles; John paid fifteen cents out of his earnings;
the man has thirty miles to go but covered in one day only eighteen.

It is further important for our purpose to note that the general
ideas of addition and subtraction stand in a certain intellectual
relation to each other that is not indicated on the surface of the
problems. John earns or spends; the two performances carry John
in opposite directions and the degree in which he moves in one
direction or the other can be exactly compared through the use of
arithmetical symbols. Thus we see that there is a higher form
of mathematical generalization which includes the two contrasting
operations of addition and subtraction,

We have all observed much teaching in the schools which con-
sisted in solving problems of earning and spending but which left
no clear notion in the pupil's mind of the kind which I referred to
above \dim I spoke of the general ideas of addition and sub-
traction. How often have we all heard children in the schools
say, "I don't know whether to add or subtract, whether to add
or multiply." Even mere common is the failure to prepare for the
higher synthesis of addition and subtraction which is made in
algebra.

When we note the failure of ordinary instruction in arithmetic
to cultivate general id.2as, we can not wonder that se many pupils
fail. Teachers have not regarded arithmetic as a science made up
of general modes of thinking; they have thought of it as a series
of rules. They hav fled it a "tool subject." They have pictured
it as something that the child can lay aside without impairing his
view of the world. They have hurried over the tables which show
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MATH hMATICS IN TIIE TRAINING FOR
CITIZENSHIP *

BY DAViD EUGENE SMITH
Trochurs College, Columbia University

Purpose. It is the purpose of this paper to set forth certain
facts to be kept. in mind in the teaching of mathematics for citi-
zenship. It. is proposed to consider in the limited spare available
what there is in mathematics that the working man needs and what
of this science the woman requires in directing the education of
her children and in managing her home; how mathematics trains
the mind and how its poetry affects human life; what potency the
subject has in the uplift of your soul and mine; how it has linked
itself with humanity in all times; and how we should go about
to make all this real in our everyday teaching.

Thus stated, the problem falls of its own weight,for in the
brief spare allowed, it is impossible to treat with any adequacy
these various topics and the many questions that. naturally arise
in your mind and my own. All that can be done is to mention a
few of the leading principles that have guided the writer in his
own endeavors to improve the teaching of mathematics, and which
he feels sure guide a large proportion of his former students in
their work in various parts of the world.

First Objective. First, we study mathematics because it is one
of the small group of subjects- -like reading. history, and geography
--that are linked up with a large number of the branches of human
knowledge. No one can be happy as a member of the human
family who does not know something of the history of the race,
something of the earth on which this race exists, something of
letters, something of the arts, and something of what we so pedanti-
cally call "the quantitative side of human life." Of the necessity
for knowing number relations there Call be no question, but fifty
years ago one might well have cried the slogan abroad from the
housetops, "Will anyone tell me why a girl should study algebra?"

Adap!(41 front an address delivered before the faculty of Teachers Colicge. The
original address was published In the Trorhera College Berard, Vol. XVIII. No. 3.
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Today, a person would sadly feel his ignorance, or her ignorance,
if he or she had to look with lark-luster eyes upon a simple formula
such as may be found in Popular Mechanics, Motor, the Scientific
Aller/ran, an everyday article ca the radio or astronomy, a boy's
manual on the airplane, or any (Jae of hundreds of articles in our
popular encyclopedias. These weds come not only within the
purview of the boy; they are even more apparent in the case of
the girl, she who is to have the direction of the education of the
generation next to conic upon the stage of action. Each must know
the shorthand of the formula, and the meaning of a simple graph,
of a simple equation, and of a negative number, or else must feel
the stigma of ignorance of the common things that the educated
world talk.: about and reads about.

Reach of Mathematics. And if you are skeptical as to the reach
of mathematics in the world in which we live, consider this simple
suggestion. Aside from the propagation of the race, the most im-
portant thing in this world is educationwhich term is taken to
include the training of the soul as well as the training of the hand
and brain, and the training for the eight hot.:s or more of daily
leisure as well as for the eight. hours or less of toil. Let us then
take the science of education as a norm for measurement. Let us
now imagine, if we can, that by some mighty cataclysm there
should he wiped off the face of the earth tonight every book on
mathematics, every mathematical symbol of any kind, every
written page or printed sheet. upon which a trace of mathematics
appears, and every machine for computing or recording numbers;
and then let us do the same for every piece of printing or writing
that has to do with the science of education. What would happen?
"It is an ill wind that blows no good," and some good would un-
questionably come to the world were this done. For one thing,
all wars and rumors of wars would stop tomorrow. since shells of
the right size could not be sent to the proper guns and the range
finders would cease to operate. For another thing, we should
doubtless have more attention given to real teaching because there
would he some lessening of experiment, valuable though this may
be in a fair percentage of cases. particularly those in which the
approximate measure of pupils' abilities is concerned, and exceed-
ingly valuable as we might make it if we would. The actual teach-
ing in the schools would go along about as usual; very likely, how-
ever, with a little less friction for a time. But how about. life
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who care little for the older disciplines; but the statement is made
frankly, and certainly without fear. The validity of the doctrine
of mental discipline depends largely upon the definition of the term.
If by mental discipline we me't the theory that memorizing the
rules of arithmetic has any potent influence on our memorizing
the I3ook of Job; if it means that ability in algebra produces facility
in calculation; or if it means that a high mark in digging out the
roots of numerical equations correlates with a high mark in deter-
mining whether to buy this kind of motor car or that.,then no
thoughtful student of education leas ever made such an assertion.
and so there no doctrine of formal discipline to combat. The
time and energy that have been squandered in proving statistically
the axiomatic is one of the interesting phases of modern education.

If, however, the knowledge of how to arrange a logical proof in
geometry can be made of no value to us in other fields in which
deductive logic can be applied; if the perfection of geometry does
not give us an ideal of perfection that helps us elsewhere in our
intellectual life; if the succinctness of statement of a geometric
proof does not set a norm for statements in non-mathematical lines;
if the contact with absolute truth does not have its influence upon
the souls of us; if the very style of reasoning does not transfer so
as to help the jurist, the physician, the salesman, the publicist,
and the educator; if the habit. of rigorous thinking, which usually
is first begun in demonstrative geometry, is not a valuable habit
elsewhere; if a love for beauty cannot be cultivated in geometry
so as to carry over to stimulate a love for beauty in architecture,
then let us drop demonstrative geometry from our required courses.
From the standpoint of actual measurenlent, aside from the trans-
ferable power it gives us for independent investigation, geometry
is not, in that case, worth the time and energy it takes.

But it may be asked if we have any proof that geometry luts.
or can have, this power, and the answer is, "Certainly,world
experience." Of course such a reply will bring at once the assertion
that the one making it has not studied the results of psychological
experiments. On the contrary, the assertion that there is no
transfer of training from geometry to other lines of activity is not
o emphatically made at present as it. was a dozen years ago. It

is by no means the advanced educator today who denies a dis-
ciplinary power to geometry; it is either the educator who is slip-
ping behind in the race, or the one who has never been in the race
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at all. If anyone says that we have statistics to show that young
people spend a year on a subject. whose chief purpose is the logical
proving of statements and are not thereby made more logical in
other lines of mental activity, now or in the years to come, the
reply may properly be that psychologists of high standing and
scientific nlen generally do not believe it; and if he shows us his
tables, carried out to the usual 1/ no of 1 per cent, then may we
quite safely say to him that there are just as elaborate tables seek-

to prove things in education, which tables have secured degrees
for their makers, and yet which are so ridiculous that this writer,
at least, is ashamed to have his European friends see them lest
they judge all Anieriean scholars by such unseientific work.

The Magic of the Mind. A third reason for believing in an
introduction to the oldest of all the sciences, for the training of a
citizen, is that every man and every woman is entitled to experi-
ence what Byron called "the power of thought, the magic of the
mind." Our schools do much for the gray practicalities of life, and
they are to he commended therefor; they do much for idealism,
for the poetic side of our nature, and for all this we should be
thankful. Now let us see to it that the poetic side of mathematics
is recognized as well as the practical side; let us see to it that we
show the world how to use its leisure as well as how to turn the
restless wheels of industry. Voltaire remarked that "one merit of
poetry few persons will deny; it says more in fewer words than
prose"; and why may we not with perfect truth continue,"crie
merit of mathematics no one can deny,it says more in fewer
words than any other science in the world"? If "poetry is unfallen
speech," then geometry is undebased thought, and if "architecture
is frozen music" then it is also the crystallized science of form.
Do you smile at the suggestion that mathematics is poetry? So
men may smile at the idea that the Book of Genesis is one of the
grandest poems of all literature,but only if they have not read
it in the noble language in which it was written in the days when
civilization was young. So men may smile at the suggestion that
mathematics is an epic of ideas, but only because they have not
learned to read it in its own tongue. "All men are poets at heart"
but most of us are like bashful children to confess it.

"Poets are all who love,who feel great truths
And tell them,"

and what is the real teacher of mere algebra but this, or the one
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who opens the door to any one of the branches of the science
mathematical? The beauty of symmetry,--where else is it found
as completely as in mathematics, and where does rhythm play .ts
great a part as here? Why was music looked upon, until recently,
as a part of mathematics, if not for the common elements of the
two? Why does Nature so often arrange the leaves of plants in
accordance with a Fibonacci series, and why does the snow crystal
recognize the poetry of the complex sixth roots of unity? You do
not recall being taught all this? Then the argument is against
the pedagogue, still so often a slave as in ancient times; it is not
against the poetry of mathematics. Of course, such an idea will
not. appeal to the educational iconoclast and may he characterized
aas mere food for the newspaper paragrapher. The former may say
that only a genius ia teaching can bring out such values, and the
latter may have his little pleasantry about some long-haired, im-
practical, impecunious professor who says that a table of logarithms
is a series of sonnets; but neither need concern us particularly,
because the rhythm of mathematics is merely a commonplace truth
which teachers of mathematics generally recognize and of which
most students are aware, whether they confess it or not.

Eternal Verities. The fourth reason to be suggested is less
tangible,we teach mathematics for citizenship because it is one
of the eternal verities, just as we might lead the youth to a great
desert or to the mountains, there to commune with his soul; to a
solemn tropical forest, "God's first temple," there to feel the uplift
of loneliness; to the black silence that surrounds the tomb of Akbar
the Great, or to the mists in the cryptomerias that stand guard
beside the resting place of Ieyasu. We should lead him to these
places because they rouse his soul to a contemplation of the truths
that. endure. Did you ever think how you might proceed to make
an attempt to communiNae with Mars by signals? How you would
place enormous searchlights to form some picture on the plains of
Sahara, some picture that the Martian might be certain is not a
mere accidental arrangement, or accidental series of flashes, and yet
something that he would understand? It could not be a represen-
tation of a living thing, for if Mars has life its forms are surely
not shaped like those of Earth. It could not be words in letters
which have been transmitted to us through the ages, nor could it
be the numerals which had their visible source ages ago in the
royal decrees of India. No, it would be none of these; the most
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hopeful symbol we could give to attract the attention of a world
much older than our own. and probably more refined, would be
the figure of the theorem, of Pythagoras, the squares on the three
sides of a right triangle. The reader may smile at the idea.but
he cannot think of a better symbol; and the reason is that here is
one of the verities of the universe. Before Mare was, or the Earth,
or the sun, and long after cull has ceased to exist, there and here
and in the most remote regions of stellar space of the type we
know,---the square on the hypotenuse was, and is, and ever shall be
equivalent to the sum of the squares on the shies. All our little
theories of life, all our childish speculations as to death, all our
trivial bickerings of the schools,all these are but vanishing motes
in the sunbeam compared with the double eternity, past and future,
of such a truth as this.

Man in the Cosmos. A fifth reason for advocating the study
of mathematics in the training of the citizen is that it makes him
conscious, as is possible in no other way, of his position in the
universe about him. To come to some realization not merely of
the depths of known space but of the methods by which we sound
the plummet of these depths, to know the connection of the mathe-
matical spiral with the genesis of the solar systems, to know some-
thing of the way in which we measure the motions of the heavenly
bodies, to have some conception of the methods by which we weigh
the stars, to know how we reckon time in "light years" and the
basis of our assertion that the light- which left a certain star when
Homer was reciting the fall of Troy is only just reaching us,think
of the glories which then our universe assumes in the mind of the
impressionable youth! ''What is man that Thou art mindful of
him?" "A thousand years in Thy sight are hut as yesterday when
it is past, and as a watch in the night." And to these words we
may add those attributed to the greatest of all philosophers, "God
eternally geometrizes."

Religious Bearing. And this suggests a sixth reason which to
this writer is very strongthat the proper study of mathematics
gives humanity a religious sense that cannot be fully developed
without it. We may take all the selections of little groups that
we wish, we may show and show again that the mathematician
does or does not go to church, that he does or does not believe in
priest craft. that he has or has not faith in this kind of Clod or that,
all this has no influence upon this thesis, and should have none
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notablt, university anti sought the relation of the goonictric solills
to till' 'iltilosophy of lift., from the tittle \viten Plato set the first
tuitratiet, cxaminatioll over tilt' portals grovi, Aral -

"1.0 gvolliHry !it'll', 1.111111 tho 111111 III ;
tf AltX;111111'1:1 111111 III grP:11 Of
11111tivs..-1111 through till' ages, the history of inathentatirs lots
liven the history of the rare,

Are We Successful? But tits w. rtTognizt, all this in our tibacl,
int; of the stilljet.t? Ahts! t\t. rt.l ogni/.t. su little in our to
anything. \Vt. fail to revognize adequately the story of till' tIcyclop.
mein of the rights of the individual iii our teuilliug of history; ve
ronunottly fail to revognize tilt' noble (imits of Circgory in the
!caching of tousle; tve fail to rt.t.ognizt. the sonorous language of the
Athunian and the real signilicant.t. of the oration on the t.rott.ii ill
our teaching of Cat.tli; and \e fail to grasp the tit'en%'llt.hilit4.;

\ \'t' our \inry hotel's in !Timms,
and ill qui,,,tionnair.s, and in regulating the bells of our classrooms,

Fratil:ly, \ye eannot sanction, as perfeet, anything that is in this
poor, storm-los-Id \\lid(' of (airs, and so We cannot fully sanction
flit' present teaching of mIttlwurItics ur 11. utlything surdy
our govurnments are largely failures; ;Intl survly our Christinnity,
our Jut1 :ii:111, our \1011:onwil.olkiii, liuddhisni,thest
to N1.11 toT I lie gyvat him ti, .,:iyugvry that :,;t aggercti t vorill
in the fateful yt.ars of 191.1-191s, ()tit' divorco courts, our (hit_
tlrett's vourts, our brothels, our (Thor, ow. A.... -all thew cry
to Leaven of the failure of our sovial system. There exists nothing
in this world that cannot he ilia' t' ht tier, antl so let. it Ile Said at
(111(1' 111:11 is poorly taught, but no moro poorly than
polagogy; that it contains ;t ina-s of material of questionable value
to young people, hut no wort. than soeiology; that its stIhjeet
Itiattvr c:111 nitwit betttr arrangtstl, hut no better
than can that of psyt.liology; that its beauties are not not& ade-
quately notnifest, but the - ante can IA, said of music ,hill
lettrs. No one has any brief for the perfeetion of the h.:tell-
ing of ituttlinaties as it statols; hut if t.t hail to tal:t. a bricf for
this subject, or for pthegogy, or for prat.' teal arts, or for courses ill
social betterment, \ye might \tit!! perfett confidence talo. the mat he-
nottivs, antl Nvoiliti ',111,tilicti doing 1,1 :oi.v it has it

ii 11:15 litut It far longer
Cum, could to\vuili in rlcrti(1n.
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high school; that we should OWN 0111V definite Work ill
intuitive geometry and in the common uses of algebra, just as the
rest of the leading countries do; that in the ninth school year we
should show the ming people what is meant by logical demonstra-
tion in geometry, and vhat is meant by an algebraic function, by
algebraic shorthand, and by generalized arithmetic, It i.3 not neces-
sary that any mathematics should thereafter be required, once the
joiior high school is well established, with well trained teachers
vho know the science anti can handle this work; but the oppor-
tunity should be given for any pupil to continue his mathematics
in each year so long as he stays within the academic walls, and
the stronger minds will tend to grasp this opportunity as soon as
We can adequately prepare the teachers. But until the junior high
schools are well established, and until first-class elective courses
are offered in mathematics in the senior high school, it would be
disastrous to sacrifice the courses in algebra and geometry that we
now have, since we have nothing worthy of the student's vigorous
mental attack that can take their place. In many places, the
present high school will and should endure f6r years to conic, chang-
ing gradually for the better in the future as it has in the Past.
This plan for the junior high school would open the door of mathe-
matics to everyone. just as it should be opened in every other great
line of intellectual progress; it would allow everyone to see as
clearly as possible the line for which he is apparently fitted; it
would give a basis for just the guidance that teachers of mathe-
matics, and letters, and art, and history desire; it would permit
of a substantial basis for a series of special superstructurescom-
mercial, industrial, scientific, and so on; it would inflict no real
hardship upon any of the youth whom we lead; it would make for
better teaching and a far clearer understanding of the great as
vell as the small things of mathematics, unfettered in the initial
stages by any need of what is often a mechanical, soulless cram-
ing fur examinations. Given this, and a new light would dawn

upon our teaching of mathematics in this country; and with such
a curriculum we could bring together the utilitarian features win(
all agree upon, and the higher life of mathematics, the oversom.,
which those who have given the subject the most thought sincerely
believe to exist,

Narrow View of Objectives, When, however, we simply hear
the WC alisonie old cry',-- -the; purpose of mathematics is either
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music, against physics, against history, against the graphic arts,
against. every other subject in the school curriculum. With even
greater force can it often he said against the very courses which
these critics give in schools of education all over this country.
Mathematics can he justified for the citizen quite as successfully
as most of these same courses can be justified for the teacher. If
any reader has the slightest doubt about the truth of this assertion,
let him write down tonight the exact- values, from the standpoint
of practical use in teaching. of any course in education that he
ever attendedindeed, of any that he ever gave. He will find
that these courses have their values, but it may be doubted if the
list will be any more impressive than Ow one which he might also
write for mathematics.

The Outlook. Nothing is at its best, not your thoughts nor
mine, ; of your acts nor mine, not your lives nor the life of any
one of us. And it is so with mathematics. Everyone knows that
mathematics should have a tremendous influence upon the training
of the citizen, and yet we so often use our time and energies solely
in puttering as to the statistical results of teaching subtraction by
this little metiiod or that. While giving all such matters due con-
sideration, can we not take the larger view? Can not the general
educator bring his experience to help us in the special fields to
make better citizens? Can not we who love mathematics and
believe in its larger possibilities bring our skill to help the general
educator develop the great elements of life in the souls intrusted
to our care? Can not our schools of observation throughout the
country recognize these larger opportunities for study in lines that
concern those dominant elements that make for a nobler citizen-
ship, as well as in the mere incidents of school life t hat often claim
to be all that research has to offer?

If such a spirit could develop in this country, ;aid if a group of
scholarly leaders with a real appreciation of learning and of culture
could he found to sympathetically direct this new type of research.
then could we, who have joyfully borne the heat and burden of
the years, chant our nuns dimittig, for then indeed our eyes would
have seen the Glory, and then indeed would mathematics, freed
from the parasitic growths of ages, take its proper place in the
education of our youth.



MATHEMATICS AS AN INTERPRETER
OF LIFE *

By W. S. SCHLAUCH
High School of Commerce, New York City

What Knowledge Is of Most Worth? Ever since Herbert
Spencer, in his essay on Education, Irst raised the important ques-
tion "What knowledge is of most worth?" educators have been
continuing the discussion which he began. Although they have
used varying standards of values, most of them agree that the im-
portance of a subject in the curriculum may be measured by its
contribution to:

1. Direct self-preservation.
2. Indirect self-preservation or the earning of a living.
3. Social efficiency and citizenship.
4. The pleasure of the individual.
5. A general understanding of, and an insight into, economic,

social and cosmic forces, and problems whose mastery is neces-
sary for the continuing of human progress.

Any subject which can be made to function effectively in the first
or secohd divisions above takes precedence in importance over one

useful in contributing to the pleasure of the individual.
Thus hygiene and arithmetic are of more fundamental importance
to the great majority of American pupils than music, painting, or
elassical languages. It is my purpose to show by specific illustra-
tions that while mathematics is valuable to a person in the earning
of a living it also helps in the attainment of this object by inter-
preting the economic environment into which the student will be
placed on leaving school or college; it is of powerful assistance in
building a reliable philosophy; and to those who specialize in the
subject, it also leads to the purest and most exalted pleasure of
which we human beings are capable. It is, in other words, valuable
in all five categories which we have chosen. To prove this I must

An address delivered before the Matt/nullifies Cunforenve at Teachers College,
Summer Session 1U27.
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first give you my definition of a cultured man, for it is he who is
concerned in my discussion. It is this:

A cultured man is one who is at home in the world; to whom the
universe and its changes cause none of the terror due to ignorance.
In attaining this intimate familiarity with cosmic, economic, and
social forces, laws, and changes, mathematics is the one science that
makes possible exactness in our interpretations, that enables us to
formulate with precision and to predict with certainty.

How Mathematics Should be Taught. While it is true that
mathematics as it is often taught in our high schools is an abstract
system of symbols that seem to have no relation to anything in the
heavens above, or the earth beneath, or the waters under the earth,
this need not be the case. It is because teachers are so absorbed in
teaching symbols and manipulations that they neglect to point out
the meaning of these symbols and their use in deriving practical
rules of great utility.

The Interest Formula. To take a specific case, when the student
has been taught to solve literal equations in algebra he should be
taught to see both the value of the formula and the implications of
his results. For example, given the formula for simple interest,

prt
1If we let r = 4'; and t =360 or 1 day,

We have = 1

4
00 ^

1

360
p

9000'
This gives us the rule:

Rule: To get one day's interest at 4c;., divide the principal by
9000. Or as expressed by business men: To get one day's interest at
-1;;, point ofj 3 to the left and divide by 9.

Thus, one day's interest at 4% on $27,900 is $3.10. To get the
interest on $5,860 for 123 clays at 4Y , we proceed thus:

90 $58.60
30 19.533
3 1.953

123 $80.09

When the student has solved the formula i prt for p, and
has obtained another formula p fit, should be taught to in-
terpretterpret his results in words thus:
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Rule: To find the principal whieh will yield a given interest in a

yivun time at a given rate, dil.ide the given interest by the interest

on one dollar. It is more important that the student know that
Pt = 1 X r is the inte-est on $1.00 than that he should be given
additional manipulative skill with other symbols, without being
able to interpret them or knowing how to use them in the solution
of practical problems of life and business.

The Binomial Theorem. When the binomial theorem is de-
veloped. most teachers feel that their task is accomplished if the
student is able to expand aml understand stud' expressions as

,

(a + b)H a" + na" --t- n a"-2
2

while, as a matter of fact, the student usually has very little interest
in the process it,elf, except that derived from his desire to be able
to pass the examination at the end of the term. Yet all students
in the high school know about bonds, interest, and investments, and
hear such topics discussed at home, Their interest in the binomial
theorem would he tremendously increased if the teacher were to
introdue it as a means of easy solution for compound interest prob-
lems. Let the teacher by usinl arithmetic examples derive the
formula for compound amount,

A P(1 +
and t hen ?MOW U1(' stucicttts that any compound amount may be
easily calculated, provided wt know the value of the accumulation
i. -tor

(1 + n.

Let I he teacher then show the difficulty of this calculation by
arithmetic and the facility of it by the binomial method, and the
students are eager to master the new device. Thus, the compound
amount of $500 for 5 periods at 2 ',i, the savings bank rate, is

A= 500 0.0215
Now
Subst it ut Mg,
Therefore.

(1 =
1.025 =

A =

1 +- 5i- +- 10i' -f- 10/1
1.1040808032
$500 X 110-10808032

+ 5i* +

7:7. $552.04

The entire process is performed mentally and. when a certain
amount of skill is developed, with gt,.at ease. The uscg of the
binomial formula such as in finding roots may also be pointed out
to u1
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The Theory of Exponents. When the theory of exponents is
taught, most students in our high schools wonder why they should
he required to know that

1
a-2 = -7, and that x" ------- 1.a-

It seems to me that if this knowledge were applied to a useful pur-
pose, namely, the mastery of the theory of logarithms and (imputa-
tion by logarithms; and if then the use of the slide rule as an
application of logarithms were given, our students would find the
intermediate :algebra course a fascinating one, with sidelights,
generalization, and interpretations of what was obscure in arith-
metic, instead of the abstract system of symbols it now is in the
hands of most teachers. Logarithms can be applied in calculations
dealing with business, accounting, and the economic world. Amor-
tization, sinking funds, depreciation, and bond valuation are sonic
of the topics that can easily be mastered by one who has a knowl-
edge of logarithms and of geometric progression. Yet we emphasize
the abstract theory of quadratic equations, the remainder theorem,
and the graphs of functions, without pointing out the practical
implications and interpretative value of the most important parts
of algebra and geometry.

The Use of Graphs. The same subject, which is presented to
one student as an abstract system of symbols, may be so presented
to another that he regards it as a powerful instrument for solving
problems in which he is interested, and as an explanation of the
phenomena by which he is s,irmunded. Graphs, as presented in
most conventional textbooks, and as taught by the majority of
teachers in our high schools, deal with the mere plotting of func-
tions of x and y. Yet, if the subject is approached through statisti-
cal graphs and graphs for calculation, the student may easily be
taught that certain problems connected with building, railroad time-
tables, points of maximum net return, and the like, may he solved
by graphic methods more easily than in any other way.

As a simple illustration, consider the following problem: A total
of 151 M. bricks are needed for a building, and they will be used
as follows: 4 M. per day fur the first 4 days, 10 M. per day for the
next 6 days, rind 15 M. per day for tile last 5 days. ,s a matter
of economy, it is desirod to have the deliveries made at a uniform
rate per day. Find the maximum storage capacity needed to allow
uniform deliveries over the 15-day period.
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It is a Very simple matter to plot the graphs of total number used,
and total deliveries, as shown in Fig. 1, and by measuring ordinates
between these graphs, find the maximum number of bricks stored.
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By measuring the ordinate differences A D and B E, we find
that B E is the greater and that the maxinnun storage capacity
needed is approximately 10,400 bricks. A graph makes this clearly
evident. The varying ordinate differences between the line "Total
I'scd" and the line of "Total Deliveries" show the growth and
disappearance day by day of the pile of stored bricks.

The Use of Geometry in Calculation Charts. The interest of
students in plane geometry is tremendously increased when they
find that it gives them an insight into certain calculation charts
used in business, enables them to understand instruments of pre-
cision, and clarifies for them geography and astronomy, Any
normal child is blessed with natural curiositythat heritage of the
evolutionary struggle during which not to comprehend the environ-
ment and its dangers meant death. Children take joy in mastering
knowledge which they can see has some relation to the phenomena
of their lives. It is only the mass of abstract material in a dull
curriculum, unpedagogically presented, that finally kills the desire
to learn. For example, when students have learned to prove the
congruence of triangles, it gives them a thrill of interest to find that
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this knowledge enables them to understand the principles involved
in the construction of simple alignment charts, such as paymasters'
wage alignment charts. This fact can he seen from the following:

In Fig. 2, we have axes :1.1, BB, and IV at right angles to AB,
such that AC = CB, and the scales of numbers on AA and BB are
so placed that the same length on each has a unit value. If on the

A
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89

88
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88.
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86,
A
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166

165
164
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16

15S

C
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77

78

75

.74

73

72

level of any two numbers on the outer axes, whose join is p;ralleled
to the base AB, we place on the C-axis the sum of these numbers,
we have an addition-subtraction chart within the range of the num-
bers employed. To prove this we use the theorems of the congru-
ence of triangles. Thus in Fig. 2, since the join of 88-75 was num-
bered 163 on (V, if we join any two numbers whose sum is 163 the
line will pass through this same point.

Proof. Draw a line from 89 on AA to 163 on (.'r and continue the
line to the B-axis. In triangles I ?.'T and TUT' thus formed:

y ( Because they are right angles.)
ST = TU (If a series of parallels intercept equal seg-

ments on one transversal, they intercept
equal segments on any other transversal.)

Z tliecatt,:e vertical angles are equal.)
.. R.ST = TUV tBreattsp t wo triangles are congruent if two

ankles and the included side of one are equal
respectively to two angles and the included
,ide of the other.1

uv= (Iierau-e eorresqumding sides of congruent
triangles are equal.)
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Therefore the prolongation will strike the point 74 on BB. Since
only one straight line can he drawn between two points, any line
joining V and 1? must coincide with RTV, d therefore pass
through T.

Wage Alignment Charts. This same principle can be made
so clear to the student that he will be able to construct a wage
alignment chart for calculating wages due when time rate and over-
time rate are given, as illustrated by the fragment shown in Fig. 3.

Fla. 3

In Fig. 3 it is seen that if we join 44 hours of time with 17 hours
of overtime, the wages due are $58.38, the rates being $0.84 and
$1.26 for and overtime, respectively. In this chart, 3 hours of
time occult; the same length on the time axis as 2 hours of overtime
on the overtime axis. Since the rates are 2 : 3, the values repre-
sented by equal distances on the outer axes are equal; hence the
scale of 'aloes on the center axis shows double values, as in the
simple addition-subtraction chart.

The Use of Geometry in Geography and Astronomy. Geom-
etry can be made to throw light on geography and astronomy,
giving the student a more intimate knowledge of the world in which
he lives. Consider the simple application of geometric theorems
to Fig. 4.
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This figtire represents the position of the earth at noon on Decem-
ber 21 with relation to the sun's rays 8S', VS is the earth's axis,
EE is the equator. Since the sun's rays to the earth are practically
parallel, an observer at 0 sees the sun along OS'S, and its angle of

no. 4

elevation above his horizon is h or SOK. An observer at C, 231/2°
south of the equator, sees the sun at noon along CS'S or in his
zenith, at the same instant that the observer at 0 sees it h° above
his horizon.

Now, any student of plane geometry, in the second semester, can
prove:

(1) That Z SOK = ZOKE, or that Zh= Zh'
k2) That if I is the latitude of observer 0, 231° + I+ h = 900
(3) .. That !. = 66i° h

Students thus understand that an observation taken at noon,
which will determine the angle of elevation h of the sun above the
horizor, will enable one to find his latitude.

The Geometry of the Sextant. The geometry of the sextant
by which this angle is measured should then be presented, and in
the mathematics club a very interesting session can be devoted to
an explanation of it. A homemade sextant has been made by the
writer at a cost of less than a dollar for materials, and its readings
are surprisingly accurate. Angles can be read to the nearest quarter
degree. Rotating mirrors for measuring horizontal angles, the plane
table, the pantograph, lind the like, give the student an insight into
the methods by which men measure space relations, and help him
to interpret the world in which he lives.
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Problems of Finance and Investment, if time permitted, I
should like to consider a series of problems and caleulalion which
involve nothing more difficult than logarithms and geometric, pro-
gression, but which give the student a real insight into the problems
of finance and investment that mean so inueli in our economic
environment. They would constitute the subject matter in a course
of more vital importance to the stmlent than the conventional
mathematics of the last years in the high school, and would enable
0 student to understand the world in which he must make his living
much better than nine- tenths of the subjects now offered in the
curriculum. I refer to such subjects as installment payments with
interest, amortization and borrowing, sinking fund calculations, and
bond raluation It is also possible to teach a high school student
the elements of statistics, to study trends and cycles in business, to
apply graphic methods, and in general to open up a subject so as to
make it fascinating and profitable.

Such a course is actually given in the High School of Commerce
of New York City. It is a tremendous help to the students in their
work in economics and accounting and their subsequent studies in
finance and investments.

Value of Mathematics in a Higher Sense. But there is a still
higher sense in which mathematics becomes an interpreter of life
and the world. If it is properly taught, With sideliglos
and comments by a live teacher, there should emerge in the mind
of the student the conception of an ordered, lawful universe in which
all phenomena yield to quantitative investigation, a universe in
which the reign of law is absolute, and in which all phenomena in
this space-tie world fall into order in a cause and CITCH nexus.
As Bertrand Russell says:

Mathemati's.::, rightly viewed, possessrs tint only truth hot supreme bauty
a beauty cold and :imam.... like that lof sculpture, trithout appeal to any part
of our tvrakrr nature, %%ithout the gorgrous trappings of painting or music,
SublimPly pure, and capable of :t stern perfeetion, surh as only the greatest
art can show. 11 trio. ,pirit alt deliht, the exaltation, the sense of heing
more than tthin, which is the touchstone of the highest k xrellonee. is to he
found in mathenroies as surely as in poetry. What is best in mathematies
deserves not only to he learnt as a task, but to assiiinlattil as a pirt of
daily thought. and brought anin and again heron. tie' nond with ever.
renewed rneouragement. Real life is, to most men, a long st cond-hcst, a
perpetual eoniPromi- 11. we'll Ile.. d,:d and the po,ihle; but the world of
pure reason knim:, no compromise. no praetioal limitatilms, no harrier to the
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profound, satisfying, lawful vision. The complaint of the tender-
hearted over the loss of the naïve vision is thus voiced by Poe:

Science I true daughter of Old Time thou art,
Who alterest all things with thy peering eyes,
Why preyest thou thus upon the 'poet's heart,
Vulture, who wings are dull realities?
How should he love thee, or how deem the wise,
Who ouldst not leave him in his wandering
To seek for treasure in the jeweled skies,
Al twit he soared with an umlaut), d wing?
Mist thou not dragged Diana frt tier car,
1nd driven the Hamadryad from the wood

To seek a shelter in some happier star?
Hast thou not torn the Naiad from her flood,
The Elfin from the green grass, and from nit.
The summer dream beneath the tamarind-tree?

My answer to Edgar Allan Poe is this:
Science, most favored of Ohl Time thou art,
Who seest all things with wide-opened eyes,
Thou thrillest mightily the poet's heart,
Eagle whose pinions touch the lofty skies.
How he should love thee, who bast made him wise.
Who thrilled his heart, and taught his voice to sing
Of majesty and wonder in the skies
Wherein thou soare4 on undaunted wing.
Mist thou not gathered wonders from afar,
And banished superstition Linn the wood,
And lifted craven fear from every star?
!fast thou not conquered death in fire and flood,
)ia the book of nature wide to me,

And shown the. Reign of Law in earth and sea?



TT! E REALITY OF MATHEMATICAL
PROCESSE
BY E. R. HEDRICK

rniversily of California at Los Angeles

Purpose of the Discussion. The attempt to appraise values in
all our curricula is timely enough. Moreover, it is vital because
it will correct the faults of our system, both present and future.
The purpose of this chapter is to direct attention to phases of mathe-
matical values that are overlooked in many surveys of this field.

The greater part of modern study of values in mathematics has
been directed toward the discovery of precise criteria for the
amount of application of the various mathemati al facts and skills
in the work of the world and in the life tliat the student is to lead
after his schooling. Such practical applications are indeed of
utmost importance. I shall be the last to decry them. Let us
by all means know which facts, which skills, are of real use. Let
us drill on those that are applied, and not on others. Let us deter-
mine such values as precisely as it is at all possible to dete-mine
them. Let us not stint praise to those who do determine such
values.

While I do not condemn, but rather hind, the search for practical
values of given facts and skills, I desire co turn attention for a
little while to a closely associated but more neglected field. Are
there not other values just as real as those that. come from specific
knowledge of isolated facts or from specific skills? Too often,
seems to me, such values are denied or are overlooked because the
applimtion of facts and skills is the more obvious.

Mathematical Processes. For lack of a better word, I have
chosen the word processes to cover the field I have in mind. I
admit freely that this word has to cover a rather wide range. It is
somewhat indefinite. It must not be vague, however; nor must this
degenerate into nebulous discussion of a general training of the
mind. For, aside from facts and skills, there are in mathematics
numerous ways of thinking, ideas, concepts, methods of procedure,

35
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that cannot be classed either under the head of factual knowledge
or under the head of skill in a technique.

Numerous examples will suggest. themselves to everyone familiar
with mathematics, I shall mention severa; presently. While it is
difficult to give a sweeping definition of all such processes, and
equally difficult to mention all examples, the type will be clear
from a few such instances,

Real Values in Mathematical Processes. To run ahead of an
extremely logical procedure for the moment, assured that all know
many examples, may I ask now whether real valuevalue for the
most practical side of lifedoes not arise from 'what I am calling
t he processes of mathematics?

Are the values less real, in the processes which occur to your
minds, than the values that arise from knowledge of facts, or from
technical skills? In each instance that I quote I shall ask you to
weigh the value in actual life. I shall ask also if the process con-
cerned is one that can be or is commonly acquired by people without
training of any sort, and whether a study of mathematics in par-
ticular is a usual or a necessary means for its acquisition. It re-
mains to he seen whether this is true.

It will be important to divorce the process itself from the facts
usually associated with the process, to generalize from particular
cases, as is common otherwise in mathematics, in order to avoid
a confusion of ideas. It is very easy to think only of individual
eases, of special facts, of given skills. This is, indeed, the danger.
If we allow our attention to center on a special case, on a given
faet, on a particular skill, we are again on the field which has been
discussed most often. We shall be in danger of abandoning the
process itself, as has been done by ninny bef',re us.

Possibility of Transfer. Before I proceed to examples, let me
mention the possil)ility of transfer of training in the field of which
I am speaking. Are processes themselves subject to transfer? May
a training in the use of a process enable one to apply that process
in a different set of activities? It seems to me that this may be
the true Ley to a great part of the theory of transfer, Can a given
fact be transferred? Can a particular skill be applied in any other
than its original setting? These transfers seem far more prob
leniatical than is the transfer of a process. Perhaps I might even
define a process as that part of training which is subject to transfer
to a totally different set of ideas. If this be valid, it is through
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training in processes that we may hope for transfer. It may be
that here, rather than in facts and skills, the truest values lie.

I. SPcImEN PROCESSES

Precise Statements and Precise Reading. The simplest and
most sweeping of processes are precise statements and precise read-
ing of statements. Any teacher will know that precision of state-
ment requires training, experience, and repeated illustration by
particular instance after particular instance. The facility in read-
ing a statement precisely, so that all of its meaning is apprehended,
is one of the most vital things we teach. May I rehearse the ques-
tions I have asked above? The answers are too obvious for state-
ment. Is this process one that requires some training? Is it useful
in life? In every life? Does the average individual acquire it
eommonly without training? There are, indeed, other subjects in
which precision of statement and precision of reading are desirable.
I believe. however, that there are few other subjects in which
minute differences of wording give rise to such errors and to such
total misunderstandings, and there are few subjects in which care
and direct training in precise statement and precise reading are
commonly part of the regular procedure.

Generalization. Another quite general process is the very
one that I have used in my own argument. It is the process of
fpncralization from particular instances to an abstract or general
idea. Thus, as I have remarked, the idea of what I have called
a process is itself a generalization from numerous individual cases.
Need I ask again the same crucial questions? I may at least
point out again that it is in mathematics more than in any other
subject that f/CU raliZatiOnN, abxtraCtiOnS, are commonly presented.
As in tl e. case of precision. so also here in the case of generaliza-
tion, fie possibility, nay the moral certainty, of useful transfer to
other fields is unmistakably clear.

Necessary and Sufficient Conditions. As a third specimen of
wide appliciition, I may cite the ideas of neeesary and sufficient
conditions and the difference between conditions that are necessary
and those that are :-uhlicient. The resulting confusion among
those not properly trained is notorious, and this confusion is cer-
tainly transferred to every field of thought, from cookery to politics.
It is in mathematics that these thought-processes are definitely
trained, alai it is hi mathematies that instances are given which
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bring the young student to a realization of their vital character.
That the thought-process concerned in the distinction between
necessary and sufficient conditions does transfer to other fields is
Hardly debatable. Consider, for example, the oft-debated question
of a study of mathematics by girls. The transfer of the facts and
skills of mathematics to the most common tasks of women is, in-
deed, debatable. But consider the transfer of this thought-process.
Have you not known women who thought flannel necessary because
it is sufficient? Who thought lard necessary until shown that other
fats were sufficient? In many of the homeliest activities, such dis-
tinctions, and this very thought-process, are a vital guide to swift
and economic action. My claim would be that a stud at trained
in mathematics to distinguish necessary from sufficient conditions
would normally inquire in any situation whether a thing known
to be sufficient were or were not a necessity.

IL PROCESSES OF SPECIAL CIIARACTER

Functional Thinking. In what precedes I have mentioned
processes of e widest possible scope. Many of more special
character will occur to you. In several, the mathematical character
is so pronounced that no one would expect the desirable training
to be acquired in studying any other subject. One such subject
which has received extensive attention of late years is the func-
tional relationships between quantities. That quantities are often
interdependent, and that the effect of changes in one quantity
Upon the values of another should be carefully considered, is a
germane part of any sound mathematical teaching. Instance after
instance is discussed in every course on mathematics, and emphasis
should he laid upon each of them. Not all relations between quan-
tities are straightforward proportions, In few other courses are
these idt,s presented and insisted upon. Their transfer to life
activities is again in,..ontestable. Lack of training is evident in
persons in every walk of life, since every person deals with quan-
tities; and many are they who fail because they do not grasp the
vital relations between quantities that enter in their lives. Thus
compound interest mounts higher than they imagine, if they have
not thought of its relations to time and rate. Costs of transporta-
tion depend on distance, but also on the number of times materials
are handled. 'Ile habit of thinking about relations between quan-
tities is a, thought-process that transfers to all activities of life
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more readily than does any given fact or any known technical skill.
Effect of an Error in Measurement upon a Computed Result.

A more specific instance that is really a special case of functional
thinking is the thought-process which occurs when we estimate the
effect of an error in a measurement upon a computed result. Thus
an error of one inch in measuring the side of a ten-foot square
causes a resulting error obviously nearly two square feet in the
area which is computed by the formula for (a + b)2. Such errors
are common in everyday life; their effects are frequently much
larger than the unwary suppose. A little training in thought about
the effects of errors will quite surely transfer to a great range
of life experiences.

Logical Proof. Certainly I should not fail to mention logical
proof as one of the great processes vital to mathematics and taught
more consistently in mathematics than in any other subject. De-
duction of facts from other presupposed facts, the axiomatic
foundation, the insistence upon reasoning as against instinct,such
habits of thought once learned persist. A delightful little book,
Thinking about Thinking by Professor Keyser, grew out of his own
mathematical training, but it deals with the wider field of all
thinking, and it has found a surprisingly large circulation and a
profound degree of appreciation in wholly non-mathematical
circles. This is the best evidence of the possibility of transfer of
such training.

13ut I might mention hundreds of examples of such processes:
Reasoning by exclusion. Reasoning by reduction to absurdity.
Mathematical induction. Maximum and minhnum. Averages.
Graphic representation. Hate of change. Tables of numerical val-
ues. Precise definition of terms. These and many more are strictly
mat hematical processes of constant occurrence and of wide applica-
tion in life activities.

Idealization. One final instance that I would emphasize is that
of idealization. We deal with idealized concepts frequently. A
immaterial straight line does not exist; it is an idealization from
realities. Points themselves are ideal. Circles, surfaces, all the
thousand and one concepts of geometry require the mind to conjure
up :I pure ideal from the crassness of reality. This is a process
that ust be learned. We idealize many concepts in the world of
life. ;dealizations run all the way from that of the curve called
parabola to that of the color called pink, from that of horsepower
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to that of heaven. Sonic are distinctly mathematical, as is horse-
power. Others, less so, are the easier to grasp and to hold for one
who often idealizesto whom the process of idealization has be-
come habitual.

Summary. May I then state conclusions which seem valid to
me? There are, it seems to me, a great many processes in mathe-
matics which, quite aside from any facts with which they are
commonly associated, quite aside from any definite technical skill,
are very real and very important. Sonic of these are shared by
mathematics with other subjects, but those that I have mentioned
are, and of a right ought to be, emphasized and illustrated in
mathematics more than in any other subject. These are not hazy
generalities, however. I have not talked in vague terms of a gen-
eral training of the mind as a whole.

All those that I have mentioned, and many more, occur promi-
nently in the life of the world about us, in the life activities of all
our students. Such processes, tar more than single facts and given
skills, find true application in far wider and more vital fields of
human living and of human thinking.

It is for this reason that transfer of training seems to me to be
more possible with respect to processes than with respect to facts
and skills. In certain instances, as I have pointed out, transfer is
actually inevitable and wholly incontestable.

That this is true seems to have been overlooked by many who
sought values alone in facts learned and in skills acquired. A
recognition of the truth of my contentionsif truth they bewill
necessitate almost complete revaluation of topics in arithmetic,
algebra, geometry, since values have been assigned largely on the
basis of facts and skills, and on the possibility of transfer cif facts
and skills. Is it not possible that the true explanation of the fact
that the transfer of mathematical training is ziow known to be more
certain than was supposed only a few years ago, may be, that
transfer occurs in what I have called processes/

A tale of my student days in Paris recurs to me. Then I knew
well many French students. They had just passed through what
was to all Frenchmen a most harrowing period of public stress
caused by the famous Dreyfus trial. I heard it discussed many
times. One phase which interested me and fellow students of
mathematics centered on letters admittedly written by Dreyfus.
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These were said by his enemies to contain cipher messages, the
assertion being based on the fact that the letters of the alphabet
did not occur in them in the proportions in which they are known
to occur in average French prose. Among the defenders of Dreyfus
was Henri Poincare, the greatest mathematician of France. He
tried in his humble professorial style to convince stubborn and
hostile lawyers that the most probable proportion of the letters
would be highly improbable. Can you imagine with what sarcasms
the hostile opponents flayed this professor in his unworldliness?
But for that flaying, justice returned and triumphed. The scholarly
world of Paris revolted at the slight placed upon scholarship, and
at the lack of reverence shown to Poincare. Another, more accus-
tomed to debate, familiar with the world of lawyers and courts,
then only a professor indeed, Painleve, since Premier of France,
made even hostile lawyers see that the most probable proportion
was highly improbable in a given case. "Give me the works of
Racine," :le thundered, "and I will show you that he, too, by your
foolish tests i4 a traitor, for the works of Racine, like the letters
of Dreyfus, do not show the most probable distribution."

Such is our case. I spoke at first, in our accustomed way, of
the "practical" applications of mathematics,of the facts learned,
of the skills acquired. These we call by habit the practical things.
Thought-processes, ways of thinking, proceduresthese we put to
one side when we are speaking of the "practical" applications.
May it be that the most practical things are those which are not
practical? Is this a contraction of terms? Let me recall that the
most probable distribution of letters is very improbable.

Have we missed the most practical of all things in our strenuous
search for the practical? What can apply more directly to life?
What can transfer more frequently or to a wider field of activities?
Is this, then, not practical?

Shall we abandon processes and ways of thinking in favor of
fact-learning and skill-acquisition because these latter seem on the
surface the more practical? What if the fact, the skill, does not
apply to life? What if it does not transfer? May not the process,
the way of thinking, transfer to life when the fact, the skill, does
not? Which, then, is the more practicalthe "practical" one?
May not the impractical prove the more practical?

What shall it profit a man if he learn every fact, and acquire
every skill of mathematics,if he loses the soul of the subject?



DEVELOPING FUNCTIONAL THINKING IN
SECONDARY SCHOOL MATHEMATICS

BY E. R. BRESLICH
School of Education, University of Chicago

Emphasis on the Function Concept. The importance of using
the study of mathematics as a means of training in functional
thinking is being recognized more and more. It has long been
emphasized by leading mathematicians and has been widely dis-
cussed in mathematical journals, teachers' conferences, and com-
mittee reports. The suggestion has been offered that in the
reorganization of secondary mathematics the function concept be
made tfe unifying principle. Professor Klein, of Germany, refers
to it as the "soul" of mathematical instruction. Indeed, without
functional thinking there can be no real understanding and appre-
ciation of mathematics.

An Analysis of Current Texts. Curiously enough, although
the demand for emphasis on functional thinking has been advocated
for a long time, authors and teachers as yet pay little attention to it.
Objective evidence for this statement is not difficult to find. An
analysis of several widely used algebras and geometries revealed
that although on almost every page opportunities for training in
functional thinking are offered no systematic use of them is made.
Four texts were examined in this study. Two of them, winch will
be designated by A and B, tzre of the traditional algebra type.
According to the authors' preface, a special attempt is made in
text B to bring out functional relationships. Texts C and D are of
the conventional plane geometry type. Since the books used in this
study give typical presentations of algebra and geometry, the find-
ings indicate what is general practice.

The algebraic problem material that lends itself especially to
training in functional thinking was classified according to the fol-
lowing types:

1. Verbal problems that are solved by means of equations and
algebraic relationships not of types 2 to 4 listed below.

42
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2. Problems of physics dealing with the laws of uniform motion.
falling bodies, levers, and the like.

3. Problems involving business applications and leading to for-
mulas of percentage, interest, and the like.

4. Problems expressing number relations and calling for the value
of one of them. This includes the so-called puzzle problems found
in algebra texts.

5. The total of types 1 to 4.
6. Problems in spatial relations employing formulas of geometry

such as areas, volumes, and perimeters.
7. Graphs.

Similarly, the geometric material was classified under several
headings:

1. Congruence of figures. 4. Changes in formulas.
2. Inequalities. 5. Proportional magnitudes.
3. Changes in figures. 6. Mensuration.

7. Trigonometric functions.

The results of the study are summarized in the accompany ine,
table. The percentages express the ratio of the number of cases
in which attention is called to functional relationships to the number

21of opportunities actuall;. offered. Thus, the ratio -I means that

out of 1,048 opportunities the author made use of 21.
Text A practically disregards opportunities for training in func-

tional thinking except where they are offered in connection with
the teaching of graphs. The author seems to associate the function
concept almost entirely with graphic representation. Text B like-
wise gives emphasis to the function in the teaching of graphs, but
also calls attention to functional relationships in the study of
formulas. Thus, even when authors express the intentio11 of stress-
ing functional thinking in algebra, they fail to make use of at least
1 out of 9 of the opportunities offered. This is due partly to failure
to plan the work carefully.

In geometry the situation is even less satisfactory than in algebra.
Although by far the greatest part of plane geometry deals with
relationships, one of the two textbooks examined disregards the
function concept entirely while in the other it is associated with the
changes taking place in the formula corresponding to changes in
geometric figures.
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Opportunity for Studying Functional Relationships. In the
following pages it will be shown that functional relationships may
he studied in all the mathematical subjects taught in the secondary
school from arithmetic through trigonometry. As long as we re-
strict the teaching of functional relations to certain topics, such as
graphs, changes in geometric figures, ratio, proportion, and varia-
tion, we cannot expect satisfactory results. No opportunity should
be missed to call the pupil's attention to relationships wherever
they occur, if functional thinking is to be truly cultivated,

A critical examination of the instructional materials of secondary
school algebra reveals the topics that are expected to deal with
quantitative relationships, and in which attention could and should
he called to such relationships. A brief discussion of these topics
follows.

Relationships Stated in Words. In the verbal problems of
algebra the nipil is frequently expected to formulate the mathe-
matical law which expresses the relationship involved. This is
common in applied problems of which the following illustrations
are typical examples: If a train travels at a uniform rate, the
distance traveled depends upon the time; the perimeter of an
equilateral triangle depends upon the length of the side; the interest
on a stun of money depends upon the time; the weight of an iron
rod depends upon its length; the cost of sugar depends upon its

,ight
Statements like those above offer opportunity for functional

thinking by discussions of the factors involved in the problems and
of the nature of the relations between them. Teachers, however,
are likely to ignore the relation aspect in verbal problems and to
pass directly from the statement to the mathematical law and then
to the solution of the equation. The pupil is thereby deprived of
training in functional thinking.

Relationships in Tabular Representations of Numerical
Facts. Numerical facts are commonly presented in the form of
tables. It is then necessary for the reader to interpret the facts
presented in the tables to appreciate their meaning. Some tables
contain facts that arc related to each ether by precise mathematical
laws. In others relations exist which cannot be expressed precisely.
In still others there exists correspondence, but no relationship. In
all cases there are opportunities for studying the facts from the
standpoint of functional relationship, I hat is. of dependence and
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correspondence. When a relation is stated in words the pupil may
have to construct his own table to make the relationship clear to
Himself. Vajous types of tables are described below.

1. Tables in which the corresponding facts are not related by
precise mathematical laws. An illustration of this type is the table
showing various items for which taxes are spent. The facts are
usually arranged as follows:

For Library $ 1.25
For Parks 10.00
For Pensions 2.00

At first. glance the facts in the table seem to be entirely unre-
lated. However the table is an example of the general principle
on which all tables are construetNI, that is, the arrangement of
two series of facts placed so that time facts in the same row always
correspond to each other. Furthermore, to appreciate the meaning
of the table the pupil may rearrange the numbers in increasing
order, or he may make comparisons between any two items by
finding their ratio. He may reclassify the items under such head-
ings as expenditures for education, amusement, improvements, and
the like, and then by means of ratios work out relations between
these classes.

Other familiar examples of this type of table are those giving
the time of day and corresponding temperature; certain dates and
the corresponding population of a country; the price of wheat for
various nioni hs; and the amount of light used by the average family
for each month of the year. All of them clearly exhibit corre-
spondence, but the teacher may easily use them to teach functional
relations by calling attention to changes, fluctuations, and de-
pendence.

2. Tables in which precise relations exist but are not stated. To
this class belong the tables used for computational purposes; for
example, the tables of roots, powers, logarithms, and trigonometric
ratios. When they are used simply as labor-saving devices without
attention to the relations that are involved, the pupil may have
but a limited conception of what such tables mean. He may 1:,ow
that the facts in the same row of a trigonometric table correspond
to each other, but he may go no further. On the other hand. if his
attention is called to the way the numbers in the table change, he
will observe that the sine of an angle changes continuously from
0 to 1 as the. angle changes from 0° to DO°, An understanding of
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on the relationships involved in the tables, the pupil may be de-
prived of much valuable training in functional thinking. Indeed,
he may fail to appreciate the full meaning of tabular facts.

Using the Formula to Represent Numerical Facts. In solv-
ing problems the formula is frequently taught as an "abbreviated
rule" of a verbal statement. As such it simply states a procedure
to be followed. Thus the formula A = bh directs the pupil to
multiply the base by the altitude when he wishes to find the area
of a given rectangle. He is likely to follow the direction without
any knowledge of the fact that the formula expresses dependence
or relationship between the variables A, b, and h. Indeed, some
textbooks give three formulas, one for finding A, another for finding
b. and a third for finding h. Accordingly, the pupil must learn
three formulas as three distinct "cases," but he gives no thought
to the way they are related to each other unless the teacher calls
attention to the relationship. The "case method" tends to obscure
relationships. Tests given by the wri show that best results
are obtained if the pupil in solving problem. about area, interest, cir-
cumference, percentage, and so on, thinks of one relation only in
each case, as seen in A = bh, c = 2ar, and i =5 pt. If he iolder-

100
stands that relation thoroughly, then, in the solution of a problem,
he will always go back to it and solve it. for the required number
rather than choose the "case" which fits a particular problem.

Evaluation Exercises with Formulas. Evaluation exercises
with formulas offer further opportunity for functional thinking.
However, this opportunity may be entirely lost when the mind of
the pupil is centered wholly on this sort of work, because the formula
is thus looked upon as a basis for computation only. A study of
the changes produced in the formula by changes of the values of
the variable should go hand in hand with the calculation of the
values. Dependence and correspondence should always be made
to stand out clearly.

Formulas dealing with laws of physics, such as uniform motion,
fulling bodies, and the lever, are naturally taught with some em-
phasis on relationship. But even here, the solutions of applied
problems may amount to little more than substitutions in the
formulas followed by solutions of the resulting equations, and the
pupil may be entirely ignorant of the relation expressed by the
formula.
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To help him acquire a real grasp of the algebraic formula both
aspects must be brought out in teaching. the relationship being
fully as important as, or even more important than, the numerical
calculation.

Functional Thinking through the Study of the Equation.
As in the formula. several aspects of the equation are to be empha-
sized if real understanding is to be attained. Some equations are
statements of mathematical laws, others equate two expressions
denoting the same number, and still others are symbolic transla-
tions of verbal statements. The pupil may think of the equation
simply as a question asking for the value of an unknown number.
For example, to find the angles of a triangle if the first is one-half
as large as the second and the third four times as large as the
first, he may solve the resulting equation, 1/2x -1- x + 2x = 180,
without giving any thought to the relation involved. On the other
hand, he may think of the statement a -1- b + e = 180 as a rela-
tion between the three angles of any triangle. As soon as the sizes
of two are known, that of the third is fixed. Such considerations
call attention to the functional aspect of the equation. In the same
manner all equations may be considered as expressing relations.
For example, in the equations 5x 16 = 0, 2x2 5x + 1 = 0, the
left members are more than polynomials whose fixed values are
zero. They are variables having an infinite number of values,
although in this case interest happens to be centered upon the
particular value, zero.

The Study of Algebraic Polynomials. As has been pointed
out in connection with the equation, complete understanding and
appreciation of the polynomial is possible only when its functional
character is understood. By overemphasis on manipulation, this is
easily lost- sight of. The variable x and the function 5x2 2x -1- 4
in which x occurs are to be thought of as variables rather than as
numbers having but one or several fixed values. It is common
experience that in analytic geometry two very important concepts,
the variability of x and y as coordinates of a moving point and the
conception of the equation of a curve as a relation between x and y
are exceedingly difficult to the learner if in his previous training
he has always considered x and y as unknowns having fixed values.

Functionality in Ratio, Proportion, and Variation. On ac-
count of the overemphasis on th, logical organization of mathe-
matical materials we frequently overlook the functional relations
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in topics that. are entirely relational in character. We have broken
up "proportion" into the study of such isolated principles as alter-
nation, composition, division, and inverse variation. It is cus-
tomary to give these matters topical treatment, to study them
intensely for a brief time, and then to drop them. Thus the pupil
learns in geometry that the area of an equilateral triangle is found

a_ y--by means of the formula A
4 v3 but remains ignorant of the

fact that the area varies directly as the square of the side. The
result is that he has not so broad an understanding of this formula
as the pupil who knows that it expresses a relation between the side
and the area of an equilateral triangle. Similarly, the relation be-
tween variation and proportion should he brought out clearly. It
furnishes excellent opportunities for training in functional thinking.

The Graph Is a Means of Developing Functional Thinking.
In the teaching of graphs, we often overlook the fact that making
the graph is not an end in itself, that it is equally important
that the pupil learn to "think graphically" of relationships. Many
textbooks still present the graph as a separate topic and fail to
make use of representation later in connection with other topics,
even in cases where it might be a real help. Hence, graphic repre-
sentation does not become a method which the pupil employs as
effectively in dealing with quantitative relations as he does other
mathematical methods.

From the beginning and throughout the course in mathematics
the pupil should be taught to think graphically about numerical
facts. His first experience will probably be the representation of
numerical facts which do not involve any relationships. Such facts
are usually represented by "bar graphs." One of the values of the
bar graph is that it introduces the method of graphic representation
in a simple manner. The relationships in bar graphs may be
brought out by comparing the lengths of the various bars. Ex-
amples suitable for this type of graph are tables containing
statistics about populations, areas of various countries, different
crops of one country, exports and imports, and the like.

From the bar graph to the line graph is but a simple step. The
line graph is especially helpful where changes are involved, as in
records of temperature, growth, and population. Not. only the
making of the graph but the "interpretation" of the graph and the
study of the relations involved are the cno3 to he attained.
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Moreover, all precise mathematical laws that are stated as
formulas and equations may be studied profitably by means of
the graph. Thus the graph explains why the solution of a system
of simultaneous equations is a pair of numbers, why a quadratic
equation has two solutions, and Nhy a cubic equation has three.
From the graph of a .r4onometric function the student sees at a
glance all of its most important properties. Thus the graph shows
that the sine function varies continuously from + 1 to 1; that
the sign is plus in tl.e first two quadrants and minus in the third
and fourth; that sin (180 x) = sin x; and that after 360° all the
values of sin x for x = 0° to 360° are repeated. Indeed, trigono-
metric functions must be studied graphically if complete under-
standing is to be attained. Yet, in some textbooks on trigonometry,
the graph is still inserted as a separate topic or chapter, somewhere
near the end of the course with the implication that it may easily
be omitted. Without the graph, the pupil will probably understand
only one aspect of the trigonometric function, that is, the ratio
aspect. He may miss the function idea entirely.

The algebraic procedure in solving simultaneous equations is
highly abstract to the student and it introduces several elements
that are puzzling to him. For example, the fact that a pair of
equations, one of which is linear and the other quadratic, or two
quadratic equations may have one or several solutions has but
little meaning to the learner unless the various steps taken in
solving are made concrete by a graphic presentation. If the graphic
solution is taught first, the pupil will have little difficulty with
the algebraic solution when it follows.

Demonstrative Geometry and Functional Thinking. In
geometry so much attention is given to logical demonstrations that
the study of functional relations is being greatly neglected. This
is particularly unfortunate because most of the learning units of
geometry deal with relationships. In the following it will be shown
how functional thinking may play a larger part in the study of
geometry.

The usual definitions of the concepts of geometry are only vaguely
understood. Thus, when an angle is defined as a "figure formed
by two intersecting lines," the learner sees only one aspect of the
angle. in mechanics and astronomy angles are thought of as
changeable figures, depending upon the amount of rotation of a
line from one position to another. This is essential to a clear
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understanding of what is meant by the size of an angle, For it is
natural for the pupil to assume that longer sides make larger angles.
The right angle, the straight angle, and the angle of 360° are merely
positions of prominence as the angle changes from 0° to 360°. In
all other positions of the rotating line the angles are acute, or
obtuse, or reflex.

In many cases the relationship involved in a definition can be
expressed in algebraic symbols. A few illustrations will suffice:

''Perpendicularity" means equal adjacent angles. It is expressed
by means of the equation a = b, where a and b are the numerical
measures of the two adjacent angles formed by two intersecting
lines.

"Isosceles" means equality of sides, or a = b.
"Bisection" means equality of angles, or in = m'.
"Complementary angles" means that the sum of two angles is

equal to 90°. The relation between the angles is a + b 90°.
For "supplementary tingles" the relation is a + b = 180°.
"Congruence" means equality of corresponding angles and sides.
"Similarity" means equality of angles and proportionality of

sides.
For practical purposes the symbolic way of stating definitions

is much more helpful to the pupil than the verbal definition. Thus,
when a line is drawn bisi, ting the vertex angle of an isosceles tri-
angle, the equality of the two parts may be used to establish the
congruence of the two triangles formed. If the angles are marked
in and m', this will suggest the equality in = , and the pupil
will easily see that it is one of the facts to be used in proving the
triangles congruent.

Relationships may be Shown by Making Changes in Figures.
A number of theorems may sometimes be grouped together to illus-
trate the same general principle. Examples of this type arc
theorems dealing with measurement of angles by arcs, the theorem
of Pythagoras, and its generalizations, theorems of proportionality
of segments of chords and secants. and theorems stating propor-
tionality of segments of transversals cut off by parallel lines.

In the first example the "general problem" is the measurement
of an angle formed by two intersecting lines by means of the inter-
cepted arcs of a circle which they touch or intersect. By changing
the positions of the lines so that the point of intersection lies within,
or on, or outside the circle, and by turning the sides of the angle
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so that they become tangents or secants, the relationship between
tho specific theorems and the general principle is easily recognized.
The pupil riot only studies the separate cases but masters the
general principle.

In the case of the theorem of Pythagoras the general problem is
to show the relation between the sides of a triangle, or to express
one side of a triangle in terms of the other two. By keeping two
sides of the triangle fixed and changing the included angle from
an acute angle to a right angle, and to an obtuse angle, the square
on the side opposite the changing angle is at first less than, then
equal to, and finally greater than the sum of the squares on the
other two sides. Thus, what at first seem to be three distinct
theorems are actually only specific cases of a gen( :al principle. In
every ease the teacher ought to emphasize this f,.ct.

Relationships in Areas. Areas of triangles may be found by
rules or formulas without calling attention to any functional rela-
tionships. However, the pupil will have a much broader view of
the problem if he is madc aware of the relations involved. Thus,
some of the formulas show how the area depends on the base and
altitude, or on two sides and the included angle, or on the three
sides. Other formulas show that the area is a function of the radius
of the inscribed circle or of the circumscribed circle. Which formula
is to be selected for computing the area depends upon which parts
are known or can be founcl_by measurement. Furthermore, since
the side of a regular inscribed polygon is a function of the radius
of the circle, it follows that the area depends upon the radius. The
study of areas of figures offers many opportunities for training in
functional thinking.

From what has been said it is seen that much of the content of
geometry involves dependence zuld correspondence. In fact, prac-
tically every unit of geometry deals with relationships. In parallel
and perpendicular lines we have relations between angles and rela-
tions between the segments formed; in the circle relations exist
between arcs, diameters, secants and chords; and in regular poly-
gons we have the relations between perimeters, areas, an sides.
Most of the topics that have 110t been mentioned, such as loci,
concurrent lines, inequalities, are greatly simplified and clarified
when the pupil's attention is called to the relations that are in-
volved. If the teacher pays systematic attention to functional
relations in all courses in mathematics the truth of Klein's state-
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ment that the function is the soul of mathematics will take on
greater significance.

What Teachers Think. Many teachers are skeptical about
teaching the function concept in secondary school mathematics.
Indeed, some insist that the topic belongs entirely to the higher
courses. They underestimate the extent of experiences and abili-
ties of their pupils. The ideas of correspondence, dependence, and
relationship are very simple. They are encountered constantly in
everyday life and fall within the experiences of every pupil. They
can be understood without culfiLulty, especially if graphic repre-
sentation has been taught.

Others agree Ils to the importance and desirability of developing
functional thinking, but misunderstand the method of attaining it.
It is not advisable to teach relationship as a "topic" of algebra or
geometry. As in the case of all new concepts the idea of relation-
ship is bes' developed when it grows out of the pupil's numerous
concrete experiences with numerical relationships, and when such
experiences arc provided throughout the course, beginning in simple
forms and as early as possible. Wherever relationships of quantity
appear attention is to be drawn to them, and ultimately functional
thinking becomes a method with the pupil. No definite place in
the course can be named when the pupil should attain the ability
to appreciate relationships whenever they occur. Ability to do
functional thinking will !)e attained by individuals within time
periods of varying length, but until it been acquired the true
purpose of mathematics has not been avcomplished. Objective evi-
dence will not be lacking when a pupil has grasped the idea of
functionality. A few illustrations of such evidence will he sufficient.

Illustrations of the Adaptation of Functional Thinking. In
studying the relation between the inscribed angle and the inter-
cepted arc of a circle, a teacher was explaining to his class that as
the angle changes from 00 to 1803 the intercepted arc changes from
0' to 360'. At this point one of the pupils asked: "What is this
relation like if represented graphically?" Later he himself made
a graph picturing the relation. Evidently he had reached the stage
where lie was capable of functional thinking.

A difficult puzzle problem had been submitted fur solution to the
students of the University of Chicago High School and various
solutions had been rceived.' It was found that a seventh grade

stun.% Clotrlea "Oorn.lation of MathtuntIvul soldovim DrPlops
Power," Mathcmatirs Tcuher, Vol. XVI, pp. ;:o1:-10 (192:U.
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pupil had obtained a correct solution by means of the graph. The
pupil had not gone far enough in the course to attack problems
by algebraic methods, but he had already reached the stage where
he could visualize the facts of the problem sufficiently to represent
them graphically. Ability to do functional thinking had come to
him very early.

A third pupil was spending his vacation as a clerk in a hardware
store. It was customary in this store to count out certain articles
that were sold in large quantities. For example, large bolts that
farmers bought were sold at a certain price for each. After a few
experiences of counting, he began to think about the relationship
between the number of articles and the price they sold for. It
then occurred to him to weigh the bolts and to construct a graph
that could be used to determine the price of any required number
by weighing, which was quicker and easier than by counting. This
pupil had mastered the function idea to the point that he was able
to apply it as a method in his daily work.

Evidence of functional thinking is often found when a new topic
is taken up for the first time. For example, in the beginning of
trigonometry the pupils themselves frequently suggest the graphic
representation of in x as a method of representing the functional
relationship between x and sin x and of studying the beha-rior of
this new function. Thus the graph concretely illustrates that sin x
is always positive in the first two quadrants and negative in the
other two, that sin x can never exceed 1 and can never be less
than 1, that an increase in x causes a corresponding increase in
in x but a decrease in cos x.
Summary. The following points summarize this discussion:
1. It has been shown that the function concept does not receive

the deserved emphasis in secondary school mathematics. This may
be accounted for in several ways:

a. Training in functional thinking is too often associated with
algebra only; for exali.ple, with such topics as the formula or the
grapll, although most at the units in geometry deal with relation-
ships.

b. Attempts to develop functional thinking by means of isolated
chapters, or topics, are not successful.

c. There is a feeling among some that functional thinking is
beyond the ability of the ordinary high school pupil.

2. A systematic 6tudy of the content of secondary school niathe-
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=tics reveals an abundance of opportunities for giving attention
to functional relationships.

3. Evidence is obtained to show that high school pupils do acquire
a grasp of the idea of functionality if it is taught throughout the
course whenever relationships occur.
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DYNAMIC SYMMETRY
BY MARIE GU=

Assistant Superintendent of Schools, Columbus, Ohio

Relation between Mathematics and Art. At first thought,
there seems to be little relation between mathematics and art.
The one deals with abstract thinking which is mostly symbolic;
the other portrays beauty and makes an emotional appeal. Never-
theless, the recent. rediscovery of the geometric bases of classic
art of the fifth and sixth centuries D.C. and their subtle proportions
may be used effectively by teachers of mathematics to give new
meaning and new significance to such topics as square root, surds,
reciprocals, and the golden section, topics usually treated in a for-
mal way. It is the ; pose of this chapter to discuss some of these
important relationships.

Static and Dynamic Symmetry. Since the days of classic art,
artists have used what is called static symmetry. The dimensions of
its designs are commensurable. Their lengths and widths have defi-
nite arithmetic measures. The geometry of static design consists of
regular geometric figures, perhaps superposed at different angles, as
two squares put one on the other at an angle of 45°. The art of the
classic periods in Egypt and Greece used a more subtle proportion,
as was recently rediscovered by the late Jay Hambidge of Yale
University. He gave it the name of dynamic symmetry. In de-
signs of this proportion, the dimensions are incommensurable. The
most common ratios are 1 : N772-, and 1 : V-3-, and 1 : V Dynamic
designs are evolved by the use of areas rather than by line meas-
urements. They are based on root rectangles which have the
foregoing ratios.

Problem I
To Draw Root Rectangles

( a) Draw a square and its diagonal. Use the side of the square
and its diagonal as the dimensions of a rectangle. The result is a
root-two rectangle.

57
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(b) Use the side of the square and the diagonal of the root-two
rectangle as dimensions of a root- three. rectangle.

(c) Continue the process to produce a root-four rectangle (which
is a double square) and a root-five rectangle.

In dynamic symmetry there are two other basic figures. One
is the reciprocal rectangle and the :Aber is the whirling square. We
shall now consider the former.

Problem II
To Draw a Reciprocal Rectangle

(a) Draw a root-two rectangle and its diagonal. From one of
the opposite vertices draw a line perpendicular to the diagonal and
produce it to meet the opposite side. The new rectangle is a recip-
rocal root-two rectangle. Its area is

J.; 1r, 2= i of 1.414 = 0.707

(b) In a similar manner draw a reciprocal root-three rectangle.

1 1V
=-. -5 3 = 1 of 1.732 = 0.577

(e) In a similar manner draw a reciprocal root-five rectangle.

I 1
.g of 2.236 = 0.447

Problem III
To Draw Root-Rectangles in a Quadrant

( a) Draw a square ABCD and the diagonal AC.
lb) With A as a center and AB as a radius draw the quadrant

DID cutting AC at E.
(c) Through E draw the line FG parallel to AB. Then ABGF is

a root-two rectangle in the square AC.
(d) Draw the diagonal AG, cutting the quadrant at H.
(e) Through H draw the line IK parallel to AB. Then ABM is

a root-three rectangle in the square AC.
f) By continuing the drawing of diagonals and parallels, root-

four and root-five rectangles may be constructed.
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Problem IV

To Draw Design Patterns from Root-Two Rectangles

(a) Draw a square ABCD and a root-two rectangle on the
side AB.

(b) In like manner draw a root-two rectangle on DC; on AD;
on BC.

(c) These overlapping iloot-two rectangles divide the square into
five smaller squares and four root-two rectangles.

By drawing various diagonals in the smaller parts an almost
infinite variety of design units can be evolved. Different designs
may be worked out in patterns for silks or book covers.

Symmetry in Nature. Even more interesting than their use
in design is the use of root rectangles, diagonals, and reciprocals
in nature. Dynamic symmetry is the key to the maple leaf; the
plan of the dragon fly is based on the root-three rectangle. While
we do not see much resen Nance between the dragon fly and the
iris, yet both are made on the same geometric pattern. The side
view of the iris fits into the dynamic root-three pattern. Such a
view shows the growing plant, and the word dynamic means growth
or power. It is interesting to note that when the flower comes to
fruition, the top view fits into a regular equilateral triangle with
a smaller one within, which, of course, is a static symmetry pattern.
The construction of this static pattern is made, not ..)y drawing two
triangles but by drawing the root-three rectang its diagonals
and perpendiculars, extending them to make the sides of the outer
triangle, and connecting the two poles and the rnid-point of the
base to form the inner triangle. Static symmetry, therefore, is the
outgrowth and completion of the dynamic symmetry, just as the
bloom is the completion of the growing plant.

Problem V

".'o Draw a Root-Five Rectangle in a square

(a) Draw crmare ABCD.
(b) Within the square, draw a semicircle on the side AB, whose

mid-point is 0.
(c) Draw OD and OC, i.e., the diagonal of half of the square.

These lines cut the semicircle at E and F.
(d) Through E and F draw
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(e) ABIIG is a root-five rectangle.
(1) If the side JIB is unity, then AB is vrg or 2.236 and EF as

well as E'F', its projection on AB, is equal to 1.
Then, AE' = (2.236 1) = 0.618

AF' =E'B = 1.618.
In the root-five rectangle the figure AF or E'II is a whirling

square. Its ratio is 1.618, which is the reciprocal of 0.618; for
1/0.618 = 1.618. This ratio, 0.618, will be recognized as that result-
ing from dividing a unit in extreme and mean ratio, or the golden
section of the Greeks. A line is divided in extreme and mean ratio
if the whole line is to the longer segment as the longer is to the
shorter segment. This is a theorem which should be familiar to
every high school teacher of geometry.

Problem VI
To Draw a Whirling Square

(a) Draw a square ABCD.
(b) From 0, the mid-point of AB, draw OC.
(e) With 0 as a center and OC as a radius, draw the arc CE,

meeting AB produced at E.
(d) On AD and AE complete the rectangle AEFD, which is a

whirling square rectangle, whose width is 1 and whose length is
1.618.

Problem VII

To Draw a Root-Five Rectangle from a Whirling Square
(a) Use the figure of Problem VI.
(b) From 0, draw the are DO and complete the rectangle on the

opposite end in a similar manlier. Then the whole figure GEM is
a root-five rectangle. For,

Therefore,

AB = 1.000
GA = 0.618
BE = 0.618
GE = 2.236

Because the root-five and whirling square rectangles are so inti-
mately related, these two types may be combined in the same
design.
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Problem VIII
To Show the Reason for the Name Whirling Square Rectangle
(a) Draw a square ABCD and on it construct the whirling

square rectangle AEFI)
(b) Draw the diagonal AP, whirls cuts BC at G.
(c) Through 0, draw WI parallel to BE.
(d) Then BElIG is a square.
(e) Within the rectangle IIC, draw on the square 111,1J.
(f) Continue to draw sionre on the end of each remaining

rectangle, These squares form a series of squares which whirl
around a point or pole on the diagonal,

(g) This process may he reversed thus: Start with a small whirl-
ing square; then draw an ext,rnal square on the length of the
original whirling square, and then another square on the length of
the new rectangle, Each new square makes an en!. rged whirling
square rectangle out of the whole figure,

Problem IX
To Draw a Reciprocal Whirling Square Rectangle

(a) Draw any whirling square rectangle and its diagonal.
(b) From one of the other vertices draw a perpendicular to the

diagonal, produce it to meet the opposite side, and complete the
rectangle. The new one is the reciprocal of the original. The
intersection of the diagonal and perpendicular is an eye of the
whirling square.

Since each of the two diagonals may have two perpendiculars,
there are four possible eyes in a whirling square rectangle, I3y
drawing parallels through these eyes, we get a pattern which offers
the possibility of an almost infinite number of variable designs.

Of these variations of the whirling square, only one can be
described, that of the 1.382 shape, whi', it is found, was much used
in both Egyptian and Greek art.

Problem X
To Construct a 1.382 Shape in a Whirling Square

(a) Draw a whirling square ABCD.
(1)) Draw its two diagonals, and, front the opposite vertices, draw

two perpendiculars to each diagonal.
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(c) Through each pair of eyes, draw two lines GE and FK, which
are parallel to the lines AD and BC.

(d) Letter the two upper eyes 1 and II, respectively. Draw the
line IH.

(e) In GH, draw a square on GI, leaving a whirling square.

EH = a square = 1
Cl Gil = a reciprocal S + WS

1 1
= 0.3821 + 1.618 2.618

= EF = EH + ED Gil
= 1+ 0.382

Therefore, EF = 1.382

The shape discussed above is fundamental in many Greek vases.
Uses of Symmetry. In his book The Greek Vase, Mr. Hambidge

has analyzed over two hundred Greek vases and fitted each into
its own dynamic symmetry pattern. The pattern of the Nolan
amphora from the Fogg Museum of Boston is based on a 1.7071
shape, which is a uare and a reciprocal root-two rectangle. The
beautiful Kantharos of the fifth century B.C., now in the Boston
Museum of Fine Arts, has a dynamic symmetry pattern based on
a compound shape derived from a root-five rectangle.

There is a unique connection between the whirling square and the
plan of leaf-distribution in plant growth. This distribution is based
on the Fibonnaci or summation series, whose ratios approach 1.618,
the ratio of the whirling square. Another fascinating phase of this
study is found in connection with the pentagon, which is closely
related to the leaf, to the summation series ratio, and to the whirl-
ing square.

Egyptian has reliefs have been analyzed into their dynamic sym-
metry patterns. The Greeks used these subtle ratios in the archi-
tecture of their temples as well as in the designs of their vases.
For example, the long side of the Temple of Apollo at Bassx, in
Arcadia, has a ratio to the end of four times 0.618. To lay out
such a temple is an interesting feat. First an orientating line, as
AB, is defined, probably by sighting along a stick. The main
axis of this building is from north to south, an unusual orientation
for a Greek temple. On AB as the long side, a double square,
ABCD, is constructed, determined by the prescribed width of the
temple as a side. A man standing at A would hold one nd of a
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rope, the other end of which would be carried to C by another. The
man at C would walk to E, in line with AB drive a stake and
return to C. Then from A, the first man would lk to G, in line
with CD, and drive a stake. Then the rectangle, L .q.H, is easily
completed. This rectangle, the outer one of the tentilL ,; four
times 0.618, shown as follows:

AF = root -5 rectangle
1113 = A E = = 2.236
HA= BE = 2.236 2 = 0.236
HE = HB + BE

= 2.236 + 0.236
= 2.472

4 x 0.618

The temple has two inner courts, each determined by intersections
of lines. The second court, the naos, has two 1.618 areas; that is,
each is a whirling square. The inmost court, the ceila, has an area
similar to the outer rectangle; that is, it has four times a 0.618 area.

We find that dynamitic symmetry was used by the ancient Greeks
and Egyptians, and then in the Middle Ages artists dropped back
to static symmetry. The Creator himself used dynamic symmetry
in his creation of plants and animals, for the butterfly fits into a
root-five and whirling square design. Even the human skeleton
has been found to have the proportions of dynamic symmetry. The
Greeks probably discovered their ratios through a study of nature
anti then applied them to their own temples and vases. The (;rocks,
overcoming their 1 .ck of instruments, could use the proportions of
dynamic symmetry because they are commensurable by areas.

What Modern Artists Have Done. Within the last few years
modern artists, as the late George Bellows, Howard Giles, and Leon
Kroll, have revived these ratios by using them in their drawings
and paintings. Every modern art school is teaching this symmetry.
No doubt, through a study of Hambidge's rediscovery of the prin-
ciples underlying the subtle beauty and satisfyinr, proportions of
Greek art, modern artists, including painters, sculptors, potters, and
architects, will help to eremite a new era in art. It is hoped that the
jazz art of today will soon he replaced by a real art, whose
lasting beauty depends upon the subtile use of number.

Some people fear that such nu precision may hamper
the artist. According to Miss Gisela A. M. Richter of the Metro-
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politan Museum, this is not the case. Concerning the Greek vases
as analyzed by Ilambidge and others. she says:

Each of these works of art forms a composition, in which the various details
repent the primary theme, thus producing a unified harmony. That is, the
rectangles made by the lip, the neck, the body, the foot, and the handles,
respectively, bear a definite mathematical relation to the rectangle which
contains the vase as a whole.

We have an interplay of areas comparable to the sequence of phrases in a
musical composition. It no more impedes the artist than harmony obtructs
the composer or a metric system the port. It merely supplies the law and
order, which we know to be one of the dominant characteristics of Greek art.

Place of Symmetry in Teaching Mathematics. Teachers of
mathematics will find a fascinating study in Hambidge's sym-
metry. Without elaborate illustrations, we are able here to give
only a suggestion of a few of its many phases, interesting in them-
selves and as valuable applications of square root and other topics in
mathematics. It has been found that eighth grade pupils not only
understand root-rectangles but are eager to make the drawings
which vitalize their work in square root. For senior high pupils the
study of the pentagon, surds, and extreme and mean ratio will take
on an entirely new significance through Hambidge's discovery.
Furthermore, dynamic symmetry marvelously increases for both
teacher and pupils appreciation of mathematics and its power.

HAM IIIDGE, JAY.

HAM RIDGE, .1.1Y
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INTRODUCTORY CALCULUS AS A
HIGH SCHOOL SUBJECT

By M. A. NORDGAARD
St. Olaf Co Urge, Northfield, Minnesota

I. INTRODUCTION

Significant Sidelights from the History of Mathematics. In
the kingdom of knowledge it is youth that inherits the land. The
third century B.c. reached in Euclid's Elements the high-water mark
in (.:reek mathematics. This fountain of learning, from which
drank the coming centuries, was ior philosophers and scholars,
sages and savants, and hot for the young men of Athens, Alex-
andria, Syracuse, and Samos. Yet now for two hundred years
young people in their middle teens have had their wits stimulated
and their logic straightened by this same Euclid. The trigonometry
of Aristarchus and Hipparchus was once appreciated only by the
Theons and the Ptolemys, the Peurbachs and the Keplers; but
long since has it ceased being the monopoly of astronomers scan-
ning the heavens, and is now to be found in the secondary schools
of all countries. The Hindu method of extracting square and cube
roots developed in the sixth and seventh centuries, the Hindu-
Arabic notation introduced into Europe in the tenth century, the
method of long division evolved in the fourteenth century have
been taught successively in the universities, the secondary schools,
and now in the elementary schools. Logarithms, that handmaid
of science invented three hundred years ago, was for decades con-
sidered suitable only for college and university students; yet it,
too, was taken up by the secondary schools, and today we see
even youngsters in their early teens calculating with logarithm
tables and manipulating the slide rule.

And so nearly all the important mathematical inventions and
discoveries of the race have found their way from academy
porticoes and university halls .) the classrooms of the schools. The
subject matter has been adapted to the new audiences, some portions
of it have been omitted and others enlarged upon, new methods
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of attack and new avenues of approach may have been found
advisable; but almost every mathematical field studied by the
race has been found valuable in the elementary and secondary
schools as equipment for practical life or for stimulating energy
and giving intellectual pleasure.

Analytic Geometry and the Calculus. Strangely enough, the
two most important mathematical contributions of the seventeenth
century have been very slow in coming down to the secondary
schools. They seem to have held out against the general law like
strongholds in a belated feudalism. At least. this is true in the
United States. I refer to analytic geometry and the infinitesimal
calculus. The first of these citadels has now fallen. Not as the
analytic geometry of our college course do we find this subject
given; but in most high school algebras now in use, and in many
arithmetics, we find the function concept employed and graphic
methods applied to problems. This transformation has taken place
nearly altogether in the twentieth century. The graph, the formula,
and the algebraic equation functionally interpreted are a schoolbook
product of our day.

The calculus still holds out. Not in France, Germany, Austria,
England, Russia, Italy, Spain, Norway, Sweden, Denmark, Hol-
land, and Belgium, where it has been incorporated into the sec-
ondary school program for some years,but in the United States.
Yet the castle has been stormed,some of the outer bulwarks are
even down. Mentors of American youth have begun to see the
value of the calculus in a liberal education and mathematics
teachers are beginning to have crystallized views as to its place
in the high school program. A great step was taken in American
mathematical pedagogy when the National Committee on Mathe-
matical Requirements in their epochal Report on the Reorganiza-
tion of Mathematics in Secondary Education came out with the
recommendation that "elementary calculus" be offered as an elec-
tive in qualified senior high schools.

A few schools and individual teachers had already taught the
calculus to high school classes before the report appeared and other
schools have since taken it up. A beginning has been made. It
is safe to say that as the Euclid of the third century B.C., as the
Hindu-Arabic notation and the Arabic algorism of the Middle
Ages, as the algebra developed during the Renaissance have long
been taken up by the lower schools, and as the logarithms and
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coordinate geometry of the seventeenth century have in our own
day found a place in the high school algebras, so will the infini-
tesimal calculus, the crowning mathematical achievement of the
seventeenth century, be adopted as a high school subject.

Purpose of This Chapter. We shall first try to analyze the
mathematical situation and the pedagogic temper that has at this
time led to a call for teaching the elementary calculus in the high
schools of our country. Next, we shall trace the stages by which this
subject has found its way into the curricula of the secondary schools
in the leading countries of Europe. We shall then give a descrip-
tion of the experiments that have been carried on in this field
in the United States in recent years. And lastly, we shall offer
a few specific suggestions as to how to open up the subject in a
pre-college course.

II. AN EARLIER PLACE FOR THE CALCULUS IN THE CURRICULUM

Tendency of Subjects to Move Downward. All mathematical
disciplines have shown a tendency to move downward as they
have become more widely known.

While a new field of mathematics is still the process of de-
velopment, most people can have little or no part in it. New
facts and new theories are contributed by a select few. Then there
comes a time when one or more master minds will build this pro-
miscuous knowledge into a body of truth which the scientific world
will evaluate and utilize. As the new science forms more con-
tacts with life, it enters deeper into people's thoughts, and an
acquaintance with it will be considered part of a liberal education.
As the general level of education is raised, the younger strata of
population become capable of receiving benefit from this study.
Youth will want his heritage, and the subject will be taught in the
secondary, perhaps in the elementary, schools. That has been
the history of arithmetic, geometry, trigonometry, algebra, and
analytics.

The Calculus. ln its origin the calculus was a study of func-
tions invented by, suited for, and utilized by men who did research
in mechanics, optics, and advanced mathematics. This science,
invented independently by Newton and Leibniz in the latter half
of the seventeenth century, needed a hundred and fifty years of
amplifying, systematizing, and refining by such men as Taylor,
Maclaurin, Euler, Lagrange, and Cauchy before it could be em-
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what lie saw Gone in his working environment. But that is uphill
work for a man working full time. I mention this incident in
order to lend point to the following quotation from the Report of
the National Committee on Mathematical Requirements (page 34) :

If the student who omits the mathematical courses has need of them later,
it is almost invariably more difficult, and it is frequently impossible, for him
to obtain the training in which he is deficient. In the case of a considerable
number of subjects a proper amount- of reading in spare hours at a mature
at will ordinarily furnish him the approximate equivalent, to that which he
%vutild have obtained in the way of information in a high school course in the
same subject. It i6 not, hoeer. possible to make up deficiencies in mathe-
matical training in so simple a fashion. It requires systematic work under a
uinptent teacher to master properly the technique of the subject, and any
break in the continuity of the work is a handicap for which increased
maturity rarely compensates. Moreover, when the individual discovers his
need of further mathematical training it is usually difficult for him to take
the time from his other activities for systematic work in elementary mathe-
matics.

In educational circles the calculus was, until recently, thought
of only as a professional course in schools of technology or as a
disciplinary subject in liberal arts colleges. Its cultural value in
interpreting our environment and its direct usefulness in practical
work have not been appreciated until the last few years. It is
this changing attitude on the part of educated people that brings
up the question of putting the calculus into the high school
curriculum.

The second reason for the on-coming change is a mathematical-
pedagogical one, and is certainly the most fundamental. Whatever
other reasons there may he for ineluding the calculus in the high
sehool program they would not sufficiently justify the step unless
they were in harmony with the central idea of mathematical cur-
riculum making that has been crystallizing for the last fifty years
and has conic dir etly to the fore during the last three decades.
The last twenty-five years have been a period of storm and stress
in the guild of teachers of mathematics. External conditions have
been full of clianges, tin unprcedetetl number of people have
sought a higher educat ion, the secondary Mantis have almost
become "common schools," and these larger groups clamor to taste
of the km)wledge that was formerly reserved fur the few. Conse-
quently existing forms of secondary education arc being examined
and recast in the light of modern psychology and in order to meet
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the new demands. New principles of instruction have been enunci-
ated, new methods devised, and new content inserted into the
curriculum.

The Function Concept. The essence of modern reform is that
the function concept shall he the central idea in all mathematical
teaching. And for this there are two reasons. First, the student
will learn more actual mathematics. By organizing the course
about a fundamental principle like the function concept there is
prevented much waste of time and effort in dealing with unrelated
themes and the student will therefore get further into mathematics.
The important principles and topics also will be kept working con-
tinuously, thus making for thoroughness. Second, the student will
be in a better position to apply his mathematics to his environment
and to his future studies. Learning to look for connections that
exist between related quantities will enable him to think of quan-
tities with which he will have to deal in real life whether he takes
any more mathematics or not. For in the material world about
him the actual existence of one variable quantity depending on
another is a commonplace in the student's experience.

America, with her wide spread of territory and local direction
of schools, has been very slow in adopting this reform. But in
Europe the new practice is well established. In France and Ger-
many functional thinking is inculcated in the early years by means
of a number of concrete instances. In the sixth and seventh years
the idea of abstract relationship is brought ou; by graphs and
formulas. The children thus learn to recognize va-iable quantities
and by concrete examples learn to think of x and y not only as
unknown quantities to he determined but as changing quantities
whose variation is to be studied. That is, the principles, but not
the mechanism, of analytic geometry are hitrodued early in the'
pupil's career and are not left to be studied as a special topic at
the end of the course or deferred till he takes up higher mathematics.

In the decade from 1880 to 1890, many of the secondary schools
in Continental Europe took up the study of functions as a part of
their program. From analytic geometry they adopted the graph
for their work in algebra. Must schools have since adopted
graphic algebra, whether they teach the function concept or not.
In the United States graphic algebra has been quite general
since 1910.

Until the creation of the National Committee on Mathematical
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Requirements in 1916 the function concept had a very small place
in the scheme of American education, Arithmetic texts had
formulas and algebra texts provided work with graphs, But the
idea of dependence was not stressed, and the teachers themselves
did not utilize even the meager material furnished by the text. Not
until they took up trigonometry and analytics, if they got that far,
did students get systematic training in functional thinking. The
influence of the Mathematical Association of America, which has
always taken a keen interest in secondary school mathematics, and
the aggressive work of the National Committee have done much to
make known the functional idea among teachers of mathematics.

Misuse of Graphs. The graph is a pictorial representation of
an algebraic law. The main purpose of the graph in algebra is
to teach in a simple manner the idea of functionality. By it con-
tinuity and irregularity are made very plain. It lends itself
especially to work with formulas, But in its early stages it was
deflected from this useful course before very long, due to the very
close connection between algebra taken up this way and analytic
geometry. Bath now dealt with functions and, before we were
aware, algebra concerned itself chiefly with the curve itself, in the
manner of analytic geometry, instead of with what the curve stood
for,with the properties of the curve instead of with the quantita-
tive relationships, with the static elements of analytics instead of
with the dynamic element of the algebraic problem. The function
concept itself was lost sight of and much graphical drudgery, such
as we see in ninny American algebras of today, took the time from
more valuable pursuits. And so this latter-day attempt at enrich-
ing the elementary mathematics by materials and ideas from the
higher mathematics was nearly frustrated.

Fortunately this futile work in graphs was abandoned. Pressure
Nvas brought upon the who were responsible for the mathematics
of the secondary school to justify its presence in the curriculum.
This caused the teachers of mathenn to examine their tenets
in the light of experience. As a result a new type of graphic prob-
lems has found its way into algebra, especially in the early part
of the course. Problems from science, stlitistics, and everyday life
arc studied. both those that. have mathematical formulas and those
that do not, and the functional aspects are emphasized, The
Sunday paper supplement, the scientific journal, the popular maga-
zine, and the advertising circulars testify to what large extent the
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graph and its companions, the formula and the equation, have
become a part of our daily lives. The reading world is becoming
funct ionally-minded.

An itlea cannot have a flourishing growth unless it has symbols
of expression and tools to work with. It is doubtful if Newton
and Leibniz would have gotten far into the infinitesimal calculus
without Descartes' coordinate geometry. That vivid portrayal of
functional relations gave wings to the calculus. And so it has been
among humbler folk than Newton and Leibniz. It is the popular-
ization of the graph that in these last years has made us function-
ally-minded, so that even in sonic railroad offices charts will tell
exactly where a certain train ir4 to be at any given instant.

At 1hi-4 tl e algebras and arithmetics discussed only the general
relation between the variables exhibited by the graph. In some
instances the method of interpolating values was taken up. But the
graph was seen easily to bring out other truths, such as maximum
and minimum values, areas, and rates, both average and instan-
taneous. This latter especially necessitated the notion of limits,
a notion not hitherto included in the algebras. That led up to the
threshold of the calculus, and the very suggestion threw open a vast
field of unused possibilities.

It is these unused possibilities, so convincingly set forth by
Professors Klein of Germany, Perry of England. and I). E. Smith of
the United States, that have led to the adoption of the calculus in
the secondary schools of Europe and have stimulated the movement
to offer it in American high schools.

III. PRACTICAL QUESTIONS TO BE CONsIDERED

Calculus in the High School. Let the question of teaching
the calcuhis in the high school be raised, and in the mind of sonic
teacher is conjured up a picture of the calculus class in the sopho-
more or perhaps the junior year of college, where a learned pro-
fessor expounded to the intellectual Mite of the college the Mean
Value Theorem, singular points, or moment of inertia, Such a
teacher looks at the seventeen-year-old boys and girls of his high
school and cannot imagine these youngsters taking the calculus.
But if he will also remember the ellipses and hyperbolas in his own
study of analytic geometry, and then glance at the subject matter
in the high school algebra which le tea( hes, lie will become more
receptive to this other suggestion.
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For those who urge this innovation do not advocate taking up
the pore difficult parts of the ealettlus. They recommend that only'
such topics and methods he considered as are within the compre-
hension of the students :aid which are fertile in illustrating the
principal concept* of the calculus. As the most fitting topic for
such a purpose the National Committee recommends the alge-
braic polynomial. Quoting from the Report:

The calculus of the algebraic polynomial i t so simple that a boy ue girl
whu is capable of grasping the idea of limit, of slope, and of velocity, may
in a brief time gain nn outlook upon the field of mechanics and other exact
sciences, and acquire a. fair degree of facility in using one of the most power-
ful nails of mathematics, togethe ..vith the capacity fur solving a number
of interesting problems. Moreover, ti.o fundamental ideas involved, quite
aside from their technical applications, will provide valuable training in
understanding and analyzing quantitative relationsand such training is of
value to everyone.

Sonic authorities hold that the manipulative work should not be
onerous, that computational dexterity is not the purpose of the
course, that discussion should be adequate, but not necessarily
complete. One says, -State nothing but the truth, but not neces-
sarily all the truth." Still others wi!l maintain that in the begin-
ning, mathematical intuition shJuld he allowed to do its work;
too fine rigor is not. in place till later. Says an English schoolman
on this point: ' "For inure than a hundred year* after the formal
development of the calculus tla most eminent mathematicians of
Europe ignored these difficulties With which the rigorist wants to
perplex beginners. We, as teachers, are just learning that you
cannot teach people to generalik2 by throwing ready-made general-
izations at them--that a grip (.n the concrete facts must precede
a critical analysis of them."

The Practical Schoolman's View. But other points besides
content and method need to be considered. To the practical School
wan, who is responsible for tat organization of the school and
the roi.irdination of courses, f(mr questions especially present them-
selves: (I.) Must essential and vital parts of the general miieu-
lum be sacrificed in order to make room for this new course? (2)
I)oes the teaching force. as regards number and aradetnir prepara-
tion. permit it? (3) Will it occasion a re-arrangement of the
present mathematical curriculum? 141 Ilan a high school junior
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some of the schools in England, offer the differential and integral
calculus.

No one seriously believes that the mind of American youth can-
not measure up to that of his European cousin. His school year
may be shorter and his curriculum poorly planned. His teachers,
too. may he less well equipped. But he certainly has the mental
power to do in the eleventh and twelfth years what the European
youth does in those same years. True enough, thanks to better
trained teachers and a well planned curriculum the European
student in his twelfth year is on a par with the American college
sophomore in respect to scholastic attainments, but that does not
affect his native capacity. And it should be a challenge to Ameri-
can schools to improve their teaching staffs and reorganize their
courses in all departments so that the American high school student
may have an even chance. In this movement, the mathematics
teachers should 1i in the run! At the present time they are not
taking tulvant:ige of their opportunities.

Sonyone may say that students in European secondary schools
arc highly selected, whereas with us the high schools are a cross
section of the general population However, the calculus given in
French and German schools is required of all pupils in the schools.
The eollrst we suggest is rdeetive, and anyone who has
taught elective courses in advanced mathematies in high school
knows tlatt they attract a superior class of students. No group of
European socondary school students will be more select, at least as
far es mathematics is concerned.

IV, at:cm,: THE INTRoM'CrION OF ZsCONDARY SCHOOL
CALcut.us

In France. -1,Ve may rt sonic light on the movement which we
are sponsoring by know ig something of its ineeption and early
development.

In France the secondary schools have been giving work in the
calculus for over a hundred and fifty years under algi'bre and
amilyse. France Tuts long been committed to the plan of bifurcating
the ,oursestat is, giving, a classical and a scientific coursein
the upper years of her secondary schools, awl she lets encouraged
It degree of spt chtliation in the twelfth year (philosophy or mathe-
matics forint that in most countries is permitted on. in the uni-
versity. Hie very exacting mathematical requirements for entrance
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to the r'r,dr pi)/ yt( Ch n t he seieutifir department Of the
("cob- iwriah have had a potent influence in giving direction to
the mathematical work of the secondary schools. Since the time
of Napoleon. school authority has been highly centralized and is
directed from Paris. That possibly acclaims Ita' France being
the first country in the world to include work in the calculus as a
regular and required part of the curriculum in her secondary
schools.

The nualrn French secondary schools date from 1802 when
thirty Diet ", .< were substituted for the then existing central schools.
By a decree of that year Napoleon directed that the subjects of
the new /yec'e curriculum should he essentially Latin and loathe-
maties, At the end of the regular program there was an additional
two-yea course in mathematic's, known as mathjmatique trans-
cf nilantr, in the first year of which the application of the differen-
tial calculus to mechanics and the theory of fluids was discussed.
This extra course was the precursor of the advanced mathematics
che,ses that we find in the secondary schools of France today. We
in America should know more about what the French have done.

A definite hifurcation of the course into the classical and the
scientific wings took place in 1852. There has been considerable
modification of contents and time schedule since then, notably in
1002 and 1905, but the principle of bifurcation and specialization
has been retained.

In the last quurter of the nineteenth century there grew a move-
ment that in due time should result in the calculus being taken up
by all studnts in the /yei'cs. A lively interest in the pedagogy of
mathematics. stimulated by psychological study and responsiveness
to the actualities of practical life, began to assert itself at this time.
Correlation of in:ahem:ales with the sciences, the unification of
the different branches of mathematic's, and a psvehologiral rather
than a appro;ich to the different topics were being. agitated.

Above all the function concept was to be made the core and
venter in mathematical instruction. It is from this latter idea
that tile question of taking. up the calculus by the mm-specializing.
non-preprofessional secondary school had its beginning, in France
as well as in the other countries, Having :1 central idea like the
function oneept 1L,roing through the entire course would strip
mathematics of the numerous unessentials that had been grafted
On to it, take the pupils further into mathematical theory, and give
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more opportunity for continual applications. In 1898 Laisant
wrote: 2

When the elements of arithmetic, of algebra, and of geometry shall have
been freed from the multitude of parasitic propositions and reduced to the
exposition of directive ideas and essential methods, not only will valuable
time have been gained, but also greater clearness of ideas imparted. This
will permit the introduction of the elements of analytic geometry and of
calculus.

It was fortunate for France that preprofessional requirements
and the special mathematics forms had demonstrated that the
calculus cr : ')e mastered by students of secondary school age and
attainments.

The d:scussion of the introduction of these advanced branches in
the general course of study continued, linked up with the questions
of the function concept, correlation, and method. In scientific and
pedagogic matters the French have been a clear-thinking people,
and ideas soon began to take form. To their leaders it seemed that
the logical corollary to the adoption of the function concept was
the introduction of the calculus. In 1902 the new French curricu-
him, effective throughout all France, extended the ininimum of
mathematics required of all students in the tyc("es to include
analytic geometry and the calculus.

Since French schools teach all their mathematics as a unified
course, they found an immediate use for the new study especially
in their work with algebra, and their work on the calculus is now
incorporated in the algebra texts. Even in branches that do not
seem to have a close union with the calculus, as solid geometry.
they found it useful. Thus J. Tannery in an article in the Revue
Polagogique for July, 1903,3 urges that the equivalence of the
volumes of oblique and right prisms he proved by integral calculus.
To quote:

Integral calculus! In the secondary sehool!! Yes, I am not joking. The
effort needed to le.irn what :t derivative is. an integral, and how by means
of these admirable tools surfaces and voluna-s van be evaluated, is certainly
!VS:, than the effort hereto demanded of a child to stablish the equivalence
of oblique and right prisms. of two pyramids (the staircase figure, you know,
that is so hard to make), then the insupportable volumes of revolution.

As reflecting the current of thought that brought about this and
other improvements in the French schools, we again quote from

La Mathematic/tit% p. 2711. Srr ids. lam:. w. A., The reaching Mathemat fox,
'See Young, p. 9%,
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The Prwsian Lr /».p/an of 1880 pi rwithil the calculus to be
taught, and that only in the 0/H/7(a/sr/oar. At a school conference
in Berlin in 1900, Dr. Klein and others urged that elementary
calculus become a reg a part of the curriculum, at least in the
.Modern schools. Tlw was disregarded.

In Germany the function concept had now become a practical
question that pressed for a solution. In 1902 appeared the first
mathematical school book featuring the function idea, though it
was not admitted into the schools till 1906. At a meeting of the
Society of Natural Scientists in Breslau in 190.1 Dr. Klein claimed
that "the function idea graphically represented should form the
central notion of mathematieal teachings, awl, as a nrtural con-
sequence, the elements of the calculus should be incholed in the
curriculum of all 9-class schools.- That is, in the (iyinnaslen,
Rialgym)la$ien, and 0/n.).ra/se/at/cm Such a course. 'w noted. was
being given in French schools. Those present at the meeting re-
acted favorably to the suggestions and chose a committee to draw
up reform proposals. The committee's proposals, the now historic
Mcrancr Lchrplan, were adopted at the Society's Illeethig at AIeran
the following year (1905). It was the meetin at .Ieran that
coined the expression fun/dim/ales Denkun (functional thinking),
so frequently used in recent discussions.

One result of the Memo meeting was that the Prussian ministry
of education gave permission to five 9-class schools to experiment
in the direction indicated. Later the plan was taken up by other
schools. In answer to a circular letter of 1908 it was found that
of the twenty-six 9 -class schools that returned an allSWOr (there
were thirty-eight in all) thirteen had introduced the function idea
and the calculus.

The Moran proposals exerted a large influence on the other
German states and on Austria. The latest syllabi show that intro-
ductory calculus is now incorporated in the secondary school system
throughout Germany and Austria.

In England. In England the calculus hail been given in the
secondary schools long before the modern movement ton reforming
the mathematicul curriculum stunted. In the stronger Public
Schools of England there were -pciul in mathematics in
the upper forms for boys ram.y.iia.: from seventeen to nineteen years
of age and with some nuithematiral ability. These boys were
planning either to compete in due time for the university scholar-
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ships or to take the army entrance examination, or were preparing
to take up engineering. The courses were mu( h like what is or-
dinarily given in the sophomore year of American colleges;
Todhunter was a commonly used text.

But the later movement for introducing the calculus, which rose
:rom centering mathematical instruction around the function con-
cept and making school mathematics apply in practical life, began
in the nineteenth century. On this latter phase the well known
engineer, mathematician, and educationist. John Perry, spoke and
wrote, In his momentous adthess on the teaching of mathematics
delivered at Glasgow before the 13ritish Association in 1901, he
said: 5

.15 examples of methods necessary even in the most elementary study of
nature I mention: the use of logarithms in computation; knowledge of and
power to manipulate. mathematical formulae; the use of squared paper; the
methods of the calculus. Dexterity in all of these is etsily learned by young
Nuys.

The English secondary schools were considering so many reforms
at that time, notably the teaching of geometry, and their relation
to the Examinations. that the question of the calculus as a regular
school subject did not become vital for some years. In 1908 the
Fourth International Congress of Mathematicians meeting in Rome
created the International Commission on the Teaching of Mathe-
matic's. The Conunission was to study the mathematical teaching
in different countries and report at the next meeting of the Con-
gress. to he held in Cambridge in 1912. Felix Klein was chosen
president of the Commission. The intervening four years were
considerably occupied with questionnaires. reports. and discussions
in teaching circles, conventions, and educational journals. In both
England and America the reports of the Commission were very in-
fluential in analyzing and eoiirdinating the methods and contents
of their very heterogeneous school systems and in acquainting them
with the better school organization and the more advanced peda-
gogic theory of France and Germany.

In this period tlw cakulus question came up. A new angle,
typically British, and one with which American educationists have
a good deal of sympathy. entered into tlw discussion. It found
its note in the expressic.n. "Calculus for the average boy." English
schoolmen were not unfamiliar with the value of such a course

'Edueational u% 1:m2, p,
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for those who wished to specializo in mathematics at the uni-
versity or who wished to take up certain professions like engineer-
ing or the army, a reason that in France had weighed powerfully
long before the curriculum of 1902. As we have seen, certain
English schools, too, had given such courses. or were they in-
hospitable to the idea of the German reformers who saw the
calculus as the fitting climax to a noble mathematical structure
pedagogically pinned; for the function concept, correlation, and
unified courses were recognized values at this time in all countries.
What appealed to them in this projected course was what may be
called its cultural-practical value: the value of the calculus in
integrated life. This was hitimated already in the speech of Perry
referred to above.

In February, 1911, C. S. Jackson read a paper to the London
Branch of .he Mathematical Association entitled "The Calculus
as an Item in School Mathematics." The calculus that has hitherto
been taught in the English schools, he said. has met with opposition
from two directions: first, from the rigorists, who complain of
the unguarded get eralities permitted by the instructor or the text ;
and second. from the engineers and physicists who complain that
the students are able to manipulate but do not know the under-
lying principles, and that the applications are too academic, dealing
mostly with higher plane curves. They demanded that the calculus
lw taught more widely and at an earlier age and that it deal from
the outset with the innnediate applications to mechanics and
elementar: physics. Jackson contended that this can be done and
that the c:Cculus can be made a part of the normal equipment of
a boy sixteen' or seventeen years old. To (lo this he said he would
bring the subj-ct to the student in somewhat the same way as the
human race has acquired a knowledge of it. He concluded with a
suggestive syllabus for introducing the calculus. This iwgins with a
problem of finite differences. After some more preliminary work,
problems :111(1 slopes are taken up.

"The Democratization of Mathematical Education" was the
title of the address of the presiding officer, Professor E. NV. Hobson,
at the meeting of the Mathematical Association on January 10,
1912. Ile advocated that the time saved by improvement in
ineti.ods and by elimination of material hitherto considered essen-

tumid he employed in introducing the pupils to a considerably
greater range of mathematical thinking than has hitherto been
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usual lit' sugge,ted "the possibility of making a rudimentary
treatment of the ideas and processes of the calculus part of the
normal course of nuttheinaties in the higher classes of schools."
.rhe president suggest t itat the IS:4(Wiliti011 take up the question
for study.

At the same meeting a paper on an earlier place for the calculus
\v:ts rt.:01 by C. V. Ile emphasized more than most of the
English sehoolmen the funetion coneept and it.: culmination ill
the ealculits. but lit' also enlarged on the cultural-practical values
of the course and the inventive it gives the student to know, as only
the caleulus can tell him, "'lint all is mathematics can do.

A paper on the work of the International Commission was read
it this meeting by C. Godfrey. From this report N't. le411'11 11141t

only ft.11" Sv11001:4 )1:;(1 given introduetory calculus a serious trial.
The %vol.': of one well the Naval College at I)artmouth, was
d-cribeil in detail. neve the boys 1Cere tibtfIlt sixteen years old.
Alcreer's f.itictIlttx for Bi gintic i's %vas used. At the outset they used
concrete illustrations ,ucli as s at'. A clear coneept was para-
mount. Therefore they felt that in this course numerical NV ork

nut he 011ert)11. 11:1t e. :4101)V. IllaXillla 4111(1 I11111111141, anti areas
NN l'el'0111111e11(1r(! is I

The paper evoked a lively exchange of opinions by those present.
Many of the partioipaithz iii the discussion hail themselves en
the calculus a trial in their respective sehools.

Ill Ate.,ust of that S:11110 year, 1912, the International Congress
met in ('ambridge. Introductory calculus was again on the agenda
;mil the interest in it as a general school $1.1)jet`t was

"Cale1111V4 1(114 tI:t. average bi,y" meant to the English schoolinen
ju-t that. (hive vonvinced of the eali,e of the cah.fflo; to ou

students they did not voidine its instruetion to those %vim N%0111(1
1,0 to t la. uttivcrsit tit' take up technological courses in higher
iii,coution,. Nor did they limit tin- work to those training in the
conventional secondary school. .1, stated by Perry and running
Th11)11:2.11 all the suh-equent :a:tit:ohm. .1 was contended that the
notion-: and the methods of the ealettht- reach all those who
cote Hated their sehooling beyonil elementary Nkork.

.\I1 11111-t Vat itill ill point the work done by the Technieal 1)ay
sil,00; of the Borough Polytechnie Institute. In a paper read be-
fore the Nlathentatical .1ssociation in 1)eerinher, 1913, \v.
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A preliminary report to the Association, published in January,
1914, and based on the replies to a questionnaire by Subcommittee
A of the International Commission, formed the basis for their
report :it Paris in April, 1914, and stated these facts: The Exam-
ination, which at first was an obstacle to introducing the new
course. had become a help in its development.Several schools in
1914 were giving int: ductory calculus. The slope, velocity, small
increments, maxima and minima, a nil simple integrals were studied.
Tlw polynomial was used prineip illy.The teaching was not ex-
haustive, nor exceedingly rigorous, but correct. "State nothing
but the truth, but not necessarily all the truth" was the motto.
The integral calculus was interlaved with the differential.The
most common texts were Mercer, Gibson, and Edwards.The
movement received general support. the most powerful support
coming from the engineers and scientists. As evidence it was said
that "physicists have long pressed for a modicum of calculus, and
prefer to take it without too much mathematical rigor." Further
it was held that "whatever opposition there has been has come
from those who fear that a diminished emphasis on manipulation
and the formal side of algebra will have a had effect."

In this movement there has oee:i no backward turn. The num-
ber of schools taking up the calculus is growing. But in Britain
there is no bureaucratic ministry of education to bring about a
reform like this; it must run the gauntlet of popular and profes-
sional discussion. It is, how( ver. now becoming quite general in
both England and Seotland. Australia also gives the new course
in certain schools. Even some Canadian schools offer the calculus,
though they are governed much by the attitude of the schools in
the United States.

In the United States. In the United States the teaching of
the elementary calculus did tot bevonic a live question until within
the last decade. 111(1 yet the subject was broached to American
teachers of mathematics exactly quarter of a century ago. In his
presidential adtlress.; on -The Foundations of Mathematics" de-
livered before the Americat, Ma.hematival Society in New York,
Decemher 29, 1902, Profes,or E. 11. Moore. of the University of
Chicago, said:

A. a punt, inathvnianlan 1 'told a:4 a most important suggestion of the'
Engh-h Inocmnt the suggpA ion of just that by einvh:vizing

Moil, tin of the Anverwan, Mathelliviral ji t itin3 ), 4t2 424.
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steadily the praetical sides of mathematics, that is, arithmetic computations,
mechanical drawimz, and graphical methods generally, in continuous relation
with problems of physics and chemistry and engineering, it would be possible
to give very young students a great body of the essential notions of trigo-
nometry, analytic geometry, and the calculus.

In discussing the laboratory method in the secondary school, he
said:

In agreement with Perry it would seem possible that the student might be
brought into vital relation with the fuu laniental elements of trigonometry,
analytic geometry, and the calculus, on condition that the whole treatment
in its origin is and in its tle i,iptaent renia;ns closely associated with thor-
oughly familiar phenomena. With the momentum of such practical educa-
tion in the methods of research in the secondary school, the college students
would 1m rtwly to ilroeeed rapidly and tleiTly in tiTly directio% in which their
Personal interests might lead theta.

With almost prophetic suggestiveness Moore discussed the prob-
lems of primary, secondary, and higher education, offering solutions
twenty-five years ago that have become realities today,--such as
correlation of subjects, unified courses, laboratory methods, junior
colleges, teacher training. But his suggestion to teach in the sec-
ondary schools the advanced branches of trigonometry, analytic
geometry, and the calculus met with le:4s response- -the calculus, no
response. Y.ars were to pass before any serious attempt was made
to introduce analytics and the calculus into the high school cur-
riculum. These were t'.1e years when Klein in Germany and Perry
in Great Britain were awakening their co-laborers to new possi,-
hilities in the field of secondary school mathematics. But a huge
democracy makes its e!langes slowly.

Yet there was leavening work going on, making ready even for
this innovation. The many mat hematival organizations that sprang
up after 1902 displayed in their ( onventions and in their journals
constructivo activity. The work and reports of the International
Commission had it marked effect on the teaching of mathematies
in the United States. These reports, which began to appear ill
1911, helped to make known the educational practices ill the dif-
ferent parts of our country. This has helped bring about an orienta-
tion in pedagogic the ory and it standardization of curriculum and
organization that had hitherto hem lacking. These reports also
made kntmn t Alneriran odiwat ors the work done in other coun-
tries and gave them opportunity to learn of their deficiencies and
also of their excellencies. The national CoannittcV 011 Mitt 11V111 at .1-
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cal Requirements was created in 1916. This committee labored
from 1916 to 1923 and performed a most monumental work,

As a result of these various agencies the graph and geometrical
curves from analytic geometry have been introduced into American
high school algebraslargel since 1910; and improved problem
material selected from physics, mechanics, and everyday life has
supplanted many of the "disciplinary- problems of the old books.
The movement to make the function concept actually and con-
ciously (and not just theoretically) the central principle of the
mathematics course, with American teachers and textbooks, has
been largely due to the work of the National Committee.

The Committee revommended that elementary calculus be offered
as an elective in the senior high school. It made plain that this
is not intended for all schools nor for all teachers or all pupils in
any school." .Moreover, they pointed out that it is not to connect
in any direct way with college ent,ance requirements. "The future
college student will have ample opportunity for the calculus later.
The capable boy or girl who is not to have the college work ought
not on that ,,,count to be prevented from learning something of the
use of this powerful tool."

The Committee jus..ified its inclusion of this "college study" in
the high school curr:eulum by noting the character of the study.
"By the calculus we mean for the present purpose a study of rates
of change. In nature all things change. How much do they change
in a given time'? How fast do they change? Do they increase or
dcerease? When does a changing quantity become 'argot or
smallest? Bow can rates of change be compared?These are some
of the questions which lead us to study the elementary calculus.
Without its essential principles these questions cannot be answered
with detinit( ness."

This projectd course in elementary calculus. according. to the
National Committee, should include:

Iv The general notion of a derivative as a limit indispensable
for the accurate expression of such fundamental quantities as
velocity of a moving body or slope of a curve.

lb) Applications of derivatives to easy problems in rates and in
maxima and minima.

ic) Simple vases of inverse problems; for example, finding dis-
tance from velocity.
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d 1 Approximate methods of summation leading up to integra-
tion as a powerful method of summation,

(ei Applications to simple cases of motion, area, volume, and
pressure.

Though this recommendation startled the general run of mathe-
matics teachers who had not followed developments in European
schools, the committee only gave voice to forces already at work,
of which we shall mention two.

One factor that has for years been influential in bringing out the
pedagogic possibilities of the calculus is the practice that some
(.0.:ege and university departments of inuthematiu?4 have of inclild-
ing the calculus in their freshman courses. Among the first to give
shell work to freshmen were Professors F. S. 'Woods and F.
Bailey of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, and Professors
A. S. Gale and C. W. Watizeys of the University of Rochester. This
was about 1907. Other colleges took up the idea mid since 1916
such courses have been given in several institutions.

Giving the calculus to freshmen in the colleges necessitated a
change in the customary mode of presentation, which had become
very "scientific" and very foriaal. That was a pedagogic contribu-
tion that gave much promise, and herein lay the chief value of these
college experiments for high school mathematics, especially vhen
the methods of presentation beeanie available to other teachers
through textbooks written fur such courses, It was a revelation
to many of us as to how adaptable to younger minds the calculus
mold be made, and how much easier much of the work in the
calve us is than some of the work in college algebra and analytics.
Thus, we soon began to consider its value in the high school.

Another, and a very direct, force emanated from Teachers Col-
lege, Columbia University. Secondary school calculus had for sonic
line interested the mathematics department at Teachers College

and the experimental scho connected with that institution, Pro-
fessor David Eugene Smith had been the chairman of the American
committee of the International Conunission and had for years
watched with interest the work dune in this field in the schools
of France and Germany. In his courses in the teaching of mathe-
matics lie discussed the merits of the calculus as a high school study
and spoke for its inclusion in the curriculum as an eleetive. At
the time when the Report was being drawn up the experimental
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eletses, We would mention the Mloiving, in order of publication:
Smith and Granville, Elementary Analysis (10101, Ginn it ('o,;
Gale and Watkeys, Elementary Panctios owl Applications 11920),
Henry Holt Co.; Griffin, Introduction to Mathematical Analysis
i1021), Houghton Mifflin Co.; Mullins and Smith, Freshman Mathe-
matics (19271, Ginn & Co,

In the following paragraphs will he described briefly the work
',)ken up in some of the sehools giving the calculus, as it has come
to the knowledge of the writer through private letters and public
reports,

The Horace Mann School for OWL Pioneer work in this field
was done by the Horace Mann Seim! for Girls, the Horace Mann
School for Boys, and the Lincoln School of Teachers College,

In 1921 Miss Void Blair taught for the first tune a short course
in the differential calculus to a ehois in the tenth grade, The work
in the calculus was part of a general mathematics course designed
especially for a selected group of pupils, Her aim was to construct

course which should give to pupils, girls especially, the sort of
:nathematies best adapted to their ages, interests, and intellectual
endowments,

The group was it college preparatory class, After a year in this
general matlimaties, which included some analytics, a great deal
of trigonometry, and u fair amount of algebra, the class finished up
plane geometry and algebra and passed off their college entrance
examinations at the end of the eleventh year. For three periods a
week Miss Blair and her girls together worked out it court, in
differential and integral calculus. No text was used, but material
was drawn from several texts,

This course, with much the 1311111e syllabus, has been given as a
senior elective every year since then, and covers the differentiation

of the functions f = u", f (x) = uv, f ix) f (x) = sin x,

f(x) cos x, with problems on rates and maxima and minima,
In inteffral calculus they take up problems of area, volume, work,
and water pressure. In differentiation the extent of the difficulty
is to be found in the development of the formula

x' .rx = x
7T

;
31 51

and in integration the limit of difficulty may be found in calculating
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the V0111111(1 of a ring made by the circle xy 4- t fi 7ia = 0 In re-
volving about the X-axis, the integral of y hying given,

This year s1927-281, Miss Blair is trying the experiment of teach-
ing the same VOW'S(' to n class of seleeted juniors, The course it)
given as a demonstration course in Wailers College and is open to
students in the mathematics department of Tenehers College,

The Lincoln School of Teachers College. Pionver work in
this field was also done by the Lincoln School of Tv:tellers College
in 1021, To begin with, the experiment. was condueted within the
sehedule allotted to mathematics in the regular course, namely, in
the period given in the eleventh year to trigonometry and the third
semester of algebra, Concerning this beginning Dr, Vera Sanford,
who then instructed the group, reports:

We first took up the work in 1021.22, and for three years carried on with
to group of eleventh graders, teaching them to differentiate algebraic tune
floes, especially those involved in problems dealing with maxima and minima.
In the same year we studied intermediate algebra and trigonometry. Classes
of about fifteen students about sixteen to seventeen years old, The entire
group of that year studying mathematicsboth weak and goodwas in the
elem. The work was not elective, but was needed for college entrance, as
the algebra Mite] had to hr. completed for most colleges, The whole group
was going to college anti gut there! TextYoung and Morgan at first, then
Gale and A'atkeys. Neither was satisfactory for the groups, Students took,
and passed, Cp. 3 of the College Entrance Examination Board.

The practicality of the new course king now demonstrated in
territory borrowed, as it were, from algebra and trigonometry, it
was decided to give it space niul pimp of its own, So the work in
the calculus was moved up to the twelfth year and was made a part
of an eleetive year course, The eleventh year work was reorganized
so as to include the work necessary for college entrance. But it was
also organized so as to make a complete course in itself if the
studen., should not elect any more mathematics, and to form as good
propaqteutie course for the twelfth year work if he should eon-
tinue. The first two-thirds of the year's work is occupied largely
with the linear and quadratic functions and computational trigo-
nometry, The remainder of the year is given to a unit in solid
geometry. Here many of the theorems call for the summation of
small elements and he limit of a sum and thus the student is
informally ibtrodum; to the notion of the valcultis without using its
formal technique.

The actual work in the calculus begins with the twelfth year and
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covers roughly the first semester, The key idea the extension
of the function concept to that of the rate of change of a variable
quantity, This leads direetly to the introketion of the derivative
and its applications to velocities and aveelerations, The indefinite
integral as the inverse of the derivative is tied for finding areas,
volumes, momentum, force, MA work, The last semester is given
over to advanced algebra and further work in trigonometry; but
the technique acquired in the calculus is used whenever possible.
The subject matter of the course is to be found in Griffin's Intro-
&Ohm to Mathematical Analysis, Chapters III and 1V, and in Gale
and Watkeys' Elementary Functions and Applications, Chapters
VI and VII,

Mr, Gordon Mirlek, who has had charge of these group.!, and
Dr, Vera Sanford, of the Lincoln School, have described the course
in detail in Tha Mathematics Teacher, Vol, XIX, No 4,

Wadleigh High School, New York, Mr, John Swenson of the
Wadleigh High School of New York has fur some years tried the
experiment of combining the calculus with advanced algebra,
trigonometry, and solid geometry, Differentiation and integration
of algebraic polynomials ate introduced in the advanced algebra
given the latter half of the eleventh year, The derivative is used
to find maxima and minima in problems, to obtain the equations
of tangents and normals to conies, and to determine the points of
inflection in curves, Areas are obtained by integration, In the
twelfth year the treatment of trigonometric functions is taken up in
connection with the formal study of trigonometry, and trigonometrie
substitution is used to integrate algebraic expressions. While taking
up the formal study of solid geometry, they integrate to find vol-
macs and surfaees. This work is described more fully in the
National Committee's Revised Report.

It seems, from the Report, that advanced algebra, trigonometry,
and solid geometry have their usual portion of the program, and
that the calculus goes through it all, the great unifier. As one of
our number says of the calculus: "It unities all mathematics, it
brings together the loose ends and gives the teacher or student
unified or grouped wholes, and in doing so merely repeats human
experience."

The University High School, Oakland, Calif. Since the fall
1925 the University High School of the University of California
Byron Cosby, in The Atothrmalleri Teueher, Vol, XVI, p, CM,
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has given to twelfth year students a course in the calculus coin
blued with solid geometry, The plan of the eurrieulum follows,

The tenth year's work includes all of plane geometry and five
weeks' work in solid geometry --- emphasis in the latter being shifted
from demonstration to computation, Thi seems a highly desirable
plan since the large majority of the pupils take no more =the
=ties, It affords also extra time for the matheinatirally capable
who elect full four years of mathematics, The third year's work
includes algebraic theory, trigonometry, and some work in the
natural sciences, In the fall term of the senior year they take up
elementary calculus anti the more demonstralve parts of solid
geometry, About ten weeks' time is given over to the caleulus,
since considerable solid geometry has been studied in the tenth
year. Following the recommendation of the National Committee,
the treatment. of the mensuration theorems of solid geometry is
simplified by applying Cavalieri's and Simpson's theorems and the
methods of the calculus, Analytic geometry is offered the second
semester of the senior year,

Miss Ethel Durst has selected and planned the work in the
calculus, and Miss Gertrude II, Allen has done the same for analytic
geometry, We quote from a letter describing the work: "We do
not offer college courses but emphasize the concrete approach and
the interesting and obvious applications, We have good sets of
practical problems gleaned from all the sources we could find, and
I think it is this phase of the work that makes a special appeal,"

The course is fully described by Miss Durst in the University
High Nehool Journal, June, 1926, Miss Dust's excellent syllabus
is included in full, From the introduction we quote, as pertinent
to our topic:

Amerien has demanded an equality of opportunity in education, and the
schools are confronted with a consequent inequality of ability, , In the
interests of the average we have attempted a psychological approach to so
legleul It subject as geometry, and have eliminated most of the abstractions
from so abstract a subject as algebra, But has as careful provision been made
fur the gieted child? In mathematics, at least, may there not be some justifi-
cation for the psyehoh,gists' assertion that "the superior children are our most.
shamefully neglected children," that "the greatest retardation and educational
waste exists among the brightest pupils"?

The University High School of the University of Iowa, A
very recent school to introduce the calculus is the University High
School, of Iowa City. In September, 1927, a class of eleven was
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enrolledsix boys and five girls. The way in which the course
was Inaugurated as well as the manner in which it is conducted
probably represents how such courses will be inaugurated and con-
ducted when they shall become more general, For here there was
no particular trepidation about offering this course; the pedagogic
value and general feasibility of such a course seoued to those in
charge pretty well established, It was a question of fitting it in
with this particular school's needs and resources, here was a
select groupselected, not by the school, but by their own interests
and abilities and future planswho wanted an advanced course in
mathematics, The course could have no hearing on college entrance,
for they had already had three semesters of algebra; and provision
had been made for solid geometry. They wished to have a course
that would be of value to them if they did not take up college work,
and which should help them in their work in mathematics, in
science or in engineering in ease they went to college, The school
had formerly given a fourth semester of algebra, and it was this
time decided to try a course in elementary calculus and related
material,

The man in charge of the mathematics work had much other work
to do and, besides, had had no experience in teaching this particular
course. So it was decided to use a haste textbook ((Irani and
to follow it quite definitely to the same extent as is done in other
high school subjects. They plan to cover in five days a week for
a semester a little less than what college freshmen using that text
cover in four days a week, The text is so well known that there is
no need of describing the contents of the course, Supplementary
material from other texts is used, but the order of the text is

followed.
The instructor, Mr. Frank Austin, reports that the students show

keen interest. and are much impressed by the power of the "new
mathematics." They are especially struck by the ease with which
they now can work the problems in their physics course. The
writer read over the students' replies to a questionnaire on the
difficulties of the course and their reactions to he future and imme-
diate uses of the subject. From these replies and from other reports
it seems to be the consensus of opinion that this is "the most useful
and helpful mathematics" that they have ever had.

The New Britain (Conn.) High School. The senior high
school in New Britain, Conn,, begun giving a course in elementary
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textbooksare with the student's time! The mechanical work
involved in constructing a graph is considerable, and once that
graph is completed we should make the greatest use of it, But
what do we generally find? Most of the student's time is token up
in dull drudgery calculating for points and plotting them. Scarcely
any time is devoted to studying the graph. The uses of the graph
are not stressed. The zero value of polynomials, the intersection
points of geometric curves, interpolated values, mid maxima and
minima arc the applications usually represented. And, let it be
said, they are valuable additions to the student's knowledge, But
how much more satisfaction, how much greater mental stimulus,
how much keener appreciation of the usefulness of the graph would
come to him if he saw rates, areas, volumes, water pressure, fune-
tions he meets with every day of his lifeunless he is sick in bed.
computed from those same curves!

And this can be done with only a little extra time if the notions
of the calculus are introduced, Schools that cannot give a separate
course in the calculus can do some of this work with graphic differ-
entiation and integration in connection with the work in algebra.
This is the practice followed in French schools, In three weeks'
time one can take up problems in rates, areas, and volumesenough
for a student to catch a new vision of the powers of mathematics,
and enough to help hint actually to solve problems in his trade or
in his business, should he study no further, If the reader will but
examine the first chapter in F. L. Griffin's Introduction to Mathe-
matical Analysis, he will be struck by the variety of problems in
graphic calculus comprised in the first fourteen lessons, And they
are all within the reach of many high school stAdents.

As in algebra, so in the calculus, the graph is but the introduc-
tion. The main purpose is to give clearness to the notions of
function and of limit. For greater effectiveness, analytical proc-
esses must be studied. The student will let.rn, however, that there
are types of problems both in algebra and in the calculus that can
best to: worked graphically.

The analytical methods should begin with the algebraic poly-
nomial. The ability to find the rate of a falling body from the
law s = gt2 and the height to which a projectile rises from the
formula h= vot Qty in% ariably gives a feeling of pleasure and
newly-round power. So does his ability to do the Norman window
probam, the ladder problem, the gutter problem, the boat-auto-
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courier problem, and the problem of the most economical salmon
can.

The few American schools that give the calculus confine them-
selves largely to the algebraic polynomial, sin x and cos x, but the
schools of France and Britain quite frequently differentiate and
integrate ea', tan x, and cot x,

There are teachers who recognise the value of high school calcu-
lus, and who yet can find no place for it in their schedule. Solid
geometry and higher algebra are given as electives and that is all
they find time to tend). To these the writer would suggest a plan
born of his own experience. It consists mainly in making a better
use of the semester allotted to higher algebra. By a rearrangement
of topics and by affording such motivation to algebraic technique as
only the calculus eon give, the greater portion of the conventional
algebra text can be covered and considerable calculus besides.

A Plan. The writer has tried this rearrangement for three years
with classes of college freshmen who entered with two semesters of
algebra. The sitlation is not exactly parallel, of course. Theoreti-
wily at least, college freshmen are a more select group than high
school seniors; and they are ordinarily one or two years older, Yet
the case is not as different as it seems to be at first sight, For fully
half of these students have avoided mathematics as much as possible
in the high school and take it in college only to satisfy the require-
ment of one year of science or mathematics, and choose mathe-
matics as the lesser of two evils, Those mathematically interested
have generally taken three semesters of algebra in high school and
are enrolled in a different course of freshman mathematics.

Three years ago, instead of giving the above group only higher
algebra the entire first semester as had been previously done, we
planned to spend over one-third of the semester on graphical work
and the calculus. We worked out a plan which has been followed
since.

Each member of the class buys two texts, Hawkes, tuby, and
Touton's Second Course in Alyeb. a and Griffin's Introduction. We
spend about eight weeks on the algebra taking up the topics most
essential for advanced workfactoring, fractions, linear equations,
exponents, square roots, and radic.ilsat the ordinary pace, Then,
instead of continuing there with the chapters on functions and
graphs, we turn to Griffin for four weeks and consider these topics,
bringing out the graphic application to rates, slopes, areas, volumes,
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SELECTED TOPICS IN CALCULUS FOR THE
HIGH SCHOOL
Br JOHN A. SWENSON

Watiteigh nigh Schuut, Ncw York, City

RECENT MOVEMENTS

The International Commission on the Temhing of Mathe-
matics. At the opening of the present century, interest in mathe-
matics was stimulated by a number of international mathematical
congresses. The first of these to concern itself with the teaching
of mathematics was the Fourth International Congress of Mathe-
maticians held in Rome, in April, 1908, This congress was attended
by five hundred and thirty-five members representing twenty-two
different countries, and led to the creation of The International
Commission on the Teaching of Mathematics. The American
commissioners consisted of Professors D. F. Smith of Teachers
College, Columbia University, W, F. Osgood of Harvard University,
and J. W. A. Young of University of Chicago.

The International Commission published a number of reports
showing the nature of the work done in mathematics in schools
throughout the world. One of the most interesting of these as far
as secondary teachers are concerned is the report by J. C. Brown
describing the Curricula in Mathematics in the countries repre-
sented in the International Commission.

These reports were published by the United States Bureau of
Education in the years 1911-1918 and their effect on the teaching
body of this country is described by Professor D. E. Smith (in the
report already referred to) as follows:

They served to show to our schools the range of our system of instruction
in mthennities and the general purposes in view in the various types of school.
Perhaps the chief value to Our country, however, was the comparison which
was thus made possible between the work done here and that done in the
other leading countries of the world. This showed that we were distinctly
behind other countries, as to subject matter, particularly after Grade IV,
although we ',IAA properly claim to be at least equal to them in the spirit
of the work done in our schools. It raised the question, however, as to

102
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1011(Ir 10,0011 spirit CHUM compcnsan, for poor work, and it caused a large
amount of discussion in bodies of teachers throughout the country, The put
ten years 1111.) Amen sow gratifying results of this discussion.

National Committee on Mathematical Requirements. The
influences described above set the American mathematicians and
teachers to work, The Mathematical Association of America was
formed in 1910. It was this association which sponsored the
National Committee on Mathematical Requirements and its presi-
dent, Professor E. It. Hedrick, appointed the original members of
this committee. The committee's report, "The Reorganization of
Mathematics in Secondary Education," appeared in 1922. A re-
vision of the report has hem published by Boughton 11Ullin Co.

This report was clearly influenced by the earlier reports and
makes recommendations which when adopted will bring us into
closer agreement. with the mathematical curricula of the European
countries already referred to. In the words of Professor D. E.
Smith:

forth very clearly the aims of mathematical instruction in the several
years of the junior high school, the senior high school, and the older typo of
four-year high school. It presented the model courses for these several types
of school and made suggestions for carrying out the work. It considered the
question of vollege entranee requirements, the basal propositions of geometry,
the role of the function concept, and the terms and symbols which might
properly have plaee in the schools, It fostered various other investigations,
including the present status of the theory of disciplinary values, the theory
of correlation applied to school grades, a comparison of our curricula with
those in use ahroad, experimental courses in mathematics, standardised tests,
and training Of teachers.

It is not too much to say that the advance in the teaching of mathematics
in our si.condary schools in the last decade has been duo in large part to the
work of this eununittee.

The National Committee has recommended four plans which MO:,
be suggestive and helpful to teachers in arranging their courses,

The Different Plans Recommended. In its final report, issued
in 1922, the National Committee on Mathematical Requirements
gives four plans for mathematical courses for the years ten, eleven,
and twelve,

PLAN A

Tenth Year: Plane demonstrative geometry, algebra.
Eleventh Year: Statistics, trigonometry, solid geometry.
Twelfth Year: l'he calculus, other elective.
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Tenth Year:
Eleventh Year:

Twelfth Year:

Tenth Year:
Eleventh Year
Twelfth Year:

Tenth Year:
Eleventh Year:
Twelfth Year

PLAN B

Plane demonstrative geometry, solid geometry.
Algebra, trigonometry, statistics.
The calculus, other elective,

PLAN C

Plane demonstrative geometry, trigonometry,
Solid geometry, algebra, statistics,
The calculus, other elective,

PLAN D

Algebra, statistics, trigonometry.
Plane and solid geometry,
The calculus, other elective.

The recommendation for the twelfth yule is identical in each
of these four plans. This certainly indicates that the committee
had no doubt as to what the work for the twelfth year ought to
be in the ideal lune in mathematics,

The recommendations of the National Committee were made in
close cooperation with bodies of teachers throughout the country
and are the expressions of national rather than local opinions.
Both the colleges and the secondary schools were represented on
the National Committee so that its report does not represent undue
dictation from either of these two institutions.

Under these circumstances, we can do no better than to quote
the reasons given by the National Committee for recommending
the calculus as a high school study:

In connection with the recommendations concerning the calculus, such
questions as the following may arise: Why should a college subject like this
be added to a high school program? How can it be expected that high school
teachers will have the necessary training and attainments for teaching it?
Will not the attempt to teach such a subject result in loss of thoroughness in
earlier work? Will anything be gained beyond a mere smattering of the
theory? Will the boy or girl ever use the information or training secured?
The subsequent remarks are intended to answer such objections as these
and to develop more fully the point of view of the committee in recommending
the inclusion of elementary work in the calculus in the high school program.

By the calculus we mean for the present purpose a study of rates of change.
In nature all things change. How much do they change in a given time?
Ilow fast do they change? Do they increase or decrease? When does a
changing quantity become largest or smallest? How can rates of changing
quantities be compared?

These are some of the questions which lead us to study the elementary
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calculus, Without its essential principles these questions can not be answered
with definiteneu,

The following 'Ire a few of the specific replies that might be given in
answer to the qa..ations listed at the beginning of this note: The difficulties
of the college cahailus lie mainly outside the boundaries of the proposed work.
The elements of the subject present less difficulty than many topics now
offered in advun ed algebra. It is not implied that in the near future many
secondary school teachers will have occasion to teach the elementary calculus,
It is the eulmin: ling subject in a series which only relatively strong schools
will complete an 1 only then for a selected group of students. In such schools
there should always be teachers competent to teach the elementary calculus
here intended. No superficial study of calculus should be regarded as justi-
fying any substantial sacrifice of thoroughness. In the judgment of the
cumtnittue the introduction of elementary calculus necessarily includes suf-
ficient algebra and geometry to compensate for whatever diversion of time
from these subjelts would be implied.

The calculus c f the algebraic polynominal is so simple that a boy or girl
who is capable o' grasping the idea of limit, of slope, and of velocity may in
a brief time gain an outlook upon the field of mechanics and other exact
sciences, and acquire a fair degree of facility in using one of the most power-
ful tools of math amities, together with the capacity for solving a number of
interesting proble. us. Moreover, the fundamental ideas involved, quite aside
from their techni !al applications, will provide valuable training in under-
standing and anal:ling quadtitative relationsand such training is of value
to everyone.

To meet some of the objections to the teaching of the calculus
by former students of mathematics we again quote Professor D. E.
Smith:

If it were suggested -hat we should teach analytic geometry and the calculus
in the high school then would be those who would recall their own work in
these subjects in the sophomore year in college, and would often lament at
the dullness and aridity of the teaching. They would then say that such
subjects are entirely unsu.ted to the students in Grade 12. What they should
say, however, is that the teaching they had in college is unsuited, not the
essential parts of the subjects themselves.

The fact is, we already teach a certain amount of analytic geometry in
every modern high school in this country, namely, when we teach " e graphs
of equations. Like all other subjects, they may be made too ha . or the
pupils or they may be made so simple as to be perfectly suited to the kind
of student that will be permitted to continue mathematics in Grade 12.

Use of the Calculus in the Social Sciences. The calculus
was formerly considered necessary only for the student of physical
science. and engineering but the increasing use of mathematics now
made in the social sciences makes the calculus necessary for every
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advanced student of science, physical or social. The concept of
rate of cange pervades statistics throughout, and a clear notion
of it as gained through a study of the calculus is indispensable to
evory student of social science.

But it should be kept in mind that with the calculus as with any
brunch of learning, its practical and cultural value must be meas-
ured not by whetheit one can get along without it if one does not
know it, but by whether and how much of it one will use if one
does know it.

Personal Experience. As already stated, the National Coin-
tuittee's recommendations were made in close cooperation with
various teachers' organizations throughout the country, and it was
my good fortune to belong to a mathematical society at Columbia
University that met every month, under the guidance of Professor
David Eugene Smith, to consider the tentative reports of the
National Committee, This was in 1920 and I immediately decided
to try out these recommendations in the Wadleigh High School,
New York City.

I began with algebra, demonstrative geometry, and numerical
trigonometry of the right triangle in the ninth year. Finding this
recommendation practical and decidedly worth while, I gradually
kept enlarging the course so as to include more and more of the
National Committee's luggestions, and since 1924 all of the topics,
including the ealmlus, have been taught in the Wadleigh High
sehool,

The four-year mathematics curriculum in Wadleigh High School
is divided into eight terms, one term being half a school year or
about nineteen wocks of instruction. In this program of eight terms,
the various branches arc distributed as follows:

Fir:4 and Second Terms : Elementary algebra, demonstrative geometry, nu-
merical trigonometry according to the time allot-
ment recommended by the National Committee.

Third and Fourth Terms: Elementary algebra, demonstrative geometry. The
time allotment is about 5: 1 in favor of geometry.
Some trigonometry is used in finding areas, and
logarithms are used in computation.

Fifth Term : Itytc.ruuediate algebra. This term is omitted by
some of the brighter pupils.

Sixth Term : Advanced algebra.
Seventh Term : Trigonometry.
Eight h Term : solid geometry.
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The work in the calculus begins in tlw sixth term in connection
with advanced algebra and in this term confines itself entirely to
algebraic expressions, The calculus of the trigonometric functions
is studied in the seventh term in connection with the formal study
of trigonometry, Volumes and surfaces are dealt with in connection
with solid geometry in the eighth term, In this way the work is
spread out and made to clarify the various topics under discussion.

The presentation of the work in this fashion is made necessary
by the examination requirements in New York State, The pupils
have to take a state examination in plane geometry at the end of
the fourth term (tenth year), one in intermediate algebra at the
end of the fifth term (first half of eleventh year), one in advanced
algebra at the end of the sixth term (end of eleventh year) , one in
trigonometry at the end of the seventh term (first half of
twelfth year), one in solid geometry at the end of the eighth term
(end of twelfth year).

From the examination requirements stated above, it is easily seen
that this experiment in Wadleigh High School has been carried on
under most adverse circumstances. But the contention of the
National Committee that "calculus necessarily includes sufficient
algebra and geometry to compensate for whatever diversion of time
from these subjects is necessary," has been completely justified.
The power gained through the algebra involved in the calculus has
enabled the students to pass the old-type Regents Examination in
advanced algebra.

Some of the topics taught as well as the method of approach are
given in the pages that follow. But space allows only a very frag-
mentary treatment of this extensive subject and we shall carry
the subject matter only far enough to bring out what differentia-
tion and integration really mean. An understanding of the mean-
ing of these two operations is the real objective to be attained in a
high school course in the calculus, rather than mere ability to
differentiate and integrate a few expressions.

II. PRELIMINARY SUBJECT MATTER

Importance of Preparation. The first step in taking up a new
subject is to make sure that the pupil has the necessary prepara-
tion. "Nothing is more potent to establish wrong habits and
distaste for a task than the chagrin of failure which results from
attempting to work beyond one's powers. Interest is not a cause
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of success but a symptom of good achievement, a sign that things
on the whole are going well."

The readiness of a student for the calculus does not depend on
whether he is in high school or in college. It depends entirely on
his previous training, whether this training has been one of under-
satiating and meaning rather than one of mere mechanical manipu-
lation of symbols, This preliminary training has been given
through a study of such topics as: The Function Concept, Varia-
tion, and Locus.

The Function Concept and Variation. The present high
school curriculum in mathematics enables a student to do two
things;

1. Express and discover relationships between variables and con-
stants.

2. Apply necessary and useful transformations to these rela-
tionships.

Having set up relationships or equations between variables, the
next step is to study the variation between these variables to deter-
mine exactly how a change in one variable affects another. The
calculus is the branch of mathematics which concerns itself with
an exact quantitative determination of this variation between
variables. Given a definite relationship or equation between two
variables, the calculus enables us to determine the ratio of a change
in one variable to the corresponding change in the other variable.

As an illustrative example consider the following problem: The
hypotenuse of a right triangle is constant; what is the equation
that connects the variations between the other two sides? If the
legs of a right triangle are represented by the variables x and y
and the hypotenuse by the constant c, we know from the Pythag-
orean Theorem that

x2 + y2 = c2.

By the methods of the calculus, we obtain the equation

dy x
dx y

Here dy means a change in y and (lx the corresponding change in x.
The minus sign shows that an increase in one variable causes a
decrease in the other when the hypotenuse remains constant, an ob-
vious geometric fact. If we have a definite triangle with x = 5
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y = 12, and x and y are allowed to vary but the hypotenuse is
constant, then

dy 5 5or dy = dx.

5nis last equation says that the change in y is Ti of the corre-
sponding change in x but in the opposite sense.

Objectives. It is evident from the example just given that the
calculus concerns itself with variation. As a preliminary to the
exact methods of the calculus, it is very useful and necessary to
make a general study of relationships and the idea of dependence,
or what is ordinarily known as the function concept. It is very
important to be able to tell:

(a) On what other variables a certain variable depends.
(b) When two variables vary in the same sense or in the opposite

sense.
(c How the various parts of a.simple geometric figure vary

together.

Illustrative Examples. These objectives have been realized
through exercises of the following type:

1. Write the formulas from geometry which will show that
(a) the area of a square is a function of the side.
(h) the side of a square is a function of the perimeter.
(e) the side of a square is a function of the area.
(d) the perimeter of a square is a function of the area.

Explain why each formula shows a functional relationship between the
variables involved.

2. Complete the following statements and express the functional relation-
ship by using symbols:

(a) the distance covered by a man walking at the rate of 4 mi. an hour
is for one thing a function of

(h) the interest earned by $100 is a function of
(c) the nth term of an arithmetic progression is a function of
(d) the hypotenuse of a right triangle is a function of

3. If f(x) = 3x' 5x + 1, find f(2), 1(0), f ( i), f( 2), f(a), f( x), f(x + 2),
J(v'x), f(x+ h), f(x+ h) f(x).

4. Which of the following fractions are functions of x? In each case give
a reason for your answer:

(a) (c)5x 10 ax a + 2x -- 2
,

2x 4 lax +
(b)

3x 4 (d)
5x 7y

2x 6 2x 2.8.
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5. If in a ABC, side AC and G A remain constant, how does AB vary (in-
crease or decrease) as L C increases? How are BC and L B affected in such
a case?

8. State three theorems in geometry which involve functional relationship
and state as fur us you are 0)14 how a change in one magnitude affects
anut her.

7. If in the equation m=- n, n is doubled, how is on affected?

8. If in the formula E = IR, I and le are both tripled, how is E affected?
0. If .r is increased by 107e, by how many per cent is (1) (2) (3) xn

increased? Answer the same question if the word "increased" in both places
is changed to "decreased."

ab10. Given 7'=---d(e
h

g If a increases and the other letters

in the right member remain constant, how is 7' affected? Discuss the other
letters in the same way.

11. If y = 2", how is the value of y affected when n. is increased by (1) 2,
(2) 3, (3) k? When n is decreased by 1?

12. In the right triangle ABC, which of the following are functions of
angle A: the area of the triangle, -b b, b

-1 a, b, c, B, C; the ratio of the seg-

ments into which the bisector of the right angle divides the hypotenuse; the
ratio of the segments into which a median divides any side?

13. In the right triangle ABC, which of the following are functions of .6-/c;

b a ethe area of the triangle, a, b, c, A, 13, C, ., b -, median to b, altitude to a,ca
bisector of C; the ratio of the segments into which the bisector of B divides
AC; the ratio of the segments into which the altitude to the hypotenuse di-
vides the hypotenuse?

14. Complete the following: In any right triangle, any ratio of two sides
is a function of

15. Show that. the length of a line-segment parallel to the base of a
triangle and terminated by the other two sides varies directly as its distance
from the vertex.

18. The base of a triangle is 10 and the altitude is 12. Write the equation
which will express the length of any line-segment y parallel to the base in
terms of its distance x from the vertex. What is the value of the constant
of variation?

17. The change in speed per second varies directly as the force causing it.
A freight train is drawn by a locomotive that exerts a pull of 15.5 tons.
The train starts from rest and in 1 second acquires a speed of 0.5 ft.. per
second. Write a formula connecting force in tons with change in speed per
second for this particular train. Use this formula to answer the following:

(a) What tractive force will enable the train to gain a speed of 1 foot
per second in 1 second?

(b) What gain in speed per second will result if the tractive force of the
locomotive is 20 tons?
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18. The area of a sect km of a pyramid parallel to the base varies as the
square of its distunee from the vertex. If the base of a pyramid is 10 sq. in.
and its altitude is S in., write the formula that connects the area of any
cross-section parallel to the base with its distance from the base.

19. The volume of a sphere varies as the cube of its diameter. If the volume
of a sphere is 20 cu. in. when its diameter is k in., find the volume of a

sphere whose diameter is (a) 2k in., (b)
2

in.

20. The weight of a body varies inversely as the square of its distance from
the center of the earth. if a man weighs 200 lb. ut the surface of the earth
(4.(1Q) mi. from the venter), what would he weigh 100 tai, above the surface?

The Locus Concept. Many of the problems of the calculus
are stated in geometric terms requiring a knowledge of the term
/ocus. The pupil must have a clear understanding of the equation
of a locus as that equation which is satisfied by the coordinates of
every point on the locus, and not satisfied by the coordinates of any
point outside the locus.

Thus in Fig. 1 line CD is the locus of
all points the sum of whose coordinates
is 10 because

(a) the coOrdinates of all points on
CD satisfy the linear equation
x y = 10.

th) the coordinates of all points not
on line CD fail to satisfy the
linear equation x y = 10.

A locus is a figure which contains all
the points, and only those points, that
fulfill a given requirement. no. 1

Illustrative Examples. A proper understanding of the term
locus has been secured by exercises of the following type:

1. (a) How do we determine whether a point with given coordinates lies
on a line whose equation is given?

(b) Determine which of the following points: (0,2), (2,0), ( 3,2), ( 3,4)
lie on the line 2x + 3y = 6.

2. (a) Draw a line joining the points (5,0) and (0,5). What is the sum
of the coiirdinates of each point on this line? What is the equation of this
line? Show that this equation also holds for parts of the line where one of
the coOrdinates is negative.

(b) Proceed as in (a) but use the following points: (4,0), (0,4) ; (2,0), (0,2).
3. The following coOrdinates belong to points on CD in Fig. 1: (6, ?), (41/2, ?)

(?,7), (11/2,?), (0,?), (?,0), ( 1,?), (5.3,?), (?,4.7).
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(a) Find each point in the figure and supply the missing coordinate.
tb) What equation do all the different pairs of coOrdinates seem to satisfy?
(e) Extend lino (7) in both directions. Point Out that part of CD which

is the locus of points (1) both of whose coordinates are positive, (2) whose
first. coordinate is negative, (3) whose second coordinate is negative. What
is the equation of the entire line CD? Explain why.

4. The following points lie on the line whose equation Li 2x + 3y =12:
(2,a), (a,a), (2a,a), (a 4- 3,a), (3a,2a), (5 a,a). Determine the value of a
in each case.

5. Draw the line which is the locus rf all points the sum of whose coiirdi-
mites is (a) 10, (h) 7, (e) 4, (d) 2. (e) 0. Write the equation of each.

6. Draw the line which is the locus of all points having equal coordinates.
Write the equation of the line.

7. A point moves so that. its distance from the X-axis is always three times
its distance front the Y-axis. Construct its path and write the equation of
the path.

8. A point moves so that. its distances from the X-axis and the Y-axis are
in the ratio (a) 1: 2, (b) 2: 1, (c) 2: 3, (d) 3 : 2, (e) m: n (where m and n
are two given line segments). Construct the locus in each case and write its
equation.

9. If the point whose coordinates are tx + h, y + k) lie on the line whose
equation is 2.r 7y =-- 3, show that 2h 7k = 0.

10. If the line whose equation is ax + by = c passes through the point( 2, 4), what equation must a,b, and c satisfy?
11. If the line whose equation is y= mx + c passes through the two points

(2.-2) and (-1,4), what two equations must m and c satisfy? Find m
and c and so determine the equation which passes through the two points
whose coOrdinates are given.

12. By proceeding as in Ex. 11 find the equation of the straight line which
passes through the points

(a) (1.2) and (3,4). (c) ( 2,3) and (2, 3).
(h) (2,5) and (0,0). (d) ( 5, 2) and (5.2).

13. The coOrdinates of a point are (3,5). Find the angle that the line join-
ing the point to the origin makes with the X-axis.

14. Draw the line which is the lc,: us of all points
(a) whose x coordinates equal 2.
(b) whose y coOrdinates equal 3.
(c) whose x coOrdinates equal 5.
(d) whose x coOrdinates equal 0.
(t) whose y coOrdinates equal 0.
(f) 5 units distant from OX in Fig. 1.

Write the equation of each locus.
15. Draw the graphs of the following equations:

(a) x = 1.5. (c) (e) x=0.
(b) 2y + 5 O. (f) y=0.

Describe each graph as a locus of points.
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TIIE OPERATIONS OF THE CALCULUS

Important Terms and Symbols. The mathematics preceding
the calculus involves three inverse pairs of operations: addition and
subtraction, multiplication and division, involution and evolution,
'I,- these six the calculus adds two: differentiation and integration.
If a function is to be differentiated we indicate this by writing the

letter d in front of the function. Thus x (x2 + ox + 7) means

that the function x2 + 5x + 7 is to be differentiated with respect
to x. The inverse of differentiation is integration, and this opera-
tion is indicated by writing the symbol f in front of the expression
to be integrated. Thus f + 4x 3)dx means that the expres-
sion x' + 4x 3 is to be integrated.

But before the pupil can understand the two operators d and f
he must learn the use of two others d (delta) a Greek letter which
corresponds to our d and Z (sigma) another Greek letter which
corresponds to our integration sign f . The operator d is an impor-
tant forerunner of d and Z of f . Hence the importance ofd and 2'.

The Operator A Used to Express Rate of Change. To draw

the graph of the equation y = 2x 1, we may assign values to x
3

and compute carefully the corresponding values of y. Fractional
values may be avoided by giving to x values which are
multiples of 3. We thus obtain the table of values given
to the right. This table shows that every time y increases

x y

0
3

1

3by an amount equal to 2, x increases correspondingly by
3, and that 6 5

the y change = 9 7
the corresponding x change 3 12 9

or that
the difference between the y's 2

the corresponding difference of the x's 3

This ratio is known as the change ratio or the difference ratio.
The symbol A which we have explained in a preceding paragraph

is used in mathematics as abbreviation for "difference of" or
"change in." Thus the symbol 4y means the difference of the y's
or the change in y, and zlx has the same meaning with respect to x.

dy
Hence the symbol for the change ratio or the difference ratio is
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2Mid in the equation y
3

x + 1 which we have considered above,

Ay

It Aould be carefully noted that ,ly and Az are single symbols;
that is, the A must not be separated from the x or the y. But the use
of 41 is not limited merely to x and y; it may be put in front of any
letter. Thus to indicate the difference of two heights we may write
ilh, to indicate tbv difference in time we may write At, and to
indicate difference to ri:stance we write Ad.

Illustrative Examples, Exercises of the following type have
been used to secure a proper understanding of the operator A:

1An automobile driver found that at 0 : 1 0 he was 50 mi, from how anti
that at 0:50 this distance had increased to SO mi. Using s (the initial letter
of the word space) to represent distance and t to represent time, write the
ehaton, ratio with proper symbols. What is another name for this ratio?

Sedition. The given data are best arranged in tabular form as in the
table at the right. From the table

Is 30 3
.1r) = tui, tier minute, or

As 30at .-43 mi. per hour.
411

Evidently is another name for velocity,

.1a a t At

50 9 : 10
30 40

SO 9 : 50

As long as remains constant we may say that the motion is uniform.

2. A body fell from a balloon and its velocity at various
is given by the table to the right. To this table add two
other columns headed at, and At and fill in the values of

t)these symbols. What is the value of the ratio .7. ? If the

(lionize in velocity that takes place in one second is called
acceleration and denoted by e, write a formula connecting
a, r, t.

3. A body was thrown vertically upward with a velocity
of 160 ft. per second and its velocity at later time intervals
table to the right. What is the value of the acceleration?
Continue the table four steps further, keeping in mind the
body considered in Ex. 2.

Hint: Note that v is negative.
4. A body rolls down an incline with an acceleration

20 ft. per second per second, Write a table with headings
v, tIt.

5. A and B set out from the same place, one traveling
east at the rate of 20 nii. per hour and the other west at

time intervals

32
64
06

t

0
1

2
3

is given in the.

160
128

06
64

0
1

2
3
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Theoretically, it is not necessary to repeat (2), but practically it
adds to accuracy and serves as a check.

EXAMPLE, To draw the graph of y = 2x -- 3 or y = --2x 3,
1

we proceed as follows:

a) Starting at the origin go 3 units down on the Y -axis then
(2) 1 unit to the right and 2 units down.

Instead of (2) we may also go 1 unit. to the left and up 2 units,

because --
22 = or

2

Illustrative Examples, The objectives of this section may be
realized by examples of the following type:

1. Write down a number of equations of the form 2x + 3y =6 and show
how to graph them by the method explained above,

2.A moving point starts from the point (314) and moves in mu+ a way
that y increases twice as rapidly as .r. Draw the locus and write the equation.

3. Graph the equation 2x 5y= S.
SoIXT1uN. Solving fur y we lava

2 8= --

The y-interevpt is a Net ion, and instead of using this point as the starting
point, we may use any other point on the line which has integral cofirdinates,
because this point is easie to locate accurately than one that has fractional
euiirdinates. The point (4,0) is such a point; ..t.0 begin here, go 5 to the right,
and up 2

4. Graph the following equations by first finding a point that has integral
cuiirdinates:

(a) 3.r 51/ =2. (c) + 2y = 4.
(b) 4x y = 3. (d) + 2y = 3,

Slope of a Line. In Fig. 3 let the X-axis be horizontal and AC
be parallel to the X-axis. Then AB slopes or turns away from the

horizontal, The amount of this
turning or sloping is measured
by the angle CAB or by the ratio
BC

, For this reason, the ratio
AC
BC
AC

is called the slope of the line

Flo. 3 AB. The angle CAB (or its equal
angle XDB) is the angle that line AB makes with the X-axis. In

speaking of the angle that a line makes with the X-axis we always
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mean the angle that the line makes with the positive direction of
the X-axis, and not the angle it makes with the negative direction
of the X-axis. Thus in Fig. 4 AB makes
the angle XA/3 with the X-axis and not
the angle CAB. The slope of line A13 in

AC
BCthis ease is the ratio . The slope is

negative when the angle made with the
X-axis is obtuse, because then the hori-
zontal segment (AC in Fig. 41 extends in
a negative direction. This fact is important and should be carefully
remembered.

It is evident that the slope of a line is always equal to the change

ratio y . Hence the slope of a line is obtained by writing the
LIX

equation in the form y nix c.

If a represents the angle that the line makes with the X-axis,
4.1ythen tan a = the slope or
Llx

By using a table of trigodometric functions we can find the angle
when the slope or the change ratio is given, and conversely.

ELCSIVI.E. Find the angle that the line 5x + 6y = 4 makes
with the X-axis.

Solution. Solving for y,

Fia. 4

5 21/=- 6 s-4- 3

5tan a = 6

= 0.8333
Isherefole, a = 180° 40°

= 140°.
The Distance Formula. If in going from one point to another,

iJy represents the change in y, and ,lx represents the change in x,
then

(a) L1! the slope of the line joining the two points : nd

(b) the distance d between the two points is given by the
formula d= Nikly )2 -4- (.1x12.

The examples needed to give application of these formulas are
rather obvious,
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Increasing and Decreasing Functions. If y and x vary in the
same sense, either variable is said to be an increasing function of

Ay.the other. The condition for this is a positive

If y and x vary in the opposite sense, either variable is said to be
a decreasing function of the other. The condition for this is a

negative
y

e_lx

Illustrative Examples. The understanding of increasing and
decreasing functions may be secured by exercises of the following
type:

1. Graph each of the following equations. Find the slope and from the
slope determine whether y an increasing or a decreasing function of x.
Verify your answer graphically:

(b) 2a: + 3y =0. =e)5y-6 +2 O.

((d) + y(a) y =0.3x +2.

(c) 2x 3y = 4. (1) x + =O.

2. Prove that the three points (2,,;) (4,7), (-1, 3) are collinear by
showing that the slope of the segment joining the first two points equals the
slope of the segment joining the List two.

3. If the three points (1,2), (3,5), (x,y) are collinear, what equation must
x and y satisfy?

4. Find the equation of the straight line through the points (2,5), (-4,3).
5. Show that the equation of the straight line through (xi,y1) having

the slope is y (x-
0. Write the equation of the locus of a point passing through ( 3,5) and

inuring in such a way that y increases at the same rate that x decreases.

The Quadratic Function. Let
us consider the quadratic function
y = 3x 4. If we omit the
second degree term, x2, we have
y = 3x 4, the graph of which
is AD in Fig. 5. To obtain the graph
of y =-- x2 3x 4 from the graph
of y = 3x 4 every y must be
increased by x2. At A, x = 0 and
x2 = 0 and A will also be a point on
y = 3x 4. At B, x =-- 1 and

D
X2 = 1, So we go up one from B to

no. 5 obtain the corresponding point on
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the parabola. At C, x = 2 and x2 = 4, so we go up four unit spaces
from C to obtain the corresponding point on the parabola. By con-
tinuing in this manner we may find as many points on the parabola
as we like. It is evident that the curve will lie entirely above the
line AD and be tangent to AD at A.

In the same manner we see that the graph of y = x2 3x 4

will lie entirely below the straight line y = 3x 4. This way
of graphing is interesting because it brings out clearly how the
graph of the quadratic function is related to that of the linear func-
tion. It also brings out the effcrA which the sign of the coefficient
of x2 has on the shape of the curve.

Let us now compute a table of coordinates for y = x2 3x 4,
using the ordinary method of substitution, and see how x and y vary

together. It is evident that d is no longer constant but varies fordx
different values of x. The values of x are so chosen that they form
an arithmetic progression whose difference is 1. The corresponding
values of y do not form an arithmetic progression but decrease for
a while and then begin to increase. It is interesting, however, to
note that the values of dy form an arithmetic progression. That this
fact is generally true is easily seen by using the general quadratic
function y = ax2 bx c. This fact is Important in that it helps
us to recognize by means of a set of values when y and x are con-
nected by a relation of the form y = ax2 + bx c.

The following example will illustrate the main objective of this
paragraph. Others of a similar type are readily made up.

EXAMPLE. If S = 1 + 2 + 3 + 4 + . . . + n, show by means of
differences that S is a function of the second de-
gree in n. Determine the function completely. n S dS

Solution. The table of values to the right shows 0 0
that if the n's form an arithmetic progression, the 1

.:1S's also form an arithmetic progression. Hence 1 1
2we conclude that S = an2 + bn + c. 2 3

Substituting corresponding values of n and S, 3
we obtain equations from which a, b, and c may 3 6

he determined. Such equations are illustrated by 4
4 10

the following:
0= 0+ 0+c
1 = a + b c
3=4a+2b+c
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= 1Solving, we have a 1
b c = 0 and the required relation is

1SR= 2 n2
2

n.

The same result may of course be obtained by using the formula
for the sum of an arithmetic progression, but this method has the
advantage that it applies equally well to functions of higher degrees.

The Cubic Function. To obtain the graph of the cubic function
y = 3x 4, we may proceed in the same manner as we did
with the quadratic function and at first omit x3 and draw the graph
of y = 3x 4. We readily see that for positive values of x the
graph will lie entirely above the line y = 3x 4 and for negative
values of x it will lie entirely below the line y = 3,r 4.

If we compute a table of values for this
cubic function, we obtain the table given at
the right. If the x's form an arithmetic
progression, it can be seen that the
or the second differences of the y's, will
also form an arithmetic progression. The
converse is also true, so that if the x's
form one arithmetic progression and the
LIJy's another arithmetic progression, the
relation between y and x must he a function of the third degree in x.

x y Ay /141y32101
2
3

-22
6
2
4
6
2

14

16
4
2
2
4

16

12
6
0
6

12

EXAMPLE. If S = 12 + 22 + '2 a . . . n2, show that
1 1 .,S,,. = n + + n.

Outline of the .tiolution. Construct a table with headings .nS,
.I.1S similar to the one shown on page 111'. This table will

show that the relation between N and n must be of the form
N an" + bn2 ± cu + d. By using corresponding values of n
and N, ire obtain equations

0= 0+ 0+ 0 + d
= a+ b+ c + d

5= 8a + 4b + 2c + d
14 -= 27a + 9b + 3c +

from which we determine a, b, c, and d.
Areas by Summation. If we graph the function y = x2, we have

the curve shown in Fig. 6. To find an approximation to the area
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bounded by this curve and the lines OK and
follows: Divide OK into n equal
parts, and represent each part

OKby dx. Then eix = . Also
isrepresent the ordinates BC by y,,

Eh' by y2, . . KP by y. Then
the sum of the areas of the n
rectangles OBCD, BEPH, and
so on, constructed on the n parts
into which OK has been divided,
will be

Ar = + y2Jx +
where A stands for area, and the
subscript r will help us keep in mind that we have summed a series
of rectangles.

Since the equation of the curve is y = x2, every ordinate is the
square of the corresponding abscissa. Hence

yi = (41x)2, y2 = (2.dx)2, . . . y = (nzlx)2 and
Ar = (zix)3 (12 + 22 + . . . +712)

10

PK, we proceed as

0 C

(S.

0 ILf it p

ha. 6

X4-

but

and

1 n12+22+ ...-Fn2=atn2+-22n2+ 6

OK
n

Hence by substituting we have
Tr,

(
, ,

Ar =
3 2n 6n2).

It is evident that as n grows very large or as n 0o (read "n tends
to infinity") :

1

n 6n
1

2
1. The value of the terms

2
+ will approach zero.

2. The sum of the areas of the rectangles will approach the area
under the curve because such areas as UDC', CHF, and so on, will
approach zero. Hence we have

A, = 3 OK3.

If the coo..dinates of P are (xi, yi ) the result may be written
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1A, =-
3

.ria. The subscript c will help us remember that this expres-

sion represents the area under the curve.
Volumes by Summation. Suppose we are given a cone whose

base is a circle with radius 5 and whose altitude is 10. To find the
volume of this cone, we begin by cutting it up into a number of
thin slices each of thickness Jr. This may be done by dividing the
altitude of the cone into n equal parts and passing planes through
the points of division parallel to the base. Then the first section
conies at the distance 41x, the second at the distance 2Jr from the
vertex, and the last at the distance nJx from the vertex. The area
of each cross-section is readily obtained by using the fact that the
area of any cross-section of a cone parallel to the base varies
directly as the square of its distance from the vertex. If A represents
the area of any cross-section parallel to the base and x its distance
from the vertex, then

A = x2.

For the particular cross-sections, we have

Al =

A2 = -(2z1x) 2

A, =i(ndx) 2

On each section imagine a cylinder of height LI x extending up-
ward to the next section. Then the sum of the volumes of these
cylinders will be

S, = Aidx A2dx A2dx . . . Andx

4
_71 ( zjx) a (12 + 22 + 32 + + n2)

n (10)3 (1 3 1 1= n n -t- n

250: (1-
is

1 12n 67121

When n approaches infinity, the last two terms approach zero, and
the sum of the volumes of the cylinders approaches the volume of
the cone. Hence we have as the volume of the cone

V = 250 n
3
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The general formula is readily obtained by using in the same
manner r for the radius and h for the altitude of the cone.

zlyWhat Represents in a Quadratic Function. Let Fig. 7 be
zlx

the graph obtained from an equa-
tion of the type y = ax2 + bx + c.
In passing from the point A(x, y)
to another point B on the same
curve, let Ax represent the change
in x and dy the change in y.
Then the coordinates of B will
be (x + Ax, y + Ay). Since B is
a point on the curve its coordinates
(x Ax, y + dy) must satisfy the
equation y = =2+ bx + c. Hence

y + Ay = a(x + Ax) 2 b (x zlx) +c
y + Ay = ax2 + 2axtix + a(Ax)2 + bx+ b..lx + c

y = az2 bx + c
Ay = 2axAx + a(Ax) 2 bAx

Ax
= 2ax + adz + b.

Fla. 7

AyAx represents the slope of the secant AB in Fig. 7 and the last

equation is a formula that will enable us to find the slope of a secant
through two given points on the curve. Any number of secants
may be drawn through A and it is evident that as the value of
changes the slope of the secant changes. This change is due to the
term azlx. If, for example, Ax = 3, then

dy = 2ax + 3a + b.

If Ax approaches 0, dy 1 approaches 2ax + b.

This last expression is the slope of the tangent at A because when
Ax 0, the secant approaches the position of the tangent at A. To

dy zi

represent the slop of the tangent we usc dx instead of --1-
Ax

Hence dy represents a special value of ziy, namely, that value
dx Ax
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41ywhich .ix approaches when Jx and Ay approach zero. In dealing
Ay dywith functions of the first degree, and have the same valuedx dx

Abecause 1 i. s constant and depends in no way on the size of Ax.

By applying the procedure given above to a few numerical ex-
amples of the type y = 2x2 4x + 1, the pupil soon learns tho

distinction between
y

and
dy

and becomes ready for the mechani-

calcal method of differentiation given in the next section.

The Mechanical Way of Finding dam. Thus far we have found

d
Ad by letting x 0 in the expression for 4-11. We shall now con-

sider

41x

dysider a simple mechanical way of getting directly from the
dx

d ygiven polynomial without first getting 37

From y = ax2 bx c we obtain gd = 2ax b by multiplying

the exponent of x in each term by the coefficient to form a new
coefficient and diminishing the exponent by 1, retaining the base.
Thus 2ax may be obtained from ax2 by

(1) multiplying the coefficient a by the exponent 2, and
(2) retaining the base x, and
(3) lowering the exponent 2 by 1.

From be we obtain in a similar manner lbx" or b, and the term
c or cx° becomes 0 because c times 0 is 0. Hence any constant term

dy.
in the polynomial always becomes 0 in

dx
This process is general and applies to any polynomial, whether

the exponents are integral or fractional, positive or negative. The
process is known as differentiation, and the new function obtained
is called the derivative of the given function.

If y 5x1 Nri + 3
dy 10 1 ,

.= x-.,

2
x 7

dx 3
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EXERCISTS, It is a comparatively simple matter to write down a
few polynomials with the different kinds of exponents and have
the pupil practice differentiation until lie has necessary skill,

The Meaning of dy .e saw on page 124 that in connectiondx
dywith the curve y = ax2 c' dx = 2ax b is the general

expression that. represents the slope of all tangents that can be
drawn to the curve. To find the slope of the tangent to the curve
at a given point of tangency, we merely substitute the value x has

at that point in the expression for dy
dx

EXAMPLE. Graph the parabola y = x2 2x + 4 for integral
values of x from 3 to + 5 and find the slope of the tangent to
the curve at each of these points.

Solution. By differentiating the function y = x2 2x + 4, we get
du
dx

2x 2.

By substituting the values of x in the given
equation, we have the corresponding values of y.
By substituting the value of x in the expression

yd
for d we have the slope of the tangent at the

x
point in question. By drawing through all such
points lines which have had their slopes computed, we actually find
that they are tangent to the curve. This verifies our slopes as given
in the third column. We may then ask this question:

At what point will the tangent to the curve have the slope 1?
This question is answered by solving the equation

dy
x 11 dx3 19 82 12 61 7 4
0 4 2

2x 2 = 1
3x =

Illustrative Examples. Exercises of the type given below are
readily made up and solved until the pupil has the necessary skill.
The metilod applies equally well to functions of higher degrees.

1. In the equation y = 20x -I- 2.r' find the value of x when (a) y is increas-
ing 100 tittles as rapidly as .r, (h) y and x are changing at the same rate, (c)
x increases 50% more rapidly than y.

dyHint: In (a) = 100.
(ix
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2. Determine how y and x vary together in y= xi -5x +8. That is, de-
termine for whnt values of x the two variables vary (a) in the opposite sense,
(b) in the same sense. Check by graphing.

dy
Solution. = 2x 5. From the work on page 118 we readily infer that

dx
ydy is an increasing function of x, or y varies in the same sense as x, when d

is positive. 2x 5 is positive when x is greater than 2.5. When x is less than

2.5,
dx

is negative and y is a decreasing func' ion of x. What happens when

x= 2.5 we shall consider in the next section.

Maximum and Minimum. One of the most important uses of

the ratio (-I-11 is to find the

has a lowest point, and to

MAX ilAWM

lowest point of the curve when the curve

find the highest point of the curve when
the curve has such a point. As
Fig. 8 shows, the tangent to the
curve at these points is parallel to

X the X-axis and therefore the value
y

of
d at either the highest or the
dx

lowest point is 0.
At the lowest point of the curve,

the function (or y) has its smallest or minimum value; at the high-
est point of the curve y has its greatest or maximum value. Hence
the x which yields either the maximum or the minimum value of

dythe function is found by solving the equation dx = 0. It is also

evident from page 119 that a quadratic function has a lowest point
or a minimum value if the function has a positive second degree
term; and that a quadratic function has a highest point or a maxi-
mum value if the function has a negative second degree term.

Thus we know that y = 2x2 5x + 3 will yield a lowest point
and a minimum value of the function, while y = 2x2 5x + 3
has a highest point and maximum value of the function.

Hence in dealing with functions of the second degree, we know
exactly when to expect a maximum or a minimum. But in dealing
with functions of higher degrees the situation is not so simple and
we need other methods to distinguish between a maximum and a
minimum. As preliminary to more advanced work in this line, the
pupil should satisfy himself by a careful study of graphs that the

MI/41*AV P"

Flo. 8
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following things are true in connection with every parabola which
he encounters in this kind of work:

A. At any point on the parabola situated to the left of a maxi-
mum point:

(1) The tangent to the curve makes an acute angle with the
X-axis and for this reason,

(2)
dy is positive for all such values of x and
dx

(3) y is an increasing function of x.

B. At any point on the parabola situated to the right of a maxi-
mum point:

(1) The tangent to the curve makes an obtuse angle with the
X-axis and for this reason,

(2)
dy is negative for all such values of x and
dx

(3) y is a decreasing function of z.
For a minimum point the conditions are exactly the reverse;

that is, positive must be changed to negative, "increasing" to "de-
creasing," and acute to obtuse, and conversely.

To make this perfectly plain to himself, the student should write
out these conditions in full as has been done above, and save them
for future reference.

Illustrative Examples. The following examples are typical of
the kind that may be assigned at this stage:

1. Find the greatest rectangular area that can be enclosed by a fence 100 ft.
in length. Also point out from the nature of the function involved why we
are to expect a maximum.

2. Find the minimum value of the function 2x' 4x 1. Explain why we
are to expect a minimum value.

3. Find a number such that the amount by which it exceeds its square is
the greatest possible.

4. Find a number such that the sum of the number and its square shall be
a minimum.

5. A rectangular pasture, one side of which is bounded by a straight river,
is to be fenced on the other three sides, no fence being needed on the river
side. What are the dimensions of the largest pasture that can be enclosed
with 1,000 rd. of fence?

6. Find the area of the largest rectangle that can be inscribed in a trit.ngle
whose base is 10 and whose altitude is 8.

7. The sum of the arms of a right triangle is 20. Find the length of each
arm when the area of the triangle is a maximum.
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8. The lower base of a trapezoid is 10, the sum of the altitude and the
upper base is 15. Find the altitude when the area is a maximum. What is
the largest possible area?

9. The perimeter of a circular sector is 10. Find the radius and the arc
when the area is a maximum. How many degrees are there in the central
angle?

10. For what value of k is the straight line y =x k tangent to the
parabola y 5x + 6?

11. For what value of 4 .but the two simultaneous equations
y = x k
y = 5x + 6

have two equal values of x?

The Inverse of Differentiation. Consider the following
problem;

yGiven d
= 2x + 3, express y as a function of x.dx

Solution. We know that the result must be of the form of
y = ax2 bx c, because when we differentiate a function of the
second degree we should get one of the first degree. If it is given
that

y = ax2 bx -}-c

Then, afLY-tax + b.
dx

Comparing 2ax b with 2x + 3, we find 2a = 2 and b = 3. The
constant c disappeared in the process of differentiation and we
have no way of knowing what its value is if we are given merely

that d
2x + 3. If we were given the additional fact that x = 2(ix

when y = 3, we can determine c by substitution. In this case
y = x2 + 3x c
3 = 4 + 6 + cc 7.

and the final relation between y and x is given by

y = x2 + 3x 7.

EXERCISES. A few examples of the type given above will readily
make the pupil able to perform the operation which is the inverse
of differentiation. This inverse operation is known as integration.

A Mechanical Method of Integration. The examples of the
preceding section are solved more rapidly by the following method
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where it is seen that the steps of differentiation are merely reversed:

If 11---(1:--x 2x3 4e - 3x + 2x"ix
2 ., 4 3 ,1* 2.L

3 + 1 4. 2 + 1 4 1 + 1 0 + 11 c'

This method holds for all exponents except the exponent 1.
It fails for the exponent 1 because the procedure then leads to
division by zero, which is an impossible operation. In this ease
we get a logarithmic function, but we are not going to consider the
case here.

Area by Integration. Integration is the inverse of differentia-
tion and (leak with the problem of finding the function when its
derivative or rate of change is given. Hence the problem now is
to discover the rate of change directly from the given problem and
from this rate of clumge to find the function itself. This function
is known as the integral,

Let us consider the area of trapezoid 011C113 (Fig. 9) or the area
bounded by the axes, the line
y = 2x + 3, and the perpendicu-
lar dropped from any point (x,y)
on the line to the X-axis. As
x and y increase, it is evident
that the area will also increase.
At what rate is the area A in- no. 9
creasing? Let eix repre.-4ent the
change in x, Ay the charge in y, and AA the change in A. Then in
Fig. 9 trapezoid BCDE represents AA. Therefore

dA = dx
(le y dy)

2

dA = L/21)

LIA y
dx 2

ii11111111;1111111

4v

The value that dit
assumes when and Ax approach zero is

dA
represented by c. --E-c .

(IA
Hence

dA
y or 71-x- = 2x + 3, since y 2x + 3.

dx
Integrating, A = e + 3x + c.
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But when x=0, A = 0, because then CB coincides with HO
and the altitude of the trapezoid is zero. Hence by substituting
A=0 and x = 0 in A= x2 + 3x + c, we find c = 0 and the re-
quired area is given by the formula

A= x' .4- 3x,

a result we can readily verify by plane geometry.
To emphasize further the method of determining the constant of

integration, let us determine the area in Fig. 9 above, which is
bounded by the line y = 2x + 3, the X-axis, and the ordinates x = 2
and x = 10, It is evident that this area changes at the same rate
as the one considered above. Hence

dA = 2x +3
dx
A = x2 -I-3x c.

But this area begins at x= 2 and A is 0 when x= 2. This gives
us the following equation for determining c,

0= 4 + 6 +c
c= 10.

This means that the area which begins at the ordinate x= 2 may
be found from the equation,

A = x2 -I- 3x 10.

The area we are seeking is complete when x = 10,

Therefore A=102+ 3(10) 10
= 120.

This is readily verified by geometry as follows:

A= 5 (7 + 23)8

= 120.

The pupil should note carefully that the final answer 120 is
merely the difference between two numerical values of the integral

+ 3x, namely, the value of x24- 3x when x = 10 minus the value
of x2 + 3x when x= 2. The usual way of expressing this double
evaluation is [x2 + 3x] The numbers 10 and 2 are called re-
spectively the upper and the lower limits of the integral. It is also
evident that the constant of integration c equals the negative of the
value of the integral when x equals the value of the lower limit.

et.
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By methods similar to the above we can show that the area under
the CUM given by y = U,r x' may be found by integrating

dA = n

dx
1

Thus, A = 3x2
3

x' + c.

The area begins at x = 0, hence A = 0 when x = 0, and by sub-
stitution in the last equation we obtain

0 = 0 0
c = 0

1
and A = 3x2

3
x'.

This gives us the area from the origin to any point (x,y) on the
curve. To find the entire area above the X-axis, we must take
x = 6, because the curve cuts the X-axis again at the point where
x = 6. Then

A = 108 72
= 36.

Suppose we are required to find the area under the curve bounded
by the ordinates x = 2 and x = 3. This area begins at x = 2,
which means that A = 0 when x = 2. Substituting A = 0 and
x = 2 in the equation

We get

1
A = 3x2

3
x' +

28c =--
3
--

Hence the complete expression for the area under this curve which

begins at x = 2 is
1 28A = 3x2
3

xa T
Since the area required is complete when x = 3, we substitute

x = 3 in the expression for A just found. Hence

A = 27 9
28

26=
3

This is the area between the curve and the X axis that is included
between the ordinates x = 2 and x = 3.
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Again we note that the final value of A is the difference between
1two numerical values of the integral 3x2 --3 x3, namely, the value of

the integral when x = 3 minus the value of the integral when x = 2.

The short way of expressing this difference is 3x2 1 xs]
a3

where{

3 and 2 are known as the upper and lower limits of the integral.
We also note that the constant of integration c equals the nega-

tive of the value of the integral when x equals the value of the lower
limit.

The Sign of Integration. The differential of a function in x
is the derivative of that function multiplied 13 dx. When we place
the letter d in front of an expression, we indicate that the differen-
tial of that expression is to be found.

Thus d(x2) = 2xdx, d(5x2 + 3x) = 10xdx + 3dx
d(uv) = udv + vdu.

If y =--- 3x2 + 7x + c,
d(y) = d(3x2) + d(7x) + d(cx°)

1. yu dy = 6xdx + 7x"dx + O. dx
dy = 6xdx + 7dx.

Now if we desire to indicate that the operation which we per-
formed to obtain the differential is to be undone, we write the sym-
bol f in front of the differential. The symbol f is called the sign
of integration. it is merely an elongated S and is suggestive of the
fact that integration is really a process of summation. We shall
bring out this fact more fully on page 133.

Thus f6xdx means that we are to find the function whose differ-
ential is 6xdx. Evidently one such function is 3x2, but 3x2 is not
the only such function: 3x2 + 5, 3x2 7, rtc., all fulfill the re-
quirement, but they are all included in the expression 3x2 + c,
where c is an arbitrary constant. Thus we write

f 6xdx = 3x2 + c;
3x2 is called the integral of 6x, 6x is called the integrand, and c the
constant of integration.

We have given on page 128 the rule for the integration of a
polynomial.

EXAMPLE. f t5x2 6x + 2) dx = f 5x2dx f 6xdx + f 2x° dx

= 3 x3 3x2 ± 2x + c.
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We may write one constant for each integration, but this is not
necessary as they may be combined into one single constant.

Area Expressed as an Integral. The equation dA = y, derived
dx

on page 129, may also be written

dA = ydx, f dA = f ydx, or A = f ydx.
Thus to find the area under the curve y = 6x x2, we may write

A= f (6x x2) dx

1
= 3x2

3
x3.

If we want the particular area that is situated between the
ordinates x = 2 and x = 3, we have to evaluate the integral

1
3x2

3
2;3 for x = 3 and x = 2. To indicate between what values

of x the area is to be taken, we place these values of x next to the
integration sign. Thus the area between the ordinates x= 2 and
x = 3 is indicated by writing

3

A= f 3

(6x x2) dx = [3x- , X3
2

=

=

(3'32

18
28
3

1
'd 33)

=, 26
3

(3.22 1
3

23)

An integral with indicated limits of the variable is called a
definite integral. An integral without such limits is called an
indefinite integral,

Integration Is a Summation. We saw on page 121 that the
area under the curve y = f Lt.) may be obtained by first finding the
sum of a series of rectangles. Thus we saw that the area given by
Ar = . . yn.lx approached the area under the
curve when the number of divisions was indefinitely increased, or,
what amounts to the same thing, when ..Ix approaches 0.

We have also :-cen that this area may be expressed by the definite
integral

A=
n

ydx.

This means that the trouldpsome summation process of page 121
may be performed by evaluating one single definite integral.
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The rectangles that form part of the above summation are called
the infinitesimal elements of the summation. By an infinitesimal
we mean a variable which can be made to differ from zero by an
amount just as small as we please to make it. But no constant,
however small, is an infinitesimal, Thus tlx and tly are infini-
tesimals in the process of both differentiation and integration
(summation) because they are variables which become and remain
less than any assignable amount. It is also evident that y.,(12; is
an infinitesimal because y dx 0 when tix 0, provided v is finite.

But the infinitesimal elements of the summation need not be
rectangles the process holds equally well for summing any other
kind of infinitesimals. It is this very fact which makes integration
such a powerful tool. For examples to illustrate this we have to
refer the reader to a textbook in the calculus.
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TEACHING THRIFT THROUGH THE SCHOOL
SAVINGS BANK
BY CLIFFORD B. UPTON

Teachers College, Columbia University

The Importance of Thrift. A noted economist recently esti-
mated that the income of four fifths of the people of the United
States is little more than enough, even in prosperous years, to meet
their ordinary expenses.' This means that over 93,000,000 people
in this country are making only a little more than enough to pro-
vide the actual necessities of life; they can lay aside little, if any-
thing, for a rainy day. This fact alone shows us how essential
it is, for the good of individuals and the welfare of the nation, to
establish the habit of wisely conserving our resourcesthe habit of
thrift.

The Growth of School Savings Banking. One very effective
means of teaching thrift, which is growing rapidly in popularity,
is the school savings bank. During the past seven years, the num-
ber of schools in this country having school savings banks has
increased from 2,736 to 12,678 schools; in the same period the total
savings deposits in these school banks have increased from $2,800,000
to $24,000,000. Official reports show that during the school year
1926-27 there were enrolled in these 12,678 schools 4,658,000 pupils,
of whom 3,815,785 actually participated in school savings.

The school savings movement has developed most rapidly in
towns and cities. It has had relatively small growth in the rural
districts because of the lack of contact with banks. The progress
of school savings banking is generally forward in any state where
once it has gained a considerable foothold, and in certain states it
has assumed really large proportions.2 During the past fourteen
years the Savings Balk Division of the American Bankers Associa-

'From a report, made in November, 1927, by Professor Irving Fisher of Yale
University.

3 Great progress has been made in California, Connecticut, Illinois, Indiana, Massa-
chusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, New Jersey, Nev: York, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Rhode
Island, Washington. and Wisconsin.
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tion has been active in encouraging school savings and in providing
schools with practical guidance concerning the installation and
successful operation of school savings banks. The most authorita-
tive book on the subject, entitled School Sauings Banking (pub-
lished by the Ronald Press, New York), has also been prepared
under the auspices of the American Bankers Association.' While
school savings banking in its earlier stages was developed largely
by bankers and business men, educators are now beginning to
appreciate its value as a most efficient means of teaching the habit
of thrift to school children.

The Schools Must Teach Thrift. It may be contended that
thrift can better be learned after the child leaves school and begins
to earn money regularly. But both experience and the principles
of teaching show us that then it is too late. The teaching of thrift
is particularly the task of the school. This does not mean that
bankers should abandon, their interest in the school savings bank;
it means, rather, that bankers and educators should cooperate very
closely in making the school the medium for inculcating the thrift
habit.

There are several outstanding reasons why the school is the
place for the teaching of this valuable habit. In the first place,
we know that habits are most easily formed in childhood. And
the school commands the child when he is young. In the second
place, thrift is a very broad and complex idea, embracing not only
the wise saving and spending of money but also the efficient use
of all our personal and national resources.

There are many opportunities in the school for teaching this
larger notion of thrift. In the arithmetic class, for example, those
lessons in thrift can be taught that have to do with the proper
saving and investing of money. In the geography class those phases
can be presented that are concerned with the resources of our coun-
try and their economical use; in the hygiene and home economics
classes instruction can be given concerning the advantages that
come through good health and the proper selection and conserva-
tion of food; while in the science classes the conservation of human
energy and other economies that have come through the modern
application of science to industry can be presented. Thus the
notion of thrift can be introduced in many school subjects.

sTettelo.rs Inturpstpti In school savings bunkintr will find It worth while to wrIto
to the Savings Bank Division of Ho, Arnotivan liunkors Assovitttion, 110 East 42nd
Street, New York t'Ity, for such literature and rtports as they Issue.
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Thrift Must Become a Habit. But thrift, to be taught most
effectively, must be made a habit which will work automatically
like all other habits. The school has as one of its primary tasks
the forming of habits in children. Reading, writing, and computing
are complex -habits that the school forms by instruction of a
gradually prigressive kind in which repetition plays an important
part. Similarly, eating, walking, speakingall :here are habits.
Even a person's thoughts concerning his neighbors or the govern-
ment may be largely matters of habit. Practically all the things
we do easily and automatically are habits. Thrift, therefore,
should be made a habit with the child if we wish him to respond
quickly and persistently to it. Since it takes a long time for the
child to acquire a habit, the school must be depended upon to
surround him with the necessary influences and repetitions until
the notion and the practice of thrift become habit. -.1 with him.

No habit, whatever it may be, can be successfully taught to
anyone by simply talking about it. All habits, to be effective in
life, must be reduced to action. You may talk about handwriting,
and the crossing of the "t," and the clotting of the "i" as long as
' ou wish, but that does not mean that the child will necessarily
cross the "t" and dot the "i." You have to establish the habit of
crossing the "t" by having the child actually do it over and over
again until he can do it easily, without effort, and without thought.
It is the same with the habit of thrift.

Thrift has always been talked about in the schools. It is talked
about today more than ever before. The school savings bank offers
something better than talk; it offers the daily opportunity to prac-
tice thrift, the daily example of others practicing thrift, and a
vitally interesting and stimulating introductory contact with the
world of real business.

The School Savings Bank Utilizes the Laws of Learning.
For the purpose of teaching the child the habit of thrift, the school
savings bapk is a psychologically sound medium and one of the
best now available. Any sort of learning proceeds through five
fundamental laws which have been formulated by psychologists.
All effort to promote thrift, among either adults or children, in-
cluding advertising and drives as well as more subtle propaganda,
should be in accordance with these fundamental laws if it is to be
thoroughly effective. Much thrift promJtion that has been under-
taken by banks and schools has been a waste of energy because it
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has not been followed up by a well managed school savings system.
For the school savings bank, as you shall see below, puts into
practice, if it is properly handled, all the fundamental laws of
learning.

First Law of Learning. The first law of learning points out
that to inculcate any habit you must first create on the part of the
pupil the desire to acquire that habit. The school savings bank
accomplishes this in respect to the habit of thrift. Posters, stories,
talks, and subtler suggestions about saving for a time of need may
interest a boy vaguely in thrift, but nothing stimulates him to
actual saving so much as the presence of a real bank in his school
and the sight of his classmates investing their pennies and nickels
and increasing the totals in their pass books. And when he finally
`finds his bank account big enough to buy the roller skates he Las
always wanted, he has learned a lesson that will be a stimulus to
further thrift.

Second Law of Learning. The second law of learning states
that to teach a habit you must supply a certain amount of funda-
mental knowledge concerning the habit to be formed. You do not
want a child to form a habit blindly, in a purely imitative way. He
should know what he is doing. One important item of information
which the child gets from the school bank is a first-hand demon-
stration of how to deposit money in a savings bank. He also
learns that his money is much safer in a savings bank than it
would be at home in a toy bank or hidden away in a box. He finds
that his pass book gives him a definite record of the growth of his
savings from month to month. When interest is credited to his
account, he begins to realize that his money is working for him
and that a new force is actively increasing his total fund. A few
years later lie commences to understand the great power of com-
pound interest in making his savings grow still more rapidly,

Third Law of Learning. The third law of learning states that
in acquiring a new habit there must be sufficient repetition. No one
forms a habit by keeping at a thing for a few months and then
stopping. In fixing a habit the element of repetition, the (Wing of
a thing over and over again, is the important factor. The school
hank keeps the idea of saving constantly before the child, until
it becomes second nature for him to think about saving and to
w..t promptly upon that thought by the regular investing of small
sums. Even on those days when he has no money to deposit, the
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child continues to be reminded of the importance of saving as he
sees his classmates forming in line to put their savings in the school
bank.

Fourth Law of Learning. The fourth law of learning reminds
us that there must be provision for the practice of the new idea or
habit. It is not sufficient for the child to learn the theory of
savings banks in school and to be told that he should use those
banks when he grows up. A savings bank on hand in the school
encourages the child to act upon every impulse toward thrift which
may be aroused in him. Every time he deposits money in the
school bank, he is strengthening the habit of thrift.

Fifth Law of Learning. And the fifth law of learning indi-
cates that some sort of satisfaction must result from acquiring the
habit. A man who has worked all his life to save enough to put
his son or daughter through college will have sufficient satisfaction
if that son or daughter is successful in college. And so with every
habit that is taught we must see that there is some resulting satis-
faction rather than annoyance or disappointment if we wish the
habit to endure. The school savings bank offers a child the satis-
faction of seeing his possessions grow through repeated deposits
and the accumulation of interest. He may use the money thus ac-
quired to buy something he particularly desires or he may keep
it in the bank as a basis for still larger savings. Either use will
give he child pleasure and so increase his interest in thrift.

Thus the school savings bank is in every way an efficient means
of teaching the habit of thrift, which is a habit of such vital impor-
tance to young Americans of the present day.

Cooperation with Bankers Essential. In the further develop-
ment of the school savings movement in this country, it is very
essential for educators to do everything possible to assure the con-
tinued cooperation and support of the bankers. It is only because
they have recognized the importance of encouraging thrift that
bankers have done so much to promote school savings banks.
13 tinkers do not derive any financial gain from the deposits made
by the school children; on the contrary, the expense of promoting
and installing school banks, of keeping the children's accounts,
and of paying interest on such small deposits, is so great that the
school savings systems usually entail a financial loss to the banks
that are handling them. But the bankers have been willing to risk
this business loss, just as the teachers have been willing to expend
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extra time to make this movement a success, because they feel
that the school sating) bank will help the boys and girls of todp.y
to become thrifty men and women.
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MEASUREMENT AND COMPUTATION
Br GEORGE W. FINLEY

Slate Ttachcrs College, Greeley, Colorado

Two Maxims. Two maxims are coming to be recognized as
fundamental in the modern tectoliing of mathematics: "Teach the
children to use common sense in handling numbers." "Develop a
genuine number sense in connection with elementary mathematics."
If Mary is trying to find out how much 61/2 yards of cloth will cost
at 55 cents a yard, she is expected to know not oily that she should
multiply and how to multiply, but that her result should be some-
where near 3 or 4 dollars. At least she should know that if she
gets $35.75 there must be something wrong. She makes a rough
estimate and checks her computation against it.

In keeping with this movement progressive teachers have sought
to teach children how to handle computations from actual measure-
ments in a common-s,nse fashion. If they measure their room and
find it to be 20.2 feet by 24.8 feet, th,y should know better than to
say that the area of the floor is 500.96 square feet. Or if they find
the diameter of a circle to be 6.1 inches, they should not say the
circumference is 19.16376 inches.

Some teachers feel that this whole subject is so complicated and
difficult that it cannot be successfully taught to children below the
senior high school. Experience has shown that this is not the case.
The subject has been taught in the junior high school and has been
found to be as interesting and as capable of being mastered as most
of the other topics we deal with in these grades.

The two things that we need most in teaching measurement and
computation are, first, m adequate treatment in our textbooks and,
second, a clear understanding of the subject, together with a realiza-
tion of the specific objectives to be reached. The first of these
needs is now being met by some of our textbook writers. The
second will be met as soon as teachers as a whole recognize the
importance of the subject. I shall set forth the essentials in what
follows.
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APPROXIMATE MEASUREMENT

Measurement Approximate. Every measurement is an approxi-
mation. When we say that line AB is 8.3 inches long, we mean
that when A is at the zero-point of our ruler B is nearer to 8.3 than
it is to 8.2 or 8.4. The line therefore lies between 8.25 inches and
8.35 inches, If wo say that line AB is 18 inches long, we mean it
lies between 17.5 inches and 18.5 inches. When we say that the
distance to the moon is 240,000 miles, we mean that that distance
is between 235,000 and 245,000 miles. Every measurement, then, is
accurate only to a certain degree. To understand how this is de-
scribed we need to understand the expression "significant figures."

Significant Figures. There are two ways of describing the
accuracy of our measurement. One is to say that it is correct to
units, tenths, hundredths, and so on. Thus 28 inches is correct to
units, 28.4 inches to tenths, and 28.42 inches to hundredths, A
better way is to say that the first of these measurements shows
two-figure accuracy, the second three-figure accuracy, and the third
four-figure accuracy, When we say two-figure accuracy we mean
two "significant figures." The 240,000 used in the preceding para-
graph indicates two-figure accuracy; for although it contains six
figures, only two of them are significant. In 4.0 inches we have
two-figure accuracy because the zero indicates that we have meas-
ured to the nearest tenth.

The best way to make this clear to children is to give them
numerous illustrations and have them tell the number of significant
figures in each: 34 has two significant figures; 6.3 two; 304 three;
8,004 four; 8.0 two; 0.40 two; 9.00 three; 0.004 one; 0.0040 two; and
93,000,000 two. We may make the following statements about
significant figures:

1. All the digits except zero are significant wherever used.
2. Zeros are always significant when they occur between other

digits or at the right of a decimal, as in 403 and in 4.60.
3. Zeros are never significant when there are no other digits to

the left of them, as in 0.02 and in 0.0024.
4. In general zeros which occur at the right of a whole number are

not significant. When we say the distance light travels in a second
is 186,000 miles we are using three significant figures. Sometimes,
however, such zeros are significant. If we say the distance between
two towns is 10 miles we usually mean that the distance is between
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9,5 and 10.5 miles, This makes the zero on the 10 significant, In
such cases we can usually tell from the nature of the measurement
whether or not the zeros are significant.

Rounding off Numbers. If we are to use common sense in
computing with approximate numbers, we need to know how many
figures we should use and how ninny figures we should retain in
the result.

If Jack measures the diameter of a circle and finds it to be 8.4
inches, what value of pi should he use to get the circumference?
Should he use 3.14159? As we will show later he should drop off all
the figures to the right of the 4. Then when he gets his answer
he should drop off all but two of the figures. This "dropping off"
of figures we call "rounding off" the number. The usual rule fol-
lowed here is this: When the digit dropped is 5 or M ore, increase the
preceding digit; when it is less than 5, retain the preceding digit
unchanged. For more refined work, in statistics fur instance, this
rule is modified to: When 5 is dropped, inert-0 :he preceding digit
if it is odd and leave it unchanged if it is eve

Just how much and when numbers should be rounded off will
appear in the following paragraphs,

II. COMPUTATION WITH APPROXIMATE NUMBERS

Addition and Subtraction. In order to make clear how certain
computations with approximate numbers may be carried on, let us
take a typical example from the mathematics classroom, Suppose
four children have been asked to measure the lengths of the four
walls of their room and they turn in the following measurements:
34 ft.; 42.2 ft,, 34.15 ft., and 42.155 ft. What should the class do
with these numbers to find the distance around the room?

Of course one of the important lessons to be taught here is that
measurements which are to be a,lded or subtracted should all be
carried out to the same place: units, tenths, hundredths, or thou-
sandths. But since we already have these measurements we can
use them to find the distance around the room correct to units.

The children set down the least possible value of each measure-
33.5 ment as shown at the left. In a similar way 34.5
42.15 they set down the greatest possible value of 42.25,
34,145 each measurement as shown at the right. 34.155
42.1543 The distance around the room, then is sonic- 42.1555

151.9495 where between 151.9495 and 153.0605. 153.0605
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Now have the children add the numbers as they were given, as
shown on the left, and add the rounded off numbers as shown

on the right. It is clear that since one wall was34, .measured to units only we cannot depend upon
34

42.2 42.2any digits to the right of this place; also that the34.15 .2sensible thing to do is to round off our numbers 34
42.155 42.2

152.505
before we add. It is well for us to remember to
keep one digit more than we shall use in the 152.6

or 153
final result because of the carry number. or 153

Rule: To add or subtract approximate numbers whose final digits
do not fall in the same column, round off each number to within
one of the place occupied by the final significant digit which falls
farthest to the left; add or subtract and round off another figure
in the result.

Multiplication. Suppose the children set out to find the area of

42.1545 the floor of their room from the follow-
ing measurements: width 34 ft., length 42.1555

33.5 34.542.155 ft. They first find the least pos-210772o 2107775Bible area as shown on the left and then1264635 1686220the greatest area as shown on the right.1264635 1264665
1412.17575 They see that the only thing they know

1454.36475about the area is that it is between
1412.17575 and 1454.36475. All the digits are quite uncertain except
the two on the left.

Now if they round off the 42.155 to within one of the number of
figures in 34 (the less accurate factor) and multiply 42.2 by 34,
they get 1434.8, which is well within the original limits.

Take another example. If the diameter of a circle is 8.4 ft.,
what is its circumference?

Since 8.4 has two-figure accuracy, we will use 3.14 for the value
of pi. Then 3.14 X 8.4 = 26.376, which rounds off to 26.4. The
least possible value in this case is 26.232 and the greatest 26.546.
Again our value of 26.4 is well within the limits.

We could round off the more accurate number to the same number
of figures given in the less accurate number but this would some-
times give us a result outside the desired limits. Take 3.162 X 9.4.
The least value of the product is 29.560 and the greatest 29.885.
But 3.2 X 9.4 = 30.0R, which is more than the greatest possible
value. It is therefore better to carry one extra figure on the more
accurate factor.
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Rule: To multiply approximate numbers round off the more. accu-
rate factor to within one of the number of significant figures in the
less accurate factor, and multiply and round off the product to the
number of figures in the less accurate factor.

A More Accurate Method. After a class understands the use
of literal numbers an interesting exercise can be worked out by
showing how to find just what the error will be when any two
approximate numbers are multiplied. To do this we must first
understand the difference between absolute error and relative error.

If we say a distance is 12 in., the greatest possible absolute error
is 1/2 of 1 in. or 0.5 in. The relative error is 0.5 in. in 12 in. or
0.5 1 or about 4%. Again, the absolute error in 93,000,000 nu.

05 0,000
is 500,000 mi. The relative error is = 5 or about 0.5%.

93,000,000 030
We see, then, that the relative error is the absolute error divided by

the obtained measurement.
Now suppose we are to multiply a by b. Let the absolute error

in a be e,, and in b, e2. Then the actual values of a and b are
a + e, and b e2, where e, and e2 may be either positive or

negative. Then we have the relative error in a = ; and the rela-
a

tive error in b = The product of the actual values of a and b

is ab ac_ + be ± eie,. But e, and e, are both very small
compared to a and b. Hence their product will be so small
as to be of no importance. Dropping this term we have the product
error ace + bet. Then the relative error in the product is

ae2 + be e2 +. We see, then, that the relative error in the
ab b a

product is equal to the sum of the relative errors in the two factors.
Now let us apply this principle to the problem of finding the

error in the product of two approximate numbers. Take 342 X 3.1.

a= 342 and e, = 0.5
b= 3.1 and e2 0.05

342
1026
1060.2

e, 0.5= = 0.0014
a 342

e, 0.05 = 0.0161
b 3.1

Product relative error = 0.0175

1060.2 X 0.0175 = 18.55, total product error
1060.2 18.55 = 1041.65 1060.2 + 18.55 = 1078.75
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Hence our product is somewhere between 1041.65 and 1078.75. In
other words, it is 1060.2, with a possible error of 18.55 either way.
This is written thus: 1060.2 ± 18.55.

Division. Since the product of the quotient and the divisor equals
the dividend, our rule for division of approximate numbers will
naturally follow the rule for multiplication. Let us find the diameter
of a tree whose circumference measures 12.8. Since this number
has three-figure accuracy, we will use 3.142 as our value of pi.

12.8 ± 3.142 = 4.073 or 4.07

Rule: To divide approximate numbers round off the more accu-
rate number to within one of the 'number of significant figures in the
lc accurate number, divide and carry the quotient out to the
number of figures retained in the more accurate number, and then
round off the last digit.

The short methods sometimes given for multiplying and dividing,
by means of which we can leave off the extra figures in the partial
products, are of doubtful value. The danger of additional errors
offsets any value that might come from shortening the processes
involved.

Exact and Approximate Numbers. We must be careful to see
that children know when these rules apply. When we multiply
two approximate numbers, do we always round off?

If 350 children give 5 cents apiece toward a library fund, how
much will they have in the fund? The result is evidently $17.50
and there is no rounding off, The point is, of course, that these are
not approximate numbers. They arose from an actual count of
objects. There were exactly 350 children and each one gave exactly
5 cents. We therefore call such numbers exact numbers.

It is clear, then, that we get exact numbers when we count objects
and approximate numbers when we measure, or when we round off
such numbers as pi or the square root of 2.

Accuracy in Measuring. How accurately should we measure?
Well, of course, that all depends. It depends upon at least three
things:

1. Our measuring instruments.
2. The distance to be measured.
3. The purpose of the measurement.

If we are to measure the distance across a room we can get a much
more accurate result with a steel tape than with a foot-rule or a
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yardstick. We can measure the diameter of a bolt much more
accurately with a micrometer than with an ordinary ruler. If we
measure the width of a desk with a yardstick showing inches and
quarters of an inch, we should be able to get a result accurate
to the nearest eighth of an inch, one-half of the smallest division
on the yardstick. If we use a meter stick showing centimeters and
fifths of a centimeter, we should measure to the nearest tenth of a
centimeter, one millimeter. Thus a single measurement cannot in
general be more accurate than one-half of the smallest division on
the measuring instrument used.

But if the object to be measured is longer than the measuring
stick used, there is another source of error. Each time we pick up
our stick and lay it down again we make a slight error. How much
this will be depends upon the care with which we measure. When
we measure a board, say six feet long, with a Coot-rule, and mark
the end of the rule with a dull pencil, we may miss the real length
of the board by five times the width of the pencil mark. If we use
a sharp pencil, or better still, a sharp knife, our measurement will
be more accurate. The total amount of error, then, will depend
upon the length of the line to be measured.

In stating the degree of accuracy required in any kind of measure-
ment we often give, not the total amount of error, but the ratio of
the total error to the distance measured. If in measuring the top
of a desk one gives the result as 281/4 inches, we understand him
to mean that he has measured to the nearest fourth of an inch.
The possible error, therefore, is 1/8 of an inch. An error of 1/8 in
281A or 113/4 is 1/8 in 226/8 or un inch in 22G inches. If we say
the average disk nee from the earth to the sun is 93,000.000 miles,
our error may he 500,000 miles; this is an error of 5 in 930 or 1 in
186. Two-figure accuracy will give an error of 10";.- or less, three-
figure accuracy an error of 170 or less, and four-figure accuracy
an error of 0.1',; or less, This fart will enable us to tell how many
places we should have in our tables for such work as that found
in numerical trigonometry.

The most important thing in determining the degree of accuracy
for any given measurement is the purpose of the measurement. If
we are laying off a ball diamond ttt a pienie we would not mind an
error of 1 in 20 or even more. But if that diamond is being laid
off in a new field for one of our big league teams an error of 1 in
1,000 would be considered entirely too great.
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Surveyors suit the degree of accuracy to the purpose of the survey.
When they are surveying in the country where land is compara-
tively cheap they are satisfied with an error of not more than 1 in
300. In a large city, however, where land is very valuable, they
cut the error down to 1 in 50,000.

Summary. Just what are the specific things we need to teach,
then, in order to enable children to use approximate numbers in a
sensible fashion? They are:

1. A realization of the fact that all numbers derived from meas-
urement are approximate.

2. The meaning of significant figures.
3. How to round off numbers to any desired degree of accuracy.
4. How to add and subtract approximate numbers.
5. How to multiply and divide approximate numbers.
6. Which numbers are approximate and which are exact.
7. Some knowledge of the degree of accuracy toat should be

attained in any given measurement.

These things can be taught to children of junior high school age
in such a way that they will be understandable, interesting, and
worth while.



THE TEACHING OF DIRECT MEASUREMENT
IN THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL *

BY WILLIAM BETZ
East High School and Junior High Schools, Rochester, N. Y.

I. INTRODUCTORY STATEMENT

Counting and Measuring. Mathematics has been defined as
the science of measurement. This definition, while very incomplete,
may serve to remind us of the well known fact that the two proc-
esses which caused mathematics to come into existence, at the dawn
of human history, were counting and measuring. In other words,
mathematics has a dual foundation which, to this day, has re-
mained the chief justification for including mathematical training
in the education of every normal child.

Some of the Aspects of Measurement. In the following pages
it is proposed to examine briefly some of the aspects of measure-
ment, in so far as it constitutes an essential and recognized in-
gredient of the mathematical curriculum of the junior high school.
It is hardly necessary to justify such an investigation beyond
calling attention to the prevalent confusion of educational objec-
tives,' to the resulting uncertainty with which teachers are facing
even urgently needed readjustments, and to the lack of agreement
which is revealed by recent textbooks and courses of s.tudy.2 In
the mathematical curriculum of the junior high school, measure-
ment, as a separate "topic" or "activity," is usually listed under

Th le report was prepared in connection with the Rochester Coiiperative School
Survey.

See, for example, Bode, I3. II., Modern Educational Theories, Macmillan Co.,
1927; Davis, C, O., Our Evolving High Sehool Curriculum, Chap. VI, World Book
Co., 1927; Monroe, W. S., Directing Learning in the High School, Chap. III,
Doubleday, Page, and Co., 1927 ; Briggs, Thomas II., Carrico/um Problems, Mac-
millan Co., 1920: Strateineyer (Ind Bruner, Rating Elementary School Courses of
?Study. Bi.renti of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia, University, 1926.

2 Sl.t. the Fifth Yearbook of the Department of Superintendence, Chap. XI, Wash-
ington, 1927, containing the report of a special committee (.I lunior High School
Mathematics; article on the "Development of Mathematics in the Junior high
School," in the First Yearbook of the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics;
"Nlatheniaties and Curriculum Tendencies in Secondary Edavation." by V. T.
Thayer, Edurational Administration and Huperri.ion, September, 1927.
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the general heading of Intuitive Geometry. Thus, the National
Committee on Mathematical Requirements included the following
items in its tentative formulation of the content of Intuitive
Geometry:

(a) The direct measurement of distances and angles by means of a linear
scale and protractor. The approximate character of measurement. An
understanding of what is meant by the degree of precision as expressed by
the number of "significant" figures.

(b) Area of the square, rectangle, parallelogram, triangle, and trapezoid;
circumference and area of a circle; surfaces and volumes of soli,is of corre-
sponding importance; the construction of the corresponding formulas.

(c) Practice in numerical computation with due regard to the number of
figures used or retained.

(d) Indirect measurement by means of drawings + 3 scale; use of square
ruled paper.

Now, the mensuration of the common plane figures and of the
most important solids has long been treated more or less adequately
in the standard textbooks on arithmetic. Moreover, the subject of
"weights and measures," very naturally, is receiving constant atten-
tion in the elementary grades. This is not true, however, of either
direct or indirect measurement. Emphasis on these skills and
abilities varies enormously, ranging all the way from a casual
refeience to an extensive and highly specialized treatment. Is it
possible to suggest a sane middle ground which is feasible in the
average classroom?

Measurement of Lire-Segments. For reasons of economy,
only the case of direct measurement will be fully discussed. Again,
since the technique employed in direct linear measurement may
easily be adapted by any intelligent teacher to all the other phases
of direct and indirect measurement, we shall consider only the meas-
urement of line-segments. The following questions, therefore, seem
pertinent in connection with this study:

1. What is the cultural background that constitutes a compelling
motivation for direct linear measurement?

2. Is there a tested classroom technique which can safely be
recommended to the average teacher?

3. What additional professional training can be suggested for the
teacher in connection with this work?

In the three sections which follow, these questions will be con-
sidered in succession. The discussion will necessarily be frag-
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mentary. It will be based, however, on extensive classroom experi-
ence, and will avoid merely theoretical opinions. In spite of the
great and universally recognized importance of measurement, the
existing literature on the subject usually is either too technical or
too specialized to be of practical value in the schoolroom. It is to
be hoped that these pages may induce others to take a more active
interest in the development of reliable classroom procedures and in
the creation of a more extensive pedagogic literature on the subject.

PART ONE

THE CULTURAL BACKGROUND OF MEASUREMENT

Motivation. A convincing and sufficient motivation for this
subject can be found, first, by stressing the all-pervading signifi-
cance of measurement in everyday life, and second, by introducing
the story of the gradual evolution of standard units as a necessary
by-product of a developing civilization.

I. THE IMPORTANCE OF MEASUREMENT

The "Master Art" of Measurement. Perhaps the most elo-
quent utterance in recent years on the role of measurement in
modifying and reconstructing human life has come from the au-
thoritative pen of Henry D. Hubbard, Secretary of the United
States Bureau of Standards. In an address 3 at Lake Placid on
July 10, 1925, Mr. Hubbard discussed the "master art" of measure-
ment in language that has in it the quality of poetry.

Measurement is the Master Art. Measures tell how Nature behaves and
how to control her mighty forces in the service of man. Through measures
of sun and moon, their place, mass, .nd motion, we predict the tides cn
which commerce rides with her argosies to all the world. Men go by land,
sea, and air, night and day, unceasingly guided by measuring instruments
which tell the tale of speed, place, direction and power. Transit is "made to
measure."

Explorer and surveyor locate position by measuring the height of the stars.
The map is a fabric woven of latitudes and longitudes. On it the facile
pencil of the engineer creates a new earth. His dreams come true because
the workers, from survey to steam roller, work true to measure.

The mariner still hitches his wagon to a Mar, for measurement was born
among the stars. The star-gazing dreamers of yesterday gave us astronomy,
chronometry, the calendar, surveying, geometry, and the art of navigation.

'Reprinted In the official organ of the 5IPtric Association, the quarterly journal
Measurement, October, 1925.
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Modern science began with measurement. We measure the rock to re-
create the time table of geology. We measure tree rings to learn the life
story of the tree, and through measures these tongues in ancient trees re-tell
climatic history centuries past,.

To science, measurement is a means of discovery, prophecy, control. To
industry, it is the tool of creation. The measured curves of every tool are
alert with the skill of a race of craftsmen. The machine is a complex of
measures which sets each craft to cosmic power,

All industry measures to serve. Its every deed fits a measured need,
whether size, strength, color, or whatever gives utility to things. Industry is
service set to measure. We measure the body to clothe it with measured
apparel. Our life itself fits into measured schedules of time and place.

Measures are the life of the fine artspoetry sings in measures, sculpture
carves them into inspirations, architecture enshrines them, and the measured
recoil', of tones and silence, their sequence and concord, transmutes the soul
of the master musician into vibrant harmonies for the joy of the world.

Measurement is a miracle worker. We give a measured curve to glass to
match a measured defect of the eye, and restore sight to the aged and perfect
the vision of youth.

Perfect measurement is perfect truth, and sets man free. Everywhere
measurement is busy creating the tomorrow of our dreams. Measurement
is the master art. It has but one purpose, to create the maximum happiness
for all.

At the Philadelphia meeting of the Metric Association, December
27, 1926, Mr. Hubbard amplified these statements,4 in equally
inspiring phrases, as follows:

Protagoras begins one of his books by saying -Man is the measure of all
things." Surely man is the measurer, and measurement his master art.
Measurement is not merely an art, it runs through all arts, sciences, indus-
triesit is the master art.

Meavurement is a pione r. Early history writ on trees marked by notches
the height of flood and the passing days. Man measured the earth, geometry;
the turning shadows of the day, chronometry; the stars and their Motions,
astronomy; the seasonal migrations of the sun, chronology. Early life de-
pended upon measuring the turn of the year, when the sun starts north and
seedtime nears. The pyramids of the Pharaohs and the Lat. of Asoka were
vast sundials of the seasons whose noon shadows fixed the best time of
planting to assure the needed crops on which wealth and even survival
depended.

Through measures alchemy was transmuted into chemistry, magic into
physics, and astrology into IL:.1 11111(1111y. Measures bring new eras. The
theodolite precedes the railway; the micrometer ushers in the machine tool
age; the pyrometer, a new era in metals; the kymograph, a new psychology;
the spectroscope, a new knowledge of atoms.

sip the January, 1:127. number of Jfeasuremrnt.
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Here is a shoe factory with a houseful of lasts. The shoe last sums up
centuries of shoemaking art in a set of measureslength, width, instep, ankle,
by which the shoe is built, classified, sold, and worn.

A dress pattern sums up an age-old artclothing the body, The pattern is
a complex of measures. Artists of the mode build their creations on measures
of the body, Every cut of the shears or stitch of the needle is measured to
ensure perfect fitting for comfort, taste, or health.

Feeding the race, a primary need, creates countless recipes which set to
measure the skill of the cook, and thus make reproducible a host of delectable
dishes,

What is true of the shoe last, the dress pattern, and the recipe is true of a
hundred thousand products of industry. If we need a hat, gloves, collars, the
first question is size. The machine knows only the measures, the user only
the quality,

The role of measurement in medical research and practice would make a
fascinating volume. By measuring the area of a gunshot wound Carrel can
foretell the day on which healing will be complete. So accurate is the pre-
diction that it can be used to test the value of differing treatments and to
rate the reagents used for asepsis. The white rat, probably the best measured
animal, is being used to measure vital facts and factors of life itself, and the
results are being used to perfect human life.

Every new kind of measurement adds new perceptive powers to our five
senses, and even creates new senses of perception. We cannot feel the turn-
ing of the earth nor its swing around the sun, but the gyrostat can detect it
for us. Starlight shining on a weld of two metals causes an electric current
which turns a mirror. The angle measures the radiant energy, A million
years of direct shining of the Polar star would barely heat up a millimeter of
water one degree if no heat escaped.

Such infinitesimals we measure daily and nightly in our laboratories and
observatories, for our measuring instruments detect a thousand things to
which our senses are insensitive.

Rd flu asures we con pr«lict. 'Measured correlations give us the gift of
prophecy. NIeasurcimnt assures us that nothing is fortuitous. for plotted
curves of almost every phenomenon run parallel to others and thus two
series of measurements seemingly remote reveal causal or sequential relations
which follow simple laws.

As measured mechanism delivers automatically a thousand kinds of meas-
ured service each gaged to perfectly satisfy some need or desire, life itself
heecnnes freer, less mechanical. \V speed up travel threefold in a ['evade,
leave road and rail behind to dive the trackless spa or mount the thin air.
Clothes make the whole world habitable, shoes carpet the earth with leallier,
planes conquer altitudes and radio nullities distance. Fire turns winter into
pring, devices give us ice in the summer. A tungsten thread turns night to

(lay. A copper wire makes the world a vliispering gallery. or, coiled in a
motor, sets free the toiling hand of man.

The blur print spaks the language of mcasur( nt. It is a congeries of
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measures, each helping to cre:,t the new mechanical marvel. The blue print
is the measured chart of new utopias. In study, shop, and laboratory the
world over "Tomorrow" is being traced in paper dreams set to measured
scales. Measurements are thus shaping the pattern of the "Wonderlands of
Tomorrow."

Man's miracles multiply, brPak the chain of time, place, and circumstance
to give him vast degrees of freedom and new and limitless powers. Little
wonder that Emerson, facing the new age of science and its possibilities,
declared "I have never known a man as rich as all men ought to be."

Of course, it is utterly impossible to place before a pupil in the
seventh grade the imposing array of illustrations listed above, nor
is it necessary to recite such an exhaustive catalogue of facts. The
teacher should, however, possess this reserve fund of information,
and should dispense it to her pupils at such times and in such quan-
tities as may best meet the actual needs of the moment. It is suffi-
cient, at the beginning , to depend upon two very elementary
arguments on behalf of accurate measurement. These arguments
never fail to convince even that large class of pupils who are
described by teachers as "slow," "lazy," "dull," "having no interest
in mathematics," and the like. In simple language, these arguments
may be stated as follows:

1. We must learn to measure accurately in order that "things
may fit."

2. Without accurate measurement, there would be much waste of
material, time, money, and energy.

IL THE STORY OF MEASUREMENT

The Need of an Adequate History. A brief and yet authentic
history of measurement, simple enough for classroom purposes, has
not yet been written. The original source books are to be found
only in large libraries, and the technical treatises on metrology
make their appeal only to specialists. We need condensed and read-
able accounts comparable to those which have told the story of
counting and of our number system.5 The following fragmentary
notes are offered in the hope that they may soon be replaced by an
alcquate summary.

The Evolution of Standard Units. The story of measurement
is of absorbing interest. The gradual evolution of linear measure-

3 See, for example. Professor D. B. Smith's admirable book, Number Stories of
Long Ago, Ginn and Co., 1019.
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anent may be presented essentially as a drama of three acts. Act I
tells of the human body as the primary source of reference, and of
the resulting age-long uncertainty and confusion. Act II presents
the struggle to obtain a more permanent standard, through the sub-
stitution of the earth as a standard of reference. Act III shows the
attempt to attain an absolute standard by a dependence on the
immutable laws of nature, substituting for the terrestrial ttnit a
cosmic unit.

For the origin of weights and measures we must go back to the
earliest. days of the human race. The idea of measuring arose
almost simultaneously with that of number. The nomadic life of
primitive man constantly suggested the measurement of itinerary
distance. Thus the distance traveled in one day would become a
natural measure of journeys. For shorter distances, the pace would
be taken as the unit, or even the foot. As soon as a more stable
type of social life developed, the activities centering around f.nod,
clothing, shelter, the making of weapons, household implements,
and the like, led spontaneously to constantly recurring manipula-
tive measurements. Even primitive man would thus be led to
employ as linear measures also the breadth of a finger, the breadth
of the hand, the span of the extended fingers of one hand, the length
of the forearm, and the distance between the tips of the fingers
when the arms were outstretched. In other words, the human body
furnished the earliest standards of length. This was both fortunate
and unfortunate. It was a help in giving a universal background
to the processes and the terminology of measurement, reflected to
this day in the use of such terms as foot, mile, and hand. It was a
source of confusion, since it created a multiplicity of fundamental
standards of reference which, as we are all aware, has never com-
pletely disappeared.

This diversity of purely subjective units of length soon proved
embarrassing for purposes of trade and commerce. A desire for
uniformity arose. It was seen that the interests of all would best
be served if a single unit should be employed tin oughout the tribe.
This single standard might he derived by averaging an arbitrary
number of the units in actual use, or by having some standard im-
posed by the authority of the ruler of the tribe. The latter custom
was practiced very commonly. Tradition reports that as late as the
time of Henry I MOO), the length of the English yard was fixed by
the length of the king's arm. But still there was confusion. Each
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country, and often each township, would boast of its own system of
weights and measures. And so the demand for uniformity Wag
hound to continue. That a solution was not found until the arrival
of our own era was due, first, to the political turmoil constantly
prevailing in nearly all parts of Europe, and second, to the lack of
an adequate scientific basis. The Renaissance and the subsequent
revolution in all branches of Iman learning at last prepared the
way for the creation of the necessary theories and the corresponding
scientific equipment. A group of great thinkers arose who ushered
in the modern conception of the world in which we are living. It
was their influence which led to the substitution of the earth as a
standard of reference, But it still required the throes of the French
Revolution to bring this dream to practical realization through the
creation of the metric system.

And yet, even the meter, -in spite of the utmost care used in the
original measurements, was 3een to he theoretically imperfect. The
earth is not a perfect sphere, and human instruments always intro-
duce sources of error. Again science proposed a more ideal solution,
When Professor Michelson succeeded in defining the meter in terms
of light waves, the standard unit of length had at last been emanci-
pated, and we now have a "meter" as permanent as the laws of
nature.

The Human Body as a Standard. The development of the
manipulative units based on the human body is well described in a
classic American treatise on weights and measures, written by John
Quincy Adams as Secretary of State of the United States, in the
following passage:

Tin! proportions of the human body, and of its members, are in other than
&ritual numbers. The first unit of measures, for the use of the hand, is the
cubit, or extent from the tip of the elbow to the end of the middle finger;
the motives for choo.:14:. which, are, that it presents more definite termina-
tions at both ends than any of the other superior limbs, and gives a measure
easily handled and carried .ihout the person. By doubling this measure is
gi en the cll. or arm, including the hand, and half the width of the body,
to the middle of the brest ; and, by doubling that, the fathom, or extent from
the extremity of one middle finger to that of the other, with expanded arms,
an exact equivalent to the stature of man, or extension from the crown of
the head to the sole of the foot. For subdivisions and smaller measures the
span is found equal to half the cubit, the palm to one-third of the span, and
the finger to one-fourth of the palm. The cubit is thus, for the mensuration
of matter, naturally divided into 24 equal parts, with subdivisions of which
2, 3, and 4 are the factors; while, for the mensuration of distance, the foot
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will ht found ut on qual to ono-fifth of the pace, and one-sixth of the
fathom'

In other words, with the digit (or the fingerbreadth) as the
smallest unit of this natural system, we obtain the following table'
showing how these units were related to each other:

Digit
Palm (or handbreadth) 4 digits
Span 12 "
Mall 16

Cubit 2 "
8ipp of single 40 "

Doubly ',Rey 50 "

Fathom 96

It is interesting to observe that the term "cubit" is derived from
the Latin word cubitton, elbow. Again, the Latin designation of
the forearm was ulna, whence the English ci/ and the French acne.
The history of the various ells, cubits, feet, and their subdivisim,s,
used in the course of time, would constitute a long and imposing

documents
The Anglo-Saxon facthin means "embrace." The "mile" COMOS

from male passuum, a thousand paces, for the pace was a double
step, and hence a little over five English feet. The "fingerbreadth,"
used by both Greeks and Romans, caused the use of the word digit
(Latin, digitus). The "palm" is based on the Latin palms. This
unit has survived in our "hand," still used in measuring the height
of a horse. The word "inch" is derived from the Latin uncia, the
twelfth of a foot or the twelfth of a pound, which originally signi-
fied a small weight,

Naturally, the units derived from the body were supplementpd

by other convenient mcasuririg devices, Thus, the "furlong" is sup-
posed to come from the Anglo-Saxon furlong, meaning "furrow
long." The word "yard" comes from the Anglo-Saxon Byrd, mean-
ing a stick or a rod, whence also a "yardarm" on the ship's moste

Willey Attains, Rrpra: upon Wright,/ and .Ifea.gufs, published by Abraham
snutll, Philadelphia. 1N21. Exten re quotations from this report will be found in
Judd. c. II.. The Pxyelto limy nJ .Social Inatitutiona, Chap. VII. "The Psychology of
Prechibm." Macmillan Co., 1927.

fianDek and Wade, D. (1. (The romplet e 11th, is given in the bibliography At
the end of this report.)

See, for example, Nicholson, Edward. 3fen. and 3fenaurcA, Chap. II, IV, V, XVI,

London, 1912.
convening the history of the common linear measures. see Smith, D. E., Iftetory

nJ ilathrmati Vol. II, pp, 6-10.642, Wan and Co., 1925.
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The Multiplicity of Standards. It is now easy to understand
why so many different units of length were in actual use throughout
the ages, and why they varied so extensively. Thus, the Attic foot
was 12.137 inches; the Roman foot., 11.67 inches; the Rhineland
foot, 12.356 inches; and the Amsterdam foot (used in colonial
days), 11.146 inches. Throughout Europe there were dozens of
kingdoms, principalities, and free cities, each with their separate
systems. "Social conditions and traditions everywhere governed,
and not only in different countries in the same region would there
be different values for the same weights and measures, but also in
different towns of the same state."

It has been estimated that at the close of the eighteenth century,
in different parts of the world, the word "foot" m:.4 applied to 282
different units of length. It is not surprising, therefore, that a
demand for uniformity should have asserted itself with ever increas-
ing insistence.

The English Units of Length. The source from which the
Anglo-Saxons derived their weights and measures is not particu-
larly certain, yet they et endeavored to secure uniformity by
enacting good laws, and in this they were so successful that they
were enabled to maintain these weights and measures in their
integrity despite the Normen ccnquest. In fact, they were specially
recognized and preserved by a decree of William the Conqueror,
which stated that "the measures and weights shall be true and
stamped in all parts of the country, as had before been ordained
by law." The standards of the Saxon kings which had been
preserved at Winches ter were, however, removed to London, where
they were deposited in the crypt. chapel of Edward the Confessor in
Westminster Abbey, which later became known as the Pyx Chapel.
With Winchester are associated the earliest Anglo-Saxon weights
and measures, and their authority as standards is said to date back
to King Edgar (reigned 958-975), v ho decreed that "the measures
of Winchester shall be the standard." The unit of length was the
yard or gird, which was identical with the ell, and as late as the
reign of Richard II (1377-1399) the words virga or verge (yard)
and ulna or aulne (ell) are found in the laws and official documents
in Latin or Norman French, as the case may be, to denote the same
unit of length. In addition to the purely Saxon measures there
were those which had been brought by the Romans, and which,
though incommensurable with Saxon measures, had survived and
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become assimilated with the older measures. Among these were
the mile, corresponding to the Roman mile passuum, the inch and
the foot, which soon became recognized as purely English measures
and to have their own fixed values.

In the Domesday Book (1086) we find the Saxon yard used as a
unit of measure, and land thus measured is referred to as terra
virgata, and shortly afterward, from the reign of Henry I (reigned
1100-1135), the tradition is current that the legal yard was estab-
lished from the length of that monarch's arm. The most important
early English legislation was contained in Magna Charta (1215),
and laid stress on the principle of uniformity. This declaration of
uniformity was considered so fundamental that it was subsequently
repeated in numerous statutes in essentially its original form, and
we find many acts passed as occasion demanded to carry out its
manifest intention. This naturally involved the definition of the
standards and measures, and from time to time statutes are found
which supply us with more or less complete information about the
measures of the period.

Unlike the measures of weight and capacity, there have been few
changes in those of length from the times of the Saxons, and the
earliest surviving standards of length, those of Henry VII (about
1490) and Elizabeth (about 1588), vary scarce,y more than a
hundredth of an inch from the present imperial yard. In fact, we
find the Anglo-Saxon measures of length perpetuated on the same
basis as is given in the statute of Edward II (1324, where there is
a restatement in statutory form of what has since become the well
known rule that three barleycorns, round and dry, make an inch,
twelve inches a foot, three feet a yard (ulna), five and a half yards
a perch, and forty perches in length and four in breadth an acre.'°

The old Winchester Standards remained essentially unaltered
from 1588 to 1824. In that year the new "imperial system" of
weights and measures now generally in force throughout the British
Empire was defined by a special Act of Parliament, the yard being
made the official unit of length. The standards legalized in 1824
were injured at the burning of the Houses of Parliament in 1834.
They were restored eventually in 1854. New legislation was added
from time to time, especially the important 'Weights and Measures
Act of 1878, which is now in force." How the common American

,d selected from Ila Hock and Wade, pp. 3o-37.
See II. J. Chaney, our Weights and 31s oaurrs, Eyre and Spottiswoode, London,

1897.
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units are related to the English, and how they were modified from
time to time, is an interesting story which cannot even be sketched
in these pages.12

The Struggle for a Universal and P9kmanent Standard. The
idea of deriving an invariable unit from nature itself, one that
could be determined with great accuracy and duplicated readily,
was bound to come to the surface sooner or later. During the seven-
teenth century it finally assumed tangible form. Various methods
of attacking the problem were offered, all of them based ultimately
on the earth. The pioneer suggestion which finally led to the metric
system is generally ascribed to Gabriel Mouton, Vicar of St. Paul's
Church, Lyons. He was the first to propose, in 1670, a compre-
hensive decimal system having as a basis the length of an arc of
one minute of a great circle of the earth. One of the units of this
system was further defined by Mouton as corresponding to the
length of a pendulum making 3,959.2 vibrations in a half hour at
Lyens.

A long debate ensued as to the relative merits of the arc method
and the pendulum method of deriving the fundamental standard.
Thus, in France, Picard suggested (1671) the length of a pendulum
heating seconds. Huygens (1673) also endorsed this unit. La
Condamine (1747), realizing that the earth is not a perfect sphere
and that as a result there would be variations in the length of a
second's pendulum at different latitudes, proposed the use of a
pendulum beating seconds at the equator.

This controversy engaged the ablest minds of the day in Europe
and America." The culmination was reached in 1790 when Talley-
rand, then Bishop of Autun. induced the French National Assembly
to take an active interest in the movement. A committee of bril-
liant men, consisting of Borda. Lagrange, Laplace, Monge, and
Condorcet, was chosen to study the problem. This committee con-
sidered three possible units as the basis of a uniform and satisfactory
system of weigh*. and measures: the length of a second's pendulum,
the quadrant of a great circle of the equator, and the quadrant of a
great circle of the meridian. The committee selected an arc of a
meridian rather than one of the equator. To quote:

See John Quincy Adams. Report upon Wrighte and Meneuree; also the exeel-
lent treattnent In Ilailock and wadi'. Chap. IV.

',The great service rendered to the United States by Thomas Jefferson, through
1114 work on behalf of a decimal system of coinage, and through his enthusiastic
support of the metric movement, should be stressed more definitely In the classroom.
See The Werke of Monfort Jefferson, Vol. VII, pp. 472.195, New York, 1884.
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After an arc had been niettsured. the length of a quadrant could then be
computed. and one ten-millionth of its length could be taken it:4 the base or
fundamental unit of length. The plan proposed by the committee was to
measure an arc of meridian between Dunkirk, on the northern coast of
Prance, and Barcelona on the Mediterranean Sea, largely because these two
places were each situated at the sea-level in the same meridian, because they
afforded a suitable intervening distance of about 9°30', the greatest in Europe
available for a meridian measurement, because the county), so traversed had
in part been surveyed trigonometrically previously by Lacuil le and Cassini
in 1739-1740, and furthermore because such an arc extended on both sides of
latitude 45°. The committee outlined six distinct operations essential for
the work. They were as follows:

1. The determination of the difference in latitude between Dunkirk and
Barcelona.

2. The measurement of the old bases.
3. The verification and measurement of the series of triangles used in a

previous survey, and extending the same to Barcelona.
4. The observation of the pendulum at 45° latitude.
5. Verification of the weight in vacuum of a given volume of distilled water

at the temperature of melting ice.
6. Comparison of the old and new measures, and the construction of scales

and tables of equalization.

The National Assembly adopted the recommendation of the
Committee. The actual work was commenced in 1792 by M6chain
and Delambr -, through whose heroic devotion the task was finally
completed. Such was the struggle which gave rise to the metric
system.

The Metric System. The story of the metric system has been
written so often and is so readily accessible that a few references
must suffice at this point." It would be a great help if the memor-
able report of Aleehain and Delambre," setting forth the early
work necessary to establish the metric system, were made available
in an English translation.

The agitation for and against the metric system is still going on
in England and America. In this age of science, of the radio, and
of countless electric appliances based exclusively on metrin units,
the usual arguments against the early introduction of the metric

14A brief statement of the essential facts will be round in Smith, D. F.. Ilixtory
of ifathentaticAt Vol. II. pp. ti-18-650. For an extensive treatment s e, espeelally.
Ilallock and Wade. Chap. IIX.

" Nechain and Delambre. Beat, du Syst'me Mistri7ur, 3 Vols., Paris, 1S08-is1t1.
A condensed German translation, by W. Block. appeared In the collection Ontwald'a
Klussiker der E.raktrn. Wimirnarhaften, No. ls%1 Lelpzid, 1:111. (,',,pious extracts
from this translation can be found in W. Neck's Mat honattschre Lefiebuch, 4. Ilaad,
Sterkrade 1, 1920.
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system seem incredibly shortsighted. The interests of the metric
system in America are now sponsored energetically by the Metric
Association," which has issued numerous explanatory pamphlets
for general distribution and is carrying on an extensive publicity
campaign.

Teachers should become more familiar not only with the history
of the metric system, but also with its obvious and compelling
advantages. The development of the metric system, as the culmina-
tion of an age-long struggle for uniformity and economy, has been
called the greatest human achievement since the invention of print-
ing. Its progress in the brief space of a century has been astound-
ing. We are thus approaching the ultimate goal of giving to
humanity the same common background for the art of measurement
which, fortunately, we have long enjoyed in the domain of number.
We ought to teach our students how to use it intelligently.

The Search for an Absolute Standard. Great as had been the
precautions during the original surveying opetat ions conducted to
determine the "meter," subsequent researches showed that a slight
error had been made in finding the latitude of Barcelona. As a
result, the standard was in error by about 0.1 millimeter, a little
more than a hair's breadth. The average length of the earth's
quadrant, according to the best modern estimates, is about 10,002,100
meters. Hence the "meter" now in use does not conform strictly
to the original definition.

Above all, the problem remained of securing an invariable unit
of reference, since the permanence of the prototypes kept in Paris
could not be guaranteed. Even this apparently insurmountable
difficulty was finally overcome through an ingenious suggestion of
J. Clerk Maxwell. As an absolute unit of length, he proposed the
wave-length of some determined kind of light. The idea was
actually carried out by Professor A. A. Michelson." "Using three
different kinds of light, namely, the red, green. and blue of the
cadmium spectrum. he determined the wave-length of each. or the
number of times this wave-length was contained in the standard
meter." He found that, in terms of red radiations,

1 meter = 1.553,163.5 wave-lengths.

ul This pnblivn t Ions of the Met tie .1ssollat Ion nn Inr obtained nt very slight ex-
pense. Its otilees tire nt present located nt 1:11; Fifth Ave., New York City.

,iSee Chaney. II. .T.. tip. eft,. p. 23; Sti.veng. J. S.. rhimry (If .1fecIntirementa, p. 1,
New York, anti; Ilalimk and Wade, pp. 2(10-21111.
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"The accuracy of this work is incredible, as the variation in the
measurements was only about one part in ten million. Here then
is an absolute measurement, which gives the length of a standard
in terms of a natural unit, under conditions reproducible at any
time." And thus a perfect cosmic standard has finally replaced the
crude units of earlier days.

PART Two

THE DIRECT MEASUREMENT OF LINE-SEGMENTS
(CLASSROOM PROCEDURE)

The Need of Early Geometric Training. In the junior high
school, intuitive geometry is now usually begun in the seventh grade
and is continued in one form or another throughout the course.
There is no reason, however, why geometric training should not be
introduced much earlier, as is the case in nearly all European
school systems. Fortunately, there is an increasing tendency in the
best elementary schools to stress practical work in measurement as
early as the fourth grade in connection with the manual training
projects of the children. It is also gratifying that in the most pro-
gressive junior high schools the shop work and the courses in indus-
trial or household arts offer splendid opportunity for continuous
application and correlation. Before beginning actual classroom
work in the field of linear measurement, the teacher should create
the necessary atmosphere of anticipation or appreciation. This can
he done by taking a few minutes each day for a rehearsal of the
significance of measurement in everyday life, and for presenting, as
dramatically as possible, the main facts suggested by the story of
measurement. If these brief discussions are then followed by a
socialized recitation based on these facts, the apathy often dis-
played by young pupils toward accuracy in all its forms will be
eliminated to a very large extent, if not entirely.

Throughout. this preparatory period the teacher should stress,
with increasing emphasis, the unique importance of linear measure-
ment. It is easy to show, in the first place, that in ordinary con -
truction work, such as the making of furniture, boxes, and the like,

in the manufacturing of clothing, shoes, automobiles, machines, we
are nearly always concerned with the measurement of dimensions,
that is, of line-segments. In other words, whether we wish to de-
termine perimeters, or areas, or volumes, we are always funda-
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mentally dependent on linear measurement. The pupil will then
readily see that linear measurement is our great tool for exact and
economic production in the industrial world. Second, we must
determine distances and heights by linear Ineasurement. That is,
transportation, rapid transit, commerce, surveying, navigation, and
all similar enterprises, presuppose the constant, skillful use of linear
measurement.

A Desirable Technique. Turning now to the discussion of a
desirable classroom technique, the writer wishes to state that his
suggestions are intendeo for seventh grade pupils who have had
little or no preliminary training in measurement. In the case of
younger or older pupils any experienced teacher can readily make
the necessary modifications.

It may not be superfluous to enumerate a few of the essential
characteristics of an efficient classroom method. It should certainly
be simple and practical, and it should not demand an elaborate
equipment. It must be adaptable to large or 6=11 classes, and it
must admit of reliable testing and checking.

After much experimentation, it has been found that the best
results seem to be obtained if the work in direct measurement is
carried on in four distinct, successive steps, as follows:

1. There should be a careful study of the measuring instrument.
2. There must be adequate practice in "prescribed" measure-

ment.
3. Definite provision must be made for the development of

accuracy, through "controlled" measurement.
4. The skill thus acquired should then be exercised extensively

through suitable applications.

These four steps will now be considered in detail.

I. THE STUDY OF THE INSTRUMENT

The Ordinary Ruler. The simplest and the most familiar meas-
uring instrument is the ordinary ruler, and the numerous linear
measurements which occur in everyday life render its constant use
indispensable. For that reason, presumably, the mistake is often
made of assuming that every seventh grade pupil has had a sufficient
number of contacts with measurements of a practical sort to enable
him to prorecd at once to measurement "projects." It is true that
the average home usually boasts of a yardstick, that many boys
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have casually observed constru2tion work in the street, or in shops
and factories, and that, similarly, many girls have watched their
mothers as they used tape measures in dressmaking and sewing.
While this apperceptive background is very valuable, it is not a
sufficient reason for expecting immediately an efficient use of the
ruler. Besides, there are children in every classroom who do not
possess even tlfis rudimentary first-hand acquaintance with weights
and measures. In spite of this, textbooks often create the impression
that the real point of departure should be a suitable measurement
"project." How interesting it must he to pupils to be initiated into
moll measurement at once by "laying out a tennis court," or "sur-
veying a playground," or "planning a house"! It is so completely in
harmony with the popular tendency to "do things" and "not to
worry about petty details," that we allow children, in the early
grades, to attempt things which are never mastered and which, as a
result, are subsequently a continuous source of trouble.

Standard tests, however, tell a very plain story. They show that
the fundamental skills are acquired slowly, and that the cardinal
aim of teaching, in this field, should be the prevention of errors or
wrong ideas at the beginning." If measurement is to be regarded
as a skill, it will require a technique which carries the pupils beyond
mue "exposure," and beyond a few uncontrolled "diffuse

movements."
The point of view represented in these pages is that measure-

ment, "the master art," ranks with computation as one of the basic
"adaptations" that cannot safely be neglected in the training of any
child, If this is true, it is necessary to "make haste slowly," espe-
cially in large classes, and to reject the "project method" as the
exclusive means of developing skills of any type." It is clear.
however, that supplementary projects should certainly be intro-
duced in due time for purposes of motivatioa and genuine
application.

The first step, then, in the effective teaching of linear measure-
ment is the study of the appropriate measuring instrument which,
in this case, is the ruler. As to equipment, it is assumed that each

rs. 0. The l'reretttiun and t'urreettuit of rerun? ut .1rtthtnetir, Tito Ply
P.16.1:; ; 11aldnglatin. D. 1:., x«telt fur 7'ewhirN, chap.

VIII. Silt r, inirtlott and 1:1:26.

,m Sr,. in (.anrntint: statiqwfics Sitt..rint.11.1.nt C. IVaslibarno of iani do.
Ill.. in Olt Tteent i th k the 1 ,t1i,,,tql t y fur the .Ntittly uf 1;duect-
tion, Part 1. XI. si...011111Y 1,. 21:7.
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pupil can be provided with a ruler showing the common English and
metric units. On the ordinary inch scale, the inches are divided
into halves, fourths, eighths, sixteenths, and sometimes into thirty-
seconds. The metric scale shows centimeters, half-centimeters, and
millimeters. The following combination scale has been found
particularly serviceable, although a simpler form may be used.

EMIIIMEMENNIMEMEMEMENCOMMEMINEF

no. I (reduced 141)
In this diagram, the centimeter scale was reversed, for convenience of reference.

In every classroom, there should be, of course, at least one yard-
stick and one meter stick, A combination instrument is often used
by science classes. A tape is also very desirable. In addition, the
teacher, or a group of pupils, should prepare a strip of paper about
one inch in width and at least eight feet long, which is graduated
into feet and inches. This strip should be displayed prominently
before the class on the upper edge of the blackboard frame, and
should remain in position for several weeks. A similar strip should
be used eventually for the metric units. If possible, each pupil
should make such a strip for personal use. The making of such
instruments is in itself valuable work.

For two or three days the teacher should then provide exercises
such as those outlined below. A few minutes of energetic, enthusi-
astic work of this sort, each day, will mean more than a single,
extensive recitation of the usual type. In the interest of clearness,
the specific objectives to be kept in mind in these exercises are
definitely enumerated.

Getting Acquainted with the Units. Let individual pupils
come forward and point out on the yardstick, or on the paper strip,
specified lengths, emphasizing first the larger units, and then the
smaller units,

Ex. 1. Show a length of 1 ft.; of 2 ft.; of 6 ft.
Ex. 2. Show a length of 1 yd.; of 2 yd.
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Ex. 3. Lay off, on the frame of the blackboard, or on the floor, a distance
of 5 ft.; of 10 ft.

Ex. 4, Mark off, on the wall, a distance of 2 yd.; of 4 yd.
(Let each pupil hold up his ruler and then point out specified distances

involving inches.)
Ex. 5. Point out a distance of 3 in.; of 7 in.; of 9 in.
Ex. 6. On the yardstick, you may show a distance of 12 in.; of 18 in.; of

24 in.; of 30 in.
Ex. 7. On the paper strip attached to the blackboard you may point out a

distance of 31; ft.; of 41',; ft.; of 50 in.; of 63 in.
(The subdivisions of the inch should then be examined, particular attention

being directed to the face that these divisions represent successive bisections.
A preliminary reference to decimal divisions of the inch may also be in-
troduced.)

Ex. 8. Lay your pencil on your ruler and show on the pencil a distance of
31:2 in.

Ex. 9. (Comparison) Place the edge of a sheet of paper on your ruler, and
mark off on it a distance of 41:1 in. Then tear off a strip of paper of that
length. All these strips should then be collected. It will be easy to find out
which of these strips are of the specified length.

Ex. 10. On the ruler point out a distance of 514, inches, Then proceed as
in Ex. 9.

These exercises should be continued until the pupils are reasonably
familiar with the customary units. It must be left to the teacher's
judgment whether metric units should receive similar attention at
once or at a later date.''' Both plans have been tried with success.

Estimating Lengths. The primary purpose of "estimating" at
this point is the cultivation of a desire for more exact measurement.
One thing seeing fairly certain, nanwly, that if the present genera-
tion of pupils is taught to use the metric system intelligently, its
final adoption in this country ought to be assured.

Ex. 1. (The pupils are told to hold their rulers horizontally in such a way
that . . . .hthe } re loolma: at the 11-verm. Silk of the instrument. See Fig. 2.)

Try to point off on the (ungraduated) side of the ruler a distance of 3 in.
Fold a narrow strip of paper and partly wrap it around the ruler in such a
way that tho paper can be made to slide easily back and forth. Move this
papvr indicator to the point whioli, in your opinion, marks off a distance of
3 in. Ih the paper firmly in its position, turn the ruler over and see

2.1.iik i. also true of the decimal divisions of the foot and the inch. Rulers
graduated Iwo tenths of nit Ineli are nut USN/ eozionfmty everyday life, A good
substitute can runtlily be made by cutting. off a strip of squared paper showing
deeintal divkions anti 141:-Iima it on a of cardboard ur on the back of an
ordinary ruler. A combination instrument showinit decimal divisions of the inch
was developed by Mi,s ii. S. Poole of the Lafayette High School, Buffalo, N. Yet
and Is sueressfully used lu that school.
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how nearly your estimated length of 3 in. agrees with the actual distance
marked off.

Ex. 2. Repeat Ex. 1, trying to mark off a distance of 41 in. Check with
the paper indicator.

EST/MAT/IV

a ZVI/NO ACCURACY.
Flo. 2 (reduced 1A)

Ex. 3. By means of a table such as the following record your success in
making the readings suggested by the teacher.

Estimated Length Actual Length Actual Error
3 in. 3% in. % in.
4 in.

At 5% in.
6 in.
9 in.
2 in.

Ex. 4. Estimate the dimensions of your book to the nearest inch. Check
by actual measurement.

Ex. 5. Estimate the imgth of your pencil to the nearest inch. Check.
Ex. 6. Estimate the dimensions of your desk to the nearest inch. Check.

If time permits, "e'timating" may be extended to other familiar
objects in the room, such as pictures, bookcases, and windows. It
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will be found that skill in estimating is of slow growth. Moreover,
the position of the object. will affect the results. Horizontal dis-
tances are, for obvious reasons, estimated more easily than vertical
distances. Skill in estimating small segments will not automatically
result in the development of similar skill in dealing with long seg-
ments. Hence each position and each typical length must be dealt
with separately.

Copying the Scale Divisions. By this time the pupils have
acquired sufficient familiarity with the units and with the technique
of measurement to begin systematic work in their individual note-
books. The Usual precautions and admonitions as to sharp pencils,
correct position, and cleanliness are in order at this point.

Ex. 1. On a straight line mark off, in succession, 5 inch divisions. Write
opposite each inch division the corresponding number.

Ex. 2. In the first inch division, mark off half inches; in the second division,
mark off fourths; in the third, mark off eighths, and so on.

Ex. 3. Check the accuracy of your work by sliding the ruler along the line
to see if the divisions are correctly marked when you use a different starting
point on the ruler.

A similar plan may be used, either at this time or at a later
date, in dealing with decimal divisions of the inch, or with the
metric units.

II. PRESCRIBED MEASUREMENT

Testing Acquired Skills. The study of the ruler, and especially
the exercises in estimating, will have stimulated in the pupil a desire
to try out his newly acquired skill. Even now, however, it is not
advisable to rush too quickly into indiscriminate measurement
activities. It is much better to direct and supervise the pupil's
further progress in this field for at least two or three weeks, before
encouraging a more spontaneous or independent approach. Again,
a short drill period of fifteen minutes each day is preferable to
lengthy discussions.

The following simple types of directed or prescribed measure-
ment exercises will be found convenient for this purpose.

Crude Measurements. A paper strip showing inch divisions
should be attached to the upper frame of the blackboard, as a "line
of refercnce."

Ex. 1. On the blackboard draw horizontal lines of the following lengths:
3 ft.; 31 in.; 4 ft.; 29 in.; and so on.
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Ex. 2. On the blackboard draw vertical lines of the following lengths:
2 ft.; 17 in.; 27 in.; 21,;, ft..; and so on.

Ex. 3. Draw oblique lines of given lengths.
Ex. 4. Draw horizontal lines of various lengths on the blackboard. Esti-

mate the length of each, to the nearest inch. Check by measurement in each
case and state the actual error.

Ex. 5. Draw vertical lines of various lengths and proceed as in Ex. 4.
Ex. 6. Draw oblique lines of various lengths and proceed as in Ex. 4.

More Refined Measurements. In their notebooks the pupils
may then work out exercises which deal with more refined measure-
ments such as the following:

Ex. 1. Draw four horizontal lines. On these lines mark off, respectively,
the segments a, b, c, d, of the following lengths:

a = 2 in., b = 314 in., c =-- 2% in., and d = 31.)48 in.

(If squared paper showing tenths of an inch is available, an admirable
preparation for graph work is possible at this point.)

Ex. 2. On a sheet of squared paper, mark off segments of the following
lengths:

(1) 2.5 in.
(2) 3.2 in.

(3) 4.1 in.
(4) 1.8 in.

Ex. 3. Measure the length and the width of a specified sheet of paper

(1) to the nearest inch. (3) to the nearest 14 inch.
(2) to the nearest MI inch. (4) to the nearest inch.

Ex. 4. Measure the length and the width of the blackboard to the nearest
foot; to the nearest inch.

Scale Drawing. Ordinary scale drawings afford excellent drill
in directed measurement. In such a drawing, a distance of a foot
is represented by an inch or by a specified fraction of an inch. In
other words, the actual dimensions must first be translated into the
scale values, and the reduced (or enlarged) segments which result
must then be drawn.

Ex. 1. In the following table, using the given scale, fill in the missing
numbers.

Seale: 1" to 1'.

.1rtual 1. neth 1' 4' 10' 15'

S' :il'' 1pligth 1,, 4" 10" 17" 20"
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Fix. 2. A rug is 4 ft. by 3 ft. Using a scale of 1 tn. to 1 ft., what. are the
dimensions of the rug in the scale drawing? Draw the resulting figure.

Ex. 3. Scale: %" to 1'.

Actual length 2' 6' 10' 15'

Seale length 1" 3" 7,, 10"

Ex. . Clive similar exervises involving other scales.
Ex. 5. A group of seventh grade pupils collected plans and blue prints of

houst's found in newspapers and periodicals. They compared the dimensions
of the living rooms in these plans. They made a table of the dimensions
found and then drew plans of the rooms which they considered large enough
for a family of four persons. Here is a portion of the table. Select any one
of the rooms and draw its plan, using the given scale.

Living Room Scale

1)
2)

12' x121
12' x 14'

1/4" =--
14" = 1'

3) 14' x10'
4) 11' x111 1,("=-- 1'
5) 22' x14' = 1'

Ex. 6. A rectangular rug is 48 in. wide and 56 in. long. Make a drawing
representing it. Use a scale of 1 to 10.

Bar Graphs and Line Graphs. Obviousl: whenever we repre-
sent statistical data of any sort by line-segments, we have an
application of prescribed measurement. In each case we must first
express the given data in terms of the scale unit chosen, and must
then lay off segments picturing the resulting values.

As soon as the original table of values involves large numbers the
choice of a suitable scale unit is imperative. Teachers and text-
book writers often make the serious mistake of presenting tables
which are not graded as to difficulty. Nor do they offer a reliable
method of dealing with large numbers. It is here that the training
discussed in these pages can be developed and utilized. We should
do all that we can to encourage improvement among our teachers
and writers in regard to such work.

Naturally, the simplest and most effective method of handling
large numbers graphically is based on the use of decimal scales.
The first exercises should he limited to numbers lying within the
range 1 to 100. Then we may pass to numbers bet ween 100 and 1000.
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Finally, then, values larger than 1000 may be considered. As soon
as the numbers to be represented graphically become large, the
vexing problem of "approximating" or "rounding off" arises.

Psychologically, it is best to let the first graphs "talk distances"
in order that the pupil may remain in a familiar field. That is, the
first graphic problems should picture lengths or heights.

Ihe method to be used in extending prescribed measurement to
the case of graphs may be inferred from the following exercises:

Ex. 1. On live sucessivo days Mr. Smith recorded the following mileage
made by his automobile: 84 mi., 96 mi., 45 mi., 63 mi., 99 mi. Represent
These distances by line'-segments.

Using a scale of 1 in. to 10 mi., we obtain segments of the following
ngths: S I in., 9.6 in., .5 in., 6.3 in., 9.9 in. These distances can be easily

pieture:1 on decimally divided squared paper.
Ex. 2. The following table gives the distances from New York of ralio

broadcasting stations in the cities went ioned:

Mile. from
City New York Segment

Toronto .135

Pittsburgh 330
Los Angeles 2100
Portland, Oro. ...
Denver 1615
San Francisco 255e
'Washington 2 0
Chicago 705
Boston 205
Cleveland 400

Using a scale of 1 in. to 100 mi., how long a segment would he necessary ix,
each olse to picture the given distance?

llro, the segments to be pictured have the following lengths:
3.13 in., 3.30 in., 24 in., 21.35 in., 16.15 in., and So On.

TIRSe values compel us to consider a method of "rounding off."
Method of "Approximating" or "Rounding off." This sub-

jurt, when presented carefully, is readily comprehended by seventh
grade pupils. Thus, if the scale is 1 inch to 100 a distance of
784 miles is represented by a segment of 7.94 inches. Since it is

7.90
-4 7.84

7.80 7.80 4 7.8
difficult to locate hundredths of an inch correctly in drawing, we
may -round off" the re sult. or "appro\iniate" it. as shown above.
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This means that 7.84 lies between. 7.80 and 7.90, It is nearer to
7.80 than to 7,90. Hence, if we desire accuracy to the nearest tenth
only, we may use 7,8 instead of 7.84.

If the required segment has a value ending in 5, such as 6.25, the
rule generally followed is to approximate in such a way that the last
figure is even. Thus, 6.25 becomes 6.2, while 6.35 becomes 6.4, and
6.55 becomes 6.6,

Bence, a distance of 335 miles, in the above table, may be repre-
sented by a segment of 3.4 inches, while a distance of 705 miles is
represented by 7.0 inches.

III. CONTROL 7.D MEASUREMENT (ACCURACY)

Extent of the Work. For retarded or "slow" pupils, the work
outlined thus far represents the maximum safe requirement. in the
seventh grade. Normal or accelerated pupils can and should go
considerably 0,-yond this goal. With the aid of a few sheets of
squared paper graduated to tenths of an inch, or to millimeters, it
is not difficult to improve their accuracy record. Errors can easily
be reduced to an amount not exceeding a sixteenth (or 1/20 of an
inch on the inch scale, and to a millimeter on the metric scale. An
even greater degree of accuracy can be obtained within a week, at
the rate of ten or fifteen minutes each day. It is only necessary to
devise a method of checking or controlling each measurement,
Within the range specified, the procedure which we shall explain in
the next few pages has been found from classroom experience to
be both simple and efficient.

Motivation. Our entire industrial era is really based on pre-
cision measurements. Quantity production, in many key industries,
would become impossible without a high degree of accuracy. Many
conveniences, formerly considered luxuries, are now within the reach
of all, simply because they can be put on the market quickly and
economically by means of standardized and controlled methods of
production. This is true, for example, of automobiles, vacuum
cleaners, victrolas, radio sets, watches, fountain pens, and innumer-
able other miracles of quantity production. It is these conveniences
and improvements which differentiate the modern world so com-
pletely from the period of a hundred years ago. Hence it is essen-
tial, whether for cultural or for vocational reasons, to become
acquainted with sonic of the devices which have made these modern
miracles possible.
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Precision Instruments. The automobile, long familiar to every
boy and girl, is an almost classical example of prep on engineering.
A vast number of parts must be manufactured and assembled before
the finished car can be sent out from the factory. An army of
workmen housed in different buildings. and ';oned at an almost
endless arra of machines. assists in turning out these thousands of
parts. Unless this necessary division of labor were ziecompan;:,d by
constant and reliable checking at every point, the final outcome
would be disastrous, Constant provision is made against errors in
measurement by the use of an interchangeable precision apparatus
which enables two or more mechanics to make the r3:11110 measure-
ments with an error of not more than a thousandth or a ten-
thousandth of an inch.

A visit. to a machine shop or a factory will serve far better ti n
mere words to impress upon the pupils the importance of extreme
accuracy in many lines of work. Specific illustrations of the de-
grees of accuracy (demanded and obtained in various industries are
always appreciated. Thus, the steel balls for the bearings of the
L. C. Smith and Brothers typebars must not 1w less than 622 ten-
thousandths nor more than 628 ten-thousandths of an inch in
diameter. Between these possible limits there are seven distinct
sizes, and fifteen halls of any one of these sizes may be used in the
construction of a perfect typebar bearing. The seven sizes of balls
used differ from one another by one ten-thousandth of an inch, but
they are never allowed to be mixed.

If possible. the teacher should secure an actual micrometer caliper
for demonstration purposes. It is easy to obtain a micrometer
graduated either to thousandths for ten thousandths) of an inch.
or to hundredths of a millimeter. Directions for using such instru-
ments may be found in almost any shop manual. 'See Fig. 3.)

A classroom demonstration Avhich never fails to arouse interest
consists in measuring the thickness of a sheet of paper with a
micrometer. When it is seen that the this knees varies between
0.002 in. strip 0.004 in., the pupils In to understand for the first
:nie what an accuracy of 0.001 in. n..ally means. For similar

reasons, the question is then raised as to whether it is possible to ,
measure the thickness of a human reference being made to the
common phrase, "a hair's breadth.- The breathless and almost
frantic eagerness with which otherwise phlegmatic boys and girls
suddenly pull out and offer for experimentation samples of their
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own hair leaves no room for doubt that the subject has been moti-
vated in a very real and unexpected sense. The samples submitted

FIG. 3

In the accompanying diagratn of a nn r a reading of 0.178 in. is

shown. The gra,hmtions on the hub conf,irm to tho customary pitch of the
screw, namely 40 to the inch. Hence each division on the hub is tin in., or
0 025 in. Every tenth of an inch is numbered 0, 1, 2. etc. The beveled edge
of the sleeve is graduated into 25 parts. When 25 of these graduations have
passed the horizontal line on the hub. the spindle has made one revolution
and hence has moved 0.025 in. Accordingly, when the spindle moves only far
enough to cause one graduation mark of the sleeve io pat:: the horizontal line
of the hub. it will have moved 1:25 of 0.023 in.. or 0.001 in. The distance be-
tween the graduations on the sleeve` is great enough to permit half aml quarter
thousandths of an inch to be readily estimated.

usually reveal a diameter fluctuating between 0.001 in. and 0.002
in. In speaking of "a hair's breadth," therefore, popular diction
long ago furnished a very acceptable stamlard of accuracy.

Practice in Estimating Tenths with an "Indicator." The
simple device in Fig. 4 will quickly develop skill in dealing with

FIG. 4 (reAced 1:31

tenths of an inch or tenths of a centimeter, and will prepare the way
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for dealing effectively with hundredths, provided a sufficient amount
of practice is given the students in this work.

On a curd or strip of paper draw a pointed line or arrow at right
angles to the edge. Place this edge on a decimalized scale in such
a way that the smallest graduations are hidden, but not the marks
indicating inches and half-inches,

The pupil estimates to the nearest tenth the exact position on
the scale which is pointed out by the arrow. Then, carefully
sliding the card until the smallest divisions on the scale are ex-
posed, it is possible to check each estimate at once. After making
ten or more such controlled readings, the pupil will begin to appre-
ciate the fact that measurements are only approximate and that
various sources of error may affect the reading.

Practice in Estimating Tenths and Hundredths, Based on
Squared Paper. The use of an indicator is helpful, but not essen-
tial. Equally good results can be obtained by depending entirely
on squared paper. For the sake of greater clearness, the discussion
will be limited to the inch scale. Each pupil should be provided
with inch paper graduated into tenths of an inch.

In order to focus the attention of the entire class on the process
to be studied, it is well t ) use greatly enlarged blackboard diagrams.
No other device has been found as effective. It is then a very
simple matter to illustrate and emphasize the various possible cases
which may occur in the measurement of segments, as suggested in
the following paragraphs and by Fig. 5.
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Case I. What is the length of AB? The answer, evidently, is
two inches.

Case II. How inrar is AC':
Here. the point is at the third clivi,ion of the inch extending
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from B to E. Each of these small divisions is one ten.: of an inch.
Hence the length of AC is 2.3 in.

Case III. How long is AD?
The point D falls between the seventh and the eighth division of

BE. Hence the length of AD lies between 2.7 in. and 2.8 in. In
this case one of three plans may be followed:

1. We may use a more accurate instrument to measure AD.
2. We may select either 2.7 in. or 2.8 in. as the length of AD, according as

D lies nearer the seventh or the eighth division mark of BE. It is clear, how-
ever, that a slight error is made in doing so. To indicate this, it is customary
to say that the length of AD is about 2.7 in., or approximately 2.7 in.

3. Finally, we may imagine each of the ten small divisions of EE divided
again into ten equal parts, thus dividing BE into 100 equal parts. To under-
stand clearly the next step in measuring AD, suppo4e that the whole figure
could be enlarged, or seen through a magnifying glass. The small division in
which D is located would then appear as in Fig. 6. We can then estimate the

5

I Z-34..5_6_7_8_9_10_
I

Fm. 6

position of D on this scale of imagined divisions. Thus, if D falls opposite
the sixth of these new dividing marks, it is evident that AT) extends O.( in.
beyond the value of 21 in. Hence the length of AD is 2.76 in.

Since, however, we merely estimated the position of 1), even the value
2.76 in., though more accurate than 2.7 in , is only approximately.e.y corrvet.

The process used in finding the length of AD is necessary in all practical
measurements. A small error is usually made, whatever scale is used. Hence,
all measurements should be considered as only approximately correct.

As soon as an appreciable number of pupils seem to comprehend
the ideas outlined D LOW) the teacher may begin to assign exercises
such as the following.

Ex. 1. On inch paper draw the rectangle .1/3('1) as shown in 7. Measure
the diagonal Ar, in inches, to the nearest tenth: to the nearest hundredth.

&du/ion. With the aid of compasses, lay off AC alte,g the base line, making
AE At'. Using the plan discussed above, we find that AE is 2.2 in., nearly;
or 2.24 in., nearly.
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Method of Checking, Now, it is easy to control or check this
result by applying the Pythagorean Rule, For, in Fig. 7, AC, in
inches, is readily seen to be vki, By referring to a table of
square roots, the teacher can check every exercise of this type to
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any desired degree of accuracy. Since it is not possible. on squared
paper, in the seventh grade, to get results beyond an accuracy of
hundredths, the teacher must be prepared for errors which may
be as large as 7 or S hundredths of an inch, Corresponding remarks
apply in the case of metric units. A sufficient number of exercises
should now he given to secure a fair degree of confidence and skill
on the part of the Pupils, This work should not be hurried, One
or two exercises a day, for a week, represent a desirable rate of
progress.

Ex. 1. had the length of AC, in the rectangle AB('D, if its dimensions ace:
(1) 5 and 6; (2) 6 and 7; (3) 9 and 10; (4) 6 and S; (5') 5 and 12; (6) 1 and 7.

Ex. 2. On squared paper draw a square ABCD, making its side 3 ctn. long.
How long is AC?

(A(' , to the nearest tenth. is 4.2 cm.; to the nearest hundredth, it is 4.24 cm.)
Ex. 3. how long is the diagonal AC of the square AB('l), if AB is: (1)

5 cm.; 2 ) 6 en).; (3) 10 ctn.
Answers: (1) 7.07 ctn.; (2) S.4S ctn.; (3) 14.14 cm.

...MEAS4'RENIENT PROJECTS. (-FREE- MEASUREMENT)

Value of Projects. he project movement, in spite of all its
obvious flaws, has at leaNt servea to call attention to the impera-
tive need of linking the more or less artificial work of the classroom
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more closely to actual life situations. To be sure, projects can
never become the sole basis for the acquisition of skills. That is
the delusion which has almost discredited the entire "project and
activities" doctrine. Nevertheless, whenever a skillful and enthusi-
astic teacher succeeds in introducing such supplementary applica-
tions for the purpose of motivating, reviewing, or summarizing an
ordinary unit of classroom work, the result usually is very en-
couraging.

Project-Problems. The following project-problems are sub-
mitted by the writer as illustrative samples of simple types of
applications that may readily be attempted by seventh grade pupils
at this point.

Prob. 1. The pupils in a health class had learned that in a good school the
number of square feet of floor space for each pupil must be at least 15. They
found that the standard classrouin in their city was 30 ft. long and 23%, ft.
wide. How litany pupils can safely be assigned to one el: ss in such a room?

Prob. 2. Measure the flour space of your school room and see whether the
size of your class meets the above standard.

Prob. 3. In a %vell lighted school, the per cent which the window area is of
the floor area is at least 15. Thus, if the floor area is 700 sq. ft., the window
area tuuet be at least 105 sq. ft. Find out whether your classroom meets that
standard.

Prob. 4. Each pupil of a science class measured the width of ten leaves of
a certain tree. Then the average of these ten measurements was found. Try
to repeat that experiment, selecting the leaves of any tree or shrub for that
purpose.

A Seventh Grade Measurement Project. A more ambitious
project, developed in the West Junior High School, Cleveland, Ohio,
may be of interest. It was completed by a class of seventh grade
B pupils, of the \ group. The following description is based on a
report furnished to the writer by the teacher, Miss Hazel M. Miller.

This project I considered highly successful, primarily because it was sug-
gested by the pupils. It was led up to as a result of my having read of the
el )01 board's apPrurriation of a considerable sum of money for the improve_
meat old buildings, and wondering about how many rooms could be im-
proved with that amount. The question arose, "What would it cost to
redecuate a wont of this size?e And the project was on. After an ex-
planation ui the uation, sugger,tions t as the following were offered by
the pupils:

(1) We must measure the room.
(2) We must get prices of (id, paint, and labor.
(3) We must find out how lung it would take.
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The pupils were divided into six groups, each group being given a definite
problem in measurement, such as the length, the width, and the height of the
room, door mea: urements, blackboard space, window space, etc.

Then scale drawings were made of each wall, of the floor, and of the ceiling.
The necessary areas (floor, windows, blackboard) were computed.

Boys reported on the cost of labor and of materials for oiling the floor.
The whole class then estimated the cost. Reports on the price of paint, labor,
etc., for refinishing walls and ceiling were made by the son of an iutericr
decorator. Girls suggested sash curtains, secured prices, and estimated the
cost. This work was all done neatly, and assembled in booklet form.

It took three weeks to complete the project, including all preparatory in-
sruction necessary to secure intelligent cooperation. But the pupils learned
to measure accurately and to compute areas, and at the same time had con-
siderable practice in the fundamental operations. Moreover, they were re-
sponding to an actual life situation. Last, not least, they became more
appreciative of the expense caused by their carelessness in dealing with school
property'.

A Correlated Sixth Grade Project. As was stated above, there
is no reason why the manual training activities of the elei ientay
school, as well as the lessons on weight and measures, given every
arithmetic class, should not he made productive of more significant
mathematical results. A very successful correlating project was
recently completed (December, 1927) in one of the elementary
schools of Rochester. N. V. The description which follows was fur-
nished by Miss Florence Greenberg, the teacher in charge of the
work in that school.2'

BUILDING THE NEW SCHOOL
submitted by Miss Florence Greenberg,

School No. 31Miss E. H. MacLachlan, Principal

nor lone-promised new school was at last being built. So much interest
was show n in the new building going up right outside of the classroom window,
:old so touli spare time was spent in watching the men work, that the sixth A
el t;t derided to make use of their observations and to build the school in
noniat tire.

The contract.1 loaned the class a set of blue prints, and the work began,
The scale of 1 1 ittell to one loot was decided upon, and was used throughout
the rutin, project for every part. Then different committees were chosen to
Durk tin the separate parts,

For the framekork we chose corrugated cardboard boxes. They were
painted a brick r ,Ior, and lines were drawn %Oh white ink to represent bricks.

..1.3 n niinlr t,. a S111111:11 ri t 11111010 1:1A31'01 orgatitzel Iii en-nt with h t 1:1111.ter S hnnl Siirvy, tllvv t;roeulnriz twntut,
Ink nitoti in the it, of sal i 1, nc, ntar3 hrijtti4 such na the tine whieh. Ix
hrre (11.8vribtti.
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parts were put together with adhesive tape, The floors, roof, and win-
dows were made of isinglass, so that the inside partitions and rooms may be
seen in the finished structure.

The primary object of the work was to supply the class with real prob-
lems in arithmetic. This was done in the following way. Each day, the
children kept individual records of the work they accomplished and of the
problems they encountered. Then, when the mechanical part of the work
was finished, they decided to make a book which would include everything
pertaining to their work. In this book they have their table of contents, a
page of acknowledgments to the people outside the class who supplied them
with material used, a list of till measurements made, a list of the cost of
materials and of the men's wages, their original problems, the record of their
work (or a -diary," at.2. they called it), their own judgment of the project,
and finally the index.

The cover and title page of the book were made during a regular art lesson.
Letters of thanks were written during an English lesson. Hence, in spite
of the fact that the school is run on :t semi-departmental basis, the above
subjects, along with penmanship, spelling, and reading, were closely correlated
with the work. This, of course, can be done only if one has the full coLipera-
tiun of the other teachers.

Although the sixth grade course of study does not include geometry, much
incidental geometric training was secured, In the course of their work the
children discovered and used the rectangle, the triangle, the circle, the semi-
circle, the cylinder, the rectangular solid, and the octagon (in the chimney).
They noticed that the rectangle was used a fur greater number of times than
any other figure. They discovered that they could find the area of the roof,
an irregular-shaped object, by dividing it into smaller rectangles, finding the
area of each rectangle, and then gettiks, the sum of the areas.

They got the idea of balance laid symmetry, for in making the front of the
building, the windows on one side exactly " Itla t Ched t111' windows on the
other. The shrubbery was also placed -so that one side was. the same as the
other," again bringing out a symmetrical relationship. Illustrations of this
kind would afford excellent motivation for the first lessons in intuitive
geometry in the seventh grade of our junior high school course. As it is, they
will well serve as a background for this work next term,

The scale used on most of the original blue prints was tit in. =-- 1 ft. Tin.:
meant that the children had to change the given scale, 14 in. 1 ft., to

in. =-- 1 ft., for their own working purposes. Later on. they had to change
this scale back to the actual lengths appearing in the real building, for work-
ing their problems. The degree of accuravy with which they measured was
within 1,40 of an inch, and in some eases within I;t: of stn inch. Needless to
say, the pened sharpener was overworked (luring this tune, as the children
found it necessary to keep their pencil points fine in order to get accurate
measurements. The great test of accuravy came when the eh %Innen .1 the
committees brought in their finished vats for assembling. There was much
relief and joy when they found that the parts tits, 1 almost perfectly.

The children spent two weeks of c1.1-s time on the meelhmeal tasks. The
rest of the work %vas done before and ;lifer school or in any spare time the
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children had. However, we are still solving problems along with the regular
work. It is over six to since the construction work started, and interest
is still running high. All the work was done right in school, with the excep-
tion uf the copper hollers which one boy's father mule for him, The boy,
however. got the ineasurena uts and reduced them to the right scale.

The children classified their problems and found that they rune tinder the
following headings: problems in area, in volume, in linear n. :asure (denom-
inate number). in finding costs of various items (dollars and cents). The
prcesses included addition. subtraction, multiplicatioi,, and division of whole
numbers, frac'ions and decimals. On looking over the course of study, I
found that the work had correlated with it in every respect, and even included
litany topics Itot specially mennuned.

The cost of the proji et was five vents. spent for a package of pins used
for ornan..ntal balconies. The paint was willingly donated by a father who
was a painter. Glue. paste, and plasticene were supplied by the school. The
adhesive tape and isinglass were also donated by interested fathers. The
box. s vanio front neighborhood grocery stores, thus making the actual sum
of money spent only live mils.

There were twenty-eicht children in this group. We could have kept twice
as many busy. as each (.1111.1 had to work on two and in some cases three
(Efferent eunonine.-s. The ages of the children ranged from ten to fourteen
years, the average ace being between eleven and twelve years. Fifty-eight
per cent of the class were of American parentage, The other forty-two per
cent were German, Irish, Bulgarian, Canadian, Swedish, Scotch, and English.
I do not think that nationality has a great deal to do with the success or
fathire of work of this type. :izotue of our projects are undertaken by classes
liar mg liadt I ere wage of Italian children, and yet there is always a great
dial of interest cuneentrated work in connection with this sort of

This brings me to my last point. The interest. zeal. and energy with which
the ela-s worked for the pa-t six weeks have been remarkable. Some of the
task- requir d a great d, al of pat once. but all the work was done in such

iitio spirit that what would eimaly have been a burden was considered
a pi. A-1;ro. k wart :Ittinralt W:15 act...mph-lied :n a short time, and enthusiasm
ran so hich ;1E0 elnhin it from other classes -dropped in- regularly and begged

allow ..d t,t -do sow. thing.- School life was indeed a joy to both the
children and their teacher.

l'Air
TtiEuitmle.u, CtiNsIDER.vrioNs

Need of Technical Details. \Ve shall Dow on,:i(Ir briIly some
(lct:tils which tufty be of %duo to classroom

teachers for purposes of orientation. Elementary textbooks cannot
he expectial to t.tler uxtensive theoretical exfilatiations. Unless the
teacher can supplunint these explanations. important ideas and
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processes are likely to remain vague. Such terms as "degree of
accuracy," "significant figures," "relative error," have a techni-
cal meaning which should always be explicitly stated. 'Needless to
say, the uncertainty as to the precise significance of these scientific
terms is due, at least in part, to the scarcity of elementary treatises
on measurement suitable for schoolroom purposes.

I. THE PROBLEM or Acct.: Ian.

Definition of Measurement. Direct measurement may be de-
fined as the determination of the number of units of a certain kind
required to equal a magnitude of the same kind. Hence measure-
ment implies, first. the adoption of a unit of measure, and second,
the operation of counting the number of times the unit is applied
to the given magnitude.

Choice of Unit. It is obvious that in all practical problems
the size of the unit should be chosen with reference to the size of
the object to be measured. The dimensions of a building lot are
ordinarily given in feet. Architectural data, as well as the dimen-
sion, of furniture, ru and otl:er household equipment, are usually
stated in terms of feet and inches. Larger distances are expressed
in miles or kilometers. In astronomy, the "light year" is used very
commonly, namely. the distance which light travels in a year at
the rate of 186.000 miles a second. In machine work, dimensions
are usually specified in terms of inches or centimeters. In science,
the unit employed almost universally is the centimeter or its
subdivisions.

Ideal Accuracy. The question arises whether the absolute
accuracy of any measurement can ever be guaranteed. The answer,
somewhat humiliating to human ingenuity, is "No." To quote:

Mt. a \ 7111dIlt is Habit' to have more or les,-; difficulty in grasping
the pi..1 tier ;:ecuraey :s always :t ri lative matter and absolute precision of

nt Is an vn the sniuuthost possible surface can
nia.uo:iod inouith so as to show that it contains irregularities everywhere.

t .f t11. list tn.:Ili-1.s i4 that of Tnttl, I.., Tito Throry of 31ttiaurtnnta,
11.-11ful fun1 in sonw r.t.pnt colg. and

for t;n1. and 1V1th Me:nen/an/ FunetIms,
1.1. 7:: 7". I I..lt and /311/writ'', y .11/irrnmrt1

; and Calh.1111. nillf .it.rtitrrrt,rfira, Meath and
: 1/111ii inii, ;Win Man ; S1111ilt tuna

111.11;Oii rid I 1, »t-nf,n7, and gar. m, ,11,1 t 11,1,-bni, rItcr Is
ti. soini 01 ill.. flimtralitr 1,11111.1.s tisi..1 lit thisr pagis
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A geometrical plane certainly corresponds to nothing in reality, and perfect
accuracy of number is just as much an imaginary concept. (Tuttle.)

Lord Kelvin has told us that one's knowledge of science begins when he
can measure what he is speaking about and express it in numbers. Every
year vast numbers of measurements are made in physical, chemical, and
engineering laboratories, as well as in laboratories for advanced research.
We are unable, however, to state concerning any one of these measurements
that the result is absolutely correct. One of the tnost precise measurements
in physical science is that of the wave-length of light. The wave-length of
cadmium light, measured by a Michelson interferometer and a Rowland
grating, was found to be

Xc = 0.000061384722 ctn. ("Michelson)
Xc =-- 0.000064380S0 on. (Rowland)

Ur we may put it in another way,
1 meter contains 1553163.6 wave-lengths (Michelson)
1 meter contains 1553164.1 wave-lengths (Fabry and Perot)

These measurements were made by different observers using different
te,,!hods. They are nu:irk:dile for their agreement and they give us the
vave-lngth of light with sufficient accuracy for all purposes. But they are
not correct, and it is not at all likely that we shall ever know the true length
if a wave of oudn;,111: lirl.t, ka'tevenson.)

Estimating. A process of estimating arises in every measure-
ment problem which involves large numbers or a high degree of
accuracy, Whatever instrument is used, the observer must keep
in mind, first, the degree of accuracy which the problem demands,
second, the degree of accuracy tv1iw1i is possible with the given
scale, and third, the extent to which the, reading actually made
conforms to either the required or the possible accuracy, A c areful
vstimate will often save a great deal of trouble later.

Thus it is obviously 111111eCessary, and therefore not customary,
to demand in dressmaking cir in woodwork the precision that is
essential in machine work or in any other form of precision en-
gineering,

Certain and Uncertain Figures, Suppose that it is required
to menstue the ditucnsions 01 a large 1 iltliii lot and that a steel
tape is used fur the purpose. If the length is found to be 247 feet,
correct to the nearest foot, one really means that the length is
between 246 feet and 2S feet, but that it is nearer 247 feet. Here.
the tir.st two figures, 24. are et rtaie, Lett the third figure is more
or less uncertain because it represents :In approximation Of the
actual length. Again. suppose that the length is determined more
accurately, to the nearest tenth of a foot. If the length is found
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to be 247,8 feet, the first three figures may be regarded as certain,
while the 8 is uncertain.

In general, then, the last figure in a measured result, reading from
left to right, is uncertain, It represents an extimate, and not an
exact value.

Decimal Accuracy. If a segment is said to be 9.7 centimeters
long, this means that it has been measured to tenths of a centi-
meter and that it lies between 9.6 centimeters and 9.8 centimeters,
being nearer to 9.7 centimeters than to either 9.6 centimeters or
9.8 centimeters. More accurately, it. lies between 9.61/2 centimeters
and 9.71/2 centimeters, Similarly, if a length is written "9.70 cm.,"
it means that it has been measured to hundredths, and that it has
been found to be between 9.691/2 centimeters and 9.701/2 centimeters,
so that it can properly be "rounded Ott, to 9.70 centimeters, It is
for this reason that scientists have adopted the agreement that 8
means "between and 81;;1." 8.0 means -between 7.95 and 8.05,"
and 8.00 means -between 7.995 and 8.005." and so on. In general,
the rule followed is that the statement of a measurement must be
accurate as far as it goes, and that it should go far enough to ex-
press the desired degree of accuracy. Hence, no more figures should
be written than are known to be correct, and no figure that are
known to be correct should be omitted.23

Significant Figures. "In arabic notation, the figures of which
a number is composed, except for one or more consecutive ciphers
placed at its beginning or eml for the purpose of locating the dcci-
iiial point, are called its significant figures."

In simple language. the significant figures of a measured result
ari, those that hare sonic meaning. This implies that, in some in-
stances. a zero appearing in ;t nwasured result is significant. while
in other instances it is not a significant figure. Suppose, for t 'N -

ample, that the measured length of a segment is said to he 14
centimeters. If thiL result is then expressed in millimeters, it be-
comes 140 millimeters. As was stated above, 140 millimeteis means
"between 139.5 and 140.5," involving accuray to the ty..arest
meter: 14 centimeters means accuracy to the nearest centimeter.
Hence zero. in 140 millimeters, 1V ;1S nut obtained by measurement
and is therefore not significant. If, on the other hand, the length
of a segment is 30.4 centimeters, and is approximated to the nearest
centimeter, namely, 30, the zero is fur it represents an

'rut (ii'. hp. t'it :,Id.
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menu, to a wrong use of the instrument, or to personal defects of
the observer. "Accidental" errors are occasional small errors which
tend to balance each other in a series of readings. "Mistakes,"
on the other hand, are errors which are caused by carelessness or
other negative traits of the observer.

Possible Error, The figure which follows the Inst reliable
figure in a measured result may be uncertain to the extent of sev-
eral units, Thus, if a student estimates hundredths of a rens imeter
with the aid of a millimeter scale, his estimate will usually be in
error by an amnia varying between one and nine hundredths,
That. is, his actual error may be nearly one millimeter, A more
careful observer, using the same scale, is not likely to make a mis-
take exceeding half a millimeter, In general, the possible error in
a measurement, it the case of a trained observer, will usually not
exceed one-half o,' the ameest unit of the scale, Hence, if the
figures of a flume leaf value are significant and correct as far as
they go, the given value cannot have an error larger than half of
a single unit in tie Inst decimal place, or five units in the place
that would follow the last one that is written.

Thus, a length Nt hit+ is written 103,4 may be assumed to have
an error of not mo'e than 1 out of 1034; or, more accurately, an
error not greater than 1/2 out of 1034, The importance of being a
careful observer shoild be impressed on all students.

Relative Error. It is obvious that the actual nr possible error
in a measurement is of less importance than the relative error, The
relative error is the ratio of the actual (or possible) error to the
numerical value uncle- considertaion,

Thus, suppose that in measuring a line 20 inches long a pupil
obtains as the result 10 incites, His actual error is 1 inch, The
relative error is 1/20, or 0.05, If, on the other hand, in measuring
a line 50 inches long the pupil also made an actual error of 1 inch,
the relativ- error would Le only 1/60, or 0.02.

Percentage Error. Wien the relative error in a mengrement,
is expressed in per cent form, it. is known as the percentage error.
Thus, in the above examples, a relative error of 1/20 means a per-
centage error of 5%, while a relative error of 1/50 means a
percentage error of 2r,'; .

The relative error, and hene,, the peroentage error, does not
usually have to he computed with very greet care, A fairly accu-
rate estimate is sufficient, Such an estimate can often be obtained
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by n simple mental calculation." Thus, if in measuring n distance
of 1 mile a Purveyor made n possible error of 1 font, the relative
error would he 1/111280. This is very nearly the Mlle as 1/8000, or
2/10.000, or 0.02/100, or 0,02 of 1%. The actual computation gives
the value 0.00010, which is 0.019 of 15..

"Significant Figures" versus "Decimal Places," It can easily
be shown that it is the number of significant figures in a numerical
result, rather than the number of decimal places, which determines
the relative aceuracy of that result. The table below shows this.

Possible Error
(lien Value (assumed) Percentage Error

87.4 0.1 1/874 0.1% (nearly)
8.74 0.01 1/874 10.1%

0.874 0.001 1/874 0.1%
0.0874 0,0001 1/874 0,1%

Degrees of Accuracy. We may assume that an experienced
ohserver wi'l he able to Ihnit his possible error to one-half of the
smallest unit of the settle, Now, if the measured result. expressed
in terms of the smallest unit used, is denoted by .r, the relative error
is evidently expressed by the formula'''

1c = if or o= fix,
2x'

Using this formula, we may construct a table which shows how
the degree of accuraey increases as the number of significant figures
increases. Mow of 1,modhlp

loprePotagi, girror
Nu. or Ullgoldrant Rita e' of Vnlupp 1

Figures of r v 2,r
One 1-9 1,6 to 1/18, or

to
Two 10-99 1/20 to 1/198, or

5% to
Tlirov 100--009 1'2(X) to 1/1098, or

to 0.050%

TIIIIS, a measured result which is "correct to two significant
figures" has it percent age error varying bet %%Ten 5ri anti 0.A05' ;

Standards of Accuracy. What shali constitute the standard uf
desirable accuracy in any given ease? III stunt' work a compara-
tively large error may safely he permitted, while in other work such
an error would he fatal. The table on page 189 may be used to
check the accuracy obtained in any measured result."

isTiatip nail SnItt.rly, The Th flow of Ilramiromon g,
" The. ritPr IA1,0.1.1141 to tlN,t of alit!.' nu.l wohpst for 1111,4 1.1)111111k 4111(1 tho

tribl0 WANd nil it.
14141 Tuttlp and Sattprly, up. rit., p. 1 I!.
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Siee of Errors (from Tuttle & Utterly)
003 to 0.1 per cent "very small"
0.1 to 0.3 per vent "mall"
0.3 to 1 per cent "moderate"
1 to 3 per cent "Woe"
3 to 10 per cent "very large"

There is such a thing as superfluous accuracy. A knowledge of
the degree of accuracy that is required in particular cases often
makes it possiblo to save time and energy,

For the majority of engineering and commercial calculations
three-figure accuracy is sufficient. Most of the calculations arising
in physics and chemistry do not demand more than four significant
figures, Some of the calculations necessary in surveying and in
astronomy require six or even seven signifleant figures.

In carpentry, measurements are made to 1/16 inch, to 1/32 inch,
and in special eases to 1/64 inch, Machinists' steel scales are
graduated to 1/64 inch and 1/100 inch. Careful machinist.. can
often measure to 1/1000 inch with such a scale, 5/1000 inch being
readily obtained.

As a stimulus to accuracy, however, and for informational pur-
poses, it is well to acquaint pupils with particular instances of pre-
cision work, preferably derived from local industries. SamplPs of
high-grade machine work or pictures illustrating precision methods
ere particularly valuable. Thus, the accompanying photograph

.................................. _........................_ .......

Pt
Akin*

k t

Courtesy Bausch and Loon) (OHM eq.
rte. 8

shows some high-grade lenses. The stnall hemispherical lens at
the right is but three-hundredths of an inch in diameter and is
accurate in dimensions to ten-thousandths, while the errors in the
surfaces are reduced to millionths of an inch. Tool microscopes
measure with an accuracy of 0.0001 inch. In polishing the surfaces
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of prisms used in range finders, surfaces do not vary from a
true plane by more than about a millionth of an inch,o

remarks hold with referenee to such standard gages as
those manufaetured by the Johansson (Inge Company of Pough-
keepsie and Detroit. 'These gages will measure to (me-millionth of
an inch,*0 The apparatus used by Professor Michelson, in deter-
mining the meter in terms of wave-lengths of light. represented the
highest skill of the instrument maker. The mirrors and optleal
planes in some cases reached an accuracy as great as 1 '40,000 of a
millimeter, or the 1/20 par, of the average wave-length of light.
In repenting the Miehelson-Morley ether-drift experiment of 1887,
Professor Miller of Cleveland recently set up an interferometer
apparatus near the Mt. Wilson Observatory in California, by which
it was possible to ileteet a variation of one part in 100000,000,

In surveying, too, n relatively high degree of accuracy is now
possible. "If an accurate steel tape is used, which is stretched by
a measured force when it is at a carefully determined temperature,
it is possible in the course of a few weeks to measure a base line
for rurveying purposes with an error of about one unit out of
500.000," (Tuttle, p. 1721

Schoolroom Limits of Accuracy. In comparison with the high
standards mentioned above, the classroom must be satisfied with
very rough approximations, For the purposes of everyday life,
such approximations usually represent a sufficient degree of ac-
curacy, An ordinary ruler, graduated to eighths or sixteenths of
an inch, automatically imposes certain limits on the possible degree
of flertINICy. Thus, if in measuring a length of one font, a pupil
made an error of 1/8 inch, his relative error would he 1/90, or
nearly le; This is "moderately" accurate work. If the width of
a schoolroom is 20 feet, and is measured with an error of 1/4 ineh,
the percentage of error is readily seen to he about 0,1 of 1%, which
is a "small" error,

Again, if a pupil measures a line 20 mithudt em's long and makes
an error of 1 millimeter, his percentage of error is 1/2 of 1',; , a
"moderate" error,

si phor.....,7l . inui the explanatory data are printed through the courtesy of
the Bausch and 1.onth Optical Company. ltoehostor, N. Y.

vnhinbio artleies un necurnie tileaurctio nt will he found In the technleal
Journals, such tt a 37//Phinpry and Mee/mama! /..'alliarri 5vo pglwrinll tt dim-eiNshm of opoeru nInolink of measuring machine parts, by Henry F, Kurtx of the
Ny11401110 Bureau of the Bausch and Lomh liptical Company., lit the Nthl.November
Lumber, of Mechanical Batitacerinti.
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omnipresent, everlasti. 3, but ultra- microscopic wave of light would
be the universal unctwLiging standard."
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THE USE OF MEASURING INSTRUMENTS IN
TEACHING MATHEMATICS

Br C. N. SHUSTER
Orange High School, Orange, N. J.

Importance of Instruments. In the days when many teachers
considered "factoring eighty per cent of algebra" and when the old
formal propositions of geometry with few originals or practical
applications held sway, a straightedge and a compass were sufficient
for all our needs, Today, however, with our less formal junior
high school mathematics, general mathematics, greatly increased
number of practical applications, early introduction of numerical
trigonometry, and realization of our obligations to the students
who will not go to college, the need of the various measuring instru-
ments and other tools of mathematics becomes so imperative that
it is difficult to see how satisfactory work can be done without
them.

The use of instruments greatly enhances interest in mathematics,
and makes it seem more real and practical. They put the tang of
Fall and the spirit of scouting into our work. It is a wonderful
change to get away from the text and out into the woods, where
we can make a map of the camp, find the height of a tall tree with
a crow's nest in it, and measure the length of a lake, or the width
of a river. Even if we cannot leave the classroom, we can put an
unbelievable amount of enthusiasm and interest :nto our work by
the use of a sextant, an angle mirror, or some other such instrument,
In these days of large high school attendance when we do not
always secure the grade of intelligence that once obtained, we can-
not afford to neglect any appeal to interest.

Many constructions and propositions that for,aerly scorned dry
and useless take on new meaning as a result of this practical field
work. A good example is the problem "Upon a given line as a
chord construct a segment of a circle in which a given angle can
bo inscribed." Several interesting constructions can be given in
solving this problem and its proof involves good geometry; but it
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with a steel tape, Figs, 7 and 8 show how an instrument similar
to the modern carpenter's square was used, A right angle was laid
oft' by sighting along AB and then along CD. (Figs, 9 and 10 show
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the groma and surveyor's cross,) A modern form of these instru-
ments is still used. Another interesting instrument was the cross-
at Figs, 11 and 12 show its construction and use, The proof
of the rule given involves sonic very fine geometry.
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'Hie astrolabe (Fig. 13) W;18 0111' Of tin' most useful of all the
early instruments. It was used to measure angles and thus did the
work that we now do with a sextant or transit. In its simplest.
form it is a very easy instrument to construct. Take a large,
circular Bristol hoard protractor twelve to fourteen inches in di-
ameter which is divided into quarter degrees, 'rack it on a hoard
and give it. several coats of varnish and wax; then fit a ring in
the top and a sighting arm or alidade as shown in this picture.
If a staff is fitted to the hack so it can he used in a horizontal
po,ition, it. is possible to measure both vertical and horizontal
angles. find the altitude of the sun, and do ninny other interesting
things.

Another very useful instrument of the Middle Ages was the
geometric square. IA quadrant was frequently attached also.)
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This was quite similar to our modern hypsometers or clinometers so
it is not necessary to describe it here. Davies' Practical Mathe-
matics published as 'Me ns 1852 gives a full account of the geo-

metric square as a practical instrument
and a number of problems. The early
level also was somewhat similar to a
gravity clinometer. A fuller account

-. of these early instruments will be found
hi Professor D. smith's history of
Math( matics, Vol. II, pp. 344-368.

T.4 Aotoum The question is often raised as to the
Fta. 13 accuracy of these early instruments or

of the homemade models we now make.
It is well to remember that these instruments have sights like those
on a rifle. If a rifle is well made and the operator is skillful a high
degree of accuracy is obtained. If, however, we desire any real
precision we must use instruments equipped with a vernier and a
telescope.

The Vernier. The vernier was invented by Pierre Vernier in
1031. It consists of a small sliding scale parallel to or concentric
with a larger scale. With it we can measure fractional parts of one
of the smallest divisions on the main scale. The best way to under-
stand it vernier is to make and use one. Take a stick 1 in. 1r 1 in.
and several feet long. and divide each foot into tenths. Then attach
it piece of the same material so it will slide along the longer stick
and divide a space on this equal to I° of a foot into 10 equal parts.
Each of these parts will be 0.9 ft. 10 or 0.09 ft., or they will be
0.01 ft. shorter than the divisions on the main scale. Now slide
the vernier along the fixed scale, starting, for simplicity sake, with
an even foot. When the vernier is 0.01 past the starting point the
first division of the vernier will be in line with the first division on
the fixed scale, and so on. The vernier in Fig. 14 reads 7.05. A
vernier can he made in the same way to read 0.01 in. or 0.001 ft.

Protractors may also be fitted with a vernier. This enables us
to read angles to minutes or even to seconds. These vernieri are
found on vernier protractors, levels, transits, and sextants. A large
vernier of this type should be made for class work. Take a large
bristol board protractor at least 14 in. in diameter divided into
degrees and half degrees, and place it on a larger piece of cardboard.
Put a pin through the center so that the protractor or board may
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be revolved. Then, on the cardboard, construct the vernier arc
concentric with the protractor arc and ill contact with it. To con-
struct take 29 of the half degree spaces and subdivide this arc into
30 parts. Each of the vernier divisions will be equal to 2%0 of
30 minutes or 29 minutes. The difference between one division on
the circle and one division on the vernier will be equal to one minute
and the vernier will therefore rand to minutes. This is the common
type of vernier nuul on transits. Since the transit reads in either
direction the vernier on a transit is usually double. The vernier

u,«

-1Z11 I II fe I;

PERNIE4

Fia. 14 Fla. 15

may be placed either inside or outside the scale. The vernier in
Fig. 15 reads 4 degrees and 45 minutes.

Pupils should be taught to read angles before using the instru-
ment. A very good demonstration vernier can be made by taking
a cut from an instrument catalogue and enlarging it w.th a pair of
dividers. This is easier to make than the one desccihed above.
Demonstration verniers may also be purchased for a rather small
price from the makers of instruments.

It is necessary to measure angles to the nearest minute only
when our lines show four significant figures. Pupils should be im-
pressed with the fact that all data which have been found by
measuring are only approximate. All measurements on any piece
of work should be made with the same degree of accuracy. Pupils
are often inclined to carry computed measures to a refinement not
warranted by the original measured data.

The number 4 show:, one signif.,ant figure while the number
4.000 shows four, or it shows tl the measure was taken to the
nearest thousandth. The numbers 68.43 and 6843000 each have
four significant figures. The numher 6843000.0 has eight significant
figures.

In "rounding off" numbers that have too many decimal places
drop any digit less than five, a increase by 1 the digits preceding
6, 7, 8, and 9. The digit 5 is usually rounded off to an even digit
thus: 6.843 = 6.84, 6.846 = (1.85, 6.845 6.84, 6.835 = 6.84. The
rule for the number 5 will introduce compensating errors.
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Methods of Locating a Point. One of the first steps in field
work should be the 'ocation of a point with respect to at least two
other points. As a matter of fact, this is one of the chief purposes
of surveying. The several methods given in Fig. 16 should be
learned. Discuss in class the geometric principle back of each
method and the relative merits and uses of each, and have the pupils
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locate points in the field by each method. With younger pupils
interest can be aroused by hitting some object and having the
pupils find it by the various methods given. Extra credit may be
given to the groups that make the most finds. A regular treasure
hunt. is in order. In this connection the pupils will he interested in
reading Poe's "Gold Bug."

Linear Measurement. The most important and fundamental
work in surveying or field mathematics is accurate linear measure-
ment. It is also much more diflicidt than most persons would think.
Ask eight or ten intlividuals to measure a distance of 1000 ft. over
rolling lam!, and the truth of this statement will be shown.

Originally most distances were measured with a chain of 100
links. This chain was 4 rd. or 66 ft. lung. The steel tape has now
taken the place of the chain, but we still speak of chaining and
call the men who measure with a tape ehainnien. The steel tape
is usually 100 ft. long. Other lengths are 25, 50, 150, and 200 ft.
Tapes 15 and 30 meters lung are con.ing into use. Our Government
uses meters in place of feet for much of the work of the coast and
geodetic survey. The 100 ft. tape may be marked in inches or in
tenths of a foot.

The steel tape is easily broken by pulling on it when there is a
kink or loop in it. It may also he damaged by walking over it,
bending it around sharp corners, or dropping things on it, It, also
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lowing make interesting problems: (1) In measuring the distance
between two points with a steel tape 100 It, long :1 and C are on
the true line but B is 1 ft. out of line. AB = 100 ft., BC = 100 ft.,
ED, the perpendicular from B to :IC = 1 ft. Find the difference
between AC the true distance and ABC the measured distance.
(2) In chaining down hill the lower end of a 100 ft. tape is 1 ft.
above or below the horizontal. What is the error in the horizontal
distance?

A complete survey of a small tract may be made with a tape by
establishing a network of triangles and measuring the three sides.
The angles may then be computed, the tract mapped, and the area
found.

A good exercise for using the tape is to stake out a rectangle
for the foundation of a building. The method used is that given
earlier in this article to get right angles. The fact that the diag-
onals of a rectangle are equal may be used as a check. The follow-
ing problem taken from the Wentworth-Smith Trigonometry shows
what can be done with only a tape: "To find the distance of an
inaccessible point C from either of two points A aod B, having no
instruments to measure angles. Prolong CA to a, and CB to b,
and draw AB, Ab, Ba. Measure AB, 500 ft.; aA, 1_00 ft.; an, 560
ft.; bB, 100 ft.; an 1 Ab, 550 ft. Compute the distances AC and
BC." The answers are 53t3.3 ft. and 500.2 ft.

There are more than ten methods similar to he one used in the
above problem that may be used in the same or similar situations.
With the tape we can erect perpendiculars, draw riarallel lines,
construct an angle equal to given angles, lay off or measure angles
by trigonometric functions, extend lines through obstacles, and per-
form a great number of other feats.

The Angle Mirror. The angle mirror or angle prism is an in-
teresting little instrument that is inexpensive to buy or very easy
to construct (one can be made at a c'st of fifty cents). It is easy
to learn to manipulate it and it has some interesting geometry
as a foundation for its construction and use. This instrument, like
many others, may be used by both the mathematics and the science
departments. Fig. 17 shows the method of using the mirror. Fig.
18 shows how the mirror brings together objects that may be hun-
.dreds of feet apart and at an angle of 90° with the observer. This
is one of the few remaining legal ways of "seeing double." The
sextant works in the same way, so this sketch will do for the
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sextant also. When the pole and the tree "line up," the angle
formed by the tree, the angle mirror, and the pole is 90 degrees.

no. 17 no. 18

Fig. 19 shows an exercise that can be performed with an angle
mirror, a tape, and a pole. It is desired to sketch the bank of a
creek or some other irregular line. Lay off a straight AB some
distance from the creek and mark every 10 ft. (or some other in-
terval), Then place a pole at B and have one student at A with
an angle mirror while another student stands at the bank near C,
with another pole. The student at .4 has the one at C, move until
both poles line up. Angle C,..1/3 is then 90 degrees, The distance
C,A is measured and noted. Fig, 19 shows an actual exercise in
which the student used a 50 ft. tape. Two students did the work.
As soon as all the offsets were measured it was easy to plot the
map. The creek was drawn in con-
necting Ci, C., and so on. The area

I E
between the line AB and the creek

I" 4 7 r C 11 Imay be found by using the trape- --A -4-
6

zoi(l:ll rule: Multiply the distance
between the offsets by half the sum
cf the first and last offsets plus the sum of the other offsets.
This assumes that the figures are approximately trapezoids. The
students should prove the rule given above. Other projects that
make use of the angle mirror are the laying out of a football field
or a tennis court. A map may he made by taking a central base-
line running through the territory to be mapped and locating all

no. 19
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the details by offsets from this line in much the same way as
Fig. 19 was made. A number of the early instruments, such as
the groma, may also be used for this kind of work.

The adjustable angle mirror is much morn valuable for school
work than the fixed angle mirror. The following statement quoted
from the catalogue of the Keuffel and F.ser Company shows the
value of this instrument. "This Angle Mirror has the advantage
that the angle of the mirrors is not fixed, but adjustable, It is
determined by an arc graduated from zero to 100 degrees, figured
in accordance with the angle of the sighted point, being conse-
quently double the angle of the mirrors. With this instrument
offsets may be laid down at any angle up to 100 degrees from a
given base, and distances to inaccessible points may be determined
by measuring base and angle, when distance = base X tangent of
angle. This computation for distance can also be worked out in a
very simple manner by means of the slide rule.

"This angle mirror will he found very useful, not only for the
Surveyor and Civil Engineer, but also for the Military Officer,
Traveler, etc."

This instrument., which is in many ways a little sextant. is also
inexpensive and may be easily constructed by adding a protractor
and hinge to a homemade fixed angle mirror.

Prism range finders used by military officers, surveyors, and
explorers work on the same principle as that of the angle mirror
and are interesting little instruments.

The Hypsometer. The hypsometer is the modern form of the
geometric square. It is used to measure heights. It can easily
be constructed by pasting a sheet of ordinary graph paper on a

hoard and having a plumb huh and
sights fitted. Varnish will help to
protect the paper. Fig. 20 shows
t he const ruction, t he geomet ric
principles involved. and the method
of Ting the hypsometer.

Flu. 20 Triangle A'13'(" is similar to tri-
angle AM', so if we take dis-

tance on A'C' (to scale) equal to AC and then go out one of the
cross lines (corresponding to We') to where the plumb bob cuts,
that distance will he the height of tree. With a little practice a
high degree of accuracy can be obtained. To aid in sighting a tube
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transit that measures to degrees and costs from $20 to $40 has re-
cently been plaeod en the market. This is a very valuable instru-
ment for schools ti r.t cannot afford a better instrument and is a
splendid supplement to a higher priced transit. Students may learn
to use first the cheaper instrument and finally the higher priced
transit. It nmy also be used in junior high schools and elsewhere
where a high degree of accuracy is not essential. A level that sells
at from 15 to $25 is also available. A picture of a surveyor's
transit will be found on page 221.

Since the transit will do all the work that can be done with a
level, it is not necessary to have both instruments. The transit willdo the work of most of the other instruments described in this
chapter, but greater interest is aroused by a variety of instruments.

The transit may be used for a great variety of exercises that in-
volve indirect measurements. Hundreds of these exercises can be
found in our modern high school texts. The following are good
types of these exercises:

1. Wishing to determine the distance between a church A and a tower B,on the Opposite side of a river, a man measured a line CD along the river(C being nearly opposite A), and observed that the angles were respectivelyACB, 58° 20'; ACD, 95° 20'; ADB, 53° 30'; UDC, 98° 45'. CD is 600 ft.What is the distance required? The answer is 757.5 ft.
2. To compute the horizontal distance between two inaccessible points Aand B when no point can be found whence both can be seen. Take two points

C and I), distance 200 yd., so that A can be seen from C, and B from D.
From C measure CF, 200 yd. to F, whence A can be seen; and from D
mea arc DE, 200 yd. to E, whence B can be seen. Measure AFC, 830;/1(' D, 53° 30'; ACP, 54° 31'; BDE, 54° 30'; IIDC, 1560 25'; DEB, 88° 30'.
Compute the distance AB. The answer is 345.5 yd.

3. Wishing to find the height of summit A, a man measured a horizontalbase line CD 440 yd. At C the angle of elevation of A is 37° 18', and the
horizontal angle between D and the summit of the mountain is 76° 18'; at D
the horizontal angle between C and the summit is 67° 14', Find the height.
The answer is 520 yd.

4. A balloon is observed from two stations 3000 ft. apart. At the first
,.tation the horizontal angle of the balloon and the other station is 75° 25',and the angle of elevation of the balloon is 15 °. The horizontal angle of
the first station and the balloon, measured at the second station, is 6.1° 30'.
Find the height of the balloon. The answer is 1366 ft.

To understand these problems thoroughly and to secure interest
in them all students should do a few of these problems in the field.
Have students find the height- of some local church spire or tall
tree, the distance across a river, small lake, or swamp, the distance
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between two points on the opposite sides of a hill, or continue a
line where an obstacle prevents direct work, and so on. Field work
will be of special value to students in trigonometry who have not

Fia. 22
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--1----7-----A---- / /,,v,,,, , ., /

4;11r1 se plAr SE OW
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Fia. 23 Fm. 24

studied solid geometry. Figs. 22, 23, and 24 show the use of the
transit in a few of these exercises.

To Measure a Horizontal Angle. To measure a horizontal
angle as X YZ with a transit:

1. Set the transit up with the plumb bob over Y.
2. Loosen both plates and revolve the plates until the zero of the

vernier is opposite the zero on the limb. Then set the upper clamp
and make the zeros exactly coincide by using the tangent screw.

3. With the plates clamped together sight on X. Set the lower
clamp and with the lower tangent screw bring the line of sight ex-
actly on X.

4. With the lower plate clamped, loosen the upper plate and 'th
the upper plate turning sight Z. Clamp and get exact sight with
the upper tangent screw.

5. Read the angle.
6. If it is desired to double or repeat the angle, leave the plates

clamped, loosen the lower plate and sight X as before in (31. Then
sight Z as in (4). The angle should now be double what it was
in (5).

By repeating the angle several times we get a check and also a
greater degree of accuracy. If an angle is repeated three times,
divide by three. At first all angles should be repeated in order to
give sufficient practice.

To measure vertical angles, or angles of depression or elevation,
start. with the telescope level and the vertical arc at zero. Sight the
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object, set the clamp, and with the tangent screw sight the object
exactly. Read the angle.

To measure the vertical angle between two objects sight one
read the angle, sight the other, and add or subtract as the case
requires to get the angle.

It is very important to remember that transits, levels, sextants,
and other precision instruments are very delicate, and must be
handled with great care. They are !mule of soft metal, and get out
of adjustment very easily, Never use force with any of these in-
struments, Carry a transit like n six-weeks-old infant and loosen
clamps so the plates and telescope will turn if hit, (But don't let
them be hit.)

Definitions. The following are definitions of terms used in the
following pages;

Elevation (El.), The distance of a point above or below a level
surface called the datum. This is usually mean sea-level. How-
ever, a datum is sonietimes assumed,

Bench Mark (13.M.) . A fixed point of known elevation that is
used to find the elevation of other points.

Station. A point whose elevation is sought,
Plane of Sight. The horizontal plane determined by two sights

through it Properly adjusted level.
Backeight (13.S.). The reading of a rod on a point of known

elevation. Its purpose is to determine the height. of the instrument.
Height of Instrument. The elevation of the plane of sight.
Foresight (F.S.), The reading of the rod on n station whose

elevation is sought.
Plane of Sight or 11.1. The plane of sight or height of instrument

should always exceed the elevation of the B.M. or F.S. for any high
school work.

The following formulas are used:
(El. of 13.M.) +13.K IL . .S, El. (of S.)

Davi:sights are sometimes called plus sights, and foresights, minus
sights.

Profile Leveling. One of the best exercises with a level or
transit is to make a profile level for an imaginary drain, and then
make a map showing the traverse line (line qurveyed) and some
details. A profile of the traverse line or drain should be drawn
as in Fig. 27.

As a fir,t exercise select a piece of land with an interesting profile
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called a turning point- (T.P.), which is really a temporary 13.M. A
point on the line may he used as a T.P. if an error is made at B.M.
or T.P. it will affect all the elevations found with that so care
should be taken. Take a B.S. on the T.P. and F.S.'s on all the
other stations. Then, as a check, set up a third time and take a
13.5. on the last station and a F.S. on the B.M. Thus the elevation
of the B.M. is found. If an earthquake has not occurred since
the 13.5. was taken on the WM., the assumed (or true) elevation
and the one just found should agree. Any difference will be due to
errors. These should never exceed 0.02Vna. of set-ups, and on a
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small piece of work like this the error should not exceed 0.01 ft.
On long sights curvature of the earth increases rod readings by an
amount equal to 0.667 (distance in miles) 2 ft., while refraction
tends to deerea.e readin by about- IA. of this; so if we correct for
both by deducting 0.57 (distance in miles'' ft. where the instrument
is at an equal distance from the points on which the B.S. and F.S.
were taken, there will he no error. Why is this true? For short
sights, no attention should be paid to curvature and refraction.

The table (Fig. 28) shows how level notes may be recorded for
permanent record. Use the formulas given to find the H.I. and the
EL

To obtain detail for the map one group may use a plane table
with the drain as a base line, or while the transit is set up over
E angles may he measured, or any of the methods of locating a
point shown in Fig. 16 may be used.
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considered in the latter. The difference in length between a straight
line and an arc on the surface of the earth is only about. 1/2 in.
in 10 miles.

Closed Traverse. When a farm or city lot is surveyed, the
transit lines form a polygon. This is called a closed traverse. All
the sides and angles are measured, and from these data we may
plot the tract and find this area. since the interior angles of a
polygon are equal to (n 2) straight angles, we may use this fact
as a check on the accuracy of our angles. since there are always
small errors in both the lines and the angles, there is always an
error of closure. If, for high school work, we select a tract with
from four to six shies, with the sides not more than a few hundred
feet long, and if the work is rather carefully done, the error of
closure will be negligible.

The Compass. The compass is one of the important instruments
of navigation and is also extensively used by the forester, geologist,
ntinyr, explorer, hunter, guide, aviator, and military officer.

At one time, the surveyor's compass was the chief instrument
used for surveying in country districts, and it is still used where
speed rather than a high degree of accuracy is desired. The space
devoted to various types of compasses in any large instrument
catalogue eloquently attests the popularity of the compass. It has
the following good points: (1) It is inexrensive. A good compass
costs from $25 to $50. (2) It is lighter and much easier to carry
than the transit. (3) It requires much less time to do a given job
with a compass than with a transit. () As the direction of each
line is determined by its magnetic bearings, a mistake in the direc-
tion of any one line will not affect every line, as is the case with
the transit. (5) If, in running a line, we hit a house or some other
obstacle, we may go on the other side and set up so that the back-
sight will have the same bearing as our previous foresight. This
will be an extension of our former line, since only one line can have
that hearing. This is simpler than the me' hod of procedure with
a transit.

Many compasses are equipped with a clinometer, which adds to
1 hoir usefulness by making it possible to measure slope or read
vertical angles.

A compass is mounted on a light tripod or Jacob staff. A com-
pass may he used to advantage with a plane table. The vernier on
a good compass usually reads to 5 minutes.
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Magnetic Declination. The compass needle does not point to
the true north pole but to the magnetic pole. The angle between
true north-south meridian and the magnetic meridian is called the
magnetic declination. Imaginary lines connecting places having
the same declination are called isogonic lines. These lines are
very irregular. The declination in the United States ranges from
22° west- to 24° east. This declination unfortunately does not stay
put over certain .,gilts as does our time, but changes with each
location and, worse yet, the declination of any one spot is con-
stantly changing from hour to hour as well as from month to month,
year to year, and age to age. Tables are given in most works on
surveying that enable us to make the proper corrections for
declination.

Thc trouble cpused by magnetic declination. and the fact that
bearings cannot he read closer than five minutes and that local
attraction may be so great as to make the compass readings worth-
less are the chief disadvantages of the compass.

The Plane Table. The plane table is one of the most important
instruments for general mapping. It is so simple that it may be
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used by a s,.,venth grade class and so accurate that many of the
best engineers prefer it to any other' instrument for mapping.

The plane table is of value in high school work and for grade
work in geography to show how a map is actually made. and it is
by far the hest instrument for scout work in mapping.

A simple plane table or traverse table outfit may be obtained
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for about $25. Satisfactory work on a small scale can be done with
a very crude homemade outfit. One pupil, using a stool, a drawing
board, and a chalk box for an alidade, staged a contest with a civil
engineer using a transit, and the resulting maps were so alike that
it was hard to tell which were made with the expensive outfit. Of
course only a small area was mapped in this contest.

Fig. 29 shows that the plane table consists of a tripod, drawing
board, and a sighting instrument called an alidade.

With the plane table, all the important work on the map is done
in the field. Angles are drawn directly on the map and not meas-
ured and then plotted. It is useless to measure an angle to 10
seconds if an error of 10 minutes is made in plotting the map.

On high-priced alidades, there is a telescope with stadia hairs.
This aids in measuring distances with a fair degree of accuracy
without using a tape.

To make a map of a small area, set up the plane table in. the
center of the territory to be mapped and clamp the board. Place
a pin in the center of the table and with edge of the alidade against
this pin sight all the points to be located and draw lines to them.
Measure these distances with a tape or rod and lay them off on
the map to scale. This will give an accurate location of these
points on the map. This method is called radiation. (Fig. 30.)

For a larger area, measure off on the ground a straight base line
AB, 100, 500, or 1000 ft. long, as desired, and draw to scale on the
plane table a line ab to correspond to the line AB. Set up the plane
table at A with point a approximately over A. Place the edge of
the alidade along the line ab and sight B. Clamp the table in this

position. Then, with the edge
of the alidade at a sight all
the points to be located and
draw lines on the paper to-
ward them. Then take the

, table to B and sight A simi-
larly, so the lines AB and ab
will have the same direction

FIG. 31 and b will be over B; clamp
the table. Again sight and

draw lines to the objects to be ha ated as at A. Each object located
on the map will he determined by the intersection of the lines from
a and b. Sonic system of numbering the lines must be used to pre-
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vent confusion. The line AB may be extended and the work con-
tinued as before or some other line m,- be used. Radiation may
also be used in connection with this method. This last method is
called intersection amt corresponds to trianguhttion. (Fig. 31.)

A solution of the three-point problem is given under danger angle.
See Figs. 1 and 2.

A survey of a map may be made with a protractor for a transit
and a scale for a tape and many interesting problems worked out
or areas computed.

The plane table methods described above may also be used for
making a small map from a larger map by using a sheet of paper
for a plan:, table and a ruler for an alidade. In fact, to be sure
that tho methods to be used are understood, it would be a good
plan to have the pupils do this before going out into the field. Much
valuable time is wasted in field work because each member of the
party does not know exactly what he is supposed to do, and the
best and quickest method of doing it. Large geodetic survey maps
are good fer this purpose. Also, a good reduced copy of drawing
or picture may be made in this way. This is a splendid exercise
for a geography class. It should he noted that many of the other
methods of mapping, as by off -sets, may be used for indoor class
work of this type. Pupils should be encouraged co do some of this
field work after school, on Saturdays, or during vacations. It is
an interesting fact that just as girls 're often as much interested
in scouting as boys, so this work may also be of considerable in-
terest to girls.

If the pupils in a school are divided into A, B, and C sections
according to ability, much better field work can be done.

Stadia Surveying. This type of work is an interesting and
practical application of similar triangles. With a fine hacksaw
cut two notches 1/8 in. apart through the ends of a brass tube 121/2 in.

- -----
:

Fm. 32 F'w. 33

long and 1/2 in. in diameter. Put two fine black threads across the
ends and fasten with a rubber band. Place a eork with a small
hole in it in the other end of the tube.

Fig. 32 shows that triangles rab and CAB are similar. Since the
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perpendicular distance from C to ab is 100 times ab, the perpen-
dicular distance from C to AB will be 100 times AB if AB is 11/2 ft.
The distance from (' to the rod will be 150 ft. A stadia may be
used with a hypsometer, a clinometei, or an alidade for approximate
measuring. Transits and alidades with telescopes are usually
equipped with stadia-hairs. With these the arrangement is like
that in Fig. 33.

In most of these instruments f (lb = 100 (Fig. 331, that is,
when AR = 1 ft., the distance from the center of the instrument is
100 + ft. C is usually about 1 ft. It may be found by setting
up the transit on a level piece of ground and holding the rod at
such a distance that the stadia-hairs intercept an interval of 1 ft.
on the rod. If the distance is found to be 101.4 ft., the constant

= 1.4 ft. This must be added to all readings, as if AR == 3 ft.,
the distance will be 300 + 1.4 ft. or 301.4 ft. With good instru-
ments and careful work it is possible to have an error of less than
1 ft. in 500 ft.

If the country is hilly and the line of sight must be inclined,
measurement by stadia will not be correct, Corrections may be
worked out by trigonometry, or a slide rule, and all books on sur-
veying have stadia reduction tables in which both the correct dis-
tance and the elevation may be found. If the stadia reading is 100
and the angle 10°, the horizontal distance will be 96.98 ft. and the
difference in elevation 17.10 ft. Where the inclination is 5° or
less, there is a horizontal difference of less than 1 ft. in 100 ft. For
rough work --0 need not bother with angles less than 3°.

To find the horizontal distance and the vertical height from in-
clined stadia readings the following formulas are used:

Let

Then

R = actual reading
11.1). = true horizontal distance
V.II. = true vertical height.

x =-- angle of inclination

II.D. = R X cos2x
V.H. I It x sin 2x) 2

Stadia slide rules will solve these ectuations with one setting.
As the stadia reading,, the alawe forinulas, and all functions are
approximate. the slide rule will be found sufficiently accurate for
this purpose.
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The Sextant. The sextant. (Fig. 34) is used to measure hori-
zontal, vertical, or inclined angles with a high degree of accuracy.
Moreover, this accuracy is not affected even though the instru-
ment is in motion. Because of this, the sextant may be us:d
on a ship or an aeroplane. It is also

A

used by surveyors for work on land,
and along shores, and for observing the
sun or a star. The sextant has an ap-
peal to students that makes it a very
valuable instrument for school work.
It can be used in dozens of interesting
situations. One of its chief uses is to
determine latitude. To do this with
accuracy, corrections must be made for
declination and also for refraction,
parallax and semi-diameter of the sun.
Corrections for the last three amount
to about 15 min. in the United States
and Canada. Corrections for declination are given in the Nautical
Almanac. On March 21 and Sept. 23 there is no declination.
Pupils may be asked to draw a sketch similar to Fig. 35 showing
this fact. On these dates the pupils in any school may easily de-
termine latitude by using a sextant, a transit, or an astrolabe (or
measuring quadrant) .

To Find the Altitude of the Sun. To find the altitude of the
sun with a transit on these dates, set up the transit a few minutes

r.ir
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before noon, with a dark glass over the object glass. Get the hori-
zontal erosshair tangent to the lower edge of the sun and follow it
up as long as it continues to rise. Then read the angle of elevation.
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Add 15 nun. to this angle and subtract the result from 900 to get
the latitude. Cheek by getting the latitude from a map.

If an observation is taken from an elevated portion of a ship it
is necessary to correct for the dip of the sea horizon, which amounts
to 5 min. for an elevation of 26 ft. and 9 min. 48 see. for 100 ft.
This is subtracted from the observed altitude of the sun. The
teacher will find it worthwhile to make a sketch and have advanced
classes figure out the dip. It makes a good proli!em if a seven-
place log table is available. Approximately, the (lip in minutes is
equal to the square root of the height. in feet. On land the arti-

Fia. 38

:\
a'

ficial horizon is used with the sextant to find the altitude of the
sun. Fig. 39 shows that the artificial horizon gives us another
geometry original. An ordinary mirror resting on a level surface
will serve for an artificial horizon. In this connection it may be
noted that many early books on practical mathematics gave a
method of finding the height of a house, a tree, or other object
by means of a mirror. A mirror was placed at some convenient
distance from the building or object. When the observer could see
the top of the building in the mirror, he measured his distance from
the mirror, the distance from his eyes to the ground, and the dis-
tance_ to the base of the building. As the tingles at the mirror
are equal, the triangles are similar; thus the height of the building
can he computNi. Figs. 35 to 38 show interesting exercises.

Determination of a Meridian. An exercise in field or labora-
tory mathematics that requires practically no apparatus is the
determination of a meridian. Suspend a plumb bob over a fiat level
surface (cement area is best ) so that the point of the bob is off the
ground. Place a bead on the line some distance above the plumb
bob. Some time in the morning mark the position of the bead's
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shadow (S. Then from the point under the bob (P, and with a
radius equal to P8 draw a circle. At some time in the afternoon
the shadow of the head will again touch the circle. Mark this posi-
tion U. Then bisect the angle DI'S and the bisector will he the
meridian. This may he determined with accuracy and perma-
nently marked. More exact methods of determining the true
meridian depend upon observations on Polaris. If the meridian is
known, it is easy to determine the magnetic declination by using a
compass.

rourtrNy ).f tit ff 1 and Extirr 0).
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The Slide Rule. This instrument is indispensable for perform-
ing the various calculations needed in connection with field work
and for checking more accurate calculations made on paper. The
slide rule will be found sufficiently accurate for work involving
angles measured to 5 or 10 minutes anti lines measured to three
significant figures. In fact, the slide rule should he used in every
trigonometry and physics class if not in every class in mathematics
and science. Very satisfactory students' rules can he purchased for
one dollar or less, so the element of cost is negligible.

The time that a student takes to master the slide rule is insignifi-
cant in comparison with the saving of time in later work.

Conclusion. It would be possible to teach physics, chemistry,
or biology without apparatus and still do fairly good work. We can
teach mathematics without instruments, but we can do much better
with them. A good transit, similar to the one shown in Fig. 40,
plane table outfit, sextant and angle mirror, together with the rods,
tapes, and the like, which we need can be purchased for about $350.
A cheaper set of instruments may be obtained for $150. Some of
these instruments may be used in other departments, and with care
will last from fifteen to twenty years or longer, so that the yearly
cost is very small. If, for example, the use of instruments increased
the size of a trigonometry class from 6 to 16 pupils, the saving in
teacher cost would more than pay the cost of the instruments.

We must convince our superintendents and hoards of education
of the necessity of some instruments in teaching mathematics. We
all know of schools with thousands of dollars worth of science
apparatus and a mathematics equipment consisting of several old
yardsticks and a couple of partly broken blackboard compasses.

As a last resort, if new instruments cannot be obtained, it may
be possible to )iiy second-hand instruments no longer sufficiently
accurate for engineering purposes, but still of value for school use.
Homemade instruments may be used to supplement other instru-
ments, to give variety. and to illuArate the interesting principles
involved, but they cannot take the place of commercial instruments.



PROBLEM-SOLVING IN ARITHMETIC
By LUCIE L. DOWER

City Normal School, Roc/weer, N. y.

Introduction. Mastery of the fundamental facts and processes
is not the ultimate end of arithmetical instruction. Life demands
that boys and girls have not only a perfect mastery of the funda-
mentals of arithmetic but the ability to interpret, comprehend, and
solve the quantitative situations that arise in everyday activities.
This preparation may be brought about in two ways:

1. By giving specific preparation for the kinds of problems the
pupils will meet in life.

2. By giving general preparation for all kinds of problems.

If specific preparation for the kinds of problems that the pupils
will meet in life were desired, it would be necessary to make a
collection of all the types of problems available. The children
could then be given a rule or a type solution for each of these
types and drilled in its use. This method is out of the question,
however, because conditions are constantly changing. It is not
always possible to predict the kinds of problems which the pupils
will have to solve. Furthermore, they would not he able to tell
which of the many rules or type solutions to apply to a particular
problem.

If, on the other hand, general preparation for all kinds of prob-
lems be given, the children will acquire the ability to judge a given
problem on its own merits, to study the relationships that exist
between the various quantities involved, and to think out the
solution. This approach aims to develop skill in planning the solu-
tion as well as ability to execute the plan. This mastery of problem-
solving comes only from meeting many different kinds of problems,
from seeing many relations, and from reasoning out each problem
in terms of the relationships that are involved. By this method,
pupils are more likely to recognize similar problems in any new
situation and to apply the correct solution.

The writer has prepared this chapter because general preparation
223
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in problem-solving is so essential, and because the literature on
problem-solving is not readily accessible. This presentation grew
out of the studies made by the Arithmetic Research Committee in
connection with the Coiiperative School Survey Which has been con-
ducted in Rochester during the past two years. The report which
follows is the writer's contribution to that Survey,*

PART ONE

Purpose. It is the purpose of the first part of this report to
consider the major elements, facts, and principles essential in the
formulation and the solution of desirable problems.

I. SOURCES OF PROBLEMS

The Textbook as Source. Textbooks are often at fault in their
large number of problems that involve adult activities and in their
relatively small number of problems that concern the needs, activi-
ties, and interests of children. It is hopeless to expect children to
be interested in problems which pertain wholly to activities foreign
to their experiences. Lack of interest means a consequent careless-
ness in reading habits, an inaccurate interpretation, and an incorrect
solution.

When the textbook is the source of the problems, the teacher's
first duty is to see that each problem is made concrete to her pupils
and that the words of the problem call up in the pupils' minds the
correct ideas and images. Often the best way to make a problem
or a group of problems real is to dramatize the situation involved.
Many lists of problems in our newer arithmetics lend themselves
readily to this idea. Although it is necessary to resort to dramatiza-
tion more frequently in the lower grades, it should also be used in
the upper grades with problems based on unfamiliar situations.

The problems in the older textbooks were usually organized
according to the processes involved, with a list of problems on
addition, another on multiplication. and so on. In most of the
newer books, however, the problems are organized ill a different
way. The unity in a given list of problems. instead of being
arithmetical, is social, the processes are varied but the problems
are all based on the same life situation, Thus, we often find lists
of problems ,,xi earning money, paying household expenses, buying

* In the Itil.11,Lrrnphy 81 the end of this elutpter are listed. with nottotittlons, the
vomplete titles of the studies dlseussed throughout this chit N'.
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school supplies, sewing, and the like, Such an organization has two
derided advantages. In the first place, the problems met in life are
not all addition problems one day and multiplication the next;
instead, on any one day they may be quite varied as to the processes
involved, and yet related in that they all arise from one social
activity. In the second place, if many problems have the same
social setting. a greater opportunity is given to concentrate on this
social situation and even to dramatize it if necessary.

Real Life Situations as Source. The only way interest in
problems can be maintained is to originate or supply a large number
and variety of problems arising from the needs of children. Pupils
and teachers can find ample material in the activities about the
school, the home, the church, and the community for the construc-
tion of problems from real life situations. Such work is excellent
practice for pupils and often is the best. means of enabling them to
team the content of problems and the variety of forms in which
problem-ideas may be clothed.

No attempt should be made to reduce the children's statements to
hare facts by culling out all descriptive and illuminating words.
One of the chief reasons for the noor reading habits usually found
in the arithmetic class is the fact that most problems are the bare
statements of dead, uninteresting material.

since counting, weighing, and measuring are outgrowths of the
fundamental human needs, those concerned with food, clothing, and
shelter, we should find the "Larger Home Idea" given to us by Mr.
Betz an adequate source fur the selection of data for "real problem
situations." This "Larger Home Idea'' involves the quantitative
side of life found in (11 the home, (2) the school, (3) the state,
(4) the nation, and (51 t:,e world.

Monroe and Clark have compiled a bulletin on The Teacher's
nesponsibility for Devising Learning Exercises in Arithmetic. They
have stated that the extent of the teacher's responsibility for devis-
ing problems becomes apparent when we recall that. although chil-
dren and textbooks provide a large number of problems, there are
many gaps in the types of problems thus contrilmted, These gaps
must. he filled by additional problems contributed by the teacher.

Problem-solving should he has-d upon large thinking situations
and the practical worth of the solving will he considerably greater
if ninny problems relating to the stun' situation are solved in succec.
slim. Miscellaneous groups of problems are satisfactory for general
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drill purposes, but problems solved in their natural sequence yield
better returns both in fixing in the mind the principles of twithmetic
which relate to a particular activity, and in acquainting the pupils
with a body of systematic knowledge of social, economic, and
industrial conditions,

To state t he situations from which problems may he obtained
entails an enumeration of altnos all the vital activities of life, for
problem-solving in arithmetic correlates with nearly all other sub-
jects and experiences. This is amply proved by e partial list
which follows:

1. Measurement of materials used in houses, stores, boxes, etc., heights of
children. objects in room, &snotty,: jumped, materials for kite making, amount
of water, sand, sawdust, rte.

2. Recognition of 17, S. nioney through making change and buying milk
tickets, penny lunches, tickets for picnic, articles at stores, car tickets, tickets
fur school entertainment, etc.

3. Cost of school equipment.
. Class expenditures (class phis, class colors, etc.)
5. Playing store:

a. living and selling.
b. Ca let ilia,
c. Selling candy, popcorn, lemonad e. me., for class or school purposes.

6. School collection.:Memoria1 Day, etc,
7. Chiss trips, sehool
S. Family trills by boat, auto, trolley, train.
9. Heading timetables,

10. 116Ying seals, bulbs, rte,
11. Planning a small garden.
12. Planning fur a party.
13. Making
14. Following recipes.
15. Buying from a catalogue.
16. Amount saved when buying at a bargain or ;1 special sale.
17. Computing the east of several artieles,
18. Purchasing Christmas presents,
19. Nleasuring gains in weight.
26. Telling time.
21. Earning money.
22. Selling magazines.
23. helping in it store.
21. Sending parcel post packages,
25. Fintling the n,st of sending telegrams, express packages and freight

packages.
26. Chocking up laundry lists.
27. Keeping weekly personal accounts.
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28. Sending money orders.
29. Writing receipts,
30, Keeping school records.
31. Buying baseball outfit.
32. Keeping milk account fur school.
33. Filling a Christmas basket.
34. Manual arts work for boys, such as-

a. Figuring the amount of lumber 1, cessaly for some project.
b. Reading scale drawings.

35. Manual arts work fur girls, such as-
a. Figuring goods for a slip.
b. Using at, individual recipe for 10 persons.
c. Changing a cake recipe which will provide 8 servings to one which

w:I1 provide 12 servings.
36. Figuring the results of a spelling test.
37. Furthering a school-benefit play night.
38. Buying lunch equipment.
39. Guessing.heights and verifying them.
40. Keeping class records and attendance by means of gr.iphs.
41. Checking the family food supply.
42. Caring for pets.
43. Collecting bus fares.
44. Helping mother with shopping.
45. Keeping a home-problem notebook.
46. Keeping scores.
47. Keeping a temperature chart.

There mast be opportunity for much care and skill in choosing,
arranging, and using problems so that interest will aid learning. It
is easy to go too far. It would be folly to try to select problem-
work from a mixture of gymnastics, games, and childish whims.
We should not expect to find an entire class of sixth grade children
animated by a strong ruling purpose which involves a knowledge
of decimal fractions. Many of the problems used in our fourth,
fifth, and sixth grades will be taken from such life conditions as the
following:

1. Various occupations. 7. Commerce.
2. Various industries. 8. Geography.
3. Recreational activities. 9. History.
4. Elementary science. 10. Home economy.
5. Statistics and graphs. 11. Personal earnings.
6. Civic and social activities. 12. School and class activities.

The wider the range of sources from which the various problems
are taken, the more sure are they to approximate the needs of
everyday life.
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II. ESSENTIALS OF GOOD PROBLEMS

Aim of the Problem. The great advances made in the teaching
of arithmetie during recent years have come very largely through
the broader conception of the purpose of the ideal problem. A
problem no longer considered merely a tool to train the mind.

In the elementary grades, children get several by-products from
their study of a problem, such as the social insight into certain
phases of life, the habit of looking upon quantitative relationships,
and an appreciation of the value and power of arithmetic in doing
the world's work. The problem is also used to apply, clarify, or
rationalize arithmetical processes and facts and to motivate the
drill work of these various grades.

Real Life Problems. The children's present interests are the
fundamental factors to be considered in making or selecting prob-
lems. The early problems may be "story problems" about people
or things present, and then about things owned by the children or
familiar to them. The problems should have a content that the
children help to select at that grt,de leN el. In the early years,
interest and effort are determined much more by the wording of the
problem than by the numbers and processes involved.

Wording of the Problem. If we wish to develop power, the
wording of the problem must be so varied that the solution has to
depend upon a rational analysis of conditions and not upon a mere
act of memory. The ability to meet correctly any kind of simple
arithmetical situation will be developed by meeting many and
varied types of problems and by thinking through each type. This
variety develops power and independent thinking on the part of
the children and enables them to apply arithmetic to new situa-
tions.

It is now generally recognized that, above all, skill in problem-
solving depends upon a comprehension of the facts of the case, facts
which must be within the experiences of the children. This is the
only way in which a problem can be made real and concrete to
them.

The terms "real" and "concrete" have been interpreted in many
ways. With some people, real has meant material, and the problems
have been presented in terms of objects or words connoting very
vivid images. Others have defined this quality in terms of use in
the larger social world. Because certain problems actually occur
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at the grocer's, the banker's, or the wholesaler's is no reason why
they should be concrete to the children.

Opportunity for Dramatization. There is another social world,
however, nearer to the child, which offers a more vital background.
There is the opportunity to use the children's lives in their quantita-
tive aspects by taking their plays, games. and occupations and
introducing these situations into the teaching of mathematics. As
the children's world expands from year to year, they will be carried
by degrees from personal and local situations to those of general
interest. Both the children and the teacher can provide this pro-
gression without devitalizing the filets and principles presented,
because real situations create interest and thought opportunities,
all at the same time, lead to profitable end-results.

The conditions of classroom teaching place a limitation on this
work in that the facts of the problems cannot always be presented
concretely. They must often be described in words. The problems
of life are often question3 about situations or facts actually existing
before the pupils' eyes; they are less often questions which the
pupils put to themselves in connection with their past affairs or
future plans; and they au: least often questions put to them in
words by another.

To sum upa good problem is one that is based on the signifi-
cant aims or purposes that are ruling factors in the children's lives
at the time of learning. It provides for real situations or projects
where reality is feasible. It is five from vocabulary difficalties. It
offers opportunities for dramatization. It is neither much harder
nor much easier than the corresp9nding situation outside of the
school.

Iii. CLASSIFICATION OF PROBLEMS

Lack of Uniformity. When we examine the problem lists in
current arithmeties, we find a conspicuous lack of uniformity in the
captions by which these lists are designated in different texts.
Formerly, some of the problems given in arithmetics were listed
under such captions as: Reduction, Measure of Capacity, Time and
Wages, Linear Measure, and Percentage.

Changes in business practices and in the activities of life apart
from the carrying on of business have created new arithmetical
applications. Many of the titles formerly used as captions for
problem lists have been discarded and new ones substituted. The
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result is that at the present time we have no generally recognized
plan for classifying the problems in arithmetic.

The buying and selling of commodities, and the like, create many
arithmetical problems. This suggests that the source-: of problems
might be used as a basis for their classification; but an examination
of the problems in our arithinetics reveals a number of problems
whose source is not easily identified. In some cases the problem
does not appear to be connected with any particular activity, and
in other cases the suggested activity might be changed without
affecting the problem.

Monroe and Clark. Monroe and Clark have listed two generr'
classes of problems: (1 ) Operation Problems and (2) Activity
Problems. Under Operation Problems are placed all those prob-
lems which are identified neither with a particular activity nor with
an activity which has a special technical terminology. Under
Activity Problems are placed all those problems which are identified
with a definite activity of children or adults and which introduce
a technical terminology. An elaborate study of the problems pro-
vided by texts resulted in the identification of 52 problem types in
the tield of "operation problems" and 281 problem types under
"activity problems." The writers were compelled to acknowledge
that this list of 333 problem types could not be regarded as final.

McNair. McNair and others give a workable classification of
problems. The following statements are based very largely on the
work of Mr. Me air.

1..Simple and Complex Problems. A simple problem is one
involving but one operation. A complex problem is one involving
more than one operation. To solve complex problems it is essential
to separate them into simple problems.

2. Concrete and Abstract Problems. In arithmetic, a concrete
problem is one which is based on the actual experiences of the

whereas a problem is abstract when it in no way touches
their experiences. Obviously problems which are concrete to some
pupils are abstract to others. Too often a concrete problem is
regarded as one in whili the nunibers used are definitely named.
The fact that a problem contains -concrete" numbers does not make
it a concrete problem. Problems given to grade children should be
concrete, since such problems not only augment the' intcrest but are
solved with greater ease and with a fuller satisfaction.

3. Oral and It Problems. An oral problem is one solved
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without recourse to a pencil, while a written problem necessitates
the use of a pencil. It is coming to be the opinion of many efficient.
teachers that fully half of the problems given should be oral. If the
sole purpose of the problem is to impress the thought operation,
then it is a saving of time to make the problem oral, since at least
three oral problems can be solved in the time required for one that
is written. Not only are oral problems valuable in establishing
right habits of thought in arithmetic work, but they serve as an easy
means of preparing the mind for the new presentation.

4. Real Situation Problems. Real situation problems are those
which present to the children actual living experiences. Real situa-
tion problems are serviceable in that they make it easier for pupils
to comprehend certain thought forms which must be taught.

5. Original Problems. These are problems "made up" by the
children. Sometimes the data are given, but generally the children
are asked to supply their own data. Original problems in the main
hcve four uses. They cultivate the powers of observation, aid in
modes of expression, give exercise in impressing correct thought
forms, and encourage originality,

6. Household Problems. Household problems are most practical,
since they deal with the daily living of all. Children should be
required to originate problems of this type, using actual home
experiences as data.

7. ProPems of Go terest. These problems deal with
money, World Series gh. s, population, etc.

8. Occupational or Inc. )roblems. A moderate use of the
industrial problems gives to 1,upils certain interesting information
which should be possessed by educated people generally. The in-
dustrial problem enables the teacher to project arithmetic into the
actual business interests of any community which supports an
industry. One danger to avoid is the giving of a long and monoto-
nous list of problems based on an industry which is foreign to the
environment of the childsn. A second danger rests in giving data
which are far-fetched or nut true to the industry. We should bear
in mind, however, that the fundamental purpose of the problem is to
teach arithmetic, not the facts of some favored industry.

9. Practice or Isolated Problems. These problems are always
accessible, since a large part of most texts is devoted to this type.
As a means of training to right thinking, however, the practice
problem is not as serviceable as it would seem to be, because the
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necessary operation is too often suggested by some key word
incorporated in the problem.

10. Group Problems. Group problems are those which pertain to
the same subject or group of subjects. A list of twelve problems
dealing with the shoe industry of Rochester is an illustration of this
type of problem.

11. Serial or "String" Problems, When group problems are so
arranged that they demand not only separate answers but a "grand
total" answer, they become a problem series. The serial problems
should reveal accurately the business transaetions involved. The
one vital objection to them is that one error early in the computa-
tion vitiates all the work that follows.

12, Check Problems. A check problem is one used to prove the
correctness of the answer of a problem previously given. The check
problem contains the answer of the original problem together with
a part of the data. These problems serve a purpose in the cultiva-
tion of accuracy.

13. Problems without Numbers. These are numerical situations
put in problem form, but not stated in terms of definite numbers.
In teaching the solution of problems one may be more concerned
with clear visualization, accurate comprehension of the conditions,
and thoughtful development of sequential thought than with the
actual manipulation and the answer. In such a case it is advisable
to give problems that contain no numbers, and to require children
merely to tell the processes which are to be followed to obtain the
answer.

14. Incomplete Problems. Children may either complete an
incomplete mathematical situation or formulate a problem to illus-
trate a given condition, The completion of problems, and the
invention of new ones, may become a valuable class exercise. The
children usually analyze a problem that is given them; now they
must synthesize elements and relations to bring about a new situa-
tion. Invention of problems gives a new view of number relations,
which leads to a greater comprehension, a deeper grasp, a broader
application, and a firmer mastery of the various types.

15. Project Problems. There are four ways in which projects
may be utilized in the classroom: (1) As introductory projects that
are used for motivation or as a setting for the various arithmetical
activities, (2) As cumulative projects that are used for reasoning
or drill. (3) As review projects that are used for cheeks. (4) As
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supplementary projects that are carried on for application or for
purposeful enrichment.

IV. EmPIIASIS ON PROBLEM-SOLVING

Difficulties in Problem-Solving. Every teacher of mathematics
has at some time been confronted with the fact that pupils have
great difficulty in problem-solving in arithmetic, and that they
achieve more unsatisfactory results in this connection than in
example-solving. The truth of this statement has been substanti-
ated by several scientific investigators.

Considered from the point of view of the importance which
authorities on arithmetic attach to problem-solving, the natural
inference is that considerable attention should be given to this
topic in textbooks on arithmetic, books on methods of teaching the
subject, magazine articles, and courses of study. This, however,
does not appear to be the case.

Newcomb. Newcomb 'wide a study, the purpose of which was
to determine the relative amount of space devoted to problem-
solving in the several sources where such material should be found.
The data for this study were secured through the examination of
textbooks on methods, courses of study, teachers' magazines, school
bulletins, textbooks in arithmetic. The results of the investigation
show that the general average of the percentage of space from all
sources devoted to problem-solving is 4.97 per cent of the total
space devoted to arithmetic.

Eighth grade textbooks in arithmetic were found to vary from
1 to 9.8 per cent in the total amount of space given to the problem.
Seventh grade texts were found to be somewhat more liberal: the
amount of space given to the problem in these texts varied from
7 to 18.5 per cent.

The results of this study reveal a situation which is incompatible
with the expressed opinions of almost all the authors investigated.

Spaulding. Spaulding made an analysis of six selected third
grade textbooks with a view to determining the percentage of prob-
lems found. His conclusions are encouraging:

1. There is evident a tendency toward greater emphasis on problem-solving
in contrast to the simple doing of examples of the earlier textbooks.

2. Makers of textbooks are coming to appreciate the need for making their
problems representative of the fields of activity in which pupils are likely to
be engaged.
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It seems reasonable to conclude from the study of Newcomb that
textbook problems may be a source of real want or waste in the
teaching of arithmetic. May it not be that the very meager space
given to instruction in problem-solving in the various appropriate
sources has a silent influence upon teachers, thereby causing them
to minimize this most important phase of arithmetic? Should there
not be an amount of space devoted to problems in the various
sources commensurate with the recognized importance of the
subject?

V. DEGREE OF DIFFICULTY

How Difficult Should the Problem Be? The more one in-
vestigates and analyzes the various processes used in problem-
solving in actual life situations, the more one is convinced that
these situations are simpler than situations represented in the old
type textbook and in some of the modern books.

To what degree of difficulty should the useful processes be car-
ried? If this que<fon can be answered correctly, it will enable
teachers to use judgment and will guide them in the size of numbers
or the number of places that should be used in the problems they
offer. If they conic as they should, from actual experience, the
difficulty will take care of itself. When the teacher originates prob-
lems or dictates problems from books, a knowledge of the degree of
difficulty is essential.

Wilson. Wilson has tabulated and graphed the actual distribu-
tion of 4,416 addition problems used in four selected occupations
as to the number of places involved in the largest addend. It is
evident from these graphs that the numbers added are relatively
small. He reported that there are less than two per cent of addition
problems with addends of five places or above. Almost all the
problems have either two-place or three-place addends. In handling
money a two-place problem means one in which the amount is less
than one dollar.

In subtraction the minuend which is most common is the three-
place minuend. Because subtraction is most freouently used in
making change, this means that the most common amount given in
payment for which change must be made is the one-dollar, two-
dollar, or five dollar bill. The next most common subtraction
situation involves two places, followed in order by four, one, five,
and six places.
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The multiplication problems are classified on the basis of the
number of places in the multiplier. The one-place multiplier makes
up 53 per cent of all multiplication. The farmers and the mer-
chants deal more often with problems that involve two-place
multipliers.

The table on division shows that the two-place divisor is most
common, although it is nearly equaled in frequency by the one-
place divisor. These tables and graphs reveal the simplicity of the
work in the four fundamental processes in actual life outside of
the school.

The degree of difficulty is often dependent upon other elements
than the size of the number involved, the number of processes, or
the difficulty of these processes. When a child meezt,s4t new situa-
tion, he is often confused, not because of the mathematics of the
problem, but because he does not understand the situation, the
vocabulary, the phraseology, or the form of the problem.

Hammond. Miss Lucy Hammond, critic teacher of Grade 5131,
Rochester Normal School, made a study of the difficulty in the
wording and form of problems. This study showed the great variety
of ways in which the same quantitative facts may be stated and
arranged in problems, and the degree of difficulty encountered in
the various statements. The following is an illustration of this
study of problem difficulty:

Problem situation: "John has $12.75 in the bank. He worked 8 hours at
$.30 an hour and added this to his savings. How much money did he have
then in his bank?"

1. If John has already saved $12.75 and then adds to this what he earns,
working for 8 hours at $30 per hour, what has he saved altogether?

2. John worked at the rate of $20 an hour for 8 hours and put this amount
with his savings of $12.75 in the bank. Find his total savings.

3. John wished to add to his bank account which amounted to $12.75. For
each hour he worked on Saturday he received $.30. If he worked 8 hours,
what was the amount on his book?

4. When John worked 8 hours and was paid $30 for each hour, he added
this to his bank account of $12.75. What was his total then?

5. John earned $.30 an hour for work which took 8 hours. He had saved
$12.75 and he added to this bank account the money he had earned. How
much did he deposit in all?

6. Join. had put away $12.75 in the bank. Later he worked at a newsstand
and earned $30 an hour. How much were his total savings, if he worked 8
hours?

7. Find the total amount in John's bank book, if the first deposit was $12.75
and the second deposit was his earnings for 8 hours at $.30 an hour.
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Thorndike. Thorndike emphasizes the following sources of diffi-
culties which arise in framing problems, and warns teachers to avoid
them:

1. Rare and unimportant words which occur in the first fifty pages of some
well known lower grade arithmetics.
absentees camphor hesitation mentally purchased
admitted cinnamon income mercury respectively
alternate confectioner installment phaeton supply
baking powder deposited insurance proprietor treasury

2. Misleading facts and procedures.
"At $.13 a dozen, how many dozen bananas can you buy for $3.12?"
3. Trivialities and absurdities.
"From the Declaration of Independence to the World's Fair in Chicago was

J times as many years as there are stripes in the flag. How many years
was it?"

4. Useless methods.
"If I set 96 trees in rows, sixteen trees in a row, how many rows will I

have?" This method forms the habit of treating by division a problem that
in a real situation would be solved by counting the rows.

5. Problems whose answers would, in real life, be already known.
"A clerk in an office addressed letters according to a given list. After she

had addressed 2i300, #4i of the names on the list had not been used; how many
names were in the entire list?"

6. Needless linguistic difficulties.
"If a croquet-player drove a ball through 2 arches at each stroke, through

how many arches will he drive it by 3 strokes?"
7. Ambiguities and falsities.
"How many lines must you make to draw ten triangles and five squares?"

(It :an be clotciorr with 8 lines, though the answer the book requires is 50.)
"John earnea $4.35 in a week. and Henry earned $1.93. They put their

money together and bought a gun. What did it cost?" (Perhaps $5, perhaps
$10. Did they pay for the whole of it? Did they use all their ermings, or
less, or more?)

The distinction between life situation problems and verbal prob-
lems should be considered. Strictly speaking, the life problem is
the situation itself and not the word de..eription of the situation.
The reason why the child is confused b:, the verbal problem is that
he has difficulty in interpreting and passing from the verbal de-
scription to the problem itself. If a child goes to a store and buys
a tablet and a pencil, he is not confronted by the interpretation of
the situation. He knows that the cost of the articles will be added
and that the sum will be subtracted from the amount he gives the
clerk. When this same problem is given to him by the teacher or is
found in the book, his reactions are not the same. He must then be
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able to read and understand the problem, to visualize the situation,
to become a part of the picture, and to determine the processes
needed to solve the problem, It is possible for a child to be able to
deal successfully with life situation problems and still fail hope-
lessly in solving verbal problems.

VI. PROCESS OF PROBLEM-SOLVING

Selecting the Process. Although pupils have difficulty with the
various steps in the solution of problems, it is the selection of the
process that is usually the most difficult step and gives the greatest
trouble. Pupils will always have trouble in planning the solution
of :woblems unless the process is connected in their minds with
the concrete situation in which it is to be used.

Teachers realize that. it is their function to teach their pupils to
add, subtract, malt :ply, and divide, but they do not always realize
that it is just as i.nportant to see to it that the pupils become
familiar with the various types of concrete situations that involve
these processes. If a connection is to be formed in the pupils' minds
between the processes and the concrete situations calling for these
processes, the two must be presented together. This means that
when a new process is taught, concrete problems that involve the
process must be given, and from that time on the abstract drill on
the process and the use of the applied problems must both be em-
phasized. By using these processes in concrete problems the pupils
gradually come to recognize, for example, subtraction situations as
such and to distinguish them from addition, multiplication, and
division situations.

Less abstract drill is necessary when the processes are used in
applied problems and when the abstract and applied phases are
kept as closely connected as possible. Later, the pupils should be
helped to generalize their ideas of addition. subtraction, multiplica-
tion. and division situations. One of the best ways. of doing this is
to make use of generalized problems, that is, problems without num-
bers, which ask for the processes only.

To develop a systematic n.ethod of attack in solving all problems
in various grades, the pupils must go through simple types of one-
step, two-step, and three-step problems. Problems should he stated
in various ways and should be descriptive of a wide variety of
material within the range of the pupils' own experiences and inter-
e,ts. Two-step problems should not be given until the pupils have
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displayed a rather complete mastery of one-step problems; three-
step problems should be deferred until there is a similar mastery of
the two-step problems.

Suggestions. The following suggestions may be helpful in the
classroom:

1. Have the pupils make up problems, after giving them specific
directions, such as,

(a) Make up a problem in which you multiply.
th) Make up a problem in which you add and subtract.

2. Give the pupils problems and have them indicate the processes
by writing the letters suggesting the operations, as SA, MA, and the
like.

3. Give the pupils problems on slips of paper and have them make
up similar problems from their own experiences.

4. From lists of review problems in textbooks or on slips of paper,
have pupils select and list by number the problems in which the
same proce.ts or processes must be used.

5. Originate problems without numbers for which the pupils will
give the processes.

6. Originate or collect problems which cover the various processes
and see that pupils are able to meet any of these situations by solv-
ing any such problem.

Teachers should avoid using too many problems in any particular
process as application or review work. Such work has little or no
value as a reasoning exercise. Unless problems require a variety of
responses, so that the children must think in every ease, they are
valuable merely as an exercise in Mechanical computation.

The success of the pupils in problem-solving depends very largely
upon the strength and permanence of the bonds formed in the minds
of the children between a specific, concrete situation and the related
arithmetical process. The forming of these bonds is the all-impor-
tant work of the elementary school.

VII. CAUSES OF FAILURES IN PROBLEM-SOLVING

Literature on the Subject. Problems are a constant source of
trouble for pupils and teachers. The only remedy is directed prac-
tice in problem-solving. In recent years an extensive literature
has arisen which deals with the various causes of failure in problem-
solving.
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Second Yearbook. The St cond Yearbook of the National t'otin-
cil of Teachcr8 of Matheniatie4 has listed the following causes of

failure in problem- solving:
1. The language used in the problems is too difficult. It is beyond the

reading standard fur the grades in which it occurs.
2. The pupils have nut had sufficient training in interpreting thought from

silent reading.
3. The pupils hack mulerstanding of the technical terms involved.
4. The situations described by the problems are nut understood by the

pupil because they an outside the range of the pupils' experiences.
5. The fundamental combinations, facts, or processes called fur in the solu-

tion of the problems have not been habituated.
6. The pupils are unable to see the relations between the steps called fur

in the solution of the problem,
7. The pupils are so burdened with undue Labeling and elaborate indication

of steps that their minds are diverted from the real process of solution.

Fourth Yearbook. The Fourth Yearbook of the Department of
Superintendence has l'ated:

1. Lack of general al. y in silent mailing.
2. Lark of familiarity with technical terms in arithmetic.
3. Carelessness in reading,
4. Lack of experiences necessary to understand the setting of the problem.
5. Inadequate skill in computation.
6. Lack of knowledge of such essential facts as tables of weights and

measures.
7. Inability to see the relationships in the problems so as to choose the

proper operation.
8. Inability to do reflective thinking.

Stevenson. Stevenson has listed six principal causes of failure
in problem-solving:

1. Physical defects.
2. Lack of mentality.
3. Lack of skill in fundamentals.
4. Inability to read, which of necessity affects the ability to read arithmetic

problems.
5. Lark of general and technical vocabulary.
6. Lai k of proper methods or technique for attacking problems,

Osburn, Osburn has made a study of the reading difficulties
encountered in problems. lie listed nine causes of misunder-
standing:

1. Lack of vovalmlary.
2. Failure to read or see all the elements in the problem.
3. Failure to resist the disturbance caused by preconceived Neils.
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. Inability to read between. the lines.
5, Failure to understand fundamental relations, particularly those of the

inverse type.
6. Failure to make a quick change of mental set.
7. Failure to generalize or transfer meanings.
8. Failure to interpret cues correctly,
9. Response to irrelevant elements,

Lessenger. Lessenger has made a study of the effeet of difficul-
t ies in reading, as related to problem-solving. He found that in a
mixed-fundamentals test twiny children made errors because they
did not read accurately the directions indicating the nature of the
processes. By allowing full credit fur all examples solved correctly,
regardless of whether the operation actually used vas the one called
for in the printed instructions, he found that the loss in score due
to faulty reading amounted to from 6.1 to 10.1 months of arithmetic
age. When special training in reading arithmetic problems was
given, the amount of error due to this cause was greatly reduced. In
the case of one group of sixty-seven children the gain in score due
to improvement in reading amounted to 9.1 months of arithmetic
age.

Morton, Morton has written a series of articles dealing with the
solution of arithmetic problems. The series concludes with a num-
ber of case studies in which extensive descriptions are given of the
processes used by individual pupils. One interesting result of the
study is the high correlation shown to exist. between ability in the
fundamental operations and in problem-solving. It was found that
the scores on the arithmetic-fundamentals test correlated more
highly with the problem scores than did any other measure, except
that secured by the verbal-intelligence test,

Bradford Bradford has reported a study in wh;A a group of
children was given a series of arithmetic problems impossible of
solution. The purpose of the experiment was to determine how
many of the children would show genuine critical thought in dis-
covering that the problems could not be solved, and how ninny of
them would simply go through the formal manipulations without
recognizing that the problems were impossible. The following prob-
lem is typical of those which were employed.

"How fast is a cloud moving across the sky, if from my bed I watch it
cross a window one yard wide, in one minute? Give the answer in miles per
hour."
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On the basis of his experiment., Bradford concluded that many
right answers are obtained under ordinary classroom conditions not.
as the result of genuine critical thought, but as the result of sugges-
tion. When the pupils were told that some of the problems were
impossible of solution and were required to make critical reactions
to them, the number of correct. answers showed a substantial de-
crease. The experiment is of particular interest in view of the
improvement, in critical thinking which is commonly supposed to
result from solving problems in arithmetic.

Buckingham. Buckingham's brief report on evaluating arith-
metic problems has shown great keenness in the choice of problems
adapted to the median ability of a grade. It is noted that. children
do better work upon problems formulated by the teacher than upon
problems found in textbooks,

Committee of Seven. For two years the Committee of Seven of
the Superintendents' and Principals' Association of Northern
Illinois, with the cooperation of teachers and pupils in a number of
schools, attacked the question of problem-solving in a number of
ways. The results of the experiments appear to shed new light on
the subject and to offer practical suggestions which will be generally
useful. Tests were given to children in Grades 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7.
The number of children tested ranged from three hundred to more
than a .liousand. In this chapter the experiments will be briefly
dcseribed and the general outcome of each given.

The Committee, working under the guidance of Superintendent.
C. W. Washburne of Winnetka, Illinois, attempted to answer certain
critical questions which are listed below.

1. Is inability to visualize the situation dcalt with in the problcin
an important cause of failure to solve the problem?

Washburne and his committee attempted to answer this question
only for comparatively simple one-step problems. The procedure
consisted of giving the children such questions as this: "Mary
wishes to buy a gift for her sister. She went to the toy store to buy
a doll." Then followed four piutures. In one, Mary was standing
at the counter of a fruit store; in anothor, she was in a drygoods
store; in a third, in a candy store; and in the fourth, in a toy
store. The children were to underline the picture that told about
the problem. This type of question was repeated in a variety of
forms and in two different- series of tests.

The results showed that practically all the children answered the
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questions correctly. Apparently, the children did not encounter in
simple one-step problems the reading difficulties which are com-
monly supposed to hamper pupils in visualizing the situations
involved.

2. Is there any relation between ability to solve problems and
ability to make some formal analysis?

A great deal of time and energy was spent on this question. Tests
were prepared, given, analyzed, revised, re-given, and re-analyzed
repeatedly. One-step problems, two-step problems, problems in-
volving various combinations of processes, and problems suited to
the earlier grades and to the later grades were tried. The results
were analyzed in various ways. They were directly contrary to
what was expected, so the papers were checked and rechecked.

An analysis of all the tests in all the grades showed that in every
case there was little or no relation between ability to solve the
problem and ability to take any of the other steps. The children
analyzed a problem correctly and solved it incorrectly or solved it
correctly and analyzed it incorrectly almost as often as they both
solved and analyzed it either correctly or incorrectly.

Washburne was forced to the conclusion that ability to make the
type of formal analysis frequently taught in school has practically
no relation to ability to solve problems.

3. To what extent is unfamiliarity with the situation involved in
the problem, ur with the materials with which the problem deals,
a cause of failure to solve the problem correctly'

This question was studied in the following manner. Tests were
devised with pairs of problems of the same mathematical difficulty,
one of each pair dealing with a less familiar situation or with less
familiar materials than the other. The following is an example of
these series of tests:

Three bars of chocolate sell for 10 cents. How many bars can I buy for
40 cents?

In France two liters of petrol cost 9 francs. How many liters of petrol can
be bought for 90 francs?

These tests were given in two different schools. The score on
problems involving more familiar situations was 14 per cent higher
in School No. I and 12 per cent higher in School No. II than the
score on problems involvirg less familiar situations. These results
indicate that while the e., ment of unfamiliarity with the situation
enters in as a difficulty in problem-solving, it is .tot so large an
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element as might be supposed. Furthermore, well chosen textbook
problems for class work contain very few such unfamiliar situations
as are presented in some of the problems in the tests.

4. Do pupils who can manipulate numbers correctly in the proc-
esses involved and who can solve problems when the numerical work
is simple enough to be done mentally fail to carry over these abilities
in working similar problems that require pencil and paper?

As an example, if a child can divide 132 by 3 on paper and can
solve mentally a short-division problem involving the use of very
easy numbers, can that child solve a short-division problem involv-
ing the use of the written process? To answer this question a test
was devised which was made up of three sets of problems, each set
involving (1) the written process alone, (2) a problem simple enough
to be done mentally, and (3) a similar problem with numbers large
enough to require the written process. The sets covered subtraction,
multiplication, and division and were given in a mixed order.

The results indicate that pupils' inability to carry over a process
they know to a problem requiring written work is a frequent cause
of difficulty, even when they can do a similar problem involv-
ing small numbers. This difficulty is most evident in the lower
grades where the processes have just been learned, but it tends to
disappear as the processes become more fully automatic.

5. Is lack of facility in the accurate use of arithmetic mechanics
a common source of error in problem-solving?

A study of the errors involved in the tests just described and in a
similar test given in a different school shows that most of the errors
are as likely to occur in the working of examples as in the solving
of problems.

During the second year of its investigations, the Washburne
committee confined its work to an intensive study of the relative
merits of three methods of training children to solve problems. In
this study the cooperation of eighteen different schools was en-
listed, involving records from 763 children in Grades 6 and 7. The
children in each of these grades were divided into two equal, parallel
groups. That is, these groups were equal in their ability to solve
problems and to deal with arithmetic fundamentals and the children
were approximately equal on the basis of mental age, chronological
age, and the judgment of the teacher.

Each school was expected to test the relative merit of two of the
following methods:
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Method 1. To train children in the solving of problems by giving
them large numbers of problemsno special technique.

Method II. To train children to analyze problemsa definite
technique of attacking each problem.

Method III. To train children to see the analogy or similarity
between difficult written problems and corresponding easy oral
problems and thereby to decide what process to use in attacking the
difficult problems.

Form I of the problem-solving test was given all children, and at
the end of six weeks of training they were retested with Form II of
the test.

The conclusions drawn were that in all cases the children made
remarkable gains. This seems to indicate clearly that concentrated
attention, even for a few weeks, on solving problems by any method
brings a rich reward. Training in the seeing of analogies appears
to be equal or slightly superior to training in formal analysis for
the superior half of the children; analysis appears to be decidedly
superior to analogy for the lower half; but merely giving many
problems, without any special technique of analysis or the seeing
of analogies, appears to be decidedly the most effective method.

In general, then, these investigations seem to show that, on the
whole, the children who were taught no special technique of solving
problems, but simply solved many problems, surpassed those who
spent time learning a special method of solution. Dr. Washburne
states, however, that the problems used were very simple and
required little analysis. He made no use of problems that involve
a number of steps for solution, although this type primarily would
chuck the value of analysis. Hence the conclusions of the Wash-
burne committee would require further testing in the case of
complex problems.

Newcomb. Mr. Newcomb of Ada, Oklahoma, also conducted an
interesting experiment to ascertain the value of analysis in problem-
solving. The test problems selected required considerable analysis.
He also made use of experimental and control groups. A definite
technique was taught in each experimental class and each pupil
was required to use this technique in a prescribed manner, as
follows:

1. Ht .ad the problem carefully and thoughtfully.
2. State what is given.
3. State what is to be found.
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4. Write the processes you will use.
5. Write the approximate answer.
6. Solve the problem in the space below,
7. Cheek. Does your answer seem reasonable?

The results showed that an average gain of 5.1 per cent in speed
and 2.9 per cent. in accuracy was made by the control classes, while
an average gain of 22.8 per cent. in speed and 5.5 per cent in accuracy
was made by the experimental classes. The result secured is con-
vincing enough to commend the method for trial by teachers who
are experiencing difficulties in teaching pupils how to solve problems.

Banting. G. 0. Banting made a profitable study of "The Diffi-
culties in Reasoning in Arithmetic," in the Waukesha schools. An
explanation and a summary of this study are given in the 11,:nver
Arithmetic Course of Study, 1926, or in the Bulletin of the Depart-
ment of Elementary School Principals, The Second Yearbook, July,
1923.

PART Two

Introduction. It is the purpose of this section to offer a con-
structive policy for the improvement of problem-solving, through
the tabulation of sonic recent investigations and research studies,
the formulation of major objectives, the elucidation of the psychol-
ogy of problem-solving, and the listing of standard tests.

I. RECENT INVESTIGATIONS AND EXPERIMENTS IN PROBLEM-SOLVING

Types of Investigation. Three distinct lines of investigation
should be mentioned. First, inquiries as to the various kinds of
arithmetical problems which ought to be included in a course.
Second, investigations to determine the types of problems which
pupils will encounter in school and in adult life. Third, inquiries
dealing with the psychology of problem-solving.

The investigators of these questions are using all the methods of
analysis that are available. They are employing tests to a large
extent.. These tests ore used in part to criticize or to validate exist-
ing problems. They will also help toward the constructive revision
of the scope and content of problems. Many more scientific in-
quiries will probably be required, however, before problems can be
reconstructed in such a way as to meet fully tilt, needs of all pupils.

A few of the recent outstanding investigations and experiments
will be summarized very briefly,
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Gard. Gard made a careful analysis of the reasoning processes
of a small number of adults. These subjects solved seven problems
and then gave full accounts of their mental processes. The actual
mental processes were characterized by many deviations from the
well known series of steps in the method of problem-solving. The
experiment showed that previously established habits of procedure
had marked influence on the method of attack. Familiarity with
the types of problem resulted in greater speed. In some cases the
reasoning seemed to be merely a guess or an appeal to the method
of trial and error.

After noting the many deviations from typical processes of rea-
soning in the case of these adults, one begins to doubt the wisdom
of too great an insistence on cumulative reasoning in the case of
immature children. Apparently the reasoning necessary in many
problems is a complex operation. If this be true, the teacher is not
justified in assuming that all elementary school pupils can rise to
the level of systematic reasoning required in complex problems.

Terry. Terry made an elaborate investigation of the reading of
problems. His study shows that when reading numerals one
divides the material being read into much smaller units than when
reading of arithmetic problems. The textual part of an arithmetic
numerals at a time. In reading 436287, an ordinary reader is likely
to break up the material in sonic such way as this: 4, 36, 2, 87. The
divisions made to facilitate recognition are not always the same.
The same reader may later read the numerals by subdividing as
follows: 43, 62, 87. The fact that the range of recognition for
numerals is so different from the range of recognition for words and
letters, where as many as twelve letters can be grasped at a single
glance, explains why it is that pupils are often confused in their
reading words. A reader very seldom apprehends more than two
problem requires one type of attention, while the numbers call for
an entirely different type. As a result, the child who is reading
such a problem is stopped in his progress through the problem
every time he conies to a number. To keep numbers in mind re-
quires a type of memory entirely different from that which is
required to recoil the coherent words and phrases which make up
the verbal part of tk% problem. The trained adult, when confronted
by the two different intellectual demands described, adjusts himself
to the difficulty by reading the problem twice. During the first
reading he gets the story of the problem and discovers time arith-
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metical operations which are necessary in order to reach a solution.
During the second reading he notes the exact digits of which the
numbers are composed.

Important lessons for the teacher are suggested by this analysis.
In the first place, it becomes evident why pupils are often greatly
confused in reading arithmetic problems. In the second place, it
becomes equally evident that pupils must be given much oppor-
tunity to cultivate effective reading habits if they are to escape
tl.;s confusion. They should be trained in the reading of the
numerals and in the methods of interpreting the verbal part o! the
problem. This means attention to the vocabulary of the problem,
careful explanation of many terms which are now too often taken
for granted, and a study of the grouping of numbers. There no
doubt that the arithmetic reading habits of pupils involve many
complexities which will require additional systematic study.

Wilson. Wilson published a report of work carried on in various
centers in the effort to find out from business men and others what
problems they actually encounter in everyday life. He concludes:

1. The problems solved in actual life are brief and simple. They chiefly
require the more fundamental and the more easily mastered processes.

2. In actual usage, kw problems of an abstract nature are encountered.
The problems aro concrete and relate to business situations. They require
simple reasoning.

3. The study justifies consideration of this question: After the develop-
ment of reasonable speed and accuracy in the fundamentals and the mastery
of the simple and more useful processes. should not the arithmetic work be
centered largely around those problems which furnish the basis for much busi-
nss information?

4. May we not hope through the use of large informational prAlems and
situations in the upper grades to secure a more intellectual application of
arithmetic to actual life situations, that k the use of more arithmetic. in
the productive work of the kitchen, in intelligent buying, in accounting, in
profitable saving and banking, and the like?

A groip of students in Boston University made a survey of the
uses of arithmetic in Boston and vie;nity. Each member of the
class canvassed a number of pt(,)ils and obtained the problems in
arithmetic encountered by their introits in the course of their
ordinary experiences (luring a period of two weeks. The combined
efforts of the class secured 6,463 problems. The data were classified
in general according to the Wilson plan. Sixty-two different occu-
pations were represented. It is interesting to note that 96.8 per
vent of the 5,463 problems tabulated are general problems and that
3.2 per cent are classified as vocational problem:4.
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Tables were prepared which arranged the problems with regard
to the four fundamental processes. They show that a total of 81
per cent of all the problems involve the four fundamental processes
and that multiplication is the most common process. This survey
shows a large percentage of one-place multipliers and one-place
divisors, while the minuends show a tendency to be large. A ten-
dollar bill offered in payment means a four-place minuend in sub-
traction, while a five-dollar bill means only a three-place minuend.

One of these tables shows the distribution of 2,786 fractions. The
fraction IA has a frequency of 90.955 per cent; 1/4 stands next with
a frequency of only 2.872 per cent. Other common fractions
arranged according to frequency are as follows: 3/4, %, %, %,
i8, 1/5, , 0, and :11o. The denominate num-
bers do not occur except as simple measurescents, dollars, yards,
and quarts; there are no reductions and no compound number proc-
esses. In almost all cases the decimals relate to simple discounts.

Mr. Wilson claims that the general conclusions derived from this
study merely confirm the conclusions drawn from similar studies.

Many educators have questioned the desirability of using social
utility as an adequate basis for the selection of arithmetic material
for any course of study, or for children's complete preparation in
school. These social needs are very important, but educators do
not wish to encourage surface learning through too narrow and too
meager a selection of material. There is always the danger of gaps
through the omission of fundamental principles, if ore depends
entirely on socialized activities.

Knight and Buswell. Knight and Buswell formulated some
excellent suggestions, published in the Second Yearbook of the
National Council of Teachers of Mathematics, concerning additional
research studies in this field of investigation. To quote:

1. We should find out what types of problems children can do and should
be required to do. We constantly over-estimate the child's ability to reason.
Most problems given to children are too difficult fur them.

2. We should discover the most effective classroom technique for teaching
the skill of problem-solving in elementary school arithmetic.

3. We should attempt a standardization of the vocabularies used in the
different books and a correlation, grade by grade, between the vocabularies
used in arithmeties and the vocabularies encountered in general reading in
the elementary school..

4. There is rased of a detailed individual dial osis of the actual thinking
carried on by children in solving the ordinary problems presented in arith-
metic; perhaps, to begin with, those dealing with one particular unit only.
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Until such a survey of children's reasoning is available, it will be difficult to
supply suitable instructional material for problem-solving.

5. There is need of the preparation of a textbook which is composed essen-
tially of explanatory material, with an accompanying manual of practice
exercises. The space which has been previously used for examples and prob-
lems may well be given to detailed instructions to the pupils relating to
methods of procedure, an explanation of arithmetical operations, and a
presentation of social situations in which arithmetic is to be applied.

6. The following are pus.sibilities for the development and application of
remedial instruction units:

a. Exercises stressing vocabulary.
b. Exercises stressing problem comprehension.
c. Exercises stressing what is given in the probler'.
d. Exercises stressing what is called ix in the problem.
e. Exercises stressing the estimation of answers.
f. Exercis s stressing choice of procedure.
g. Exercises stressing relationships in problems.

As a summary of these few investigations it may be stated that
problem-solving is a complex type of mental work. For pupils of
low-grade mentality, arithmetic is the most difficult of the school
subjects. Problem-solving i one of the most serious sources of
non-promotion. It is a form oi experience which is not demanded in
large degree by the children's untutored interests, and excellence in
problem-solving is an infallible mark of general intelligence.

II. OBJECTIVES OF PROBLEM-SOLVING

Objectives. One prime objective ;s to train boys and girls to
solve problems met in actual life situations. No matter what the
pupils' lives are, they present situations that have a numerical trend,
and it is the privilege of the school to prepare its pupils to meet
these activities successfully. In order to do this, many life con-
ditions are brought into the school and constitute the applied
problems in our arithmetic.

Problems vitalize arithmetic, give purpose to it, and afford a
medium for utilizing skill in computation. Good problems arouse
keen interest and afford a quantitative interpretation of a variety
of experiences.

Owing to the constant contact of individuals with number rela-
tionships in school and out, the school should set a high standard in
the development of ability to interpret, comprehend, and solve prob-
lems that arise in the activities of the world. Hence these objectives
should always be kept in mind:
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1. A knowledge and automatic mastery of the fundamental prin-
ciples and operations.

2. An ability to see numerical relationships and the power to
formulate such relationships.

3. The acquisition of power to utilize the fundamental skills and
concepts in the solving of problems.

Ruskin has said, "The difference between great and mean art lies
not in definable methods of handling, or styles of representation, or
choices of subjects, but wholly in the end to which the effort of the
painter is addressed." His words can be applied to the teaching
of problems as distinctly as to the art of which he wrote.

If we as teachers see the great things of life, we shall say with
David Eugene Smith, "Our work is great in the classroom if we feel
the nobility of that work, if we love the human souls with whom we
live more than the division of fractions, if we like problem-solving
so much that we make our pupils like it, and if we remember that
our duty to the world is to help fix in the minds of our pupils the
facts and principles of number that they must have in life."

III. PSYCHOLOGY OF PROBLEM-SOLVING

Recent Literature. The most recent books on the teaching of
mathematics give some attention to psychological questions. Thus,
the arguments used in the debates on the transfer of training are
discussed more or less critically. There have been some recent
experiments on this issue.

Poffenberger. The following evidence of transfer is adduced by
Poffenberger:

1. when, there are no identical bonds between stinnflus and response in
the two processes. the influence of one process upon another will be neither
positive nor negative. there will he neither transfer nor interfirence.

2. Where there are identical elements in the two situations or where a
given process involves one or more bonds previously formed, there will be a
positive or transfer effect.

Knight and Setzafandt. Knight and Setzafandt show in the
following summary that training transfers:

Characteristic of tin whole-or-none attitude of American thinking, when
once our faith in general transfer was taken (ruin us by competent research,
notably the work of Thorndike, we went over, for some time, to the theory
that there was no transfer whatever. We learn exactly what we practice and
nut liing inure.

Abs, nee of any tronsPr is as false and probably as harmful a notion lo
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use in problem-solving as is its antithesis, complete and magical transfer
through. the power of the mind. The problem of transfer at. the present time
is concerned not with the presence of transfer or its utter absence, but with
such questions as:

1. In what types of skill is there enough transfer to use?
2. On what level of mastery does transfer in useful amounts begin to

operate?
3. In what ways can transfer be facilitated and increased?
4. Are transferred skills or skills acquired in one set of data as strong. as

lasting, and as easily operated in another set of data? How much is lost by
transfer?

The present status of the transfer of learning seems to be: Transfer exists
to the extent that the same elements or skills are used in the new situation.
Transfer is often small because we fail to realize that the same elements or
skills could be used. If we wish transfer or the application of skills acquired
in one situation to operate in another situation, we must train in the ability
to look for uses of old skills. The old skills will not transfer by themselves
except when conscious similarities are very close.

Thorndike. Thorndike tends to emphasize the great variety of
bonds involved in arithmetic and cials attention to the necessity of
giving each bond separate emphasis. He says that the mind works
not only by association, by connecting this situation with that
response, but also by dissociation or analysis, by breaking up a
total situation into its elements. The abstract and general notions
of human thinking are mental products which come, not by putting
things together only, but by separating them into parts.

The child at school to whom we wish to teach the abstrp thing,
numberfor instance, the abstract quality of sevenness, given
seven apples, seven blocks, seven papers, seven sticks, seven chest-
nuts; is allowed to draw seven lines, to move his arm seven times,
each time in association with the word seven. By having the seven
quality constantly present, but in connection with all sorts of ac-
cessory qualities, he comes to feel the numerical aspect of the
seven by itself as a separate elementary thought in his mind. This
is the law of dissociation.

Judd. Judd adcb that after this dissociation takes place and the
child recognizes a relltion and a common element, the child must
apply this dissociated element to many new situations, for in so
doing he generalizes the element. When the generalized element is
used freely and perfectly without conscious effort, application is evi-
dent. The child has thus learned to dissociate, generalize, and apply
common elements.
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This same psychology should he applied to problem-solving. We
should provide for various problems in which ninny common ele-
ments recur constantly, but in each case with different surround-
ings or context. The element or idea which is thus felt with many
different associates or situations comes to fuse with none of them,
wins an independent existence, and feels itself as an idea. The
child thus abstracts and masters separately each phase of the
problem for some time. These various parts should then be put
together so that all the phases of the problem will be mastered
collectively. Thus, in problem-solving analysis and synthesis, dis-
sociation and association, breaking the problem into parts and
putting the parts together, provide for emphasis and mastery of each
ability individually and collectively.

IV. STANDARD TESTS

A. List. Following is a list of standard tests in arithmetic that
can be purchased for testing pupils in problein-solviag.

1. BUCKINGHAM SCALE FOR PROBLEMS IN ARITHMETIC. Buckingham, B. R.
Public School Publishing Co., Bloomington, Ill., 1920. Price $.80 per 100.

Grades and Forms: Division I for Grades 3 and 4; Division II for
Grades 5 and 6; Division III for Grades 7 and 8. Forms 1 and 2 for each
division.

2. CosotAss DiAososTic TESTS IN ARITHMETIC. Ruch, G. M., Knight, F. B.,
Greene, H. A., and Studebaker, J. W. Scott, Foreman and Co., Chicago,
III., 1925. Price $5.00 per 100.

Grades and Forms: Test 17 for Grades 5 and 6; Test 18 for Grades 7
and 8. One form only.

3. Mo mum STANnmuume ffi:AsoNiNo Tu..qT IN ARITHMETIC. Monroe, W. S.
Public Sehool Publishing Co.. Bloomington, Ill.. 1921. Price $.80 per 100.

Grades and Forms: Test I for Grades 4 and 5; Test II for Gruies 6 and
7; Test. III for Grade 8. Forms 1 and 2 for each part.

4. OTIS ARITH METIC REASONING TEST. Otis, A. S. World Book Co., Yonkers,
N. V. Price $.40 for package of 25.

Grades and Forms: Test for Grades 4 to 12. Forms A and B.
This is Test 5 of the Otis Group Intellittence Test. It can be purchased

separately.
5. PEET-DgAttooaN PttocatEss TESTS IN ARITII METIC. Peet, H. E., and Dearborn,

W. F. II/pH-don Mdllin Co., Boston. 1920. Frier.? $1.20 for package of 24.
Grades and Forms: Series I fur Grades 4 and 5; Series II for Grades 6,

7, and 8. One form only.
The test consists of five partsaddition, subtraction, multiplication, division,

and problems.
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6. Serge : I)1. ;N ARITIINIETIO TESTS. Speneer, P. L. Bureau of Admin-
istrative Research, University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, Ohio. Price $2.00
per 100.

Grades and Forms: Test 111 for Grades 7 and 8. One form only.
This test has two parts, one part in problem- analysis and the other part

in problem-solving.
7. STANFORD Al'IllEVEMENT TEST, AIIIIIIMETn: 4. (AMIN MON Kelley, T. L.,

Ruch, G. M.. and Terman, L. M. World Book Co., Yonkers, N. Y., 1922.
Price $1.00 for 25.

Grades and Forms: Test for Grades 2-8. Forms A and B.
This is part of the Stanford Achievement Test but it is als) published sepa-

rately. The test consists of two parts; one in computation and one in
reasoning.
8. STEvEss.oN Paotit.ot ANALYSIS TEST (Diagnostic). Stevenson, P. R. Public

School Publishing Co., Bloomington, Ill., 1924. Price $1.00 per 100.
Grades and Forms: Test I for Grades 4-6; Test II for Grades 7-9. Forms

1 and 2 for both parts.
9. Nk:DADE CARDS. Cabinet Form. Plymouth Press, Educational Publishers,

7850-56 Lowe Ave., Chicago, III., 1927. $8.00 per cabinet.
Aids for individual child in problem-solving, Self-check. Timed without

aid of teacher.

PART TirREE

Introductory. In the endeavor to formulate a definite, work-
able policy for individual and class improvement in problem-
solving, flue writer with the coiiperation, the valuable suggestions,
and the ready adjustments of two critic teachers, Miss Mildred
Seekins and Mis., Mary Caragher, set up the following experiments
which were carried on and graphed at the City Normal School. It
is hoped that in sonic small way the experiments may contribute
to the improvement of method in problem-solving.

I. FIRST EXPERIMENT AT THE CITY NORMAL SelIO0I,

Grade 6 B-2 Critic Teacher -Miss ('aragher
Number of Pupils-25 March 29 to May 20.1927.
Purpose. To determine the difficulties the pupils had in solv-

ing problems, to apply remedial instruction, and to increase, if
possible, the ability to solve problems.

Procedure. Tests were given at the beginning of the experiment
and at the end of the remedial instruction, to find individual disa-
bilities and to measure the results of remedial instruction. The test,
used was the Compass Diagnostic Test XVII--Problem Analysis
Elementary. Form A was used for both tests.
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After giving the first test, individual cards were snob' tdrt4u,...1,t.
child to show his weaknesses and to simplify regrouping aveording
to disability. The class was regrouped each day aecording to needs.
Children not needing remedial instruction of any particular type
spent their time doing written problems.

Remedial Instruction. For twenty days. fifteen minutes of the
arithmetic period were given to the part of the class which needed
specific remedial help. Five hours were given to the experiment.
The following pages suggest the remedial measures used. several
of the remedial units suggested by Messrs. Knight and Buswell in
the Second Yearbook of the National Council of Teachers of
Mathematics were tested.

SAMPLE IEXERCISE:4 STRKSSINO VOCABULARY

1)ir«.1itms: The words below arc often used in your arithmetic. work.
Following each word you will find finir statonlents, 01111 of which tells correctly
the no of the wont when used in arithmetic work. Put a circle around
the number of the explanation which is correct in the case of each word.

A
1. Perimeter

1. Covers a square surfay.
2. M asures the total distance around.
3. Is equal to length times width.
. Is the same a.s area.

II. Area
1. The length and width of a .surface.
2. An mint of land in tin acre
3 Number of square units in a given plane figure.
4. Disti.ric.. around base of figure.

B

It takes 10 so, ft. of glnss to cover the top of Mr. Bonner's desk. Underline
the word below that most nearly t xplains meaning of the 10 sq. It
in the alawe problem.

Length Area Size Width
C

Complete the sentences below by using the phrases from the accompanyinglit th,t coluplyn (1.1,e 1111rWzS art' selected front
The St no AlithinotwIntorinodiatv. page 1.1

At this rite
average for week
kept BP Becoollt
daily sales
1)-is of the money

his simre of it.
total expense
sharp equally
have raised $28.88
proceeds
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1. The milkman of his Si'io St.
2. Oranges are -Ilk' a dozen. what will 4 ^n cost?
3. Four boys vort h of cabbage. If they

the ---, how much will each boy receive?
4. If the of it car for a year was $212 what did that

5. Toni received left by his father. He put
into the hank.

Reading numbers.
Whole NumbersPage 7Stone Arithmetic.
Fraet ions Page 312Stone Arithmetic.
Decimals Page 204Stone Arithmetic.

E
Following Directions.

1. Name the topic's included under the Sixth Grade, First Semester, in the
Table of Contents of The Stone ArithmeticIntermediate.

2. Turn to page in Sixth Grade. First Semester section, where you can find
work in multiplying a fraction by a fraction.

3. Ested under Sixth Grade, First Semester, is a lesson entitled "A Test of
Principles Used in Decimals." Turn to it.

SAMPLE II-EXERCISES STRESS'S G PROBLEM COM PREF! EN ION

A
ComprehensionTwo-Step Problem

Directions: Rend each problem carefully. Then read each statement on
your slip and write in the empty spaces the letter which stands for the state-
ments which are true, as you understand the problem. Read the problem as
often as you need to.

Problem IPage 1Stone ArithmeticIntermediate. (Problems taken
when feasible from textbook in the hands of the children, so that familiarity
with printed page may he increAsed):

"During his vacation Walter earned $3.10 per week delivering papers and
$1.85 mole running errands. How much did he earn in 9 weeks at this rate?"
1 ) fa) Walter earned less delivering papers than he did running (wands.

) (I)) Wilier worked 9 weeks altogether.
(r) I should divido and multiply to solve this problem.

) (d) Walter earned the saute amount of money each week.
) ) Walter spent all his time delivering papers.

( (f1 Walter earned this amount for ;thou. one half the year.

We are raising imuiry for it new vietrola. Miss Lehrherg's grade collected
2S1) lb. of papers and Miss Bedford's grade 220 lb. What did the papers bring
at 120 a pound?"

Price Papers No Yes
If you are asked to find the number of papers Miss Bedford's grade col-

Ivoyd, underline the word Yes; if not, underline the word Price.
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SAMPLE III.EXERCISES STRESSING WHAT Is GIVEN IN THE PROBLEM

A

What is GivenTwo-Step Problems
Dirrctions: Read each problem carefully. Then read each statement onyour slip and write in the empty space every letter which stands for a fact

given in the problem. Several of the statements may be true.
Problem IIIPage 1Stone ArithmeticIntermediate.

"Ralph earned $4.75 per week for 9 wk. during his vacation and spent$27.50 of it for a bicycle. How much of it had be left?
) (a) Amount Ralph spent for a bicycle.

( ) (b) Amount Ralph had left.
( ) (c) Amount Ralph earned in one week.
( ) (d) Number of weeks Ralph worked.
( ) (e) Amount Ralph earned in 9 days.
( ) (f) What part of Ralph's money he spent for a bicycle.

B
"It took 15 in. of wire to hang each of four pictures in Mr. Bonner's office.

How many feet of wire were required?"
Underline the number given below that tells how many feet of wire the

pictures required.
4 5 15 80

SAMPLE IVEXERCISES STRESSING WHAT IS CALLED FUR IN THE PROBLEM

A

What is Called ForTwo-Step Problems
Dire diem: Read each problem carefully. Then read each statement onyour slip and write in the empty space the letter which stands for the one

statement which tells what is called for by the problem.
"Gertrude Messenger used 21/..! yd. of percale for her apron, while Violet,

her sister, used only 21/4 yd. If the percale is $25 a yard, how much must
Mrs. Messenger send to Miss Caragher to pay for apron material?"

) (a) Amount of material Gertrude required.
( ) (b) Amount of mate rial Violet required.

) (c) Total cost of material.
) (d) Cost per yard of material.
) (e) Total amount used by both girls.

B
"Mr. Brown has $5000 in the bank for his children. When his son Tomreaches the age of twenty-one, he is to have half of it and two daughters

are to share the rest equally at the sameMP time. How much does each receive?"
Underline the number given helna that tells how many things you areasked to Bail in the problem.

1 2 4
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SAMPLE V^ EXERCISES STRESSING THE ESTIMATION OF ANSWERS

A
Probable AnswerTwo-Step Problems

Dire coons: Rend each problem carefully. There are five suggested answers
(a-e) below the first problem. One of them is the most probable answer of
the five. In the empty space write the letter which stands for the most
probable answer. Read the problem as often as you need to.

"White's Jewelry Store is about % of a mile from the City Normal School.
Highland Park is about 11;1 miles. On Monday we visited White's Jewelry
.More, walking both ways. On Tuesday we walked to and from Highland
Park. What was the total distance that we covered on the two trips?"
( ) (a) About 10 miles.
( ) (b) 4 trips.
( ) (c) 5 miles.
( ) (d) % mile.
( ) (e) Twice as far.

B
"There are 29 children in 6 B 2. 14 went to lunch today, while 5 were

being given individual help at the board by Jane. The rest of the class were
in their seats doing written problems."

If the number of children doing written problems was greater than the
number who went to lunch, underline the word More; if not, underline the
word Less.

Lunch More Less 1p

SAMPLE VIEXERCISES STRESSING C II ()ICE OF PROCEDURE

A
Process AnalysisTwo-Step Problems

Dire, ions: Read each problem carefully, but do not try to get the answer.
Writ" tile proper letters A, S, M, D, to show which two of the four processes
you would use if you were to work the problem.

"Miss Hist, used 50 min. for arithmetic every day last week. How many
hours last week were given to arithmetic?" (

B

This time write the proper signs, +, , X, to show which two of the
four processes you would use in solving the following problem.

"Mother's laundry bill was $1.65 the 111..4 week in April, $1.84 the second
week. $2.01 the third week, and $1.49 the fourth week. What did her laundry
bill average for April?" (

C
"If you know the number of hours yon- father worked on Monday, the

number of hours he worked on Tuesday, a .1 the privy per hour he received
for his labor; how mill you find his total earnings for the two days?"

Underline the group of signs given below that tells the right things to do:
(X, -:-), (±, X), (X, X)
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SAMPLE VII EXERCISES STRESSING RELATION SI; IPS IN PROBLEMS

A

"Miss Card drove 3 hr. at the rate of 20 mi. an hour. How far did she
drive?"

Underline the relationship listed below that is the correct one to use.
(a) Distance= Time -I- Rate
(h) .
(c) " X
((I)
(C) = Rate Time

Results of the Experiment. The accompanying graphs show
the results which were obtained in the case of each individual pupil,
and also the median scores of the class before and after the ex-
periment.

So

3

3a.

C.N.S. usimk.v (after drill )

111V,14 1 3 .1 4 7 10 1%. 13

Before Remedial Drill

1r

C.N.S. =DIAN
(before drill)

Grade
Norm

ti

ti

ti

lb 01 111 11 34 AI SU 1.4 as

IAfter Remedial Drill

Co PARISON OF SCORES oN COMPASS Di %GNOSTIC' TEST IN PROBLEM ANALYSIS.
BEFORE AND AFTER 20 1,EssoNs IN REMEDIAL DRILL. GRADE 6B2.
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Grade No r m,

0
el I I 3 4 5' 4 1 11 I It1 It .s- I. '1 It 1,41 41 it its tol so-

IMAT IS GIVEN

-,- 1 .

WHAT ZS CALLED FOR

$ Grade Norm

0
4 th 9 f 'I t4 II Is is 1 se 14 n If 11 se

PROBABLE ANSWER

41. ss sY "sr

4 Grade :form

0
k 3 3 r 4 1 f 1 le it la it w lir $1 &t 3.43 31 33 33 304

CORRECT SOLUTION

6 Grade Norm

4" t 4 I 10 1.4 Ir ts. 11 is ta. 41 ar
----- First testing

\Second testing

EFFErT OF 20 I.ESSoNS IN Th.:MEDIAL DRILI. UPON &Trifle' PlIAsES OF PROBLEM
SOLVING. GRADE 6132. C. N. S. SeoltEs OF INDIVIDUAL Iit!plIA.

II. SECOND EXPERIMENT AT THE CITY NORMAL Scnoof.

Grade 5 A-2 Critic Teacher Miss Mildred Seekins
Number of Pupils-14 Feb. 28 to May 18, 1927
Purpose. To determine the difficulties that pupils had in solv-

ing problems, to apply remedial instruction. and to increase, if
possible, the ability to solve problems.

Procedure. Tests were given at the beginning of the experiment
and at the end of the remedial instruction, to find individual disa-
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bilities and to measure the results of remedial instruction. The
tests used were the Buckingham Scale for Problems in Arithmetic,
Forms 1 and 2, and the Stevenson Problem Analysis Test, Forms
1 and 2.

Remedial Instruction. All the remedial instruction was done
in the regular arithmetic period. The instruction was planned to
cover a period of ten weeks. Three fifteen-minute periods each
week were given to the experiment, making a total of seven and
one-half hours. While the work was concentrated on one phase or
ability each day, a constant review of the previous phases was kept
up, and a final mastery of all the phases was made collectively.
Original problems, hoard problems, mimeographed problems, and
book problems were used. 'l'he following problem from Bucking-
ham's test may serve as an illustration of the daily procedure:

1m.y it 5 qt. of nuts. sold them at Sc' a quart and spent the
money fur oranges at 0 apiece. llow many uningcs did he buy?"

Fire: Concentration on: What is required? Example: -How many
oranges did Henry buy?"

tir In,! and Thi PI .:MOM What is required. Concentration
on: What is given, or the Data. State Data in Words as:

Number of (wats of nuts is 5.
Selling price of 1 qt. of nuts is St'.
Cost of 1 orange is 4c.

Fourth, Fifth, Sixth. S, Pr nth 1.d.,.,ons. Review: What is required. What
is given. Coneentration on: How to solve the problem orally.

x se will give the selling price of nuts.
This result divided by 4c will give the number of oranges bought. (Most
difficult step; crucial step.)

Eighth, Nihib T( oh id gmihg. Review: What is required. Data. Plan of
solution. c -oncent rit tun till : h'a l Solut

5 X St' oc
40c :- 0 10 times

10 oranges,

or,
5 X 8s` lo .. lo oranges.

40

Eleventh. lid,. hth Review above. Concentration on:
Written solution. l',.* horizontal or vertical form. In !:%rizontal form the
result of each step i, labeled and the label appears first to provide for planning
I)( fore exeution. Long calculations may be performed on scratch paper.
A. II (IOW?! I'S

:4( ri, of nuts, 5 x
Number of oranges bought, 00 :- 10 ;410 oranges. Or,
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Cancellation method if developed-
2

5 X° =10 10 oraugua.

1

B. Vertical Form
80
5

40400
10 10 oranges.

Fourtet nth, Fifteenth, qixt enth Lesson,. Review above. Concentration
on: Chceks on problem-solving. Each problem should be checked either
orally or in written form.

1. Cheek by solving another problem made from the original problem, as
"Henry bought 10 oranges at 40 each for the money received for 5 qt. of

nuts. How much did he receive for each quart of nuts?"
2. Cheek by solving the problem by another method if possible. Example:

Finding the perimeter.
3. Check by inverse process.
4. Check by going over work another time. Least satisfactory check, as

the mind tends to repeat itself. An error made the first time is apt to be
repeated.

5. Cheek by estimating.
a. Before solving, form an approximate estimate of the answer by substi-

tuting the nearest easy numbers for the numbers in the problem.
Use this estimate as a check on the answer when the problem is solved.

b. Put the answer obtained hack in its concrete setting to see if the
answer is reasonable.

Sft.entef-nth, Eiyhtretith Lesson:. Review above. Search for problems
solved in a given way. List page and number of problem as

Stone p.10
M M 5
MS
SA 8
S D 10

Nineteenth, Twentieth Lessons. Review above. Children originate prob-
lems to fit given conditions. Data given. Children build around these the
detailed statements.

T went y-first, T went y -wcond Lessons. Children originate problems to solve
in a prescribed way, als

"Give a problem in A D, M S, D A, etc."

Children originate problems, and other children give the processes.
Twenty- third, Tw nt y-fourth Lt .sans. Review above. Concentration on:

Problems without. numbers, Children read and originate problems without
numbers and tell the processes.
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Twenty-fifth, Twenty-sixth, Twenty-scventh, Twenty-eighth Lessons. Re-
vivw and clinch all phases, steps, and abilities of problem-solving collectively.

Twenty-ninth, Thirtieth Lessons. Final tests given.

Results of the Second Experiment. An examination of the
accompanying medians, scores, and graphs for first and second trials
on the problem tests shows the individual and the class improve-
ment or lack of improvement for the experiment.
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COMPARISON OF SCORES ON BUCKINGHAM PROBLEM SCALE, GRADE 5A2.
FEB. 28-MAY 18, 1927.

I 1 1
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('c) NIPARISON OF SroRF:S (IN STEVENSON PniniI,EM ANALYSIS TEST, GRADE 5A2.
28-MAY 18, 1927.
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SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY ON PROBLEM-SOLVING

BANTING, G. 0. The Elimination of Difficulties in. Reasoning. Arithmetic
Course of Study for Elementary School, Number Four, Second Revised
Edition. Denver, 1926; or Bulletin of the Department of Elementary
School Principals, the Second Year Book, July, 1923.
Analyzes the causes of failure to solve problems and offers remedial sug-
gestions.

Berz, W. "Larger Home Idea." Rochester, N. Y., 1927,
Advocates above source for problem data in his lecture courses.

Baanroan, E. J. G. "Suggestion, Reasoning, and Arithmetic." Forum of
Education, III, February, 1925.
Endeavors to find how far the critical ability of a child enters in the solving
of problems.

BROWN AND COFFMAN. The Teaching of Arithmetic. Row, Peterson, and Co.,
1924.

Evaluates the natore of the problem.
Ilt-cluNoxam, B. It. Educational Research Bulletin. Ohio State University,

Columbus, Ohio, Jan. 21, 1925.
Gives an article on selecting arithmetic problems.

Bce Jammu, B. R. Research for Teachers. Silver, Burdett and Co., 1926.
Chapter VIII of this book is on "Error and Failure. Their Educational
Meaning."

&SWELL AND Juni). Summary of Educational Investigations Relating to
Arithmetic. University of Chicago, 1925.
Contains a critical summary of many investigations on problem work.
Several reports were taken from this summary.

Course of Study in Arithmetic. Grades I to VI inclusive. Public Schools,
Denver, 1926.
Summarizes many suggestions about failures and gives remedial measures
for problem-solving.

DEPARTMENT OP SumuNrENDENeE, Fourth Yearbook. National Education
Association, Washington, D. C., 1926.
Suggests material for committees engaged in revising elementary school
courses.

DEWEY, JOHN AND MCLELLAN, JAMES. The Psychology of Number.
D. Appleton and Co., 1916.
Contains two chapters on "Primary Number Teaching."

GARD, Wnits L. "A Preliminary Study of the Psychology of Reasoning."
American Journal of Psychology, XVIII, October, 1907.
Analyzes and records the reasoning processes of subjects during the solution
of puzzle problems.

Jun, C. II. Genetic Psychology for Teachers. D. Appleton and Co., 1903.
Ccatains a chapter on "The Idea of N umber."

Juan, C. H. Psychology of Secondary Education. Ginn and Co., 1927.
Emplia-izes the necessity for generalization in problem-solving.

KLara, PAut.. The Teaching of Arithmetic. D. Appleton and Co., 1916,
Classifies characteristics of effective arithmetical problems.
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KNIGHT, F. B. AND BUSWELI G. T. National Council of Teachers of Mathe-
matics, Second Yearbook. Bureau of Publications, Teachers College,
Columbia University, 1927.
Lists possibilities for the application of remedial instruction units.

KNIGHT, F. B. AND SETZAFANDT, A. 0. "Transfer Within a Narrow Mental
Function." Elementary School Journal, June, 1924. University of Chicago,
Chicago.
Measures the amount of transfer of training to new situaNns.

LESSENUER, W. E. "Reading Difficulties in Arithmetical computation."
Journal of EAcational Research, April, 1925. Bloomington,
Points out the effect of concentration in reading m success in arithmetic.

LINDQUIST, T. Modern Arithmetic Methods and Problems. Scott, Foresman
and Co., 1917.
Includes material on visualizing and into-nreting problems.

McNAta, G. H. Methods of Teaching Modern Day Arithmetic. R. G. Badger,
1923.
Emphasizes kinds and types of problems.

Mathematics Teacher, December, 1923. 525 West 120th Street, New York
City.
Includes a discussion on confusion of objectives in mathematics by Mr.
William Betz.

MositoE, W. S. AND CLARK, J. A. The Teacher's Responsibility for Devising
Learning Exercises in Arithmetic. Bulletin No. 31, University of Illinois,
Urbana, Ill., 1926.
Emphasizes the inadequate supply of problems in the various texts.

MouTos. R. L. Solving Arithmetic Problems; Case Studies. Educational
ReNearch Bulletin, Ohio State University, May 13, 1925.
Describes ease studies of three six-grade pupils showing their difficulties in
a test on arithmetic problems.

Mvns, G. C. The Prevention and Correction of Errors in Arithmetic. The
Plymouth Press, Chicago, 1925.
Reports the causes and the persistence of errors in the fundamental
processes of arithmetic.

NATIONAL COUNCIL OF TEACHERS OF MATHEMATICS. First Yearbook. C. M.
Austin, Oak Park and River Forest Township High School, Oak Park,
Ill., 1926.
Contains a general survey of progress in the field of mathematics in the
last twenty-five years.

NATIONAL COUNCIL OF TEACHERS OF MATHEMATICS. Second Yearbook.
Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia University, New York
City, 1927.
Contains suggestive problems for research and experimentation.

NEwroMII, R. S. Modern .Methods of Teaching Arithmetic. Houghton
Co., 1926.

Emphasizes the reading and interpretation of problem work. Explains an
experiment on problem-solving.

OsntaN, W. J. Corrective Arithmetic. Houghton Mifflin Co., 1924.
Reports corrective materials of the number combinations to be taught.
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OSRURN, W. J. Reading Difficulties in Arithmetic. State Department of
Public Instruction, Madison, Wis., 1925.
Lists nine causes of failure to understand arithmetic problems.

OVERMAN, J. It. Principles and Methods of Teaching Arithmetic. Lyons and
Carnahan, 1920.
Devotes one chapter to solution of problems.

PoFFENauttouu, A. T., Ja. "The Influence of Improvement in One Simple
Mental Process upon Other Related Processes." Journal of Educational
Psychology, October, 1915. Warwick and York, Baltimore.
Gives conditions under which transfer of training may take place.

ROAN TREE, W. F. AND TAYLOR, MARY S. An Arithmetic for Teachers. Mac-
millan Co., 1925.
Contains information and discussion on methods of teaching the problem.

SMITH, D. E. "Suggestions on the Arithmetic Question." Mathematics
Teacher, October, 1925.
Criticizes some ut the investigations and the conclusions in arithmetic.

SeAut.eiNo, F. T. "An Analysis of the Content of Six Third-Grade Arith-
metirs." Journal of Educational Research, December, 1921.
Records percentage of space given to problems and to fundamental opera-
tions.

STEvENsoN, P. R. "Difficulties in Problem-Solving." Journal of Educational
Research, Vol. XI, February, 1925. Public School Publishing Co., Bloom-
ington, Ill.
Lists difficulties and offers remedial measures for solving problems.

STEVENSON, P. R Educational Research Bulletin, October 15, 1924. Ohio
State University, Columbus.. Ohio.
Includes a report of work done on problem-solving.

STONE, J. C. The Teaching of Arithmetic. Benj. H. Sanborn and Co., 1918.
Points out the purposes of the problem.

Than% P. W. how Numerals are Read: An Experimental Study of the
Reading of Immolated Numeral.' and Numerals in Arithmetic Problems. Sup-
plem,.etary Educational Monographs, No. 18. Department of Education,
rniverity of Chicago, 1922.
Contains a ,."upleto stud of individual methods of reading arithmetic
robins and isolated numerals.
()RNLI KE, E. L. Elements of Psychology. A. G. Seiler, 1916.

Analyzes the Law of Association anti the Law of Dissociation.
TuottNutKE, E. L. The Psycho lowy of rithmrtic. Macmillan Co., 1922.

Preset! ts a chapter on problem at tit tide and a chapter on arithmetic

TnouNDIKE, E. L. The Nc to Methods in Arithmetic. Rand, McNally and
Co., 1921.
Strem.srs the reality and interest needed

Curroan B. -To:who's Course in
nachers College Record, October, 1925.
versity, York City.
Discusses the problem of organizing a
arithmetic.

in problems.
..krithitic in the Normal School,"

Teachers College, Columbia Uni-

satisfactory course for teachers of
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WASROURNE, C. W. and OSBORNE, R. The Elementary School Journal, No-
vember, 1926, December, 1926. University of Chicago, Chicago, Ill.
Tabulates two experiments on problem-solving in cooperation with the
Committee of Seven.

WILSON, G, M. What Arithmetic Shall We Teach? Houghton Mifflin Co.,
1926.

Devotes one chapter to reasoning problems. Includes many surveys.
WILSON, G. M. Motivation of Arithmetic. Bulletin No. 43, 1925. Govern-

ment Printing Office, Washington, I.D. C.
Suggests material to motivate the arithmetic of the classroom.



A MATHEMATICAL ATMOSPHERE
By OLIVE A. KEE

Teachers College, Bogton, Mass.

Atmosphere of the Classroom. Should the mathematics class-
room breathe mathematics? Is it possible to develop an arrange-
ment of materials which will make the appearance of the mathe-
matics classroom as distinctive as that of a room where science or
history is taught?

It must be admitted that in the majority of cases the visible
evidences that a classroom is devoted to mathematics are few and
uninteresting. Possibly a set of graphs, which have been cut from
newspapers and magazines, and which ma3 or may not men any-
thing to the students who casually glance at them, is displayed
above the blackboard and above eye-level. Or, much better, models
of the various geometric forms may be i!isplayed in the cabinet.
They may have been constructed by the students, in which case
they surely have some meaning. But, with these exceptions, one
is likely to find little of significance.

The writer ova: cm-:sidering such matters a few years ago, and
trying to think of wa and means of m tking the demonstration
classroom in junior school mathematics vitally attractive. At
that time the mune,' it the Association 01 Teachers of Mathematics
in New England was considering c 'h questions as: Who is to
convince the casual public of th worth and power of modern
mathematics? How is the teacher io stimulate controversy which
will finally lead to the understanding and appreciation of the values
of her subject? In other words, how can we sell our subject to the
"man in the street"? Professor Copeland, then president of the
Association, suggested that one of the members make an experiment
with posters advertising mathematics. The writer undertook to
try out this suggestion, in the hope that it w ould afford a solution
not only to the problem propoonded by the Association, but ,so
to the question which wt,s in her own mind.

Mathematics Posters. Posters were, of course, rather generally
288
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used in the English and hygiene departments of our own and other
institutions at that time. No one questioned the fact that a good
poster advising us to drink more milk has a more definite appeal
than the hare spoken or written message. Posters in the mathe-
matics classroom, however, were an innovation.

The matter was first taken up with those of our students who
were preparing to teach in the elementury schools. Considering
their interest in the work of the lower grades, the writer saw various
possibilities in enlisting them in the poster-making enterprise.
Posters of the following sorts were suggested:

1. Those which would show the uses of mathematics in society.
2. Those which carried in their slogan a positive and definite sug-

gestion for the pupil in connection with certain classroom tasks.
3. Those intended to stimulate younger pupils to greater en-

leavor.
4. Those showing geometric forms in nature and art.

Worth of Mathematics. :n order to set the project moving, the
students, who had previously reached conclusions as to the objec-
tives in the teaching of mathematics, engaged in a general discus-
sion of the worth of mathematics in the trades, industries, a.
sciences. It is worth noting, as an aside, that the resulting posters,
although exaggerated in many respects, never once laimed broadly
that "mathematics trains the mind." Whether the omission was
due io fear of putting this statement into lasting for u, or whether
no picture could h found to illustrate the point, cannot he deter-
mined. It. may, however, be assumed that the students were
honestly trying to show, as Dean Holmes puts it. "what man can
do with mathematics; not what mathematics can do to man."

Uses of Mathematics. While the students were thoroughly im-
bued with the idea of present use or interest ns an objective in the
teaching of tiny topic, they recognized the fact that interest in a
trade in which arithmetic plays a part has been known to stir up
enthusiasm for the necessary topic. A practical u,0 of this fact
wits made in the preparation of posters falling in the first category.
After all, young pupils trust their teachers, and :t sixth grade
boy may quite conceivably work on a process becaust his teacher
knows it to be valuable in connection with some interesting trade
or industry. The teacher !mist here, of course, have an adequate
background, and know how to complete the task successfully.
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For example, in grade eight, a poster may be shown advertising
the use of the formula in computing compound interest. The pupils
are arriving at the result by computing amounts period by period.
The teacher shows them how she obtains results in a much shorter
time by her formula. Whether they can use the formula or not is
inconsequential at this tin The poster showing the bank and its
sign is left. in sight for a day or two. Will it not perhaps inspire
a Attire Rothschild with the idea that banking depends at least in
part on a phase . thematies which is something unused by
him? Again, a goon poster displaying the graduated test-tube,
beaker, and scales, and carrying the slogan "Chemistry depends on
Mathematics" will probably start. a controversy about our subject,
if not an appreciation of its value.

Use of Mathematics in the Classroom. Suggestions for a sec-
ond type of poster were also given. Posters with a warning about.
checking and about. the making of an estimate were agreed upon
as a valuable possession for the young teacher who was preparing
for a hard day in the classroom. Other phases of process-work in
arithmetic and algebra were mentioned as having possibilities. As
later illustrations will show, these hints were followed quite gen-
erally but to the inhibition, it seemed, of a variety of original ideas.

One illustration of this sort was the well-known check-mark (V 1
with the slogan "Stop! Have you checked ?" The position of
the cheek-mark in mid-air, a bit like the sword of Daum(' les,
was apparently intendial to int hni(late the careless. This poster
would he useful even in the fourth grade. Its value, like that of
all the others, is brought out by displaying it at the psychological
moment and only then. Otherwise it will heroine like the spot in
our fence which, needing repair, at first sticks out like a sore thumb
and later bevomes an accepted part of the landscape.

Another of this type which was more suited to the seventh grade
had as its slogan, "Alemhers of an equation are like twins. Treat.
them alike." The picture was that of a girl between two twins pre-
senting like material to them. The students felt that this would
be effective in the early stages of work on the equation. Another
striking poster carried the slogan "A ('heck is Valuable."

Use of Incentives. One runs the risk of criticism for suggesting
the third type. A single illustration will suffice. This poster shows
a boy climbing a ladder with rungs labeled from 10'; to HXYA.).
"Can you reach the top in arithmetic?" is the slogan. Of course,
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we know that some pupils would necessarily answer this question
if at all) with "No" unless more drastic measures were used

"drastic" signifying nothing worse for the pupil than individual
work with flash-cards or survey sheets.

Some amusing posters in this third class were "Can you make
your letter in arithmetic?" tinder a picture of a slightly-built boy
gazing at a much augmented reflection of himself, the letter "A"
appearing on his sweater. Another was "How many medals can you
earn in arithmetic?" Here again the undecorated boy sees his
reflected chest covered with medals. However pleasing and amus-
ing these are, little change would tike place in the schoolroom
situation without a great deal of stimulus in the way of arithmetic
contests.

To he sure, older people usually gasp with pleased surprise when
they see such posters on the wall of the classroom. Their reaction,
however. is no criterion. Peter Pan and also some of our best
storks about children give more pleasure to adults than to the boys
and girls.

Geometric Forms in Nature and Art. The fourth variety of
poster did not occasion so much discussion. The head of the art
department in our school constantly emphasizes the idea of mathe-
matical law underlying art. As illustrations of geometry in nature
the students furnished pictures of snow-crystals, and of fruit cut
to show the symmetrical arrangement of the seed-pods. One
student contributed a beautiful picture of a church window, with
the slogan "(leometry in the quiet of the church." This poster
made a strong appeal to many.

Further Uses of Posters. Thus far only one part of the ex-
periment has been described.that in which our own students at
Teachers College engaged. The group preparing to teach in the
junior or senior high school had the same instructions as the group
working in the elementary grades. In general they chose to show
the uses of mathematics as applied in various industries or sciences.
"The plan made this house. Mathematics made the pltIn" was
effective with its picture of a house and the ground plan. One fine
exception was an interesting and beautiful poster illustrating the
addition of negative numbers.

Next a group of teachers who were taking an extension course
in junior high school mathematics were asked to try out the project.
All were urged to bring in one poster which they considered worthy
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of display in the classroom. Those who were teaching in grades
above sixth were also urged to have their pupils make posters.
Geometry for Junior High Schools, by Betz, was mentioned as full
of suggestions. Although the teachers were reluctant to begin work
upon the assignment. the results were most interesting and stimu-
lating. It might not he wise, however, to quote these slogans to an
educational department already branding all specialists in mathe-
matics as over-enthusiastic about the possibilities of the subject.
For example, the picture of a broadcasting station carried the
slogan, "Stand by! The world is calling for mathematics." And
yet the world has been doing so since time immemorial, and the call
is still heard. Even if this poster did no more than start contro-
versy, it would have served its end, provided that someone knew
enough not to let the discussion die at its inception.

Other offerings started discussions immediately, among them be-
ing pictures of bridges bearing the statement that these could not
have been built without the use of mathematics. The whole subject
of results found only by experimentation versus results predictable
by mathematics came up for debate. Dewey's Psychology of
Num bcr was used as an authority by one side.

A poster picturing Niagara Falls with the slogan, "Mathematics
has harnessed the elements for the service of man," was admired
and not challenged, as was also one with the "Cathedral of Com-
merce'. (the Woolworth Building) and the slogan, "Mathematics
made this possible." Another favorite was "Mathematicsthe
master key.'' Here was displayed a massive key, thanked by door-
ways labeled Art, Science, Astronomy, Aviculture, Commerce, and
Manufacturing.

The most interesting feature of the experiment was the part
played by the young pupils in the junior high Many of the
teachers had results from their classes which were interesting if
not beautiful. The bast collection was furnished by Miss Susan
Hosmer of Washington Irving .Junior High School. The posters
were not made during the mathematics period although the stimulus
was given at that time. The pupils in this school liqd the advan-
tage, it seemed, of good materials and a good foundation in art
and printing. The results were original even if the slogans were
at times debatable. One whiA no one could question was a "life-
size- automobile number plate, "Mass. 448914." with the canny
comment. -One needs a slight knowledge of mathematics to read
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this." Another which escaped with little criticism had a good pic-
ture of the Capitol at Washington with "King Math helped to make
this beautiful structure."

Since the class had a major.ty of boys, boy-interests figured
almost entirely. The arts and scii flees of war or defense were un-
duly stressed, as might be expected. Examples of this are:

"The men who fired the shot could not see the target but
mathematics helped them to hit it," accompanied by a target,

"Mathematics rules the undersea," with a cross-section of a
submarine.

"AviationNo mathematics," with a dirigible.
"The lives of two men depend upon mathematics"; picture of

airplane and two fliers.
"NIathematics is used to direct naval maneuvers"; naval officers

working over a map.
"Mathematics helps these men to defend the nation"; Army,

Navy, and Marines.

Less warlike are such posters as these:
"The ear that. Math. built"; a well known automobile.
"Astronomers use mathematics in calculating distances"; picture

of planets each with a train apparently ha adcd toward it.
"Mathematics solves the problem of traveling"; a locomotive.
"Mathematics helps us to make accurate maps"; a map.

Far-fetched? In some cases. Questionahle? True. Yet the boy
of the junior high school age is ready to challenge and to be chal-
lenged. If he tries to meet challenge with accurate information,
and if his parents take sides, then the public is arouse..1 if
hot convinced.

Efforts should, of course, be made have posters illustrating the
use women make of mathematics. One of our most beautiful
posters was that of "(;uometry in the home,"a girl making a
lampshade with hexagonal bas,:,. An aniwing one was "Know your
proportions"a luncheon scene with (Le small son complaining of
too much salt. Another had "Math. in the making. Math. in the
baking" as its slogan, at the risk of having the enemies of mathe-
tuaties refuse the luscious cake.

In the same collection was one thy a girl i which anni,ed some
and annoyed others. This was a picture of a piano with the words
-Harmony is attained through Mathematics.- As one young col-
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lege student expressed it, "I love music and always did, just as I
always hated mathematics, But if anyone had suggested to me that
mathematics was necessary in the study of music, I should have
given up music." This is the other side of the picture, From our
experiment we are persuaded that stressing the many uses of
mathmaties may, we do not say will, help us to interest students
in it. In any event, there is much evidence to show that. students
took a livelier interest in mathematics because of the poster
project. One of these youngsters in the junior high school said
enthusiastically to her teacher, "Why, there's mathematics in almost
everyfling."

The Real Purpose of Posters. In justification of some of the
posters it may be said that although they do not encourage the
pupils to be producers in the mathematic,.1 field, they awaken in-
terest and stimulate discussion, thus making the pupils more intelli-
gent consumers of mathematics. It really seems as if posters made
by the pupils may interest even the casual public in mathematics.

Our own students are still trying to make posters. The writer is
positive that they are pleased when they see fresh ones on display
in the classroom. The present class showed surprise at the first,
exhibition. More than one student has frankly admitted that
mathematics had never before meant anything to him except prob-
lem solving.

It must be admitted that. thus far the efforts of the students have
not as a whole received the approval of the art department. To
win that approval is the next step. The students have definite
directions fmnished by the art department as to the n.aking of
good posters. When worthwhile ideas arc carried out effectively,
our collection of posters may he used to convince the public of the
values of mathematics as well as to create a mathematical and
artistic atmosphere.

Graphs. As for our mathematical atmosphere, posters are only
incidental, albeit important. They are not the sum total; graphs
also have their place. A plea is made, however, that tlw collection
of graphs he not allowed to degenerate into an array of meaningless
clippings. If the pupil contributing- the graph can also interpret it
to the class, then it may he given a place on the wall or bulletin
hoard. My own students have showered me with graphs meaning-
less to them. They may, indeed, ask their teacher to help them to
interpret these, and thus become real eonsumers.
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Graphs cut from papers suggest graphs made by the pupils.
About a year ago, a collection of this sort in ninny schools would
have seemed impressive. Even now, the mathematical atmosphere
can be at times improved by having these graphs relate to the
pupils' own activities, Diaries kept over a period of two weeks or
so to give an accurate budget of time furnish good material for a
circular graph which not only is mathematically correct but brings
all kinds of good concomitants. For older pupils an allowance
budget accompanied by the circular graph is a worthwhile exhibit
for the mathematics classroom,

Correlation with other subjects leads to graphs which make the
mathematics classroom not merely a plat c where answers are
obtained and where the value of .r is found. Our students have dis-
played graphs on the cleaning of teeth before and after a health
talka vital subject for them. They have shown by means of
graphs the different nationalities which may be represented in a
real classroom.

Other circular graphs had to do with these subjects: Expenses
incurred by my home. How mother spends Saturday. How I
spend my day. The number of pupils in each year at our school.
How modern college girls spend their time. A menu for each meal
kby calories). The ideal human diet. The initial cost of a small
poultry yard. Weather in New England. An evening's entertain-
ment by radio.

In addition, there art' always graphs illustrat ng geographical
facts. These graphs, well drawn, with good prihting lull water-
coloring, are quite as interesting as those found in the texts. They
Seem, when well arranged, to contribute much io the mathematical
atmosphere of the room.

Newspaper Clippings. All clippings on the bulletin board should
be meaningful. Otherwise they are like reeds shaken by Ow Auld.
A room uncluttered by them would be preferable, It is surprising
how many good mathematical clippings one can find in the maligned
newspaper. hard upon our discussion of the metric system comes
an article predicting its adoption in Ow near future. It goes without
saying that some one will attempt the trisection of an angle every
now and then. Sometimes a good collection of jokes about !Mahe-
rultirs :Ind its possibilities will add its hit to the atmosphere. In
all cases clippings should be commented upon before being
posted.
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Reading Table. Surely there should be a table in the corner
with supplementary reading material in mathematics as in history
or literature. Here should be found Smith's Number Stories of
Long Ago, Weeks' Boy's Own Arithmetic, the geometry mentioned
before, and even mere texts other than the ones used in class.

Other Equipment. In the proper place, beside the time-honored
models, should be the carpenter's level, the decimalized tape, a good
slide-rule in addition to the ones made by the pupils, and other tools.
Some of these things are likely to make their appearance from time
to time and, having appeared, they should be made ;mailable.

Summary. In conclusion it may be reiterated that other features
than the work on the blackboard should suggest mathematics. Is
the atmosphere such that all may realize that the teacher loves her
subject enough to try to win others to its practice and delights?
May even tilos:: who dislike the mechanics of mathematics be led
to admit freely that the subject lives? If our classrooms breathe
mathematics before and after, as well as during class periods, we
may feel that we have taken a step in the right direction.


